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Executive summary

The following report describes the work conducted by the University of Copenhagen at az-Zubarah from February 1st to May 7th 2009 on behalf of the Qatar Museum Authority. The report covers four main areas of scientific research, briefly summarized below: 1) excavation report “EP01 – The Tower and Compound”, 2) excavation report “EP02 – The Beach Compound and Street”, 3) “Survey of Archaeological Remains”, and 4) “Geomorphology and Hydrology of the az-Zubarah Region”.

1: Excavation Point 01 gave considerable insight into the development of the city. The aim was to expose what appeared to be a large compound, a city wall, and a tower. The excavations revealed at least two main phases in this area, and a third phase characterized by mining into the collapsed architecture of previous phases. Phase 1 suggests a relatively long period of occupation of the compound judging from the complexity of the architecture and the depth of floor deposits. Rather than comprising one individual housing unit, the large number and spread of rooms and fire pits may suggest that the compound hosted multiple domestic units. Phase 2 suggests that a planned redevelopment of the city took place, possibly after an occupational hiatus. This phase is characterized by the construction of a large ‘city’ wall with an associated semi-circular tower on top or in conjunction with the compound. The wall and tower appear to be designed for internal security or display as opposed to proper defense of the city. Thus, contrary to expectations, the excavation revealed that the inner city wall and accompanying tower post-dated the associated compound. This shows that rather than the city expanding from a smaller core area with a city wall revealed in EP01, it seems that the city either became increasingly divided into separate areas, perhaps based on access to economic resources, or simply contracted. From EP 01 several important finds were recovered, most spectacular of which was a large scale depiction of a dhow (of the boom type) incised into the wall plaster of the compound. Furthermore, several samples of geometric wall decoration have been collected. A lily-shaped pipe bowl, characteristic of the mid-19th century, was also recovered, which helps to suggest that the compound at least was occupied at this point. Yet, more precise dating of the materials recovered needs further confirmation. Other finds of interest are the large amount of pottery associated with bathing features, and a wooden box.

2: Excavation of Excavation point 02 gave insights into the beach area, specifically by focusing on a large compound and an associated street. The excavation revealed at least four phases of development. Most substantially documented is a compound comprised of a large central compound, with a North-Eastern room, and two rooms on the western side, along with two associated larger structures towards East and South. North of this compound is a street, used in several phases of the architectural developments of the compound. This area, particular as documented in chapter EP02.4, revealed that the area had been in use even before the architectural structures were built. Furthermore, it is evident that several buildings are located below the currently dominating compound. These earlier and spatially denser buildings, visible in chapters EP02.1, and EP02.3, are...
positioned off-angle to the compound. Excavations in this area revealed substantial evidence for the building techniques, invaluable for future restoration work. In terms of finds, there is a proportionally larger amount of foreign ceramics (originating in China and Holland) than in EP01. This will be very useful in identifying trade patterns, as well as dating. Judging from this material alone, it may suggest that the compound was in use in the early 20th century, thus later than the materials recovered in EP01, again confirming the hypothesis on the contraction or separation of the city meaning that the latest phase is to be located here. There is not yet substantial evidence from the phases prior to the compound occupation to determine any dates.

3: The survey aimed at mapping archaeological and topological features visible from the surface in the landscape around az-Zubarah. A map of the city with the various types of buildings was constructed. The surveyor counted 22 towers on the outer city wall and 10 probably 11 on the inner city wall. At least from the surface, two phases of development are discernible, the latest is characterized by the deconstruction of the screening walls within 150m of the outer city walls leading to the water sources at al-Mureir, the blocking of the city gates, and the construction of the inner city wall discussed above. The earliest development is characterized, among other things, by a high density of civic structures in the centre of the city, and organic building and street pattern evident between the inner city wall and the outer city wall from Gate 6 northwards. Preliminary evidence and documentation of cemeteries, harbor and ditch area is further discussed in this chapter.

4: Volume two of this report is a substantial geo-morphological exploration of the wider area around az-Zubarah mapping and discussing water sources, geological formation, as well as human alterations of the landscape, essential for understanding life in az-Zubarah. It contains a separate executive summary.
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Central to any archaeological study is the requirement to understand the relationship between occupation and the natural environment – why people live where they do. This is especially the case in Qatar where low rainfall coupled with low relief results in the virtual absence of surface water. The only water source in the past was from groundwater occurring in the Tertiary marine limestone aquifers, the Umm er Rhaduma, the Rus, and closer to the coast the Dammam Formation which outcrops across much of Qatar. The deeper part of the aquifer system is brackish to saline, and freshwater in northern Qatar is constrained to the upper parts as a freshwater lens. The freshwater is recharged locally mostly during storm rainfall events when run off and silt is concentrated in the many depressions scattered across the landscape. The depressions have formed in response to solution of gypsum followed by collapse within the limestone aquifers. Such depressions contain the better soils and are the focus of agriculture throughout Qatar, where they are referred to as rawdha.

With no surface water, the only alternative water source for occupation and settlement was groundwater, obtained from the many wells scattered across the country which are commonly associated with the rawdha and also provide for stock and domestic use in coastal settlements. Without the groundwater there could be no settlement, and the history of settlement in Qatar is therefore reflected in the history of its wells. This was also the situation at Al Zubarah where the principle water supply came from the many large, albeit shallow wells, established at Qal‘at Murayr located on the Eocene limestone beyond the coastal plain about 1.5 km distant from Al Zubarah.

The landscape in the vicinity of Al Zubarah has its origins in the mid-Holocene marine transgression which lasted from perhaps 7,000 to 4,000 yr BP probable peaking at ca 5,500 BP. The actual date that this event peaked at Al Zubarah is not accurately known but will be obtained from carbon dates on shells excavated from the channel side. At the time the sea level was 2 to 3 m above that at present. The mid-Holocene shoreline is now marked by a low 2-4 m scarp where the coastal plain gives way to the mid-Tertiary Dammam limestone in the vicinity of the Al Zubarah fort. The mid-Holocene transgression pre-dated the establishment of the high ground on which Al Zubarah was later
constructed, and this area only came into existence during the latter parts of the transgression and during the subsequent sea level fall (regression) to its present position.

During the high sea level stand, and probably the initial stages of regression, a shallow near-shore sand bar formed a barrier which separated the then existing open marine regime to the west from a tidal embayment or khor (now the eastern sabkha) developed between the barrier and the scarp.

Al Zubarah walled town with eastern and western sabkha straddling higher area showing arcuate beach ridges formed during the mid-Holocene regression.

At the time, connection to the sea was probably at the northern end of the eastern sabkha, where in the small cove beyond a zone of cyanobacterial (algal) mats, a tidal embayment still exists. As the sea levels fell regressive beach strand lines formed and these are clearly visible on the satellite imagery. The eastern sabkha is several metre above sea level and is very rarely flooded except under exceptionally high tides which, have in the past, brought flotsam in as far as the northern side of the northern external town wall. Such flooding dissolves the surface halite crust and prevents the development of thick halite deposits on the sabkha surface derived from regional groundwater discharge.

With the ongoing regression, a second outer barrier developed seawards of the first barrier, and this too became exposed as the sea level fell prior to becoming stabilized at the present level. The emerged second barrier later became the higher ground on which Al Zubarah was established. Shelly marine deposits related to the outer barrier are present as thin bands on the inland edge of the Al Zubarah area close to its junction with the sabkha.

As was the case with the earlier barrier, a tidal embayment (khor) also formed landwards of the new barrier, however unlike the earlier case, this embayment remains linked to sea level, and is still active today. A gradual filling of the embayment since the regression has led to the development of an intertidal flat linked to the sea, a supratidal flat inundated to a shallow depth at times of high tide and/or strong shimal winds, and the western sabkha, now divided into a northern isolated component and the main sabkha.

Both sabkha remain areas of regional groundwater discharge, and are underlain by saline water. This permits small-scale salt (halite) harvesting from the northern depression of the western sabkha by means of shallow holes dug below the water table. The surface of the sabkha are covered with a groundwater derived thin halite crust which commonly shows polygonal cracking. After rain, dissolution of the crust and wash off from the surrounding area causes salt to collect in road puddles where halite is precipitated as thin evaporite layers.

The respective depositional environments during the mid-Holocene transgression and regression in the Al Zubarah embayment are reflected in the lithologies and faunal composition exposed in the spoil heaps of the channel to the southeast of Al Zubarah, which cuts through the higher areas of the inner barrier and the western sabkha which was a tidal inlet at the time.

The light brownish marine rock used for construction of Al Zubarah has a partial gypseous (Ca SO4 2H2O) cement derived from rising groundwater. When exposed in hot, arid, environments, the gypsum may dehydrate to white anhydrite (Ca SO4), which is white, powdery and readily deflated. The volume decrease accompanying the conversion of gypsum to anhydrite (via hemihydrates) is about 39%. The white coloured areas on the beach ridge to the east of Al Zubarah have undergone this process and the surface is covered with small cerithid gastropods interbedded with white powdery surfac sediments. The weathering of the building material at Al Zubarah appears to be taking the same course. The
The cove to the north of Al Zubarah has a zone of cyanobacterial mats, while to the north west are wave-cut rock platforms, mostly relating to the present sea level. Small ‘islands’ immediately to the north, are in places underlain by a higher level wave cut terrace probably relating to the late Pleistocene high sea level (Figure 1) during the penultimate interglacial. Platforms are present along the northwestern coastline towards Shamal. At Al Khuwayr, a small offshore island is surrounded by low level platform but formed across Pleistocene sediments perhaps forming the higher level platform. Fossilized late Pleistocene dune systems (aeolianites) occur at Al Furayyah and sporadically northwards beyond Al Jumayl. They are best developed along the northeastern coast. A feature of the aeolianites is the numerous pictograms inscribed into the flatter surfaces.

The distribution of the rock platforms probably affected the town design at Al Zubarah, in that the off shore platforms mute any significant storm impact by dissipating wave energy prior to its hitting the coast. The platforms are best developed north of the beachfront tower and wall. South of this tower, the platforms, while still present, are discontinuous and less well developed, and while likely to hinder navigation, are nonetheless unlikely to dampen storm impacts. This is reflected in beach development whereby south of the tower the beach widens markedly and the town wall retreats further back from the shoreline. It seems likely that this was to allow space for the beach to disperse strong wave energy whipped up by the strong shaml winds.

While not well developed, rock platforms continue southwards beyond the town, and it is possible, that the site of the pier 300 m from the town reflected the nearest point of safe navigable access from the sea. This presupposes an earlier phase of pier development coincident with the occupation of Al Zubarah, than that suggested by the concrete and in places iron used in the upper parts of the construction. Whatever the case, the only path for a road from the pier is directly north towards the town. Just prior to the town, a major road or concourse passes east, just beyond the western end of the channel. This is the only alternative route from the pier which bypasses Al Zubarah. In terms of the existing scattered farms, there seems little to justify the pier in a post-Al Zubarah setting. Any other rationale, such as more recent military use, should be recorded in the archives.

The channel starts at the far end of the tidal flat 1.6 m from the coast and passes 1.2 km east to end at the eastern sabkha. It was cut through lightly cemented shelly shoreline or near shore sediments for much of its length then passed eastward into denser fossiliferous limestone and dense cryptocrystalline Eocene dolomite. The faunal and facies variation in the bank passing westward along the channel length reflects the passage perhaps from a strand line to a probable tidal embayment environment.

Claims that the channel was a seawater canal used as harbour connecting Qa’at Al-Murair and Al-Zubarah town with the sea appear fanciful. It, passes 300 m south of Al Zubarah, and stops 670 m west of the wells in the eastern settlement (Al Murair). At its coastward end it terminates in an area beyond which the land to the coast consists of saturated sand and pelletal muds of the tidal flat. It would have been most difficult if not impossible to construct, let alone maintain a sea connected canal passing across the flat. While the tidal flats and the end of the channel are submerged under high tides and strong shaml winds, the depth of water is mostly only 5 to 10 cm deep, except perhaps in the small ephemeral tidal channels. But for most of the time there is little or no direct water connection from the channel end to the coast, some 1.6 km distant. There is no sign of the rock-laden channel spoil beyond its present terminial point near the concourse passing northwest towards Al Zubarah and the pier.

At its lower end the channel continues to hold water for periods after the coastward tidal flat is relatively dry. While receiving water from the tidal flat at times of very high tide, the source of this water is in part from groundwater as the channel is cut beneath the water table. Construction of the channel was a significant feat, given that at its lower end it was cut through dense Eocene dolomitic limestone. The pattern formed by regular heaps of channel spoil suggest a mechanical rather than hand dug process, although whether this was an original phase or perhaps later phase is unknown. While there are many ideas about its purpose, the understanding at present remains at best speculation. A better understanding may come should the channel be excavated.

Further understanding on the use of the channel may also come from an investigation of the pier, given that the causeway from the pier passes alongside the coastal end of the channel. The pier juts well out from the shore to reach water with an acceptable depth for the boats. By contrast, as a suggested connector to the eastern settlement of Qa’at Al-Murair, the channel falls well short by 670 m stopping adjacent a tower on the southern wall extending from Al Zubarah. It may prove to have multipurpose uses such as a quarry for beach rock such as used at Al Zubarah for building, and have some defensive role. But this too is speculative.

A broad depression extends to the southeast, inland from the coast south of Al Zubarah. This is outlined by the 8 m contour. While closer to the coast the depression is largely a saline sabkha, further inland groundwater levels are lower and a fresher water lens developed from local recharge. A feature of such localities is that storm run-off generated on the surrounding limestone areas causes flooding of the rawdha and this in turn leads to rapid recharge of the underlying aquifer. The combination of occasional storm flooding and permanently available shallow groundwater enables permanent agriculture. The area was earlier recognized as being in a zone of shallow wells and localized recharge. There is a significant distribution of bores and wells with the development of farms in discrete areas on the larger rawdha patches. Bedouin sites are common across this area, which includes the town of Halwan and the irrigation settlement at Muhariqat at its eastern edge. While this area may have most recently been affected by the groundwater over-pumping, for most of Qatar’s history it provided an important focus for settlement.
Given the very low rainfall and the location between the sea and the sabkha which are both underlain by saline water, it is most doubtful that a limited freshwater lens could form beneath the Al Zubarah as occurs elsewhere in dunal coastal settings in temperate areas. The nearest freshwater source is the wells situated on the Dammam limestone aquifer on the higher ground beyond the former mid-Holocene shoreline. Apart from their clear use as a domestic water supply, the wells are associated with agriculture confirming that they were fresh.

There are at least 10 wells located in two discrete areas located about 1 km east of Al Zubarah close to the edge of the eastern sabkha. The actual number is difficult to determine as closer to the sabkha, the wells may have simply been pits with no clear structure, and these are difficult to separate from modern bulldozer activity.

The sabkha in the vicinity of Al Zubarah are saline zones of regional groundwater discharge with salt crusts and polygons on the surface. After rain, salt wash off accumulates in small puddles on the tracks and halite crystallizes. The underlying groundwater is most probably hypersaline, and halite is harvested from small holes in the sabkha surface intersecting the water table. On the higher ground eastward of the sabkha, inflowing fresh groundwater will be underlain at shallow depth by a ghybenherzberg interface with freshwater giving way to brackish then saline water. Because of the underlying saline water, wells on the edge of the sabkha will of necessity have been shallow, and freshwater taken from the top – 'skimmed'. The shape and size of the wells, commonly ~ 6 m x 6m suggests that in some cases they were essentially large pits that could be entered at one end. A shallow well 1.8 km east Al Zubarah and another in the abandoned town of Halwan (2.8 km from Al Zubarah) still hold water. Bailed samples of these wells gave salinities of 3,700 mg/L and 4,200 mg/L respectively, indicating salinities now higher than was the case earlier, assuming that they were originally used for domestic purposes including drinking water. A pumped sample from a small irrigation bore, one of a number on a farm located 10 km east of Al Zubarah had a salinity of 3,000 mg/L. The present groundwater salinity appears to reflect the impact of earlier overdevelopment of the aquifers, since an equilibrium condition in 1958.

Hydrogeological studies including groundwater modeling in the late 1970s and early-mid 1980s showed that prior to 1958, the aquifer was in equilibrium, with outflow equaling inflow. However there were gradually increasing abstractions between 1958 and 1979. The consequences were a reduction in the size of the freshwater lens as extractions exceeded recharge. Coastal, seawater intrusion, upconing of saline water, and falling groundwater levels resulted. The impact would have been greatest at the coast resulting in seawater intrusion, with the groundwater modeling suggesting sea water intrusion rates of between 90 to 1000 metre/yr. Whatever the exact numbers, there is overwhelming evidence that a rise in groundwater salinity played a central part in the decline of the coastal towns and nearby farms of northern Qatar after 1958.
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1. Introduction

This report describes the results of the archaeological fieldwork and associated research conducted during Stage 2 of the Qatar Islamic Archaeology and Heritage Project (QIAH). QIAH was launched in 2008 on the initiative of HE Sheikh Hassan Bin Mohammad Bin Ali Al-Thani, Vice-Chairperson of the Qatar Museums Authority (QMA), and carried out on QMA’s behalf by the Institute for Cross-Cultural and Regional Studies at the University of Copenhagen. The project is co-directed by Professor Alan Walsmey (Archaeology) and Professor Ingolf Thuesen (Conservation and Heritage Management). Stage 2 follows on from QIAH Stage 1 carried out at Al Zubarah from January 2009 to May 2009, which was covered in QIAH End of Season Report, 2009 (Bille 2009).

The overall objective of the project, as outlined in QIAH Initial Proposal and Concept Plan (Document no. QIAH-101, Nov. 15th 2008), is to undertake a multi-scalar archaeological research and heritage management project in and around Al Zubarah. The aims are to reconstruct past lifeways during the Late Islamic period in northwest Qatar, preserve archaeological and heritage sites in the project’s area of responsibility, and prepare a heritage and tourism management plan in advance of creating a Zubarah archaeological park and nomination of the site for the UNESCO World Cultural Heritage list.

The present report is primarily concerned with the archaeological research component of this project, but does include additional reports on conservation activities carried out during this season and touches upon other elements of QIAH where required. The 2009/2010 season had seven primary, interconnected components which are covered in this report:

- Geomorphological survey (Section 5)
- Excavations in Al Zubarah (Section 6)
- Mapping and test excavations at Qa’at Murayr (Section 7)
- Mapping and test excavations at Al Furayyah (Section 8)
- Regional archaeological survey (Section 9)
- The Zubarah Archaeological Park as UNESCO World Cultural Heritage (Section 10)

The research area centres on the abandoned Islamic town of Al Zubarah and the surrounding historic landscape. Al Zubarah is situated on the northwest coast of Qatar at 25°58’.44N/ 51°01’.33E (Figure 1). The archaeological study area encompasses all of northern Qatar, in which we examine Islamic sites in the hinterland of Zubarah and beyond, as requested by QMA. Only part of this zone has been studied as part of this season (see Section 9). Other parts of this area have already been investigated by other projects, including the University of Birmingham’s remote sensing and landscape survey particularly south of the Zubarah – Ras Ushayriq road, the French mission’s work at Murwab, as well as the University of Wales (Lampeter) excavations at Ruwaidah.

Geographically speaking the study region is today in an arid, desert zone that receives less than 50 mm of mean annual rainfall (even in the wettest month of the year between December and February rainfall rarely amounts to more than 35 mm each month). This is therefore a true desert environment with temperatures ranging from a maximal average of 20°C (10°C minimum) in the winter to a maximal average of 45°C (min 25°C) in the summer months. Little natural vegetation is present in the local landscape, composed largely of shrubs, short-lived wild grasses, and some occasional trees. During, and for a few weeks after the winter season, various green patches of localized vegetation emerge. The local geology is composed largely of middle Eocene dolomite limestone of the Damman Formation, although Lower Eocene limestone and dolomites of the Rus Formation exist toward al-Khor and the central part of northern Qatar. Soils in the study area are more variable with various sand and loam deposits dominating. A particularly important geographical feature is the coastline and its associated environments. The present coastline settled into its current location c. 1,000 B.C., as outlined in Macumber 2009. The foreshore and shore consists of a shallow, sandy beach with occa­sional mangroves, and supratidal salt flats (sabkha). The coast and its environs played an important role in the composition of the local settlement pattern and the emergence of villages and towns which depended to a great extend on marine resources. The other critical element for human settlement in the region is the access to and availability of water. These geographical and geomorphological aspects are discussed in more detail in Philip Macumber’s report (see section 6).
nal remains, preliminary study of Al Arish, appendices reporting on conservation and catalogues of archaeological contexts and finds. These are provided as a digital resource on CD-Rom. The Arabic translation provides a summary of the key findings and results for each of the project components, with more technical details confined to the English report.

This project has significantly enhanced our understanding and knowledge of the city of Al Zubarah and its hinterland, expanding significantly on previously conducted research at Al Zubarah. The four excavation areas provide an insight into the development and spatial organization of the town during the mid 18th and early 20th century. They revealed the remains of somewhat affluent (merchant?) courtyard houses in ZUEP01, evidence for road and passageway alignments and a commercial district in ZUEP02, the remnants of temporary tent camps in ZUEP03, and a ‘palatial’ compound in ZUEP04. Fieldwork at Qat’at Murayr has demonstrated the high level of preservation of the former fortified structure, which was connected to Al Zubarah by two screening walls. Survey and test excavations at Furayhah, likewise, revealed the remains of a mosque and evidence for a phase of settlement that likely pre-dates the main occupation at the site. The regional survey succeeded in discovering multiple new archaeological sites, while checking known sites on the ground against the existing sites and monuments database. Geomorphological work obtained crucial data on our understanding of the local settlement pattern and the water resources in the local environment. Our work on the material culture from the 2009 and this season has begun to provide us with a better understanding of the economic connections and trade links between Al Zubarah and other Arabian Gulf ports as well as the wider world, and has begun to define the differences between different households in Al Zubarah’s society. A similar perspective is beginning to emerge from the study of faunal remains. Both, the analysis of material culture and faunal remains will have to be intensified in the future to gain a more nuanced understanding of Al Zubarah’s social fabric and economic relations. Our initial conservation feasibility study (reported in Section 10) has taken the first steps to elucidate the processes of architectural and structural decay at the site and has begun to investigate ways by which Al Zubarah’s historic fabric can be preserved for future generations.

Overall, Stage 2, Season 1 has made outstanding progress and has provided new key insights into the history of Al Zubarah, thereby shining new light on the little explored cultural history of Qatar.

2. Historical Background and History of Research

Tobias Richter, Alan Walmsley & Hanne Nyman

2.1 Introduction

This section provides a concise historical background to the project, outlining what is known from historical sources about Al Zubarah and its hinterland, the regional context, as well as the results of previous excavations carried out at the site. While there has been a considerable amount of research into Al Zubarah and its hinterland, many aspects of the settlement’s emergence, development and ultimate demise are still not well understood. It is also clear from the existing written and other sources that there is a lack of detailed description of the settlement and its environs. Written sources also focus in particular on the lives and actions of particular individuals and rulers, but provide little insight into the lives of ordinary, everyday people. As is common with written sources, scholars are at the whims of the original authors and their texts reflect their choices about what they deemed significant or relevant to describe. Archaeology therefore has a critical role to play in providing a fuller, more colourful picture of the past and the historical development of Qatar’s most prominent archaeological site.

At the same time, written sources and associated material provide critical insights and detail to inform our understanding of archaeological contexts. The following discussion focuses at this stage on material that was found to be readily available and largely written in English. A full study of the relevant Arabic sources is currently in progress and will hopefully provide further significant insights into our understanding of Zubarah in the future. It is worth pointing out that many of the sources discussed below do refer to original texts and Arabic sources and do thus reflect not just an ‘outsider’, western view, but do also provide an Arab perspective to a certain degree.

2.2 Historical Background

2.2.1 The development of Zubarah as described in written and Cartographic Sources

There remains some confusion of the earliest mentioning of Al Zubarah in written documents. Most sources point to an origin of Al Zubarah during the mid 18th century, suggesting that it first emerged with the arrival of the Utoob. It is important to point out that the site of Furayhah – also investigated as part of this project (see Section 8) – pre-dates Zubarah according to most written records (see e.g. Rahman 2005), but was eclipsed by Zubarah for some time during the mid to late 18th century. One of the earliest, more detailed maps of the region, was drawn by Carsten Niebuhr as part of his travels in the region. This map (Figure 2.1) does not show a settlement at Zubarah. However, given the state of cartography at the time it would not be surprising if this is an omission (Qatar for example is depicted as being an island rather than a peninsula). Written sources commonly place the founding of Al Zubarah in the middle of the 18th century and relate it to the arrival of the al Utoob in Qatar (Khalifa and Hussain 1993, Rahman 2005, Hakima 1965).

Khalifa and Hussain (1993: 303-304) date the founding of Al Zubarah to 1762 A.D. before the conventional date of 1766 A.D. Although this contradicts the lack of a depiction of Zubarah on the Nie-
Figure 2.1: Map of the Qatar peninsula showing location of Al Zubarah

Niebuhr’s map (dated 1765 A.D.), this may simply reflect a time-lag between the founding of Zubarah and the production or publication of the map. However, if Niebuhr’s map reflects an accurate picture of the area in 1765 A.D. – by which point Al Zubarah would have been in existence for three years if the 1762 AD date is assumed – than the 1766 A.D. date for the founding of Al Zubarah may be more correct. At the same time, the map also lacks resolution and detail, and errs on certain details, so that it cannot be entirely relied on as a source. At this point, what we can assume is that the Utoob arrived in Al Zubarah sometime between 1762-1766 A.D. and that at least the major phase of expansion of the settlement occurred then. However, some references suggest that the Utoob “arrived and took control over Zubarah” (Khalifa and Hussain 1993: 303), which could indicate that there was already a settlement established here prior. The origins of Zubarah are an important point that can be investigated archaeologically in lieu of having other archaeological sources.

Different reasons are given for the Utoob migration from Kuwait to northwest Qatar. One suggestion is that there were significant rivalries between members of the Utoob group and other families in the Basra and Kuwait area, prompting the former to leave for Qatar (Khalifa and Hussain 1993: 302-304, Rahman 2005). Be this as it may, the waters around Qatar and Bahrain were well known for their rich pearl banks, and their exploitation locally was very likely one if not the main reason for the Utoob to leave Kuwait and head for Qatar. The Utoob appear to have been widely known as some of the best mariners in the Gulf and would have undoubtedly been aware of suitable harbours and pearl banks in the region, including the western coast of Qatar (Hakima 1965: 67).

The move from Kuwait was driven by Sheikh Muhammed bin Khalifa who led a faction of the Utoob (others remained in Kuwait) to Al Zubarah (Khalifa and Hussain 1993, 302; Hakima 1965, 67). The Khalifa’s decision to leave was not a sudden flight from Kuwait, but was likely a well planned expansion. Sheikh Muhammed bin Khalifa is said to not only have instigated the construction of the town, but also the fort of ‘Marir’ (Qal’at Murayr). The date of construction for the latter site, situated 1.65 km east of Al Zubarah, and linked to it by its two screening walls (see Section 7, Figure 2.5), is given as 1768 A.D. Both the construction of Qal’at Murayr and Al Zubarah could, therefore, be seen as quite a bold, strategic execution of a planned town. It is unclear, however, whether the al-Khalifa’s expanded an existing settlement at Zubarah or founded the town from scratch. Qal’at Murayr’s construction was driven by strategic and safety concerns since although the local Al-Musallam tribe were at first not opposed to the settlement of the Utoob, relations between them and the Utoob soon deteriorated. In response to this deterioration in relations the Utoob constructed Qal’at Murayr (Hakima 1965). This shows that Al Zubarah’s fortifications were not just for show, but fulfilled serious defensive functions.

Following the arrival of the al-Khalifa’s Al Zubarah began to flourish quickly partially due to the influx of merchant families from elsewhere in the Gulf. These merchants arrived in Al Zubarah largely from Kuwait and Basra after the latter was occupied by Persian forces in 1775-1776 A.D. However, merchants also settled in Zubarah coming from other parts of the Gulf. One appeal of Zubarah was that trade was “duty-free” here, so that Zubarah’s offered great economic incentives. Being also situated very close to the pearl banks around Bahrain and northern Qatar, these two economic stimuli were important attractions for traders, enhancing the regional standing of the town as a major trading centre. Basra’s demise at this time was compounded by the plague which ravaged the settlement during the early 1770s A.D., killing many of the town’s inhabitants. Although the plague is also said to have hit Al Zubarah in 1767 A.D. and 1782 A.D. (Khalifa and Hussain 1993, 304), Al
Zubarah at this time nevertheless eclipsed many other settlements in the region. Several armed confrontations with neighbouring tribes and factions did little to deter Al Zubarah’s rapid rise to regional prominence, although it was exactly this rapid rise that drew others to try to seize or raid the town. The Gulf was a fairly unstable geographical entity politically during the late 18th century, with both Persia and Oman, as well as Dutch and British trading companies, vying for control of the region. Al Zubarah and other parts of the Arabian Gulf littoral were often caught between the front lines. It is clear that Al Zubarah’s town wall and towers as well as Qal‘at Murayr – placed at a strategic position overlooking the town and protecting the fresh water wells – were not just built for show. Rather, they reflect the very real concern for protecting oneself against attacks. By the 1770s Al Zubarah had become the largest settlement in Qatar and continued to benefit from the pearl trade. Lorimer has said that at the time of Zubarah’s existence up to twenty “forts” existed within and in the vicinity of Al Zubarah, including Furayyah, Halwan, Lisha, “Ain Muhammed, Qal‘at Murayr, Rakayiat, Umm al-Shirwail and Thaghab (Lorimer 1908, 1533-34; Hakima 1965, 69). However, since Lorimer wrote numerous years later, it is unclear whether these forts really were all contemporary with the main phase of settlement at Zubarah. Lorimer (1908) also describes the existence of a channel at Zubarah, which is said to have linked the sea to Qal‘at Murayr and enabled small boats to carry goods from the sea to the fort and vice versa.

Khalifa and Hussain (1993, 315) also provide the only available description of Qal‘at Murayr. They describe the fort as having “three big towers in each direction with gun-placements in them.” The fort also contained a mosque near the gate, as well as a fresh-water well. They also describe how, following the initial construction, two “screening walls” were built connecting the outer town wall of Zubarah with the fort, with a road running between the two. The mosque near the main gate of the fort was apparently domed and had an audience hall nearby. Khalifa and Hussain (1993, 315) recount that there were between 35-60 houses situated inside the fort, as well as date palm trees and wells. The perimeter wall of the fort was apparently wide enough to allow six men to walk on it abreast, and that it was “ten arms lengths high”. According to Khalifa and Hussain the seawater channel allowed small ships to “approach as far as the gate to supply foodstuffs to the fort garrison after transferring it from bigger ships” (today the channel as far as it can be traced in the field terminates c. 400 meters from the presumed location of Qal‘at Murayr – no trace of it beyond this has been located to date). Most references in Hakima (1965) and Khalifa and Hussain (1991) refer back to Lorimer who himself wrote as late as 1908. It is therefore unclear how reliable these descriptions are, given the more c. 100-year time lag between the end of Zubarah and the publication of his gazetteer.

During the late 1770s and early 1780s serious differences arose between the rulers of Zubarah and the Persian governor of Bahrain, Sheikh Nasr Bin Madhkur. The dispute raged over rights to the Gulf pearl banks, but also seafaring more generally and trade (Khalifa and Hussein 1993, 308; Rahman 2005). This led to a series of skirmishes and raids on dhows and settlements by both sides, culminating in a major raid on Manannah by the al-Khalifas late in 1782 A.D. This resulted in a retaliatory expedition against Al Zubarah lead by Sheikh Nasr Bin Madhkur in December 1782 A.D. Sheikh Bin Madhkur is said to have assembled a force of between 2,000-4,000 men to attack Zubarah and force it into submission. This force landed north of Zubarah between the town and Furayyah (Hakima 1965; al-Khalifa and Hussein 1993, 309; Warden 1856, 364-365). However, the landing was hampered by the boggy and marshy conditions of the sabkha, which allowed the defenders of Al Zubarah to mount an effective counter-attack during the landing. The attackers were also caught between the
principal place of the Uttoobee Tribe, until they separated.” (p. 562).

This shows that while the town continued to be settled, it was much diminished in size and in poor repair. Along with this description the British East India Company Marine Service published a map of the Persian Gulf in 1822-1824. Zubarah is indicated as a small settlement with italics underneath that say extensive ruins. By this time then Zubarah was likely much diminished in size and largely abandoned, suggesting how destructive the 1811 attack was (© The British Library).

The next notable point in Al Zubarah’s history occurred in 1895, as part of which Zubarah played a significant role in the relations between two world superpowers at the time: the Ottoman Empire on the one hand and the British Empire on the other. The Ottomans had begun to exert considerable control over Qatar’s affairs during the mid to late 19th century. In 1895 Sultan bin Mohammad brought the support of Sheikh Jasim bin Mohammed bin Thani – the de facto ruler of Qatar at the time – to re-establish a serious settlement at Zubarah, having fled Bahrain as part of dynastic struggles there. Although Al Zubarah appears to have continued as a small settlement after the 1811 destruction of the Utuoo town, and was resettled by refugee families exiled from Bahrain during the 1820s and 1830s (Rahman 2005, 340-41), it was likely not more than a small fishing village. The settlement of refugees from Bahrain at Zubarah was perceived as a threat by the ruler of Bahrain, Sheikh Isa, so that he called on his British supporters to intervene (Rahman 2005, 123-134), which was to result in the Zubarah crisis. A British naval vessel – HMS Sphinx — commanded by Captain J.H. Pelly and accompanied by the Assistant Political Resident Gaskin, arrived at Zubarah on July 7th 1895 to try and find a solution to the looming crisis. By this point a force of 1,500 men and several dhows had arrived in Zubarah. An ultimatum delivered by the British on behalf of Bahrain was ignored, which prompted Captain Pelly to seize eight dhows in the harbour of Al Zubarah. Tensions in the region increased in the following weeks with an Ottoman gunboat – the Zuhaf – arriving in the region and the British dispatching HMS Lawrence to aid HMS Sphinx in protecting Bahrain, while more men were assembled at Zubarah. The crisis reached its zenith on September 7th 1895. By this point 200 dhows were assembled in the harbour of Zubarah leading Sheikh Isa to believe that they were poised to launch an attack on Bahrain. Following the passing of a further ultimatum put to Sultan bin Mohammad by Captain Pelly he proceeded to attack the dhows in the harbour. HMS Sphinx’s and HMS Pigeon’s cannon’s destroyed forty-four ships before a flag of truce was raised. Following this engagement the remainder of the dhows were seized and sent to Bahrain together with the dissident Bin Ali who had been reconciled with Sheikh Isa.

Following the Zubarah crisis the settlement remained largely abandoned and continued as a small settlement at least into the 1930s or so. In 1936 further disagreements between Qatar and Bahrain over the allegiance of the al-Nai’im tribe who had now settled in the Zubarah area and continued to occupy what was left of Qalcat Murayr, further confrontation between the two emerging countries resurfaced. In the 1930s the Nai’im tribe refused to declare its support for the al-Thani. Instead, the al-Nai’im’s stayed allied to the al-Khalifa’s in Bahrain even though they had abandoned control over Al Zubarah during the 1870s and 1880s, partially due to British pressure. Bahrain dispatched a few tax officers to Al Zubarah to claim sovereignty over the al-Nai’im, which prompted the rulers of Qatar to dispatch a large armed force to the area. The al-Nai’im’s in response also armed themselves and barricaded in Qalcat Murayr. After a stand-off between the two forces, and active intervention by the British, the al-Nai’im declared allegiance to the al-Thani and the Bahraini tax officers departed. This resulted in the construction of Qalat Zubarah, which still stands at the site today. The garrison at this fort re-asserted the al-Thani control over Zubarah, but small-scale confrontations continued until the mid 19th century. By 1950, when Geoffrey Bibby visited the site, Al Zubarah was completely abandoned (Bibby 1950).

2.2.2 Zubarah and the Pearling Industry

One of the primary reasons for the arrival of the al-Khalifa’s in Zubarah was their interest in the pearl banks around Bahrain and northern Qatar. It is therefore important to contextualize the settlement followed

Figure 2.2: The first known map showing Zubarah and other settlements (including Furayyah) in northern Qatar. It was created by Captain James Brucks as part of a British Navy survey of the Gulf in 1822-1824. Zubarah is indicated as a small settlement with italics underneath that say extensive ruins. By this time then Zubarah was likely much diminished in size and largely abandoned, suggesting how destructive the 1811 attack was (© The British Library).
and rapid rise of the town in the later 18th century against the background of pearl fishing and trade. The development and rise of Zubarah have to be understood primarily against the background of what was an absolutely critical economic force in the region in the 18th and 19th century (Carter 2005). Although Zubarah’s main phase of occupation pre-dates the development of the major pearl trade of the late 19th century, it was nevertheless pearls that led the al-Khalifas to seek out Al Zubarah and exploit its geographical position.

A wide range of data indicate the crucial economic importance of the Arabian Gulf pearl trade. In a useful review Carter (2005) shows not only that this was a very long-lasting economy in the Gulf, which has its origins in prehistory, but also how critically important the harvesting and trading of pearls was to support large merchant towns, and in shaping the social and cultural history of the Gulf at the time. Quoting Lorimer (1908), Carter argues that by the early 20th century about a quarter of the male population of the Gulf was involved in one way or another in the pearl trade. Pearl trading had increased in economic importance since the Middle Ages, as the appetite for pearls in Persia, East Asia and Europe grew steadily. Pearls from the Arabian Gulf were widely regarded as some of the most perfect, and were thus highly sought after. Trade links with India via the Strait of Hormuz and the Indian Ocean were particularly important, and many pearls went to Bombay for redistribution elsewhere. Bahrain had always been known as a key pearl fishing location since at least the late 17th century. Interestingly written sources indicate that the pearl trade was reorganized during the late 18th century, which coincides with the founding of Zubarah. This reorganization shaped the industry until its collapse in the mid 20th century. The reorganization revolved around the dissolution of the Safavid state in the mid-18th century and the founding of pearl fishing and trading towns elsewhere in the Gulf, which were to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities. While Bahrain continued to play an important role after the al-Khalifas had affirmed their control over the island in the 1780s, pearl shipping was now the economic basis of many towns in the Gulf. The major phase of settlement in Zubarah falls into this time frame when political and economic conditions in the Gulf were undergoing significant changes. The arrival of the al-Khalifas in Zubarah could thus be seen as part of the move toward a wider taking up of pearl fishing by communities around the Gulf littoral.

One of the key economic stimuli for Zubarah’s rapid rise was that duties and taxes on trade were either very low or not imposed at all. Since the al-Khalifas’ were themselves involved in the pearl trade this makes sense, but it also means that the incipient city state was funded entirely from rulers personal revenue generated through their participation – and likely control of – the pearl fisheries and trade. It is therefore likely that control over the pearl trade, either direct or indirect, was a key instrument of control. The entire pearl industry operated on a debt basis, with ships having to be built, equipped and run on credit provided by wealthy merchants until they had generated more income from selling the fished pearls. Pearl divers were indebted to the boat captains (nakhooda), who themselves owed money for building and equipping the ships to merchants and financiers. This resulted in a multi-layered system of economic and debt dependency (Carter 2005), which worked well with the strong pre-existing tribal and family affiliations.

The work and lives of the pearl divers were tough. During the two relatively short diving seasons that lasted from late spring into early summer, and late summer into early autumn, they would dive all day with only short breaks, descending to depths of up to 15m to gather pearls (Bowen 1951). This put a heavy strain on their bodies and caused early death in many. The bends, shark attacks and other injuries were common threats for pearl divers, and their individual exploits were often not rewarded with substantial returns. Since this was a seasonal occupation, divers likely pursued other exploits during the off-season, and may have migrated to other parts of the Gulf in pursuit of other seasonal labour. This may have fitted in well with already existing migratory patterns of Bedouin communities in the region, since the pearl fishing seasons fell into the periods just before and after the very driest months of the year. It is conceivable that many pearl fishers took up animal husbandry while not working on the boats, or may have joined other dhows as they conducted fishing and trade around the Gulf.

In relation to the pearl trade Al Zubarah is a rare urban manifestation of a merchants’ settlement in the Arabian Gulf and unlike many other urban centres in the region. Its economy was heavily dependent on the pearl trade, although perhaps not as unilaterally import-dependent as has sometimes been argued. The latter is based on the idea that the local environment was too dry and harsh to support large scale, specialized urban populations. Accurate numbers for the export of pearls and the import of other goods are difficult to obtain, and the relationship between pearl trading towns and their hinterland has to date never been fully investigated. In the case of Zubarah, Warden (1856) suggested that there were ten to twenty ‘forts’ in the vicinity of Zubarah. These structures, which are perhaps better understood as fortified compounds, were one integral part of small agricultural settlements in Zubarah’s vicinity. If they are contemporary, it may show a much higher contribution of local agricultural produce from these settlements to Zubarah than commonly assumed. It is also important to bear in mind that the pearlling fleets were at sea for several weeks during the main harvest seasons. They had to be supplied and re-supplied with food and water to allow them to stay at sea for long periods of time. The same is true of merchant vessels, which traded pearls to ports further afield. It therefore seems important to consider the hinterland and its economic importance in greater detail. Another reason to think that the hinterland must have played a greater economic role is that, in the case of Al Zubarah at least, fresh water was only available beyond the nabkha along the escarpment (see Macumber 2009 and Section 6 of this report).

The income derived from the pearl trade for the ruling families of Al Zubarah and other towns like it, established the economic basis of these incipient city states, which characterize the political landscape of the Gulf. In relation to the pearl trade Al Zubarah is a rare urban manifestation of a merchants’ settlement in the Arabian Gulf, which was to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities. While Bahrain continued to play an important role after the al-Khalifas had affirmed their control over the island in the 1780s, pearl fishing and trading towns elsewhere in the Gulf were to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities. While Bahrain continued to play an important role after the al-Khalifas had affirmed their control over the island in the 1780s, pearl fishing and trading towns elsewhere in the Gulf were to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities. While Bahrain continued to play an important role after the al-Khalifas had affirmed their control over the island in the 1780s, pearl fishing and trading towns elsewhere in the Gulf were to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities. While Bahrain continued to play an important role after the al-Khalifas had affirmed their control over the island in the 1780s, pearl fishing and trading towns elsewhere in the Gulf were to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities. While Bahrain continued to play an important role after the al-Khalifas had affirmed their control over the island in the 1780s, pearl fishing and trading towns elsewhere in the Gulf were to become the founding settlements of the modern Gulf cities.
terland. Other settlements in the region also played an important role. The site of Furayhah, for example, also subject of our investigations during this field season (see Sections 3.4 and 8) is mentioned in accounts of the battle of Zubarah and in Captain Brucks report on navigation in the Gulf, and is shown on the 1824 map of the region (see Figure 2.2). Other settlements in the area include Qalcat al Thaqab, Helwan, Ruways, and Rubaigah. Many of these sites consist of fortified compounds, accompanied by small settlements or villages, as well as agricultural installations.

Previous work as part of QIAH (Macumber 2009), has shown the critical importance of the local water resources to the 18th-20th century communities in the area (see also Section 5 of this report).

Wells, which are dotted along the 20m contour line, were excavated to tap into fresh ground water all along the escarpment overlooking Zubarah. At the same time, Zubarah had no fresh water source within the town walls, heightening the need to claim, protect and exploit this critical resource nearby. Qalat Murayr is associated with a series of wells, which likely supplied fresh water to Zubarah’s occupants. Other settlements in the surrounding area are also situated around these fresh water sources. For fresh water alone Zubarah was therefore heavily dependent on its hinterland, and given the critical importance of this resource, it is not surprising that during the turbulent times of Zubarah’s existence these wells were often situated amidst fortified structures. These wells were not
only required to supply the town itself with fresh water, but also supported the key economic base of the town: the pearl-fishing fleet. Dhows that were engaged in pearl fishing were at sea for several weeks and had to stock sufficient water for longer trips before heading out to the pearl banks. Access to water was therefore crucial to maintain Zubarah’s pearl-fishing economy. It is likely that water was not the only resource drawn from the hinterland. Foodstuffs may have also been drawn from the hinterland, both to supply the inhabitants of the town as well as the pearl-fishing dhows. What role exactly the hinterland may have played in these economic relations is a question that has yet to be investigated in detail (see Section 3.5).

As sparse as the written and other sources are on Zubarah, they are even more sparse on the smaller settlements in the region. Few accounts mention Furayhah or any of the other settlements in northwest Qatar in any great detail, particularly during the 18th or early 19th century. Archaeology therefore offers one of the key means to gain further information on these sites. Many may have been in existence before Zubarah’s expansion during the late 18th century, but it could well be that the Utoob’s arrival in Qatar may have marked a critical change in the way in which the local landscape was exploited. How significant this impact was, or if it indeed occurred, can be investigated archaeologically.

2.3 Results of Previous Excavations

2.3.1 Qatar Museums Authority Excavations 1980

The Qatar Museums Authority (QMA) carried out two excavation projects in Zubarah, the first during the early 1980s, and the latter in 2002-2003. The 1980s excavations were the most comprehensive of the two and targeted a c. 3,000 m² area in the northern part of the site, which revealed a large compound sub-divided into smaller rooms arranged around courtyards. A further 1,300 m² area was excavated in the centre of the town toward the beach front and was interpreted as a souk by the excavators. During that season a c. 600 m² area in the southern part of the town was also excavated, which targeted the southwestern corner of a large, fortified compound. In addition, the excavations exposed sections of the outer town wall, as well as one of the large middens outside the town wall. Excavations as part of this season of the QIAH project did not impact on any of these previous excavation areas.

2.3.2 Qatar Museums Authority Excavations 2002-2003

A further excavation was carried out by QMA in 2002-2003 in the northwestern sector of the town. These excavations covered an area of c. 3,000 m² and revealed a series of domestic buildings, lanes, and courtyards. The area is situated close to the beach and is outside the inner town wall. Excavations as part of QIAH Stage 2 did not impact on these previous excavations. However, due to the fragility of the architectural remains in this area, some emergency conservation measures were carried out here (see Section 10).

2.3.3 Aerial Photographs
A series of aerial photographs, two of which are reproduced here (Figure 2.3 & 2.4), detail the later development of Zubarah and the surrounding landscape. The first photograph (Figure 2.3) was taken in 1958 and shows Zubarah in an almost unaltered state. The layout of the town, streets and individual courtyard houses are clearly discernable. The second image (Figure 2.4) clearly shows the modern development that occurred since 1958, including the construction of the Ras-Ushayriq road, as well as the pier to the south of the Zubarah. These images will in the future help to draw an ever more complete and accurate town plan of Zubarah, detailing the urban layout.

2.4. Summary and Conclusions

Historical sources provide a wealth of information on the development and history of Zubarah from the mid 18th to the early 20th century. They detail the at times turbulent history of the settlement, how its development fits in with wider geopolitical and historical parameters, and how it gradually came to be abandoned during the 19th and 20th centuries. However, in a number of key areas the historical records are insufficient to provide a more detailed picture of the town. There is no detailed description of the settlement during its main phase of occupation in the mid to late 18th century and the written sources are murky where the origins of the town are concerned. Was there a pre-Utoob settlement at Zubarah or not? They are also primarily concerned with the activities of the rulers and major political actors, whereas the lives of ordinary tribesmen, fishers and merchants remain hidden from history. These are important historical elements which archaeology can help to elucidate, while referring back to the historical sources that provide the overall outline of Zubarah’s historical development. What is clear already is that the town of Zubarah was a very particular urban form and development in the history of the Arabian Gulf and represents a phenomenon that deserves much more further study. Urban archaeology is uniquely equipped to address these issues, and we will refer back to the details of the historical background throughout this report.

3. Research Questions and Objectives

Tobias Richter, Richard Humphrey, Michael House, Tom Collie, Philip Macumber, Gareth Rees, David Mackie and Alan Walmsley

3.1 Introduction

In this section we outline the general and specific research questions we aimed to address as part of this season, both with respect to the project as a whole, as well as with respect to each of the project’s components (Figure 4.1). As has become clear from Section 2 of this report, the site promises to fill important gaps in our understanding of the later Islamic periods in northeastern Arabia and the Arabian Gulf. To better understand these and to situate them within the broader, international archaeological context is the prime research aim of our program of fieldwork.

More specifically we seek to address the following research questions in the project as a whole:

1. What was the nature of settlement at Al Zubarah prior to the arrival of the `Utoob during the 1760s?
2. Did Zubarah primarily have an import-based economy driven by the fishing of and trade in pearls, or was there also an economic input from the surrounding hinterland?
3. To what extent does the archaeology confirm or contradict written sources on Zubarah and north Qatar?
4. What was the nature of Zubarah urban topography?
5. What trade links can be reconstructed from the material culture from the sites?
6. What can be learnt about the constitution of people’s identities through material culture, food consumption and architecture?

3.2 Excavations in Al Zubarah

3.2.1 ZUEP01

The area excavated last season as ZUEP01 mainly focused on understanding the phasing of the central tower feature, and the many rooms and walls running off this structure. These previous excavations generated a number of important questions that required further investigation. ZUEP01 is situated in the centre of the town, roughly midway between the beach and the outer town wall, and incorporates a segment of the inner town wall with one tower, as well as a number of seemingly residential compounds or domestic units.

The research questions addressed in ZUEP01 were:
Figure 4.1: Composite plan of Zubarah showing the four areas of excavation investigated during the 2009-2010 season of excavation. ZUEP01 and ZUEP02 were continued from QIAH Stage 1, Season 1, while ZUEP03 and ZUEP04 are new excavation areas.

1. What is the stratigraphic relationship between the tower and inner wall on the one hand, and the domestic buildings to the northwest and southwest on the other?
2. Were the compounds out of use by the time the inner wall is constructed using their pre-existing wall lines or do they incorporate elements of the previous buildings which continue to be used?
3. What was the function of the inner town wall and tower?
4. What are the absolute dates for the various phases of construction and occupation of the tower and associated compounds?
5. What activities were carried out in the suspected domestic buildings?
6. Are there any differences between the area inside the inner wall and the area outside during the later phase of occupation?
7. What was the length of occupation in this part of the town and what is the earliest phase of occupation?
8. Were occupational changes due to abandonment, renovation or destruction?

These questions were addressed by continuing the excavation of the NW compound, areas to the south, southeast and east of this compound, as well as the tower and inner wall. In some parts this required the partial and strategic removal of later structures following detailed, full-scale recording.

3.2.2 ZUEP02

The excavation area ZUEP02 is a 40 x 40m square located within the second wall overlooking the beach. The area was excavated early in 2009 and consists of four distinct areas: a central compound, a street NE & NW of the compound, an eastern structure (linked to the main compound), and the southern extension to the compound. The earlier 2009 season identified three architectural phases within these subdivisions. This season had several distinct aims to try and gain a better understanding of the area and its function (either static or changing) throughout the development of Zubarah:

1. Could the identified three phases of architectural and occupational development be further subdivided or fine-tuned? The architecture on the ground would suggest somewhat greater complexity and in addition the area may have at one point be used as an open space with no standing structures.
2. What is the nature of the occupation beneath the current late and middle phase of occupation?
3. How was public traffic directed through this area and what was the nature of the neighbourhood structure in this area?
4. Could the complete shape of space 1 – a long rectangular structure – toward the east be established?
5. What was the function and use of the buildings in this area during the different phases of occupation, and is there a discernable change through time?

6. What is the earliest phase of occupation in this area of the town?

One of the main aims this season was to fine tune this phasing, possibly introducing sub phases, as there appeared to be more complexity to the architecture and there may have been a period or phase when some of the area operated as an open space with no standing structures. Another aim was to stratigraphically link the discrete excavation areas from the 2009 season. At the start of work a great deal of information was confined below late phase structures that were excavated both internally and externally, but for which the walls remained standing.

3.2.4 ZUEP04

This area of excavation was situated in the southeastern sector of Zubarah town, targeting what appeared to be the largest extant compound at the site, as well as the outer town wall. This area displayed a complex number of large rooms, enclosed by a massive perimeter wall with associated corner towers, which interestingly correspond to areas in the outer settlement wall that were without towers. The area is intriguing for numerous reasons. The tower placements within this building as well as the structure’s close proximity to the outer wall indicate some form of defensive structure. The size of this compound suggests that it was an important building, and its alignment with the surrounding planned neighbourhoods suggests that it is contemporary with their construction and presumably use. The specific questions addressed by working here were:

1. What was the function and use of this very large building? Was it a public building, purely a defensive structure, the seat of an important (ruling?) family, or did it fulfil a mixture of all these function?

2. What similarities and differences can be seen in architecture, layout, material culture and use of this building versus contemporary buildings within the central part of town (e.g. ZUEP01 & ZUEP02)?

3. What clues can the material culture recovered from this structure provide about the identity of its inhabitants, their status and role within the social fabric of the town of Zubarah?

4. Do the towers provide support for Tower 19 on the outer wall? If so, why directly from the south? Was the approach from the south to Zubarah particularly easy when compared to the north or east? Was this building linked in purpose to the ditch to the southeast? Were the salt flats around the southern regions of the fort shallower thereby facilitating access to the settlement? Is this actually a fort or could it be merely a barracks holding soldiers?

5. What is the date of the construction, use and abandonment of this building? Was it a single- or multi-phase building?

6. How did this structure relate to the organized neighbourhoods surrounding it and to the open spaces to the north and northeast?

This archaeological area is important since it provides a fresh view of Zubarah in its potentially earlier stages of development (i.e. before the settlement apparently diminished behind the inner walls). It would possibly characterise the defences of the early town and enable an insight into the more elite echelons of Zubarah town. It may begin to explain the actual decline of the settlement, especially if there are signs of deliberate destruction and damage.
3.3 Survey and Evaluation at Qal'at Murayr

Qal'at Murayr is a fortified structure and settlement situated approximately 1.65 km west of Al Zubarah town. The site is closely related to Al Zubarah, since two screening walls run from the outer town wall of Zubarah toward the escarpment on which Qal'at Murayr is situated. These walls, and likely Qal'at Murayr itself, served to protect access to a number of wells here, which supplied the town with fresh water.

The site is also associated with a field system, enclosures, and out-buildings, suggesting a larger settlement surrounding the fortified structure. Today, the remains survive as partially buried walls, suspected marks in the topsoil that may represent buried or robbed out walls, earthworks, as well as some standing masonry.

Apart from occasional references in the literature and a number of photographs, little is known about Murayr’s history. Archaeological investigations therefore promise to reveal crucial information about the origins and use of the site. The specific research questions addressed were:

1. What was the overall extent of the site?
2. How did the different structures at the site relate to each other?
3. How was Murayr chronologically, economically, politically and socially related to the town of Zubarah?
4. Is there any evidence for different phases of occupation or sequential development?
5. What was the date of construction and use of the site, and what was the chronological development of different phases?

To address these questions a dual survey/mapping and excavation strategy was adopted. An initial ‘walkover survey’ set out to evaluate the extent of the site. In areas where walls and other architectural features were visible, removal of the thin, recent overburden revealed the complete layout of buildings and clarified the phasing of different structures. These remains were then mapped using primarily a TST1203 series (EDM) taking centre points on all features to create a line map of the Murayr landscape. This line map was complimented by several excavated interventions to produce detailed drawn plans as well as providing dating evidence to give context and resolution to the more general survey.

3.4 Survey and Evaluation at Qal'at Furayhah

Qal'at Furayhah (Freha) is a fort with associated settlement and intertidal fishtrap system located c. 3.5 km north of Al Zubarah town. The fort was previously excavated by the QMA, but the settlement has to date not been thoroughly investigated. Previous excavations at the site suggest that the site is broadly contemporary with Zubarah, but may incorporate earlier phases. Furayhah therefore offers an opportunity to reconstruct both the relationship between Zubarah and other, smaller settlements across the landscape, as well as to provide clues about the development of the regional settlement pattern.

The key research questions addressed at Furayhah were:

1. What is the extent of the settlement?
2. What are the origins of the site?
3. How did the site develop over time?
4. What are the functions of the various out-buildings surrounding the fort and what can they indicate about the economic activities at the site?
5. What does the layout of the settlement reveal about social and political organization?
6. What are the political, social and economic links between this site and Zubarah?

To investigate these questions a dual investigative strategy was adopted, incorporating both survey and limited excavation. A walkover and photographic survey was followed by a detailed total station survey to create a plan of the entire extant surviving remains. Based on the initial walkover survey and the results of the topographic work, excavations were carried out in a small number of areas to characterize the preservation of buried archaeology and to provide insights into some of the research questions posed above.

3.5 Regional Survey

As discussed previously, the hinterland of Al Zubarah is of critical importance to understand the origins and development of the town, and to detail the social, political and economic connections between the inhabitants of the town and communities elsewhere. In addition, this survey acts as a means to record the historic environment of northwestern Qatar throughout its human occupation to allow for the protection and preservation of the historic landscape by the QMA. The research objectives and aims thus include the recording of sites of all types and time periods to create an as complete as possible record of human occupation.

More specifically with reference to Zubarah, the long-term aim is to characterize the town’s hinterland to reconstruct the social, economic and political relations between the town’s inhabitants and those of the surrounding region.

The research questions established in this were:

1. What evidence is there within the survey area for pre- and protohistoric settlement (ranging from the Lower Palaeolithic to the Iron Age)?
2. What evidence is there for classical, pre-Islamic settlement?
3. What evidence is there for early Islamic, Medieval, and post-Medieval settlement in the region?
4. What types of sites occur within each of these chronological phases?
5. What is the distribution of these sites across the landscape, and are there any discernible patterns?
6. How do different types of sites in different time periods relate to the distribution of natural resources, e.g. water?
7. What are the threats to site preservation across the survey area and what is the condition of the encountered sites?

3.6 Geomorphological Survey
The geomorphological survey carried out by Dr Phil Macumber continued the work he carried out during Stage 1. More detail on how the Stage 2, Season 1 fieldwork fits in with this previous work is provided in section 6 of this report. Here, the principal research questions of the geomorphological survey are stated for consistency, and more detail can be found in the geomorphology section of this report. The aims of the geomorphologic survey were:

1. Finalize the dating of the sequences deposited by the mid-Holocene transgression and regression in the vicinity of Al Zubarah
2. Examine northern Qatar with a view to determining which aspects of the landscape were significant in determining the potential for past occupation, with emphasis on the nature of the 130-110,000 yr old marine transgression in the Al Zubarah-Al Jumayl area, and nature of the groundwater systems. Relate this to early occupation.
3. At the behest of the Department of Antiquities examine the archaeological potential in the vicinity of Al Khor on the eastern coast at the Aerospace City site, north of Doha

3.7 Research Questions and Objectives: Conclusion
The research questions outlined in this section guided our approach to the excavations and surveys in and around Zubarah. While they provided starting points for our investigations they were not considered as a static framework, but as a dynamic guideline which allowed excavators to alter or pose new questions as results from excavations arose. We will return to address the research questions outlined in this section in the report’s summary (see section 10). In preparing the methodology of our excavations and surveys the above research questions were taken into close consideration and guided the implementation and execution of the research methodology, which we will outline in the following Section 4.

4. Methodology

4.1. Introduction
This section summarizes the excavation and survey methodologies employed by QIAH. They were tailored to address the research questions outlined in Section 3, providing a rigorous set of procedures to guide the excavations at Zubarah and associated sites in the surrounding landscape. In the following we will briefly outline the various components of the excavation and survey methodology.

4.2. Open Area Excavation
In contrast to many conventional excavations carried out in the Middle East, this project did not rely on the so-called box-grid Wheeler-Kenyon method of excavation. Although this system, for which a site is excavated in grid-squares of equal size leaving standing baulks between excavated areas, provides great stratigraphic control due, it prohibits the exposure of buildings in full plan and causes excavations to be carried out ‘out of sequence’ with later sediment remaining standing as part of the baulks. This potentially causes contamination of deposits with later finds and also creates artificial boundaries of excavation. In the case of Zubarah this system would also be difficult to implement, as a lot of the sediment at the site consists of loose silt and sands, which are liable to collapse easily.

Open-area excavations operate without the use of baulks, enabling a more dynamic approach to targeted excavation, as well as the excavation of complete features in the correct stratigraphic order. This system is commonly used in settlement archaeology elsewhere, particularly in Europe, to reveal complete plans of buildings and structures, and to relate the various phases of construction and activity at sites to one another. It also provides a flexible means to expand or contract the size of the excavations according to need or as research questions require. Given these advantages, we opted to open large open areas for excavation in most cases, particularly inside Zubarah.

To provide spatial control over the excavations in Zubarah a 5 x 5 meter grid system was laid over excavation areas, which was aligned to the Qatar National Grid (QNG) co-ordinate system. Co-ordinates were taken from a number of concreted control points placed around the site by QMA. These were also the source for a number of temporary benchmarks used for leveling. The southwest corner point of each 5x5 meter grid square provided a unique identifier for each square, which was used to locate archaeological features, code drawings, samples and finds. At Murayr excavation areas were placed in a more arbitrary manner to allow the targeting of wall alignments and structures more freely (see section 7). In this case the excavation areas were surveyed into the QNG afterwards.

4.3. Excavation Methodology
Here we only provide the general outlines of the methodology. More specific aspects of the approach taken in each excavation area are outlined in the relevant report sections below. In general, the exca-
ations relied on the single-context recording system, which has now been widely adopted for urban excavations. In this system, first designed by the Museum of London, a unique number is given to each archaeological feature (deposit, cut, layer, architectural element etc.), and each context is treated as an entity individually (see Schofield 1980). In large measures we followed the outline of the Archaeological Site Manual and only adjusted the system in a small way to accommodate the specific conditions required for QIAH. For example, we used the term ‘Locus’ instead of ‘Context’, to keep in line with a standard term used in Middle Eastern archaeology. The system proved particularly useful in the case of Al Zubarah, since the archaeological situation at the site was very analogous to many urban sites for which this system was developed. The archaeology was characterized by many intercutting and superimposed archaeological features and deposits, which necessitated careful excavation in the correct stratigraphic order to differentiate the phasing and thus dating of the excavated loci. The single context recording method caters for this particular challenge very well.

For recording we used a standard set of pro-forma recording sheets, aligned with the Museum of London system. We differentiated three principle groups of loci: deposits (e.g. pit fills, collapse, layers), cuts (e.g. pits, post-holes) and architectural features (e.g. walls, plaster, thresholds). Each was given a unique number to identify it on drawings and finds tickets. Each excavation area was given a unique site code and a unique group of numbers (e.g. Loci numbers starting at 3000 were used in ZUEP03, numbers starting with 4000 used in ZUEP04). The Loci numbers were ordered in stratigraphic matrices in each excavation area to untangle the stratigraphic phasing. One addition to the single context system was the use of Space Numbers. These were used to group together loci numbers that were closely related (e.g. all loci in one room came under one Space number). Again, these were unique for each excavation area. Drawings of each individual context were made in a scale of 1:20 on permatrace, but multi-locus plans of complete phases or as post-excavation plans were also made. Unique sets of drawing numbers were given to multi-locus plans and section drawings in each excavation area, while single-locus plans were simply given the number of the locus recorded.

All bulk finds (ceramics and bone) were given individual bag numbers with the locus number serving as a unique identifier for each. ‘Special’ finds (coins, metal objects, pieces of jewellery etc.) were given a Field Object number, and where point-provenienced three-dimensionally. Soil samples for flotation were collected from relevant contexts and where possible a minimum of 30 litres was taken from each sampled locus. Ceramic finds were cleaned and catalogued during the excavations, although the volume of material recovered prevented a complete analysis of all the material during the field season. Other finds were catalogued and prepared for storage pending further study and conservation. Botanical samples were stored for processing by specialists during the next field season.

4.4. Regional Survey Methodology

The survey methodology was geared toward sampling a representative segment of the landscape surrounding Al Zubarah to the north, northeast and easts. Four members of the team undertook the survey walking transects aligned to the Qatar National Grid. Initially 1km was divided into quarters with ten transects in each quadrant. Each transect was 50m wide and 500m long and the field walkers were spaced 50m apart. The coordinates for the centre line of each transect were entered into the hand held GPS unit and the field walker walked 25m each side of the medial line.

After two quadrants or 20 transects had been completed in became clear that this proved to be very intensive, but did not seem to yield any more substantial results. To be more time efficient in sampling a large survey area, the remaining half of the 1km was divided into five transects each 100m wide and 1km long. In a change to the methodology the field walkers were spaced 200m apart walking 50m either side of the medial line. Only three of the five transects were walked.

Using this methodology each square km was divided into ten transects of which five were walked. In the process of walking transects the field walkers could scan and record any sites seen in the adjacent transect. Not all transects walked were 1km in length. The coastline defined the western boundary of the survey area and some transects stopped at the coast while others extended onto the intertidal zone. The Al Shamal road was used as an arbitrary eastern boundary at the beginning of the survey that resulted in some short transects. In retrospect this arbitrary boundary should have been ignored and the full 1km length walked. Ten transects (nos. 111-120) were surveyed using a vehicle starting at the Al Shamal road and driving west towards the coast. This decision was taken due to the nature of the terrain that mainly comprised areas of sabkha and a lack of sites other than recent beach clearance deposits. The longest transect was 3.45km in length.

In order to sample further inland another forty one transects were completed on the east of the Al Shamal road returning south towards Al Zubarah Fort. Initially transects started at the road and stopped at the edge of a 1km QNG grid square. Transects that started on the edge of the same grid square returning to the road 4km south were just over 2km in length. Field walkers could cover this distance, however, the eastern extent of the survey area was reduced by 1km on two occasions returning south to Al Zubarah. The only other obstacles were the fenced compounds of a private residence, a farm, and a military installation.

Initially surface finds were collected from transects. Each transect was divided into 100m lengths and the finds were collected and bagged separately from each. A transect sheet was completed for each transect. After one hundred transects were completed the collection of surface finds was discontinued. The main reason for this was the paucity of finds. Surface collections were made from some recorded sites but not all since many had few if any finds and others only had glass and tin cans and plastic material that was relatively recent in date. Hand held GPS units were used to record any site centre point coordinates, as well as to map any linear features and to delineate the extent any sites. Sites were recorded using proforma sheets, conforming to the Qatar sites and monuments database recording sheets.

4.5. Summary

The QIAH fieldwork methodology emphasises open-area excavation, coupled with detailed stratigraphic recording and excavation methods. The methodology is orientated along the lines of modern, standard methods used in archaeology elsewhere and allows for detailed observation of stratigraphic relationships and archaeological features. Since the single context recording system used was initially devised for urban sites with complex stratigraphic sequences, it is a highly useful methodology for QIAH. As will become clear in particular in Section 6, the stratigraphy at Al Zubarah was much more multilayered than could have been assumed at the outset. Several phases were encountered that consisted of discreet archaeological features, whose stratigraphic relationships required detailed ob-
Our field survey methodology aimed to sample a representative segment of the local landscape to gain a better understanding of the distribution of archaeological sites and features across the Zubarah landscape. The systematic walking of transects on foot provided a detailed coverage of the landscape and allowed us to effectively sample for even ephemeral archaeological sites in the hinterland of Al Zubarah.

While details of these methods were adapted and altered during the course of the project – and are likely to be subject to further small changes as the project carries on – the comparability between and within excavation areas and the proper retrieval and documentation of archaeological data is guaranteed.

5. Geomorphology and Geoarchaeology

By Philip Macumber

5.1 Introduction

Emphasis of the hydrology and geomorphology role in Stage 1 was placed on the landscape around Al Zubarah, which was strongly influenced by the mid-Holocene high sea level from 7,000 to 4,000 years ago. This transgressed as far inland as the eastern limits of the sabkha near Murayr. (Macumber, 2009), depositing sediments at levels reaching 1-3 m above that of the present sea level. Sampling of the inner beach ridge was undertaken to provide a basis for better understanding the evolution of the landscape around Al Zubarah. Comments on the dates and the implications for landscape evolution form part 1 of this report.

The emphasis during Stage 2 was to gain a broader understanding of the relationship between occupation and the regional geomorphological/hydrological setting across northern Qatar. Attention was focused on the impact on the landscape by the earlier of the two high sea level phases at Qatar, coinciding with the penultimate interglacial period (Eemian – marine isotope sub stage 5e; Sangamonian in the U.S.; Wurm-Riss in the Alps) commencing about 140-130,000 and lasting to perhaps 115,000 years ago. During this period conditions were similar to today but perhaps warmer and certainly wetter. The Eemian finished about 115,000 years ago with rapid cooling.

Two factors play a major role in the distribution of archaeological sites. These are:

1) Depth to the water table

As noted in Macumber (2009), the low relief coupled with the high aridity, results in virtually no permanent surface water across northern Qatar. While occupation occurs in response to seasonal rainfall, more permanent settlement is dependant on wells and hence groundwater. The depth to the water table is shallowest in near-coastal settings where the groundwater systems outflow, and are most readily tapped by shallow wells. This is the case with the towns around northern Qatar from Al Zubarah to Al Gharrahi, and readily seen at Al Zubarah where fresh water was obtained from a number of hand dug wells located on the higher ground at Murayr. Further inland as the land surface rises, the depth to the water table concomitantly increases and the groundwater contained in the dense cryptocrystalline Dammam Formation limestone was largely beyond reach, prior to the introduction of modern drilling techniques.

2) The extent of the marine transgressions during interglacial high sea levels

The two phases of high sea level impacting on the coastal fringes of Qatar were that of the last interglacial period from ca 140-120,000 years ago, and the period of the mid-Holocene transgression from
ca 7,000 yr BP until ca 4,000 yr BP. During these periods when sea levels were respectively ca 6 m and 2-3 m higher, the sea advanced inland beyond the present day shoreline for varying distances, but reaching kilometres in some instances. The retreat of the mid-Holocene transgression from about 4,000 yr BP, led to the development of active sabkha around the coast from Kuwait to Oman. While active sabkha are a legacy of the mid-Holocene transgression, the late Pleistocene transgression reached a higher level and passed further inland, resulting in sedimentary deposition either side of the shoreline. As a consequence, these sediments may form the basis for later pedogenesis with the resultant soils being agriculturally superior to the skeletal soils (lithosols) developed on the Dammam Formation Limestone.

Therefore, in terms of occupation, near coastal settings have a strong advantage over inland sites due to the (vertical) proximity to fresh (ground)water resources. Furthermore, the development of better class soils on near coastal sediments deposited during the late Pleistocene interglacial period (Eemian) provides sites for agricultural development. Both factors play a significant role in the occupation of the area between Al Zubarah and Shamal in northeastern Qatar.

On this basis, the objectives for Stage 2 of Copenhagen University’s project in Qatar were:

1. Finalize the dating of the sequences deposited by the mid-Holocene transgression and regression in the vicinity of Al Zubarah
2. Examine northern Qatar with a view to determining which aspects of the landscape were significant in determining the potential for past occupation, with emphasis on the nature of the 130-110,000 yr old marine transgression in the Al Zubarah-Al Jumayl area, and nature of the groundwater systems. Relate this to early occupation

5.2 Dating the Mid-Holocene Transgression/Regression at Al Zubarah

5.2.1 Environmental Setting

Radiocarbon dating was carried out on shells obtained from a number of locations along a 1.3 km long, 2-3 m deep trench/channel traversing the inner of two former beach ridges; on the outer (more seaward) of which Al Zubarah was established (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.3).

One additional date (sample 4, Figure 5.3) was obtained from a pit in a nearby sabkha. At the height of the transgression, the shoreline abutted against rising ground formed by Dammam Formation limestone. At its eastern end the trench stops at a sabkha lying between the inner beach ridge and mid-Holocene shoreline (Figure 5.1) located near Murayr. At its western end, the trench passes from the beach ridge and stops within the sabkha forming part of the supratidal zone connected to the sea and flooded during high tide events such as that shown in Figure 5.2. The beach ridges were initiated as off-shore bars at the height of the transgression and prograded seawards during the regression (Figure 6.1); the sabkha represent later phases in the infilling of tidal inlets or embayments connected to the sea. Samples from the channel for dating spanned the beach ridge (Figure 5.3).
Towards the western end of the channel where it passes from the beach ridge onto the sabkha, a tongue of Dammam limestone comes to within 150 m of the channel and is present sub-surface in the side and base of the channel (Figure 5.1). From this point westwards, the channel is intermittently cut through dense cryptocrystalline Eocene limestone and variably cemented Holocene sediments. The Dammam limestone outcrops as a small pavement near the southern wall of Al Zubarah, and also just beyond the small sabkha in the north (Figure 5.5 and 5.7) near shell sample site 6. Both occurrences suggest that the Dammam Formation may form a flat albeit slightly undulating base to the mid-Holocene sequences. If this is the case, then it is either a partially buried inland extension of the broad rock platform bounding Al Zubarah to the west, or perhaps the higher platform observed immediately to the north of Al Zubarah (Figure 5.6) and elsewhere along the coastline.

If the latter, it may date to the earlier 110,000 to 130,000 Eemian interglacial high sea level represented by the Fuwayrit Formation aeolianite and shallow marine and shoreline sequences (Wusayl Member), now found immediately to the north near Furayhah. However, while the high platform is present, sediments from this earlier interglacial event were not identified in the Al Zubarah embayment, despite being present in the area immediately to the north, and further along the coast towards Shamal.

5.2.2 Radiocarbon Dates

When sampling, the deeper parts of the channel were not readily accessible, being partially infilled by sediment and having a hyper saline water table just below the surface, with halite forming in pits cut below the water table. However material from deeper in the channel sequence occurs on the spoil heaps bounding the channel. A feature of the spoil heaps was the presence of large numbers of Chione sp shells from the deeper parts of the channel. Although present, these were not so prevalent in the exposed channel walls which were instead cerithid-rich. Larger and heavier mollusc shells are more prevalent towards the western end of the channel where marine sediments are very thinly draped over shallow Dammam Formation, present in the channel walls. The more robust Chione shells from deeper in the sequence represent the oldest material dated from the sites.

Within the channel, samples were obtained mostly from two small pits (numbered ‘A’ and ‘B’), ‘A’ being from slightly higher and ‘B’ slightly lower in the sequence (Figure 5.8b). This approach was designed to provide a check on the consistency and integrity of the dates at each site. This was carried out from five localities over a distance of 620 m, spanning the length of the beach ridge (Figure 5.8a).

At two of the sites, two additional samples (4B and 5C) were obtained from Chione shells thrown out at the time of construction from deep within the now partially infilled channel, at depths no longer accessible, but considered to represent older samples from deeper in the sequence. In addition a further sample (Sample 6 - Wk 26489) was taken of Chione shells from one of a number of small pits in a small outlier of sabkha from which halite was extracted. This site lies in the sabkha about 0.7 km to the north east close, to Al Zubarah (Site 6, Figure 5.3).

A heavily cemented conglomerate (coquina) of Chione and cerithid shells was described from the
Figure 5.6: Elevated wave-cut platform forming the base of a small promontory beyond Al Zubarah. Appears to relate to a higher (mid-Holocene?) level.

Figure 5.7: Distribution of wave cut platforms and cyanobacterial mat development in the vicinity of Al Zubarah.

Figure 5.8a: View along the channel.

Figure 5.8b: Close up of sample sites 1A (3,717 cal BP +/- 109) and 1B (3,932 cal BP +/- 127).

Figure 5.9: Chione shells deposited with marine breccia (Futaisi? Member of the Fuwayrit Formation) representing the base of the last interglacial transgression.
spoil heaps of the western parts of the channel (Macumber, 2009). Further to the north of Al Zubarah, large numbers of *Chione* shells were observed in coastal sections such as that occurring south of Al Arish. There, *Chione* shells were deposited with basal marine sediments (Figure 5.9), including reworked Damam Formation, overlying Damam Formation, all belonging to the last interglacial period from 130-110,000 years ago. A *Chione* coquina was noted by Ortlieb (1991) from a 129,000 year old late Quaternary shoreline of California where it was interpreted as having formed at the height of the interglacial marine transgression. Although much younger, the *Chione* samples from deeper in the sequence at Al Zubarah are deemed to similarly represent the oldest part of the marine sequence at the height of the mid-Holocene marine transgression. This conclusion is supported by the corrected dates ranging from 5,842 +/- 93 yr BP to 4,695 +/- 101 yr BP. The calibrated ages of shell samples from Al Zubarah are given in Table 1 and Figure 5.11, with the dates from the deeper *Chione* sequence shown in blue (see also Appendix IX).

### 5.2.3 Discussion of Radiocarbon Dates

The radiocarbon age dating and calibration calculations were carried out at the Waikato University Laboratory in New Zealand and the dates are in accordance with the Marine 09 calibration curve; a marine reservoir correction value of 230 +/- 65 was applied. Calibrations were courtesy of Dr Fiona Petchey.

The ages from the Al Zubarah samples fall into two groups - those from the deeper *Chione* shell sequences were older than those from the shallow sequences in the channel walls. The younger channel samples show a consistency both vertically and laterally, and in all cases the samples from slightly deeper in the sequence were similar to but slightly older than the overlying samples, supporting the reliability of the results. Laterally there was a consistent trend from the eastern end of the channel to the western end with progressively younger ages. Only in the cases of site 5 and 1 at the far eastern end of the channel was this trend reversed. However the ages of the two sets at these sites were not significantly different, and were vertically consistent at each site. The simplest explanation is that the samples from site 1A and 1B were taken from slightly lower in the sequence, and hence older than from site 5A and 5B. No surveyed leveling of the sites was carried out at the time, as the sampling was undertaken in order to gain a broad view of the likely ages, but with the results far outstripping the expectations. Whatever the case, the two dates at the far eastern end of the channel closest to the inland limit of the transgression (samples 5A and 5B) were essentially the same age at 3,515 +/- 90 and 3,548 +/- 93, providing a record of the early stages of the regression.

The *Chione* samples from deeper in the sequence have ages ranging from 5,842 cal BP +/- 93 in the case of the sabkha sample to 4,865 cal BP +/- 35 and 4,695 cal BP +/- 101 from the channel. At Al Zubarah, they are deemed to represent the period of still stand at the height of the transgression, which may have continued until after 4,000 yr BP. The mid-Holocene transgression has been variously put at between 7,000 to 4,000 yr BP, but with claims of both earlier and later incursions. While there is a general agreement on the approximate time of the transgression, the range and duration varies between studies. The *Chione* based dates marking the height of the transgression at Al Zubarah are in close accord with the observations of Williams and Walkden (2002) who comment that there

Figure 5.10: *Chione* sp. and cerithid shells alongside a salt pit hole in the sabkha. A calibrated *Chione* date of 5,842 +/- 93 yr BP was obtained from a nearby salt pit

Figure 5.11: Calibrated radiocarbon ages from beach ridge and sabkha to the east of Al Zubarah. The dates coloured blue are from deeper *Chione* samples collected from the surface
was widespread evidence for a mid-Holocene high sea level in the southern Arabian Gulf which peaked at 1-2 m above present sea level ca. 5,500 yr BP. In the Umm Tays area east of Shamal, it is claimed that the transgression was between 7,000-5,000 yr BP (Puls et al., 2008), but with beach sediments as old as 7,700 BP and as young as 1,690 years B.P. The Al Zubarah dates fit within this period, but extend forward to 1,066 yr BP.

The oldest dates on the beach ridge are 3,932cal BP +/- 127 (site 1B) and 3,717cal BP +/- 109 (site 1A), but sedimentation was still underway at site 5 furthest east at 3515cal BP +/- 90. Both site 1 and 5 are within ca. 0.5 km of the shoreline at Murayr. Whether the sediments from Site 1 represent deposition while the transgression was at its peak is unclear, but whatever the case, the dates indicate that the transgression peak lasted several thousand years from ca 5,842 BP. The eastern channel dates suggest that the regression was underway soon after 4,000 yr BP and certainly well underway by ca 3,515 yr BP when sediments were deposited about 0.5 km seawards of the transgression’s limit near Murayr. The regression across the 620 m of channel occurred between 3,515 and 1,066 yr BP, and it took 2,450 yr to retreat 620 m giving a rate of retreat of about 0.25 m/yr. This is about one third of that given for an average progradational range of 0.75 m/yr by Lokier and Steuber (2008) at Abu Dhabi.

**Table 5.1: Radiocarbon data for Al Zubarah area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Lab No</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Conventional Age</th>
<th>Calibrated Age (95.4%)</th>
<th>d13C</th>
<th>d14C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>WK-26486</td>
<td>25.9718</td>
<td>51.0350</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>1741 +/- 36</td>
<td>194.9 +/- 1.6%</td>
<td>+0.2%</td>
<td>-2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>WK-26483</td>
<td>25.9718</td>
<td>51.0355</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>1880 +/- 41</td>
<td>208.7 +/- 4.1%</td>
<td>-0.25%</td>
<td>-4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>WK-26480</td>
<td>25.9722</td>
<td>51.0318</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>2208 +/- 46</td>
<td>1538 cal BP +/- 59</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-240.4 +/-4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>WK-26481</td>
<td>25.9722</td>
<td>51.0318</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>2234 +/- 43</td>
<td>1568 cal BP +/- 98</td>
<td>+0.2%</td>
<td>-242.7 +/-4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4A</td>
<td>WK-26484</td>
<td>25.9729</td>
<td>51.0348</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>3226 +/- 38</td>
<td>2777 cal BP +/- 49</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-330.8 +/-3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>WK-26485</td>
<td>25.9729</td>
<td>51.0348</td>
<td>Chione shell surface sample</td>
<td>4745 +/- 41</td>
<td>4695 cal BP +/- 101</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-446.1 +/-2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>WK-26478</td>
<td>25.9735</td>
<td>51.0357</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>4007 +/- 50</td>
<td>3717 cal BP +/- 109</td>
<td>+0.2%</td>
<td>-392.8 +/-3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>WK-26479</td>
<td>25.9735</td>
<td>51.0357</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>4169 +/- 62</td>
<td>3932 cal BP +/- 127</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-404.9 +/-4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5A</td>
<td>WK-46286</td>
<td>25.9737</td>
<td>51.0361</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>3841 +/- 34</td>
<td>3515 cal BP +/- 90</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-382.5 +/-2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B</td>
<td>WK-26487</td>
<td>25.9737</td>
<td>51.0361</td>
<td>Trench side</td>
<td>3872 +/- 33</td>
<td>3548 cal BP +/- 93</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-382.5 +/-2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5C</td>
<td>WK-26488</td>
<td>25.9737</td>
<td>51.0361</td>
<td>Chione shell surface sample</td>
<td>4865 +/- 35</td>
<td>4866 cal BP +/- 106</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-454.3 +/-2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>WK-26489</td>
<td>25.9791</td>
<td>51.03147</td>
<td>Chione shell surface sample</td>
<td>5703 +/- 40</td>
<td>5842 cal BP +/- 93</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>-508.3 +/-2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.12: Cited locations between Al Zubarah and Al Jumayl**

**Figure 5.13: Aeolianite near Fuwayrit**
There is a marked similarity between the dates and events recorded at Al Zubarah and those obtained elsewhere in Qatar, such as that described by Taylor and Illing (1969) who categorized the Holocene deposits into 4 groups, relative to present sea level. The Al Zubarah strand line sequence falls into a category referred to by them as their "old strandline deposits" standing 1.5 m to 2.5 m above present sea level. They quote 3 dates of 4,200 +/- 200 years, 4,340 +/- 180 years and 3,930 +/- 130 years, noting that the Qatari deposits consist predominantly of cerithid gastropod shells. All three dates fit comfortably within the range obtained from the Al Zubarah suite close to the height of the transgression.

Evans et al (1969) note that in the case of the sabkha at Abu Dhabi, the marine transgression began about 7,000 years ago and reached a high of about 1 metre above present sea level about 4,000 years ago. At the Abu Dhabi sabkha, progradation of the intertidal and supratidal sediments marking an apparent fall in sea level began about 3,750 years ago, with the zone of algal mat development moving seaward until about 1,000 yr BP, when it disappeared. Lokier and Steuber (2008) considered that the disappearance of the algal mat corresponds to a marked decrease in progradational rates observed by them at the Abu Dhabi sabkha, and suggest that it may represent a regional event. At Al Zubarah, the 1066 years BP date also marks the approximate limit of the progradation of the beach ridge and hence corresponds closely in time to the end of regression.

Therefore at Al Zubarah, mid-Holocene sea levels had reached their peak of ca 2-3 m above present sea level at ca 5,800 yr BP and remained high to about 4,000 yr BP. The regression began soon after 4000 yr BP, and is represented by the strand line sequence dated from ca 4,000 yr BP to 1,066 yr BP (calibrated). It seems likely that the outer strand line, on which Al Zubarah was later established, was formed at the same time as the inner strand line. The implication is that a significant tidal inlet existed between the two over much of the last 4,000 years, the remnants of which are still present, albeit partially reduced by the development of a supra-tidal zone and sabkha in the upper reaches.

5.3 The landscape between Al Zubarah and Al Jumayl

At Al Zubarah, the limits of the mid-Holocene transgression are marked by a low scarp cut into the Dammam Limestone near Murayr. Al Zubarah is built on a beach ridge, one of two formed at the time of the regression commencing about 4,000 years ago to ca 1,066 yr ago. Several active sabkha occur between Al Zubarah and Murayr. Most active sabkha in the UAE and Qatar are less than 2 m above sea level and relate to the mid-Holocene regression, and deemed to be less than 4,000 years old in line with the regression, dated above. However, there are a number of varyingly active palaeo-sabkha slightly higher in the landscape related to the earlier late Pleistocene marine transgression which reached an elevation of ca 6 m above the present sea level. An example is at Al Khor, documented in a second part of this report. A feature of the Al Khor palaeo-sabkha is the presence of a surficial gypsite layer and the dehydration of gypsum to give a near white anhydrite surface. Palaeo-sabkha are also common between Al Zubarah and Al Jumayl, at times with cemented surfaces forming hard pavements.
Figure 5.16: Remnant of late Pleistocene marine deposits 2.1 km south of Al Arish, with a basal lag of Dammam Formation clasts, overlain by cemented shelly calcareous silts. Active sabkha is visible in background.

Figure 5.17: Ruins of Khidaj established on late Pleistocene marine sequences 2 km north of Al Khuwayr.

Figure 5.18: Cemented late Pleistocene beds forming basal marine layers below Khidaj (top and background), 3 km northeast of Al Khuwayr.

Figure 5.19: Late Pleistocene marine sequences with gypsite capping outcropping to the east of Khidaj.

Figure 5.20: Near-beach shield-like pavement made of brecciated limestone and cemented carbonates, forming a ridge paralleling the coast. Al Jumayl is in the background.
Figure 5.21: Breccia outcropping on ridge surface, sabkha in the background

Figure 5.22: Lithographs on cemented marine sediments north of Al Jumayl

Figure 5.23: Gypsite surficial layer containing in situ shells, from palaeo-sabkha near Al Khuwayr

Figure 5.24: Dense white anhydrite pavements forming part of a red-brown palaeo-sabkha surface
Landwards of the active sabkha, the coastal plain extending northwards from Al Zubarah to beyond Al Jumayl consists of intermittent outcrops of Eocene Dammam Formation limestone, and late Quaternary (Eemian) marine sequences including areas of palaeo-sabkha. Between Furayyah and Al Arish, a feature of the Eemian transgression is the presence of aeolianites such as that forming Jabal Furayyah. Aeolianites (palaeo-dunes) re a feature of the transgression in northern Qatar, which occur as low hills around the coast, such as that at Fuwayrit on the north-eastern coast, and at Jabal Freyer, near Al Zubarah. The aeolianite forms the most extensive exposure of Pleistocene deposits in Qatar. At Fuwayrit (Figure 5.13) the aeolianite reaches a height of 20 m and forms a 2.5 km long ridge parallel to the coast.

North of Al Zubarah, aeolianite and related shallow marine and beach sequences extend inland to the north east from Jabal Furayyah (Figure 5.14) as isolated outcrops, their base lying roughly along the 4 m contour - (Macumber, 2009). The outcropping marine and beach deposits are 1 to 2 m thick (Figure 5.15), suggesting that the level reached by the transgression was about 6 m above sea level. Erosional remnants are often several metre higher than adjacent (palaeo) sabkha which have been cut across the marine sediments, and near the coast they commonly form long ridges and small hillocks between the active sabkha and the shoreline (Figure 5.15, 5.19 and 5.20). Erosion of the marine sequences is mostly by wind (deflation), leaving small hummocks of more resistant cemented material on the surface. The extent of erosion is determined by the level of the water table, since deflation ceases once the sediment has been removed down to the top of the moist capillary fringe – hence the name water table bevelling. The process results in the development of extensive erosional flats and, where cemented, flat pavements (Figure 5.24), deflated several metre below the original surface. The late Quaternary sabkha are here referred to as palaeo-sabkha to differentiate them from the more recently formed sabkha which relate to the mid-Holocene regression. The processes are the same, in that they were areas of regional groundwater outflow formed as the sea retreated from its 6 m high. They remain still variably active areas of regional groundwater discharge.

The late Quaternary stratigraphy has been formalized and the aeolianite is the Al Wusayl Member of the Fuwayrit Formation, a suite of shallow marine sediments and derived aeolianites deposited during the last interglacial when sea levels reached 6 m above that at present (see Williams and Walkden 2002). On the basis of the bedding within the aeolianites it was determined that the wind direction of the shalal at the time of deposition was from the north east, and therefore different from that of today where it comes from the north west. The initial transgression led to deposition of shallow marine deposits of the Fataisi and Dubbi’iya Members and an aeolian Al Wusayl Member, each separated by a period of sub-aerial erosion. The Fataisi and Dubbi’iya Members represent sea levels reaching 1.5-2 m and ca 6 m respectively above present sea level. These sediments are the source of the overlying aeolianite.

Most commonly the basal transgressive marine unit in the Al Zubarah to Shamal area consist of heavily cemented breccias made of clasts of reworked Dammam Formation overlying planated Dammam Limestone rock platform The most prominent occurrence forms the base of the small island off Al Khuwayr, but other important coastal occurrences are found southwest of Al Arish and underlying the abandoned village of Khidaj, north of Al Khuwayr. In all cases strongly cemented breccias are overlain by heavily cemented fossiliferous carbonate sequences. Individual beds of breccia and fos-
Figure 5.25: Drainage pattern across northern Qatar (Eccleston et al., 1981)

Figure 5.27: Depiction of the wet phases in the early Holocene and late Pleistocene (Burns et al., 2009)

Figure 5.28: D representation of topography in the vicinity of the site near Sumaysimah at the head of a depression graded to the 6 m high sea level stand (dark contour)

Figure 5.27: Distortion of groundwater flow and equipotential lines towards the embayment (Cherkauer and MacKereghan, 1991). The increased outflow is reflected by the large outflow 'Qs' compared with the non-embayment situation 'Qs' shown to the left.
However, because of the low relief and low rainfall, there is mostly only a small upper catchment to support the fluves, with instead, internal drainage being the norm, based around the rawdha. At the height of the late Pleistocene transgression, the mouths of the fluves were drowned, and blacketed by marine sediments now forming the coastal plain. The high sea level raised base levels of sedimentation to 6 m above those at present, and this would in turn have led to alluvial sedimentation occurring upstream of the coast at the time. At the ancient shoreline, fluvial wadi-fill sequences merge with coastal and shallow marine sequences to produce a shallow, albeit localized aquifer system, a focus for both groundwater flow and storm run-off leading to enhanced recharge. Factors in the initiation and growth of the fluves and embayments/inlets were wetter climates and focused groundwater inflow.

5.5 Wetter climate during the last interglacial (Eemian)

Williams and Walkden note that there was abundant and widespread dissolution (palaeo-karstic) pits found in the top surface of the Futaisi Member, are believed to represent the former positions of abundant trees or large plants, and provide compelling evidence for a pluvial episode during this period. This observation supports other views as wet conditions during both the late Pleistocene interglacial and the early Holocene were indicated by the monsoon pollen index from east Africa (Van Campo et al., 1982) and the U-Th and stable isotope data of stalactites from the Hoti Cave in Oman. Furthermore, the Hoti cave data suggests that during the period represented by marine isotope stage 5e, and coinciding with the Eemian interglacial, southern Arabia was considerably wetter than in the early Holocene (Figure 5.26).

5.6 Concentration of groundwater outflow into embayments

The regional groundwater flow in the vicinity of embayments is captured by the distortion of the equipotential lines (Figure 5.27) caused by the embayment’s penetration into the groundwater system. Once developed, the embayments are self-perpetuating and may expand inland by basal sapping since they become a focus for groundwater outflow. They were most likely actively incising in the past during the wetter phase of the Eemian since the floors of the embayments are commonly at levels of 6 m, and graded to the high sea level; and perhaps also during the early Holocene wet period. At these times groundwater tables would have been higher in response to the higher sea levels. As a focus for water, the bays and inlets into the Dammam Formation at the head of the coastal plain provide the optimum physical setting for early near coastal settlement, and such areas were later tapped by shallow coastal wells, such as those at Umm Jassim and Sumaysimah (see below). The areas within the vicinity of the embayments therefore offer perhaps the most likely areas for locating sites of early occupation in Qatar.

As a focus for water, the bays and inlets into the Dammam Formation at the head of the coastal plain provide the optimum physical setting for early near coastal settlement, and such areas were later tapped by shallow coastal wells, such as those at Umm Jassim and Sumaysimah (see below). The areas within the vicinity of the embayments therefore offer perhaps the most likely areas for locating sites of early occupation in Qatar.

Apart from their groundwater potential, these areas produce better quality soils than is the case for the bare Dammam Formation limestone, and their significance for early agriculture in the Al Zubarah –Al Jumayl area is discussed below. One such setting was investigated at Sumaysimah, near Al Khor when determining the archaeological potential of the Al Khor Aerospace city site.

5.7 The Sumaysimah example

The occupation near Sumaysimah covers an elongated area of grassed flats located on either side of the Sumaysimah Road to the east of the Al Khor-Doha Road about 3 km from the coast (Figure 5.28). It contains many dug wells, both modern and older (Figure 5.29 and 5.32), agricultural walls (Figure 5.30), and the ruins of a small settlement (Figure 5.31). These agricultural sites lie to the north of the Sumaysimah road, but the settlement ruins occur to the south of the road.

The area lies within a slight elongated depression at the head of a linear embayment formed during earlier phases of higher rainfall (Figure 5.28). The wells demonstrate shallow fresh groundwater, while the structure and walls suggest that the area has been occupied over some time. As noted above such situations are probably representative of a number of near coastal settings developed wherever small embayments have formed. The elongated nature of the depression suggests that it has been a
Figure 5.30: Walls and grassed plain at the northern agricultural site near Sumaysimah, with trees marking site of modern well in the background

Figure 5.31: Ruins to the south of the Sumaysimah Road

Figure 5.32: Modern (abandoned) well at Sumaysimah site

Figure 5.33: Embayment in coastal plain, to the south of Sumaysimah, with darker 6 m

Figure 5.34: Distribution of settlement in the Al Zubarah – Jumayl near-coastal area. Note faint drainage lines (fluves) passing northwards towards Qala‘at Al Thaqab and through Shadiraya.
focus for water draining from the limestone, having been initiated perhaps as a coastal spring, which migrated inland by spring head sapping. In addition the depressions become collectors for storm runoff from the adjacent areas, further recharging the localized aquifer. The 6 m contour marking the limits of the late Quaternary marine transgression is shown as a darker contour in (Figure 5.28). The contour passes up the embayment towards the archaeological site, suggesting that at the time of the late Pleistocene transgression the drainage line was active, and may perhaps have been tidal. A second example of a linear embayment with similar characteristics and a base level at ca 6 m is present 9 km south of Sumaysimah (Figure 5.33). It supports the view that the depressions were in place at the time of, and are graded to, the 6 m high late Pleistocene sea level. After the end of the last interglacial at ca 110,000 yr ago, the depressions provided a focus for groundwater and surface water runoff, and hence were optimal settings for occupation.

A number of larger pumping stations associated with the modern wells indicate that in more recent times attempts were made to more intensely utilize the groundwater resource, however the stations have been abandoned, possible because of depletion of the freshwater lens and/or increased groundwater salinity. The abandonment of many recently constructed wells and bores across northern Oman reflects the fragility of the groundwater system to intensive exploitation, as noted by Eccleston et al.
5.8 Occupation in the Al Zubarah-Shamal Region and its Hinterland

5.8.1 The distribution of settlements in the area between Al Jumayl and Al Zubarah

There have been a number of towns on the coastal plain and further inland between Al Zubarah and Al Jumayl, supported by small but intensive irrigation areas such as that of the Muhayriqat irrigation settlement, minor irrigation around Murayr and a larger irrigation settlement south of Al Jumayl, near Umm Jassim, all now abandoned (Figure 5.34 and 5.35). The immediate area surrounding the Umm Jassim irrigation settlement contained at various times, the towns of Al Jumayl, Al Khuwayer, the Ruwada Fort and two small villages of Khidaj and Al Nabaah. To the south is Shadiraya. Additional irrigation was carried out near Qala’at Thaqab (Figure 5.34). More generally, the density of towns across northern Qatar between Al Zubarah and Fuwayrit is seen as reflecting the availability of good quality groundwater occurring in the calcareous zone within the otherwise gypseous Rus formation aquifer (Figure 6.38), with the highest town density between Al Jumayl and Al Arish (Figure 5.35), probably reflecting optimum groundwater availability and the late Quaternary palaeogeography.

The irrigation areas at Muhayriqat and near Al Jumayl would have been significant contributors to the sustenance of the coastal and nearby inland towns. In all cases irrigation was dependant on shallow wells, which in the case of the Muhayriqat settlement, were developed in thin alluvium overlying Eocene limestone in a rawdha area, where direct seasonal precipitation and storm runoff from nearby higher ground infiltrated to recharge the shallow groundwater system (Figure 5.36).

However this was only partially the case at Murayr and at the Umm Jassim irrigation area south of Al Jumayl where irrigation was sited in areas where fresh regional groundwater flowing from the hinterland came close to the surface, prior to discharging in the coastal strip.

More generally, the area between Al Zubarah and Al Fuwayrit is one where good quality groundwater, which was which was recharged in the Qatar hinterland in the past, outflows at the coast (Figure 5.37a). The fresh water occurs in the calcareous facies of the Rus Formation as a freshwater lens, overlying and contained within an otherwise brackish to saline regional groundwater system (Figure 5.38).

While its tritium content indicates some modern day groundwater recharge (Figure 5.58), the climate is arid to hyper-arid, and it is likely that the bulk of the water in the lens is fossil water recharged during wetter periods during the early Holocene and especially the last interglacial period (Eemian). That is, whatever recharge occurs in the today’s arid setting would only top up the shallow aquifer, but is not the principal water source.

In a 4.5 km radius of the irrigation area south of Al Jumayl near Umm Jassim there were over time, a number of settlements established on the coastal plain, including the early occupation of the Ruwada Fort, and the abandoned towns of Al Jumayl, Al Khuwayer, Al Arish, Furayyah, and the small towns of Al Nabaah and Khidaj (Figure 5.34 and 5.35) now represented as ruins.

Qatar is a relatively low lying country with the highest point only about 103 m above sea level. The coast has been strongly influenced by several marine transgressions which saw sea levels reaching...
Figure 5.40: Well in mosque compound at Al Jumayl

Figure 5.41: One of a number of infilled wells south of Al Jumayl

Figure 5.42: Al Nabaah ruins located on the coastal plain to west of the Rawdha Fort (locality Figure 3)

Figure 5.43: Relief map showing position of the coastal plain at the 6 m contours and its relationship to the irrigation areas between Al Jumayl and Al Khuwayr

heights of 6 m above that of the present some 120-130,000 years ago, and 2-3 m above the present sea level about 4-5,000 years ago. These transgressions have strongly affected the coastal geomorphology of Qatar, the most prominent features being the coastal sabkha, many of which formed following the last regression in mid-late Holocene times, and are hence contained within the 3 m contour. The inland limit of the late Pleistocene marine transgression dating at ca 120-130,000 yr ago is approximately marked by the 6 m contour (Figure 5.39). This contour comes close to the coast near Al Jumayl, but cuts inland along an elongated shallow depression formed by a stream fluvé emerging from the higher inland areas, which reaches the coast near the Ruwada Fort. South of the fort, the small abandoned town of Al Nabaah is set back from the coast, also on or about the 6 m contour. In the Jumayl area, the 3 m contour lies close to the coast, but further to the west in the area between Al Khuwayr and Furayhah, the contours pass further inland and contain the active sabkha, such as those between Murayr and Al Zubarah, between Furayhah and Al Arish and in the vicinity of Al Khuwayr. The major discharge zone for regional groundwater lies coastward of the 6 m contour. Most groundwater outflows in a varyingly wide zone lying below the 3 m contour covered by active sabkha, where due to high evaporation, salt accumulates leading to hyper-saline groundwater. By contrast, in the Al Jumayl area where the 3 m contour is virtually at the coast the saline outseepage zone is very narrow or even offshore. Back from the coast between the 3 m and 6 m contours, fresh groundwater
occurs at a shallow depth. At Al Jumayl, there are a number of infilled wells located in a walled area to the west of the Shamal Road (Macumber, 2009). There is also a well within the mosque compound, and to the south of the town there are a number of infilled wells (Figure 5.40 and 5.41).

The close proximity of the wells to the coast is explained by the narrow outseepage zone and perhaps by a strong upwards hydraulic gradient in the underlying groundwater system countering seawater intrusion. The wells at the Ruwada Fort and the small abandoned town of Al Nabaah also lie within or close to the 6 m contour (Figure 5.42). Similarly, the wells at Ayn Mohomed and Qala‘at Al Thaqab are set back from the coast, beyond the 6 m contour (Figure 5.39). This contrasts markedly with the situation at Al Zubarah where the wells are set back from the coast on higher ground at Mu ray, inland of the sabkha where groundwater discharge is dissipated over a wider very saline area.

5.8.2 Irrigation areas supporting the coastal settlements

Between Al Jumayl and the Ruwada Fort lies a depression extending well to the east of the Shamal Road where there is a large irrigation area (Figure 5.43). To the west of the road the area between the coast and the road lies mostly between the 3 and 6 m contours; it is one with a number of infilled small shallow wells and flat grassy depressions, reflecting the shallow depth to good quality water. The abandoned ruins of Al Nabaah shown in (Figure 5.42) lie close by. Further to the west between Al Kuwayr and Furayyah, the coastal plain widens to between 2 km to 3.5 km, with several irrigation farms near Qala‘at Al Thaqab, one active and one abandoned, but both occurring close to the head of a small embayment, clearly marked by the 6 m contour.

It is no coincidence that irrigation should be associated with the embayments, since the 6 m contour marks the approximate inland limit of the last interglacial high sea level; between it and the coast the landscape is formed across flat lying marine sediments. Where wide, there is extensive development of sabkha which are hyper-saline. Landward of the sabkha there are areas where better soils have developed on marine sediments, which are far superior than the poor thin patchy skeletal soils (lithosols) which develop on the adjacent higher areas of Tertiary limestone bedrock. Thicker more fertile soils together with the greater likelihood of concentrated surface run into the depressions (fluves) provide optimum areas for sustainable irrigation in a coastal setting. The groundwater is both shallow and fresh, and as shown below is deflected towards the depressions.

In the irrigation area to the south of Al Jumayl there are a large number of small fields spread across a considerable area (Figure 5.44 and 5.45). A feature of the irrigated area is the large number of shallow wells, which in some instances appears to be virtually one well per field. Although elsewhere masked by trees, it is especially clear in the south-east corner of Figure 5.42 where small dark areas are most commonly infilled shallow wells.

The large number of small wells tapping the shallow water table required only sufficient water for the adjacent field, guaranteeing a broad flat cone of depression with minimal drawdown, thereby avoiding seawater intrusion from the coast. Even if there were a deeper freshwater-saltwater interface this far inland, this approach would only skim the fresh water from above any transition zone that
The overall farm layout in the earlier irrigation settlements, whether intentional or otherwise, guaranteed sustainable agriculture while maintaining the freshwater lens. In this instance, it also guaranteed that at the coast the crucial freshwater lens used by the coastal towns was not affected.

The traditional approach to agriculture from small shallow wells south of Al Jumayl and also seen at the Muhayriqat irrigation area near Halwan, can be contrasted with a more modern approach whereby large yielding pumps were placed on wells coupled with extensive farm layout (Figure 5.46 and 5.47). This was adopted across much of central Qatar during the 1960s onwards often with large diameter bores. Closer to the coast where water tables were shallow, large pits could be used, similar to, but much larger in size (Figure 5.46), than that found at Murayr which supplied water to Al Zubarah.

However at Murayr, the wells were in many cases walk in, without the mechanical aids provided by modern pumps. The modern use of very large pits/wells in conjunction with high yielding pumps is best seen in the large irrigation farm north of Qala’at Al Thaqab, where wells were little more than shallow trenches cutting the water table (Figure 5.456 and 5.47). There was extensive farm layout and a number of pump houses on the pits indicating the large scale of operation. However, the impact of large scale extraction from such wells, given the proximity of the coast, made it inevitable that groundwater levels would quickly fall causing the ingress of seawater intrusion and resulting in salinization, thus making this approach to irrigation non-viable. By contrast, the irrigation farm to the south alongside Qala’at Al Thaqab is on a much smaller scale and based around bores rather than large open pits. While the groundwater is somewhat brackish, crops are still successfully grown.

Irrigation was not observed on the third large depression commencing south of Al Arish (Figure 5.43). However, there were extensive grassy flats with a modern concrete well established towards its northern end near the Shamal-Zaíbah Road (Figure 5.48), and a further well towards the head of the depression. In its more upstream areas, the depression is simply a shallow drainage line activated only during storm periods. Small dams (recharge dams) established across the drainage line are not meant as surface reservoirs, but instead hold water briefly, permitting it to recharge the aquifer during storm events. However it does not seem likely that given the low rainfall, these small recharge dams will have any significant impact, and would not compensate for groundwater loss should large scale irrigation be undertaken. Apart from the larger coastal draining depressions noted above, there are a number of areas of rawdha which occur, as either small isolated wide flats or form tributaries to the larger depressions. Associated with these are ruins and associated small wells such as is shown in Figure 5.49.

5.8.3 Non-coastal sites

Ruins of the town of Shadiraya are located 6 km from the coast at an elevation of 10 m at the head of a semi-connected shallow depression which enters the coastal plain north of Qala’at Al Thaqab (Figure 5.50). As is the case with all early Qatari towns, Shadiraya was clearly dependant on wells, and there is a modern day well present on the flats (Figure 5.51).
In the vicinity of Shadiraya, a drainage line widens to form a broad basin-like plain with the ruins located on the higher ground around the basin rim. The stream pattern is unusual in that it consists of a maze of sinuous channels all linked to the central channel but with the individual side channels commencing/finishing at the valley side (Figure 5.52). Such stream patterns are rare in Qatar, although similar patterns were described from the Loddon Plains of southern Australia as fluvial features in situations where groundwater tables were close to the surface; they were referred to as playlettes (Macumber, 1969). The formation of the sinuous drainage pattern at Shadiraya indicates very shallow water tables probably at times within capillary reach of the surface. While considered as being essentially related to surface fluvial processes, the abrupt termination of the streamlets at the edge of the plain is analogous to a spring outflow feature, and it is possible it also represents groundwater outflow from the Tertiary limestone aquifer during times of high groundwater pressures. Whatever the case, it clearly provided a prime hydrologic setting for the original siting of Shadiraya.

The wadi at Shadiraya is incised into the Eocene limestone landscape, and away from it, either laterally or inland, the depth to the water table increases markedly as the landscape rises. To the northeast there are a number of farms, one located 2.5 km northwest of Shadiraya, has an extensive irrigation layout and a high capacity deep dug well (Figure 5.53 and 5.54). However irrigation has been abandoned and this seems likely to have been in part instigated by a fall in groundwater levels probably leading to deterioration in water quality. This has been a characteristic of a number of intensive irrigation undertakings across northern Qatar (Macumber, 2009).

On passing inland away from the coast groundwater levels are deeper and water supplies for farms with irrigation layout are from bores, rather than dug wells. However in a large number of instances where there has been intensive irrigation, the farms have had proved to be not viable and have a similar history leading to abandonment (Amaret, et al., 2008, Macumber, 2009). This was predicted by Eccleston et al., who stated that “groundwater supplies are at present being mined at an accelerating rate and are likely to be exhausted or have a deteriorated to an unacceptable quality within the next two decades”.

5.8.3 Relief as a factor in early occupation

From an archaeological perspective, one of the most important factors in early occupation is the water table configuration which is relatively flat across northern Qatar, rising to only 4 m above sea level in 1980, compared with 13 m in 1958 (Figure 5.55 and 5.56). Yet the landscape across central northern Qatar reaches levels of greater than 40-50 m (Figure 5.56 and 5.57) and the depth to the water level progressively deepens away from the coast.

Furthermore, good quality groundwater is largely restricted to areas within the calcareous zone in the Rus Formation (Figure 5.38). Given that the uppermost geological layer is the dense cryptocrystalline Dammam Formation dolomitic limestone and the water table is at considerable depth, the use of deep dug wells for a water supply in the interior seems problematic in earlier times. However, whether such deep wells did exist in the past is not clear. Yet there are a number of significant rawdha areas in central Qatar, many associated with large depressions (grabens?) located to the east of the Al Ghariyah Fault (Figure 5.57). One such deep depression is shown on the cross section in Figure 5.56.
Figure 5.49: Well at coastal end of grassy depression lying within 6 m contour

Figure 5.50: Ruins with associated infilled well on edge of rawdha, to the west of Qala‘at Al Thaqab

Figure 5.51: Shadiraya ruins with grassed plain and modern well in background (left)

Figure 5.52: Drainage pattern at Shadiraya

Figure 5.53: Enclosed farms located 2-3 km NE of Shadiraya
Figure 5.54: Farm with irrigation layout (left) and deep dug well (right), located top right of farm located 30 km from the western coast. Despite there being a number of modern farms and settlements in these areas, presumably with bores, a cursory examination of the depressions did not show evidence of dug wells such as might indicate early occupation. This does not preclude localized shallow perched groundwater systems being present; however given the aridity of Qatar, if such occurrences exist they do not guarantee the permanency of water supply that the regional groundwater systems provide closer to the coast. By contrast, examples of areas of shallow groundwater are found in the region of ‘shallow wells’ (Figure 5.58) mapped by Lloyd et al.. While further investigation of this point is essential, it appears that early settlement of Qatar may be largely confined to the near coastal areas mostly in the north, where a permanent fresh water supply was available. Also clear from Figure 5.56 is the change in groundwater levels induced by extractions between 1958 and 1980. This has resulted in a shrinkage of the freshwater lens, both vertically and at the coast. The latter has led to seawater intrusion into the coastal aquifer resulting in the salinization of coastal wells on which the coastal towns and agriculture previously relied.

5.9 Conclusions
Qatar has an arid to hyper-arid climate with low relief and no surface streams. Early settlement was therefore largely dependent on groundwater, with a number of small towns scattered around the northern coast relying on shallow wells. Their presence closely relates to the hydrogeology, wherein fresher water occurs as a lens within the calcareous facies of the Rus Formation aquifer, which is otherwise brackish to saline. The freshwater lens outflows along the northern coast in a strip between Al...
Zubarah and Fuwayrit, where early settlement density is the highest in northern Qatar, with greatest concentration in the Al Arish to Al Jumayl area, to the east of Al Zubarah.

Inland from the coast, the topography rises to 50 m or more above sea level, however the groundwater level which is at sea level at the coast is relatively flat and is only 4 m above sea level in the interior. Given that the uppermost hydrogeological layer consists of dense cryptocrystalline Dammam Formation dolomitic limestone, the water table is at considerable depth, and fresh water is largely restricted to the calcareous zone in the Rus Formation, the use of deep dug wells in the interior in earlier times seems unlikely. Whether deep dug wells did exist in the past is however not clear at this stage, but no hand dug wells were observed on a reconnaissance trip examining large inland depressions lying to the east of the Al Ghariyah Fault.

Qatar has experienced at least two wet phases over the past 130,000 years, both phases corresponding to interglacial periods, the earlier being from 130,000 to 111,000 years BP and the later one being in the early Holocene period from ca 9,000 to 6,000 years BP. The earlier wet phase was the larger event and coincided with interglacial high sea levels and a marine transgression. The early-Holocene wet period only partially overlapped with the early stage of the mid-Holocene high sea level.

The coastal geomorphology is strongly affected by the two interglacial high sea stands, the later one which peaked at about 4,000 yr BP (mid-Holocene) reached levels of 2-3 m above the present sea level. The height of the transgression was dated at Al Zubarah as being from about 5,800 yr BP until ca 4,000 yr BP. The regression dates from ca 4,000 BP upto ca 1,066 BP. The earlier late Quaternary transgression is dated elsewhere as being from 130-110,000 years ago (Eemian phase, or Sangamonian – U.S.), with sea levels reaching about 6 m above those at present – see also the associated Al Khor report. During the earlier marine transgression sediments were deposited across the coastal area to a height of 6 m, except in the case of derived aeolianite dunes which were somewhat higher. The landscape arising from the earlier transgression, its hydrological impact, and the relationship to later occupation is a major focus of this study.

A legacy of the mid-Holocene transgression and regression are the active coastal sabkha, found all round the Arabian Gulf, where regional groundwater discharges in a hyper-saline setting. Various active palaeo-sabkhas are associated with the earlier transgression and are higher in the landscape, being commonly at levels of between 3-6 m above the present sea level. They have at times a strongly indurated gypsite surficial layer, which has been variously converted to anhydrite (see Al Khor report).

In a number of instances shallow depressions or embayments often defined by the 6 m contour pass inland from the coastal plain. While in some cases the larger depressions represent the lower end of shallow drainage lines or thares, other depressions may have started as coastal springs during wetter periods in the past, and advanced inland by spring-head erosion. The embayments are a focus for storm runoff which recharges the shallow aquifer, and they are an area of convergence for coastward groundwater flow. Because of the shallow fresh groundwater, they provide the optimum physical setting for early near-coastal settlement and offer perhaps the most likely areas for early occupation sites across northern Qatar.

The embayments may also provide a setting for sustainable irrigated agriculture, based around multi-
6. Excavations in Al Zubarah

6.1 ZUEP01

Richard Humphrey

6.1.1 Introduction

Excavations at Zubarah Excavation Point 1 (hereafter ZUEP01) were designed to elucidate upon the findings of the Stage 1 investigations conducted between January and May 2009. Previous excavations had uncovered several phases of urban occupation of the harbour side settlement of Zubarah and relate to the material remains of a domestic occupation compound, a tower and an associated city wall. In 2009 three archaeological phases were identified in ZUEP01 including a main architectural phase, a phase of tower and inner town wall construction, and a phase of recent occupation. The Stage 2 investigations in 2009-2010 evaluated this tri-partite sub-division and added further phases and more detail to our understanding of this area inside Al Zubarah.

Last season’s ZUEP01 excavation area measured 40.00m by 40.00m square with the southwest corner located at Qatar National Grid (QNG) 0960E/9240N. This area was expanded 10m to the north to explore an adjacent structure. Investigation of the compound, city-wall and tower structure dominated the first seasons work with little investigation occurring in the southwest of the area. The ZUEP01 area covered in this report measured 60m from north to south and 45m from east to west, again commencing from the south-west grid point of QNG 0960E/9240N (Figure 6.1.1, 6.1.2 and 6.1.3).

6.1.2 Natural Deposits

Archaeologically sterile and culturally unmodified loosely compacted yellow sand were identified as a potential candidate for naturally occurring sands. The position of these sands at the very bottom of the archaeological sequence are sediments on which the settlement appears to have been first established. Zubarah. These overlie bedrock and represent sediments that accumulated following the mid-Holocene marine transgression (see Macumber 2009, and Section 5 of this report). It is possible that previous occupations may be contained beneath the sandy sediments found in ZUEP01, but given their height just above sea level this seems unlikely.

The underlying, natural stratigraphy was observed in the following locations:

A large storage pit, [1425], positioned within the alleyway between the central and northern compounds (Spaces 123 and 118) was first identified as being a bell-shaped cut feature (Figure 6.1.4). This was later thought to be unlikely and the expansion of the pit once the cut had passed through laminated occupational horizons was a result of undermining loosely consolidated natural sands.

The ‘tannir room’ (Space 110) within the central compound saw complex intercutting incisions for ceramic cooking installations made through accumulated occupational horizons. Several of these in-
Figure 6.1.3: Post-excavation plan of compound 3 in ZUEP01

Figure 6.1.4: Cut of a storage pit or cistern [1425] exposed the natural stratigraphy underlying

Figure 6.1.5: Overview of Compound 1 in ZUEP01 looking southeast, showing the fully excavated rooms within Phase 3
cisions were observed to extend beneath the floor surfaces of the building into loosely compacted sand. In both of these instances, the clean sand horizon was observed to be unlaminated, suggesting it not to be a windblown horizon.

Space 143 in the south-western compound building was seen to have a large cut, [1459], made through its floor surfaces into clean, loose yellow sand. Beneath the base of the construction phase of the walls and the occupation horizons of the space, similar loosely compacted yellow sand, [1663], was visible, similar to the sediment described above.

6.1.3 Phase 6: Temporary Occupations

An east facing section created as a result of a large pit, [1459], having been dug through the floor surfaces of Space 143 revealed what appeared to be cuts and fills made through beach sand [1663]. These were recorded as a tannir [1667] and cuts [1668] and [1669]. The remnants of a tannir were also seen beneath the walls of the later structure. These were not fully excavated as they were not in the correct stratigraphic phase. Therefore, the extent and nature of these features could not be fully understood, and dating evidence could not be collected.

The sharp break of slope, sloping edges, rounded base and differential fill of several unrecorded features seen in section might tentatively be interpreted as cuts relating to either post-holes or shallow occupation related pits. If the former, then these might well represent the remnants of tent posts, animal tethers or fence posts that required the piling of a post type feature. Indeed, the darker soil observed to fill the cut features might well represent decayed timber. The latter possibility of domestic-waste disposal pits might also produce a darker stain to the fill of the feature, again from decayed organic matter.

A similar collection of early features (post-holes, refuse pits, isolated tannirs and occupation surfaces) were also recorded in ZUEP03 (see Section 6.3), which may represent contemporary or analogous camp occupations.

The level of exposure of these features in this season does not allow for a full interpretation at this point. They could represent evidence for tent camps, palm leaf/ matt huts, or another form of early occupation. For the time being, their apparent position within the archaeological sequence shows that there was a phase of settlement prior to the construction of the substantial architecture of Phase 5.

6.1.4 Phase 5: Main Construction and Occupation Phase of Compounds

Last season’s works identified a compound consisting of a central courtyard area encircled by rooms (see Bille 2009; hereafter referred to as Compound 1). Excavation of this structure to sufficient depth to assign functionality to its rooms from occupational layers was a primary research aim of this season’s excavation (Figure 6.1.1 and 6.1.5).

Expansion of the ZUEP01 area approximately half way through this season resulted in the discovery of further compound structures to the north (hereafter Compound 2, Figures 6.2 and 6.1.6) and south (hereafter Compound 3, Figure 6.1.3 and 6.1.7) sharing a comparable spatial arrangement to Compound 1. Walls extending from the eastern external wall of Compound 1 suggested outbuildings that...
Figure 6.1.9: Space 132 was the only room excavated to floor level in Compound 2 and represents an entrance hall to the courtyard house.

Figure 6.1.8: Space 123 looking east — east-west running alleyway between Compounds 1 and 2.

may have been part of the original layout. At this point, it is uncertain whether these relate to domestic occupation or whether they were used for animal sheltering or storage.

An alleyway (Space 123, Figure 6.1.8) that marked the northern extent of Compound 1 is thought to have been part of a planned grid network consisting of east to west aligned thoroughfares that would have connected the settlement with the harbour front. In this instance, it also represented the division between Compound 1 and Compound 2. Excavation Compound 2 was limited to identifying the arrangement of walls and the uppermost removal of sandy-rubble backfill that filled the rooms. No occupational horizons were reached, except in Space 132, which represents an entrance room or hall (Figure 6.1.9). From this room a wide doorway gives access to the alleyway (Space 123; see discussion below).

Investigation of the ZUEP01 area in the southwest revealed the northeast corner of Compound 3. Like the other two compounds, this consisted of parallel walls arranged at right angles and with evidence of discrete rooms positioned around a central courtyard. Unlike the other two units to the north whose walls were aligned on a north-north-west to south-south-east alignment, this was built at an angle aligned more on a northwest to southeast axis. The differential alignment and robbing of building material seem to suggest that this building was built at an earlier time than the other two although it was still in use at the same time as the others (see Section 6.1.5 below).

Attempts to locate the remains of the later city wall in the expansion of the ZUEP01 area to the southeast failed, most likely as a result of the feature having been removed as part of the systematic robbing of stone. However, this area did briefly reveal the masonry and occupational-surface remains of what has been interpreted as buildings of a comparable date to the three compounds seen to the north and west.

Early Compound in SW of ZUEP01 area (Compound 3)

The removal of several later phases of rubble from collapsed walls, as well as windblown sand accumulations and robber cuts, revealed the remains of a compound in the south-west of the excavation area. The walls of this structure were aligned on a north-west to south-east axis and markedly different from the alignment of the other compound walls.

These remains represent the north-eastern corner of a compound structure that, like Compounds 1 & 2, is based around a central courtyard space. Although the limits of excavation of ZUEP01 did not allow exposure of the entire structure in plan, this building plan appears to be ubiquitous in Zubarah and the arrangement of the rooms of Compound 3, suggest very strongly that this structure has a very similar layout. Space 143 represented a room in the north-east of the building and measured approximately 5.50m long by 2.40m wide, bounded by walls 1593 and 1594. Floor surfaces in this room were truncated by a large cut, 1459, perhaps intended to rob material from the floors after abandonment, which had left a good section showing laminations of occupation horizons (Figure 6.1.10). Robber trenches indicate attempts at robbing the masonry of this wall following its abandonment.

To the south of this room, Space 141 was of similar dimensions as Space 143 although without the large robber cut and compacted floor surfaces. Instead, a loosely compacted shell surface, 1436, is proposed to represent a bedding horizon, similar to those seen elsewhere Zubarah. Wall 1593-
Figure 6.1.10: Space 143 in Compound 3, showing truncation of floor surfaces by cut [1459].

Figure 6.1.11: Space 152 to the east of Compound 3, looking north.

Figure 6.1.12: Madabes <1599> in Compound 3.

Figure 6.1.13: Space 140 in Compound 3 showing diver’s weights in situ and ablution feature <1603> in the top left corner of the room.
formed the northern boundary of this space with <1590> to the east and <1514> to the south. There was an open entranceway into Space 137 to the west.

Leading south from Space 141 was a narrow corridor, Space 152 (Figure 6.1.11). This was bound by wall <1589> on the east side and wall <1600> on the west side. This space measured approximately 9m long by 1m wide. The narrow width of this corridor was quite surprising considering the width of other similar features seen elsewhere. The possibility of one of the side walls belonging to another phase of construction was disproved by floor surface <1478> in the space sealing both walls, suggesting the same phase of construction. Wall <1600> did not extend as far south as the parallel <1589>. It is proposed that at one point, the corridor would have formed an open connection with space 150 to the west. A later phase of blocking, observed as masonry <1653> followed the course of wall <1600>, continuing the corridor to the south and forming a barrier between the two spaces.

Immediately adjacent to the courtyard of this compound, Space 139 represented a room defined by the walls <1598>, <1596>, <1600> and <1587>. Within the north of this space was a plaster-moulded date press, <1599>. This survived in good condition with only the western side partially truncated (Figure 6.1.12). The presence of this feature within the compound is significant as it suggests date-pressing was not an activity restricted to a specific zone in the settlement, but was rather a more domestic activity practiced by extended families or groups, within their own home. Similar examples were recorded in ZUEP02 and ZUEP04 this season (see Sections 6.2 and 6.4 below), as well as in the previous QMA excavations.

The southern half of Space 139 was dominated by a burnt and collapsed roof (1426) overlying truncated floor surfaces (1692) and (1693). Although predominantly charcoal, ash and burnt ceramic, this had the appearance of being composed of twigs, and sticks that had been weaved together then strengthened by the application of a plaster or render. A threshold was present on the western side of wall <1598> allowing access to this room.

The supposed courtyard of this compound extended beyond the western limit of excavation of the trench, although wall <1595> extending east to west across the north of the area appears to represent a northern boundary. This appears to be a later addition to the rest of the structure as it abuts wall <1594>. Multiple laminations of burnt material and windblown sand (1682/1686/1688) as well as cut features such as pits and tannirs [1689][1690] were seen within this area. These were not fully excavated due to time constraints.

Although not fully exposed, the southern area of Compound 3, as it appeared in the extended ZUEP01, area was composed of two rooms on the southern side of the courtyard. Only a small amount of fill and occupation surfaces of the western of these rooms was investigated due to spatial constraints. The eastern room (Space 140) was examined in greater depth. Before overburden and wall collapse were removed, a plaster lined hamman or ablution type feature, <1603>, was seen protruding and visible on the surface. This room shared many of the characteristics of rooms examined in greater depth in Compound 1. Perhaps most significantly, evidence of burning and wall/roof collapse from a catastrophic event was documented as deposit (1431). This material formed the fill of a large episode of disturbance of the floor layers of the room, visible in sections. Following an apparent destructive, burning event, it appears that inhabitants may have returned to salvage possessions from the building. This is supported by the retrieval of several diving-weights from the room, found on the highest surviving floor levels, representing the last phase of occupation before the collapse.

![Figure 6.1.14: Detail of diver’s weights in situ in Space 140 within burnt roof collapse.](image1)

![Figure 6.1.15: Entrance ‘half’ (Space 109) to Compound 1 from alleyway Space 123.](image2)
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Figure 6.1.16: Fragment of decorated door lintel fallen in the doorway between Space 108 and 109.

Figure 6.1.18: Example of plastered ablution feature/ basin in Space 124

Figure 6.1.17: Example of plastered ablution feature/ basin in Space 125

occurred (Figure 6.1.14). Multiple phases of floor resurfacing were evident from the visible sections (i.e. [1508], [1515], [1516], [1522]) that amongst other things illustrated the alternating laminations of plaster floor and bedding material. Also visible were several tannīr ovens cut into these floors, recorded as [1520] and [1521]. Threshold <1602> would have been used to gain access to the room from the courtyard area.

As mentioned, significant robbing of stone occurred on the north-eastern side of the compound. A north-west to south-east aligned wall, <1591>, that joined the corner of Compound 3 with the south-western corner of Compound 1 was partially robbed out. This is thought to be a later addition of this building and designed to block off the area to the east, perhaps as it was in use as animal sheltering or simply an open space- no other significant architectural remnants were seen in this area, suggesting they were either robbed or that it was an open space.

Central Compound (Compound 1)

Investigation of the Compound 1 followed a systematic approach of defining the walls identified during Stage 1 followed by sequential excavation of the rooms to ascertain their function. Complete excavation of room fills and masonry to natural horizons was not undertaken to retain the fabric of the structure for future presentation. Archaeologically sealed and stratigraphically dateable occupation surfaces were investigated to a depth where they reached the base of the walls that sealed them.

Several possibilities exist for access points into Compound 1: a large doorway between Space 123 (the alleyway at the north) and Space 109 likely represents the main entrance. This has a formal character featuring a wide doorway, threshold and large entrance hall. The important consideration of controlling visitors line of sight and what is visible to them when entering a structure would have been possible here with right-angled walls (<482> and <1337>) preventing the central courtyard being immediately visible. Also, Space 108 to the west may have served as a ‘waiting-room’ where the flow of guests and visitors could be controlled. Here a decorated door lintel fragment was found collapsed into the former doorway (Figure 6.1.16). Other thresholds on the south-western, eastern and south-eastern sides may well have also been used although truncation to these sides and the unknown complete extent of the compound in these directions makes it unclear whether these were external access points or whether they merely gave access to adjoining rooms or outbuildings.

Overall, the compound remains exposed measured approximately 18.00m from north to south and 23.00m from east to west with the central courtyard of the structure measuring approximately 14.00m east to west by 11.00m north to south. Space 121 in the very south-west corner may have been used as part of an entranceway specific area to gain access to the structure. It was bounded by wall <481> to the west, wall <408>, to the east by <1274> and by <511> to the north. A threshold <1280> allowed for access into the next Space to the north, 117. This too was bounded by <481> to the west. On the eastern side was <493> and the northern side was <1285>. Access to the central courtyard was possible by crossing threshold <1284> although it appears that line of sight was an important consideration here too with wall <1290> (the northern turn of wall <1289>) blocking an immediate view of the area. To the east of 117, Space 128 formed a room only accessible from the courtyard. It was bounded by wall <1289> to the north, <493> to the west and <511> to the south. Although it’s function within the compound is uncertain, its proximity to the baking area of
Space 110 and fish-processing area of Space 111/112 might not have made it a comfortable living area.

Space 116 was to the north of Space 117. A plaster lined wash basin <1209> and several unexcavated tannirs (1406 and 1407) in this room suggest living quarters of the compound’s inhabitants. The room was bound by wall <481> on the west side, <1285> to the south, <1287> to the east and <480> to the north. A plaster lining was seen as <1288> around the room. Access to the room was initially thought to be through a break in wall <1287> at the north but careful examination actually showed a socketed-doorway, later recorded as feature <1410> to the south. This would have led into the courtyard, but again, line of sight seems to have been a consideration here. Proximity to Space 108 to the north may be significant in establishing a possible importance of the habitation rooms of the compound. Space 108 was accessed from Space 109 by threshold <1359> to the east and an unnumbered threshold to the south. A limestone bench feature in the southeast corner of the room is unlikely to be a hammam or ablution-block type feature as seen in other rooms and instead may have been for decoration as a plinth or work surface. This room was plaster lined by <1311> and as mentioned is suggested to have been an important room for controlling the access of people into the courtyard. The threshold <1357> would appear to have held a door as suggested by possible door sockets.

If the main access point into the compound was through the threshold between Space 123 and 109, it means that the latter is of crucial importance to controlling the path that people would have taken into the compound. Once this entranceway had been crossed it appears that two options were available to enter the central courtyard. People familiar or the occupants of the compound may have accessed the courtyard by walking south through the space, turning to the east and then to the south again. Line of sight seems critically important in this space as the many right angles created by the encircling walls prevent immediate access to the courtyard. This is a common concern in the traditional architecture in Arab houses. The north of the space is bound by the southern walls of the alleyway (<477> and <1320>) with <1320> on the west and <482> on the south. The eastern wall is <483>. Wall <1337> extends to the south from the eastern turn of <483>, which becomes <1326>. Wall <1334> to the south of <482> is from an earlier phase of construction, it was made from limestone and <482> is obviously built up against it. This masonry implies multiple phases of building of the compound.

Rooms 119 and 105 in the northeast corner of the compound both appear to be habitation areas where people probably would have lived and slept. The former was bound by wall <483> to the west, wall <1320> to the north, wall <488> to the east and <1326> to the south. Space 105 was surrounded by walls <489>, <487>, <1335>, <615> and <605>. Both had substantial hammam or basin-structures at the ends of the rooms (Figure 6.1.17 and 6.1.18). Later excavation in Space 118 to the north uncovered pit [1297]. A hole in the wall led from the basin in Space 126 to this, suggesting that it was a sink hole for waste water. Space 124 in 105 was composed of a double hammam-type feature made from <1331> and <1328> and separated from the rest of the space by plaster wall <1330>. This represented a more substantial wash area and may indicate status of the inhabitants of this space. Both rooms were plaster lined and both thresholds (<1327> and <1334>) led directly to the central courtyard.

Space 102 on the eastern side of the compound received considerable attention last season after the discovery of a dhow etching on the on the north wall <615> of the room. Conservation and replica-
Little work bar the removal of backfill was done in this room this season. The room was plastered on all its internal faces with access to the courtyard of the compound via threshold <1351>. Several hammam blocks recorded last season as Space 103 were again uncovered. One of these had a pattern printed into its north-facing plaster surround. The outflow channel of this feature was discovered to lead to a capped pit observed in the extension of the ZUEP01 area to the east of the tower.

Space 110 was perhaps the most intensively used space of the whole compound (Figure 6.1.19). This is what has been informally referred to as the ‘tannir-room’ owing to its intensive use as a cooking area. Over 20 ovens were excavated and recorded in this room, including the clay lined tannīrs, tabūns with flues and unlined fire pits. A blocked up threshold in the south-eastern corner of the room marked a subtle change in alignment in the southern wall of the compound, <408>, again suggesting multiple construction phases. To the west of Space 110, burnt masonry stacks recorded as feature <509> in the previous season and <1275> and <1276> in this one, were recorded in Space 111 and 112. Some later blocking between these and Space 110 was seen as masonry <1100>. The function of these masonry stacks was somewhat uncertain with a suggestion that they may have been used for fish-smoking in the room or for controlling the flow of air to Space 110, an important consideration in baking.

If the south-western side of the compound appeared to be used for domestic activities, such as baking or fish processing, then the west, northern and eastern sides may well have been for habitation. As mentioned, the threshold between Space 123 and 109 may have been the main access to the compound. Within the southeast corner of space 116, a plaster lined hammam or ablution feature was seen, <1209>. This was not unique to this room, with others present in Space 126 to the east, Space 124 to the east, and Spaces 101 and 103 close to the tower. All of these spaces contained domestic occupation layers filled with pottery fragments and animal bone, as well as waste pits and occasionally tannīrs for use in cooking on a smaller scale seen to that in Space 110. It seems likely that these rooms were the private quarters of the compound’s inhabitants, probably where the close family lived.

Running parallel to <604> and <607>, wall <1563> was the eastern wall of the compound, recorded last season as <605>. This extended as far north as the corner of space 105 where it turned to the west, becoming <487>. The southern extent of the wall is uncertain as it continues beneath the later tower although it seems likely that it would have turned to the west at this end too, joining with <408> towards the southeast corner of Space 106. To the east of this wall was a previously unexplored area of the site and one of the research objectives from last season was to ascertain whether the compound or contemporary structures continued in this direction. This certainly would seem the case from the masonry remains discovered. Wall <1562> represented a easterly turn of <1563> at right angles to the latter. Parallel with this approximately 4.50m to the south was a corresponding parallel wall <1559>. Both of these walls were aligned on an approximate south-west to north-east alignment and appear to be a continuation of the same layout as that seen in the central courtyard.

North of wall <1562> several phases of demolition rubble and windblown sand were removed to reveal an interface layer between the overburden and occupation horizons (Figure 6.1.23). A similar windblown deposit of sand was recorded beneath the inner city wall in ZUEP03, post-dating a series of camp occupation horizons (Section 6.3). If these two deposits were linked, it may suggest a pattern
of site-wide abandonment during which the settlement was left to decay. This Space was labelled as 144 and filled predominantly by locus (1569). Burnt floor (1571) is suggested to be an indicator of the destruction of Zubarah that occurred in 1811 (for discussion see Section 3 and below). Next to it was a tannir, [1570], suggesting that this height represents a phase of occupation in this space. A plaster-rendered stone basin consisting of a circular bowl with a sub-rectangular trough attached to the eastern side and an outflow pipe was also observed in this space. This feature was unique across the site and its exact function is unknown. Contrary to the current interpretation, this might suggested human habitation of this space. A short wall, recorded as <1584>, was seen in a small sondage to the north of feature [(572). This is suggested to represent an internal division as it lacks the width of other supposed exterior walls. It seems more likely that the masonry <1586>, which was more substantial and appeared to be keyed into wall <1563>, does in fact represent the northern boundary of the room.

Further to the east of Space 144, two small rooms recorded as Spaces 159 and 160 were unusual in that they both measured less than 3m². Occupation layers in these rooms were not exposed with layers (1580) and (1581) representing layers of overburden interfacing with floor layers. Only Space 159 had an immediately obvious entranceway allowing for access to the room, recorded as threshold <1578>. It seems these rooms would have been too small for human habitation and considering their proposed position outside of the main central compound gives rise to the suggestion they and Space 144 may have been used for goods storage or animal corralling.

South of wall <1562>, Space 145 was filled at the western end by collapsed masonry from the tower and walls (Figure 6.1.24). It measured a comparable size to that of Space 144 to the north, being approximately 13.00m east to west by 5.00m north to south. The south of the area was formed by the west-south-west to east-north-east wall <1559>. This was made from limestone blocks and only partially exposed although it is suggested that this represents the easterly continuation of a southern wall Compound 1. A break in this wall may derive from the robbing of stone or was intended as an entrance. Upon removal of the presumed rubble collapse from the tower, the burnt interface layer (1471) was exposed. This represented a mixed horizon of overburden and burnt material that sealed the floor surfaces of the room. Towards the tower, this was seen to be composed of much darker, ashier material. As in Space 144 to the north that this may relate to the side wide razing of the settlement in 1811. Further investigation into this layer will hopefully yield solid dating evidence for the episode of burning.

Rubble (1560) was seen within the north-west corner of Space 145 and is supposed to represent remnants of collapsed masonry that lined a pit, of which (1561) is the disturbed capping stone. Loose spoil appears to have fallen into a void below this stone and it is suggested that like pit cut [1297] in Space 118, this represented a corresponding pit from the hammam/ ablution feature in Space 103.

The continuation of wall <1559> to the east on the southern side of Space 145 was recorded as <1564>. This appeared as a shadow of limestone masonry and needs further investigation. It turned 90 degrees to the north, forming the south-eastern corner of the room that, unlike Space 144, did not contain two smaller space divisions. The turn to the north was recorded as <1565> and consists of several courses of limestone wall forming the western side of Space 169. A corresponding wall approximately 1.50m to the east was recorded as <1566>. Unlike other long, narrow spaces seen within the compounds, there were no apparent east to west divisions here, suggesting it may represent an-
other part of the alleyway network across the site. The inside eastern face of the space was rendered and several shell and burnt material horizons removed, of which <1567> was the last remaining. Wall <1568> was seen extending to the north-east from the eastern side of wall <1566> and the two appeared to be keyed into one another. The same cannot be said for the masonry of the smaller rooms 159 and 160 at the eastern end of Space 144 - these appeared to be later additions abutting wall <1565>.

South-eastern Structures

This corner of the site represents the least fully explored part of the ZUEP01 expanded excavation area (Figures 6.1.25). It was subdivided into an area measuring 15m east to west by 20m north to south. Two parallel limestone walls <1544> and <1545> were seen extending from the northwest of the area, heading towards the south-east. Only the tops of these walls were recorded so detailed observations as to the phasing and construction characteristics is unavailable. These walls were spaced approximately 2m apart and appeared to be contemporary. Although a definitive occupation surface was not observed, the lowest horizon recorded in this season’s work almost certainly represents an interface between occupation and subsequent demolition and abandonment. This was recorded as a dark, ash rich layer, <1546>, <1547> and <1549>, and suggestive of burning across the area, with the top of at least one tannūr protruding, [1548]. Again, this may relate to other instances of burning found elsewhere in Zubarah.

Although western wall <1544> was not observed as continuing to the south, wall <1529> was seen as the extension of wall <1545>. This was of a similar build type, although once again, not enough depth was achieved to describe its construction definitively. This wall was also observed to contain patches of ash fill on its western side that is proposed to represent the interface between overburden and occupation horizons, (1538). At its southern end this wall turned ninety-degrees to the southwest forming the south-eastern corner of a structure. Wall <1541> represents another wall at ninety-degrees to <1529>, but this time on the north-eastern side. Walls <1529> and <1541> were not keyed into one another, with a gap of approximately 2m between the two. Filling this space was masonry <1539> that had a rubble-like appearance, although may well have been a later phase of blocking between the walls. To the south of this and on a partially parallel alignment to <1529>, wall <1540> had the appearance of creating another room or corridor type space contemporary with this phase of building.

The area created by the right-angle of walls <1541> and <1540> and extending to the southern and eastern limits of excavation was marked by occupation surfaces (1535) and (1534). Laminations of burnt horizons, degraded plaster floor surface and levelling sand were all seen in this area as well as tannūr oven [1542] set in a plaster floor.

Space 153 on the north side of wall <1529> created by the right-angled turn of the masonry may represent the corner of a room of a building and similarly on the southern side of the wall Space 156 may be the division of another room. This was divided from the floor surfaces seen to the east in Space 157 by wall <1531>, which had a similar constructional appearance to [1529] and is therefore thought to be contemporary.
Northern Compound (Compound 2)

Although the full northern and western extent of this building is as yet uncertain, it appeared in the northern extension of the ZUEP01 area to be directly comparable in scale to that of the central compound to the south, separated by the east to west alleyway (Spaces 123, 118 and 129; Figures 6.1.2 and 6.1.6). This was aligned on an approximate north-west so south-east alignment. In this aspect it measured roughly 22m north to south and 17.50m east to west. The southern part of this structure appears to be a square shape. It is currently unclear as to whether the northern part of the building represents an intentional and planned layout or a later addition as it appears as if a triangular shaped extension was added onto the side.

If there is some uncertainty concerning the full westerly and northerly extension of the compound then there is certainly little debate as to the southerly and easterly extent. As mentioned, the southern boundary was marked by the wall <475> that formed the northern side of the alleyway, Space 123. This was made from well-bonded limestone lumps and showed a degree of care and permanence in its construction. Wall <1610> represented the northerly turn of this wall, forming the eastern side of Compound 2. This was of a similar construction to <475> and was visible in plan as well in section. The absence of further masonry extending to the east of this wall, both in plan and section, strongly suggests that the compound extended no further in this direction. The later phase city wall was visible in this section and clearly was constructed on top of a bank of sand accumulation (likely to be windblown from the thin, discrete layers seen) after an occupation hiatus. It is noteworthy that the later wall is built on a parallel alignment to <1610> perhaps suggesting a later reuse of the compound, although this remains to be explored during excavation.

Wall <1625> has been tentatively interpreted as the northern boundary of the compound. This was formed from well bonded limestone blocks and was large enough to preclude it from representing an internal division. There was no immediately parallel wall seen in the remaining space between the wall and the northern limit of excavation, implying that if this is the northern extent of the compound, there may well be another alleyway similar to Space 123. This wall certainly had the appearance of representing an external division and is particularly noteworthy as no entranceway or threshold was seen.

The complete western extent of the compound is almost certainly not exposed in the current ZUEP01 area. A wall, <1619> (later becoming <1652>), is the most westerly masonry component recorded. This was narrower than the other supposed external walls and may form an internal division rather than an outer wall. Initially, this extended along the north-western side of the lower square shape of the compound then turned to the north to form the apparent change in direction at the north of the compound. Although this turn lay partially beyond the limit of excavation, where it could be seen it did not appear to represent a separate construction phase. This is also suggested by a wall running approximately north to south and parallel with <1619>/ <1652>. Wall <1621> is positioned to the east of those previously described, forming two rooms (Spaces 161 and 146/8), divided by an approximate east to west wall <1620>. Once again, no apparent change in construction was seen on wall <1621> when it turned from its north-western path to a more northerly one.

It appears, the shift in the alignment of the walls of the northern compound does not represent a later addition to the structure but rather a planned and deliberate realisation of the building footprint. An additional research objective formulated from this evidence must almost certainly take into consid-
The second of the two archway covered entranceways was much larger than the first, measuring approximately 3m across. It is proposed that a rectangular shaped room (spaces 147 and 155) formed by wall <1621> on the west, <1622> on the north, <1632> and <1615> on the east and <1607> formed another grand doorway. This room would have been divided in half by the arch that extended approximately east to west from the plinths <1616> and <1617>. The space to the north of the arch was initially thought to represent a modern disturbance in the area, although it now seems that partial robbing of the collapsed arch from this space may have caused its circular shape. Although visualisation of the arch described in Space 132 above suggests an overhead feature to be admired when entering into the compound, this second archway cannot be said to share the same function. Entering the room from the west would have the archway on the right-hand side. Going underneath the arch into the southern part of the room would lead into closed Space 155 with no access to any of the other rooms of the compound. Clearly, the functionality and relationship between spaces in this area needs to be readdressed, when further occupational evidence has been retrieved.

Several other rooms exist in the northern compound that were identified from the tops of walls but remain filled by rubble, presumably from the collapsed walls and roofs, as well as by windblown sands. Space 142 was bound by wall <1621> on the west, <1625> on the north, <1622> on the south and <1623>. The masonry of these walls had the internal surfaces rendered and appeared to be particularly well made. This led into Space 150 to the east, a sub-rectangular space that would have led into the courtyard of the compound, Space 168.

Space 165 in the north-eastern corner of the compound was again of an irregular shape. It was bounded by walls <1610>, <1626>, <1630> and <1625> and measured approximately 1.50m². No obvious entranceway to this room was visible, suggesting that it may have been accessed from higher up, the threshold having been removed. To the south of this, Space 166 was a room that would have been accessible from the central courtyard and is proposed to represent a living space. The southern boundary of this space, wall <1613> appeared to have been blocked at some point. It is proposed that access to the large rectangular Space 151, would have been possible at one point in the compounds usage. This measured approximately 8.00m in its northwest to southeast axis and was 2.50m wide. It was bounded by the eastern external wall of the compound, <1610> and the wall <1608> to the west. No access to the central courtyard was seen in wall <1608>, and it is suggested this would have originally been through Space 166 to the north. Once again, further removal of rubble filling this room will answer these questions.

A southern room running parallel with the southern external wall of the structure, <475>, began to become exposed as rubble backfill was removed towards the end of the season. This measured some 8.50m long by 2.00m wide. The northern boundary of this room and access route to the courtyard was seen as masonry <1606> and <1609> although there was a gap measuring approximately 6.00m between these two walls. It is possible that either of these walls continues to define the northern extent of the space beneath the rubble fill of the room.

6.1.5 Phase 4c: Abandonment/collapse/infill

This phase was identified by rubble and associated sand deposits filling the occupational spaces of the Compound 1 and 3. The source of these rubble deposits were the walls and roofs of the structures after the supposed partial demolition of the compounds. Evidence for burning in Compound 3, more so than Compound 1, suggests that this demolition was the result of widespread fire damage. Refining of pottery and coin dates from these layers will allow for a more precise date of this occupational hiatus of the settlement to be obtained and whether it can be associated with the attacks on Zubarah by Omanis in 1811 (see Section 2.2).

The rubble infilling of the rooms of the northern compound has not been fully excavated in relation to the occupational surfaces of this building and therefore these deposits cannot confidently be assigned to this phase.

6.1.6 Phase 4b: Reoccupation

As mentioned in phase 5, wall <482> represented the southern boundary of Space 109 in the north of Compound 1. Following backfill of this space and the Space 125 (the courtyard) by (1024) a curving beachstone and limestone wall was built up against this masonry. This was recorded as [1053] and extended to the south before turning to the west. It had the appearance of a temporary camp or seasonal occupancy feature, rather than the air of permanence of the compound buildings. These typically appear as crude wind-break type structures. The resulting space created between this wall and <482> was labeled as 114 and seen to be associated with multiple tannur features, including (1075) and (1076). These were in turn sealed by sandy and ashy layers (1054) and (1055).

Additional seasonal occupation is suggested by the cutting of pits such as [1023] for stone-lined hearth feature [1022]. This was made through a supposed packing layer (1101) towards the centre of the central compound and overlying the abandonment horizon (1024). Other tannurs such as [1119] and [1123] were seen within cuts [1121] and [1125] made through the abandonment phase layer (1164).

6.1.7 Phase 4c: Abandonment/ Infill stratigraphically sealing reoccupation

This phase was identified by the backfilling of rooms surrounding the areas where the Phase 3 inner city wall extended across the area. Broadly speaking, this was in the north-east of Compound 1. It was categorised by rubble and sand horizons such as (1107) and (1109) in Space 119, (1104) and (1171) in Space 118, (1264), (1265), (1268) and (1295) in Space 129, and (1095), (1087), (1103) and (1167) in Space 105.

It is unclear whether the rubble horizons were the product of simple abandonment of the site, the supposed catastrophic event that befell Zubarah, or intentional demolition to raise the level upon which the wall could be built. If the former, we might expect to observe a substantial amount of burnt material within these layers, as was seen with other horizons. This is unless there is an explanation for the absence of these burnt layers i.e. they were removed as considered unsafe to build upon, or were simply not there in the first place. Amongst the loci described above, only a few were recorded as containing charcoal and even then only in small quantities. This suggests these infills were not the direct product of the attack on Zubarah.

From observation of the cross-section of the city wall seen in Space 118, it would appear that in this area, the wall is built upon laminations of windblown sands. This would suggest that the site had been in a state of abandonment prior to the wall being built and therefore that the rubble collapses...
6.1.8 Phase 3: City Wall and Tower

The city wall and tower were identified in the Stage 1 excavations as marking a contraction of the town, as this later wall post-dated the bigger outer wall of the settlement (see Bille 2009). It was also suggested that this might have been the realisation of a large scale civil engineering project designed to show off the communities wealth.

Investigation into both the tower and city wall this season was limited. Wall <445> extending north from the tower was partially removed in order to investigate the spaces of the central compound upon which it was built, prior to their abandonment and backfilling (Figure 6.1.28). It remains in place north of the Space 118 and into the area of the northern compound. It would appear from the removal of the wall and its appearance in the south-facing section of Space 118 that depths of the wall varied substantially, most likely depending on the height of the rubble collapse and windblown sand accumulations upon which it was built. The height of the top of wall would have been consistent and it is suggested that this would have been less than that of the top of the tower. It did become apparent upon the walls removal that this was not a particularly well built feature with the base of the wall made on uneven and undulating ground as well as the stones of the wall appearing to have been crudely and hastily thrown together. Rather than representing a display of the settlements wealth, this evidence suggests the feature was rapidly constructed in order to deal with a perceived threat.

Perhaps more significant, the burnt horizon that was seen to extend beneath the tower in Space 145 provides fairly clear stratigraphic evidence that widespread burning had occurred prior to its construction (Figures 6.1.28 and 6.1.29). Layer (1471) represented the mixture of overburden, burning material and occupational surfaces. Clearly, the further excavation and retrieval of dating evidence from this horizon is a must in understanding the date at which the tower and wall were constructed.

This season’s investigation has shown that the Stage 1, Season 1 interpretation of the tower being a D-shape is questionable. It is suggested that the tower was in fact circular and the western side of the feature was badly degraded by the predominant north-westerly weather system, and from stone robbing so much so that it appeared to be semi-circular. Firstly identified last season, the encircling ramp would have had come to an end upon reaching the flat-side of the tower. This seems unlikely and it would have continued all the way round. This would have been notably higher on the western side, with the ramp commencing in the south-western corner of the tower and wrapping around it in an anti-clockwise direction.

It is suggested that further interpretation of these features may be aided with reference to the investigation of other towers across the settlement (see Section 6.3).

There was no indication of the city wall extending south from the tower with masonry apparently following its projected course made from different material entirely and likely to represent later phase features that may have been built abutting the early wall that had since been removed.
6.1.9 Phase 2: Late beachstone walls and pits

Several late phase beachstone walls <1527>, <1536> and <1556> are thought to represent unrendered walls designed to act as animal enclosures. It is thought that <1527> and <1536> extended on a parallel alignment to that of the earlier city wall that would have traversed the area in a north-northwesterly direction.

In the north of the area, walls <1403>, <1405>, <1408>, <1412> and <1420> were all built on a thick layer of windblown sands, abutting the upper courses of the earlier city wall <445> (Figure 6.1.30). These were positioned to make small rectangular units that appeared to mimic the room layout of the underlying compound. The quality of the workmanship appeared to be less than the earlier masonry, with the walls unrendered and made from jagged beachstone cobbles. It is a possibility that if not indicative of temporary, seasonal shelters, then these may have been used for animal corralling. Significance must be attached to the absence of the commonly seen tannir features in these rooms, suggesting a function other than human occupation.

Unlike pits <451> and <470> from the Stage 1 excavations, the late pit [1048] is suggested to be related to domestic waste disposal rather than for robbing stone. This again suggests seasonal occupation of the site. A robber trench was also seen in the southern compound of the area, recorded as [1379] that removed part of wall <1591>.

Figure 6.1.30: Series of walls abutting and protruding perpendicular from the inner town wall on the left. These were built of coarse beach stone in contrast to earlier use of better-quality limestone in Phase 3.

6.1.10 Phase 1: Overburden

Much of the windblown sand accumulation that had sealed the central compound had been removed in the Stage 1 work at the start of 2009. One example of a room where this had not taken place was Space 110 where horizon <402> remained. Spaces such as 130 and 131 were sealed by horizons (1269) and (1306) respectively. These layers were composed of loosely compacted light yellow-grey sands with abundant quantities of abraded pottery sherd, metal pieces and occasional animal bones. These are likely to have entered the deposit through the disturbance of occupation horizons by natural or man-made processes and shouldn’t be treated as solid dating evidence.

Deposit (1374) in the northern compound sealed much of the masonry on the lower tier of the area and partially covered the masonry of the later beachstone walls added to the city wall.

6.1.11 Concluding Remarks and Recommendations for Further Work

With regards to the recommendations for further work detailed in the Stage 1 report (Bille 2009), this season’s works have afforded a greater insight into the spatial and functional characteristics of domestic settlement in Zubarah. The previous working hypothesis of the compound representing the dwelling of a family is supported by the number of rooms surrounding the communal space of the courtyard and the reoccurrence of similar architectural features, namely the washing-basins. The number of inhabitants as well as the duration of use is still uncertain, although it is hoped that refining of dating evidence, particularly from pottery and coins, will be able to answer this. Functionality of Spaces deemed not to represent potential sleeping quarters was seen in spaces, such as 110, that was used for cooking. Other functional areas included one set aside for a date press in the southern compound. Decorative architectural elements, such as the etching of the dhow, the dog-tooth pattern incised into the lintel above doorways, representative entrance hall, and the discovery of a pearler’s box during the 2009 season (Bille 2009), suggests that the inhabitants of Compound 1 at least were an affluent group, perhaps belonging to the merchants who were involved in the pearl trade.

The expansion of the excavation area and the discovery of what are thought to be contemporary occupational premises to the north and south has provided an insight into decisions relating to the physical layout of the settlement. It would appear that the compounds share similar building styles not only in dimensions but also in choice of building materials, access and the positioning of a courtyard in the centre of the buildings. The courtyard houses found in ZUEP01 reflect traditional, common features of vernacular Arabic architecture, with a concern for privacy and a centrality of the courtyard quite evident.

Suggestions relating to town-wide planning considerations are implied not only by the positioning of domestic occupation units at a set and consistent distance from the shoreline, with notably different functional areas between them, but also of if not more thoroughfares leading from east to west. The style, hierarchy and system of governance or a body responsible for these planning decisions certainly poses interesting questions.

The newly discovered northern compound (Compound 2) was only excavated to a depth where definition of wall alignments and rooms was possible. This was relatively simple in that the majority of
these spaces were filled by rubble horizons and windblown sand. A key objective for next season’s work will be to remove these fills and attempt to assign functions to these spaces. Functionality of rooms in the newly discovered southern compound (Compound 3) was possible. A date press, courtyard and room with repeated resurfacing of floor layers cut by *samūra* with stone diving weights and an ablution feature were also seen. Again, further material evidence from sealed horizons will answer the research objectives relating to the age of the compound, duration of use, reason for abandonment and potentially status of those living there.

A recommendation following last season’s work was to investigate the depth of archaeology via a sondage in one of the deeper cut features of the site, where disturbance of floor surfaces would be minimal. An insight into potential beach deposits representing culturally unmodified and archaeologically sterile natural stratigraphy was in three places across the area. Whether this is in fact represents the termination of settlement at the site is not 100% certain. In at least one of the areas observed, there appeared to be features cut into this sand horizon suggesting occupation of the site prior to the compound phase of construction. Whereas it is possible to investigate these features further through isolated trial trenches, it is the complete and phased sequential excavation of all features across the area is realistically the only means by which this research question can be confidently answered. This however would require the removal of later phase architectural features and hence the destruction of the standing wall foundations. Nevertheless, it remains debateable whether smaller targeted trenches would answer this objective sufficiently.

Occupational hiatus was observed in the Stage 1 works by the supposed abandonment of the Compound 1 and the building of the potentially defensive city wall and tower. Archival research conducted following this season’s excavation has identified at least one possible catastrophic events that may have lead to the temporary abandonment of the site. As previously discussed (see Section 2) an Omani naval forces attacked the then Qasimi-and Wahabi-occupied coastal settlements around Qatar, including Zubarah. Written sources suggest that the settlement was completely torched and it is subsequently described as a ‘small settlement amongst extensive ruins’ in survey reports dating to the 1820s (Brucks 1824). Identification of this historical event with archaeological signatures documented in Zubarah may be very difficult without firm dating evidence. However, bombardment from naval vessels and subsequent razing of the settlement could have easily produced the layer of burning seen across the site. Once again, full stratigraphic exposure of these horizons and the associated collection of good quality dating evidence should be something to be explored but may be hampered by masonry that has to be left in place.

Interpretations from the last season’s works that the tower was D-shaped now seem unlikely and that it would have in fact been circular seem more credible. This contrasts with the findings from ZUEP03 where Inner-Town-Wall-Tower 11 was found to be D-shaped (see Section 6.3). However, there is no reason to assume that this was necessarily a standard plan for towers across the settlement. It is envisaged that the surviving ramp encircling the western side of the tower was elevated to a height where it became increasingly degraded compared to the masonry surviving to the east, possibly as a result of robbing or from bearing the brunt of the prevailing north-westerly weather system. This may have lead to its removal as part of the supposed rubble backfill of the compound in the previous season. The implication as part of a recommendation for further work in last season’s report that the later inner city wall may have represented a display of wealth or prestige as a manifestation of grand civil engineering projects also seems unlikely. During its removal, it was noted to have been rapidly built on comparatively uneven ground, suggesting it more likely to have been built quickly and as a response to an attack on the settlement. Indeed, the expanded area to the south of the tower failed to recognise masonry representative of a grand or large-scale south-eastern extension of the wall, although several later beachstone constructions may have been built up against it on a parallel alignment.

To the east of Space 110, the northern extent of Space 106 was previously unclear. It now seems that this would have led into the central courtyard of the compound. The easterly extent of space 105 was also a modified research objective from last season. Expansion of the ZUEP01 area identified several walls that appeared to be contemporary with the eastern external wall of the central compound, being partially obscured by the later tower and rubble from it and the associated city wall. These appeared to be keyed in to the compound walls although the spaces they created cannot confidently be identified as being of a comparable function. Certainly, more work needs to be done in this area so as to ascertain functionality and date. It is notable that a rendered stone basin and a potential outflow pipe appeared to be associated with domestic habitation although two smaller rooms further to the west would seem too small for habitation and if not related to animal shelters then could have been used for materials storage. A possible north to south aligned alleyway was positioned further to the east of this area although once again requires further excavation in order to assign functionality.
6.2 Excavations in ZUEP02

Michael House

6.2.1 Introduction

Zubarah Excavation Point 2 (ZUEP02) area of excavation is located inside the inner town wall of Al Zubarah slightly to the north of centre overlooking the beach about 50m southeast of the QMA’s excavations of the area identified as the ‘suq’. For the purpose of this report the area excavated this season will be divided into four distinct areas and discussed accordingly. All are stratigraphically linked and are only discussed separately to facilitate discussion. These areas are:

I. The Northeastern Area

II. The Western Central Area (including the Northwest corner of the Phase 03 compound).

III. The Eastern Central Area

IV. The Southeastern Area

Fieldwork this season had several distinct aims to try and get a better understanding of the area and its function (either static or changing) throughout the development of Zubarah. These are outlined in Section 3.2.2.

The architectural phases in ZUEP02 can be summarized as follows:

Phase 01 – Post occupation, abandonment and collapse, without further reoccupation.

Phase 02 – Late phase, rough (beach stone) dry-stone walling, most likely post abandonment of Zubarah as a functioning city, some crude repairs.

Phase 03 – Rough weakly cemented mainly beachstone walls with some mortar render, but generally poorly finished walls. These are represented by the compound structures (Spaces 001, 002, 005, 006, 007, 008, 009, 010 & 033); the eastern structure (Spaces 019, 020 & 021); the date processing complex (Spaces 011, 029 & 020); and the Northeastern structures (Spaces 12 & 13). Many of the structures within this phase show evidence of major fire damage prior to abandonment. Some of the structures appear to have limped on for a short time after, but generally speaking this seems to represent the end of this phase.

Phase 04 – This is an intermediate phase, a large open area with little or no stone architecture but with a great deal of activity, cut into the shell and sand surfaces were many tannirs, fire pits, post and driven steak holes. This is most likely indicative of temporary seasonal camps between the major architectural phases.

Phase 05 – Early architectural phase, which is below the compound and consist of well-constructed walls of beach and limestone with fine hard plastered surfaces, and in the northeast represented by
Spaces 003, 014, 015, 016, 024, 030 & 031. In the southeast by Spaces 025, 026, 027 & road/street 028.

### 6.2.2 Northeastern Excavations Area - Road/street & Northeastern Complex

**Phase 05 - Plastered Beach & Limestone Architecture**

This is the earliest phase yet identified within ZUEP02 and can been sub-divided into three sub-phases: Sub-phase 05a – Construction; Sub-phase 05b – Occupation/Development; Sub-phase 05c – post occupation abandonment. Due to the continuous nature of the excavation the phasing of some of the currently unexcavated floors and walls may have to be evaluated in future excavations.

This phase consists of six spaces, which functioned with the contemporary NE – SW aligned road/street Space 03 (partially exposed in the 2009 season; Bille 2009). The north wall defining Space 03 is the southern boundary of these rooms (Spaces 015, 106 & 024). None of rooms have any direct access to this road/street. However, they have not been constructed at a right angle to the road, instead they run parallel with each other but project from the road wall at a slightly oblique angle. These rooms appear to be the southeast corner of a larger complex spreading to the north and east beyond the limit of excavation. To the west of the complex is a large open space or courtyard bounded by a N-S orientated remnant wall. This wall <2775> also bounds what could be a N-S aligned street or return of the E-W street Sp:03 (Figure 6.2.1).

**Phase 05a – Construction & post excavation discussion**

Spaces 015, 016 and 024 make up the original complex, with Spaces 014, 030 & 031 having been added later as a western extension (Figure 6.2.2). This development is linked to a major restructuring of the southern wall of Spaces 015 & 024 and the formalization of the road/street Space 003. All the spaces within the complex were coated with a reddish brown hard gypsum plaster, which did not survive well around doorways and on thresholds. (Figure 6.2.3)

Space 24 is located against the eastern limit of excavation, measuring 4.50m NW-SE x 2.00m SW-NE, but continues beyond the eastern baulk. At abandonment the only visible access was to Space 016 to the north. Space 24 extends northwest on its long axis away from the street in the south, and shares its western walls <2128> & <2625> with Space 015 to the west. It’s southern wall <2626> survives in six courses to a height of 0.93m. This wall is also the southern wall of Space 15, and defines the northern limit of the road (Space 03). Its northern wall <2195> forms the entrance through to Space 016.

North of Space 24 and to the east of Space 15 is Space 16, which provides access to both. It is likely this is some form of large entrance hall to the complex with the main entrance being located where the drainage cut [2278] is positioned. Two door jambs, one in the north on wall <2576>, and one in the south on the NE corner of <2240> & <2076>, mark its exact position.

Space 15 is a long thin room (7.40m x 2.50m), with it’s long axis running NW from the road. It is located between Spaces 24 & 16 to the east as well as 16 to the north, and Space 14 to the west. This room has been radically altered in its life, with the complete removal of the southern wall, and an
extension <2625> being added to the eastern wall <2128>. This addition extends 1.70m to the south where it is bonded to a complete rebuild of the southern wall <2626> to form the new street projection. The room can only be accessed from Space 16. An entrance to Space 24, which functioned with the eastern wall extension, was blocked up by <2624> prior to abandonment. As with Spaces 016 & 024 several floor surfaces have been removed leaving a leveling deposit (2566).

The smaller room (Space 14) measures 5.50m x 2.20 – 2.50m and was a later addition to the west of Space 015. It was most likely built at the time of the wall adjustments to Space 015 and formation of the street (Space 03). Access is in the NE from an open area (possibly a court yard). The southern wall <2627> abuts the western wall of Space 15, this southern wall is shared by Spaces 30 and 31 to the west. The western wall of the space, <2581>, is the same build as the south (bonded), and is heavily truncated to the north. The floor (2241) was stained bright orange and yellow by the overlying abandonment infill.

Spaces 30 and 31 are located to the west of Space 014, and appear to have been constructed at the same time. The three Spaces form the western extension to the complex and may represent an ablution facility. Space 30 . . .

Sub-Phase 5b – Development

Only a small amount of excavation was undertaken in this phase to gain an understanding of the life span of the structures and a glimpse at possible functions, without removing the structures completely.

The earliest as of yet unexcavated deposits are two leveling or bedding deposits (2566) in Space 15 and (2565) in Spaces 16 and 24. With the exception of the cut features in Space 16, both 15 & 16, have the same stratigraphic sequence of development.

In Space 15 this layer was sealed by floor/surface (2230), which was covered by an impressive assemblage of broken ceramics (2170) concentrated primarily in the north of the space (Figures 6.2.4-6.28). Scattered amongst these were a number of field objects including a small stone or clay weight, several ground stone tools, yellow glass slag (waste), a bronze coin, a chunk of bitumen covered with a reed impression, and two molded plaster semispherical fragments. This was then sealed by a highly fragmented, trampled surface (2177) prior to abandonment.

In Spaces 16 and 24 the floor (2331) overlies an unexcavated leveling/bedding layer (2565). The next sequence of deposits were contained in Space 16, and did not extend into Space 24. They consisted of a small irregular pit [2273], with no obvious function located in the SE corner of the space. The second was another small pit [2336], which contained a large quantity of fish bone, as well as some ceramics and a weight. The third was a drainage gully [2336] running NW–SE across what could be the entrance to the complex. The base of this cut appears to have been plastered (2341), which extends below walls <2096> and <2578> placing it within the construction phase. The re-cut and backfill seen at this stage may be related to some form of repair or servicing. The re-cut was backfilled
with a deposit of loose sand and stone (2277). Covering the fill of pit [2336], and scattered across the entire floor of Space 16, was another large ceramic spread (2259) (Figure 6.2.8).

The floor in Space 14 (2241) was partially excavated this season and, like the exterior floor/surface (2587) in the open space to the north, was stained bright orange and yellow by the overlying deposits (2045) & (2069).

**Sub-Phase 05c – post occupation/abandonment**

This phase consists of a sequence of deposits linked to demolition and or collapse, or post abandonment dumping. In Space 15 the floors were covered by a loose silty sand rich in material culture (Locus (2133)) reflecting a time of post abandonment dumping mixed with natural decay of the surrounding structure. From this point on the post occupation sequence in Spaces 15, 16 and 24 is very similar: a group of leveling or collapse deposits (2120), (2207) & (2212) filled three respective spaces, followed by (2061), (2191) & (2197), a group of deposits linked to either deliberate demolition or natural post abandonment wall collapse. The sequence was capped by (2099), (2196) and (2202), which are upper leveling deposit in preparation for the construction of the phase 03 structures.

Located in the NE corner of Space 14 were two primary deposits (2735) and (2739). These deposits consisted of charcoal, burnt wood and bitumen and could be burnt roofing material. They were however very discrete and there is no sign of scorching on the walls. The uniform burnt appearance in and around the Phase 03 beachstone compound which most certainly suffered termination by fire (see below). They were sealed by (2069) covering the open area or court to the north as well as filling Space 14. Deposit (2069) was a vivid orange colour unlike any other deposits in ZUEP02. It appeared to contain lumps of yellow pigment and bitumen (Figure 6.2.9 & 6.2.10). A soil sample was taken for a composition analysis to both characterize the origins of the orange-yellow staining, and to check for any potential hazards. The results were that the colouration was due to higher than usual levels of iron. This iron rich dump also contained inclusions of numerous ceramic and animal bone fragments. It is likely that the iron content is a by-product of some industrial process that occurred nearby, but probably has no bearing on the function of the space. It could also be the result of leaching from the overlying deposits. Locus (2191), a layer of rubble collapse/demolition (discussed in the sequence of Space 16 above) spread out into the open space north of neighboring Space 24 partially covering (2069).

Space 14 (2069) was capped by two collapse deposits which appear to abut each other (2060) east & (2070) west. This single event is probably sheet collapse from the walls to the east and west ending the abandonment phase within this space.

In the open courtyard to the north the primary abandonment deposit locus (2245) covered a large area 7.60m x 5.70m x 0.07m (Figure 6.2.11). This was another compact orange iron rich layer of silty sand, with numerous inclusions of smashed ceramics as well as other cultural material. It was in turn partially covered by (2069), and to the west by locus (2443) a mix of rubble and windblown sands surrounding Sp.031 on three of its four sides. It also covers the exposed portion of the street (Space 03) to the south. This was sealed by another large mixed deposit of windblown sand and rubble (2428) covering an area almost 10m square to the west of the complex. The rubble layer was then cut
Phase 04 - Intermediate Open area, with temporary structures

This phase is not well represented in this sub-area of excavation. As with Phase 03 this may well be a direct result of the horizontal truncation from site preparation or leveling for subsequent construction. The only deposits that can tentatively be placed into this phase are located to the west of Spaces 12 and 13 where little later construction took place.

Sealing (2270), a leveling deposit from the earlier phase, was trample surface (2269). This was composed of silt and sand with common shell inclusions, containing mortar and beach stone fragments, and may well be a small part of a demolition horizon. Above this was a, discrete, possibly dumped, deposit (2268), which was sealed by a second trample surface (2332).

The sequence is sealed below <2199> the northern wall of Sp. 009 (see Area II Phase 03).
To the north of these two patches of surfaces were a group of post holes forming a possible structure, which measured 4.50m NW-SE x 2.50m NE-SW cutting the surface of N-S road (2764) crossing the eastern wall of the road <2775> and cutting surface (2587). A total of 16 posts formed what appears to have been a rectilinear structure.

**Phase 03 – Beach stone compound and associated structures**

The heavily truncated remains of one or two structures are present in this phase. Spaces 12 & 13. Sp. 12 appears to follow a similar alignment to the earlier structures below NW-SE, but only two of its walls survived as a base or foundation course. The eastern wall forms the division and only wall of Space 13 to the east. This alignment may suggest that this is a different phase from the compound to the southwest, and this may need more refining at a later date (Figure 6.2.12). Both spaces have associated floors and features.

The phase has three sub divisions in this area; Sub-phase 03a – Construction; Sub-phase 03b – Occupation/Development; Sub-phase 03c – Post occupation Abandonment.

**Sub-phase 03a – Construction (Sp.012)**

This phase of this structure’s development is very ephemeral with the partial survival of only two of its walls. The two-fragmented single course rubble built beach stonewalls, <2089> and <2129>, appear to have been the location of at least one entrance into the room from Space 13/18 to the north and east. The marginal survival of these walls makes interpretation about the building’s overall size difficult.

**Sub-phase 03b – Occupation/Development**

Alongside the walls was locus (2088), a silty sand and shell surface/floor. This surface was cut by four *tannūrs,* three of which were located at the room’s southern limit and one located centrally. Three of the *tannūrs* were aligned approximately E-W close to what would most likely have been the south wall of the space. Of the *tannūrs,* three were circular and constructed with ceramic linings. The fourth was rectangular and constructed using recycled wall plaster. This distinct change in form possibly relates to a specialized or alternative function. (Figures 6.2.13 & 6.2.14)

The *tannūrs* were surrounded by a layer of ash (2018) this was most likely rake out of the *tannūrs.*

**Sub-phase 03c – Post occupation Abandonment**

The space was finally leveled and backfilled with a shallow leveling or demolition layer (2010). Located to the north and east of Space. 12, Space. 13/18 also suffered from the same massive horizontal truncation or leveling that occurred prior to the construction of the late phase wall <201>. It is unclear weather this was a covered internal space part of a complex of rooms and corridors associated with Space 12 or a surfaced external space. Excavation further to the north and east beyond the current limit of excavation (L.O.E.) may shed some light on this.
Sub-phase 03a – Construction

Space 013/018 shares both walls with Space 12. At the time of excavation this space formed an inverted upside down L-shape with wall <2129> forming its southern wall, and wall <2129> its western boundary.

Sub-phase 03b – Occupation/Development

The primary shelly surface (2087), like that of Space 12, abuts both highly truncated containing walls <2089> and <2129>. This space was later resurfaced with locus (2147), a compact silty sand floor, with common shell inclusions. This resurfacing as well as containing ceramics and animal bones also produced a single copper alloy coin.

This surface was cut by a group of postholes and or fire pits, all located in the northeastern corner of the excavation area. The cut features included four postholes [2169], [2150], [2127] and [2144], and two possible small fire pits or postholes [2104] & [2125]. The fills of the postholes, as with many of the others in the ZUEP02 excavation area, were generally single events the fills consisting of soft, loose, silty sands, with common shell inclusions. They appear to have been backfilled after post retrieval of the post. Occasionally small fragments of the post would remain as with (2168) the fill of [2169].

These cut features were then sealed by a second resurfacing represented by loci (2107)/(2112), both of which are silty sand and shell surfaces. These were cut by two small shallow post or stake holes [2019] & [2021] containing ash and sand fills (2020) & (2022).

Sub-phase 03c – Post occupation Abandonment

Two primary collapse deposits (2079) & (2131), a mix of rubble collapse and mortar from the demolished/leveled walls mixed with wind blown sands, sealed the patchy floors, and cut features. (2079), was capped by a discrete dump of burnt material (2017). All were sealed below two leveling/infill deposits (2009) & (2012).

To the west of Spaces 12 & 13/18 was a large open area (9.10m x 8.50m) covered by (2013), a large leveling deposit performing a similar function to deposits (2009)/(2012) & (2010) which sealed Space 12. These are the leveling deposits for the phase 02 build.

Phase 02 – Late phase repairs and activity (dry stone walls)

Constructed over the leveling deposits (2010), (2009/2012) & (2013) was the only feature of this phase within this area, a large curvilinear rubble built beach stone wall <201> (Figure 6.2.15) and its bedding layer (2002). This wall was a simple construction measuring 12.70m in length x 0.80m in width x 0.50m in height, and was aligned approximately E-W the last few meters in the west curving to the north. The function of this feature is unclear, but it does not appear to be a structural, load bearing wall, and may well have been a windbreak.
Phase 01 – Site wide Post Occupation

Much of this area had been stripped of it overburden last season leaving just a small area of rubble collapse (2375) located against the northern L.O.E. and a large pit [2357] filled with clean wind-blown sands. The pits function was unclear.

6.2.3 The Western Central Area (Area II) - Including the Northwest corner of the phase 03 compound

Phase 04 - Intermediate Open area, with temporary structures

The earliest locus in this area is (2332), a trample /construction surface, on which the northern wall of Space 09 was built. This layer also stratigraphically links this area to the northeastern area excavation (Area I).

Two other partially excavated deposits probably from this phase could be seen within pit cut [2425]. The first appears to be just wind blown sand (2142), while the second (2327) appears to be some form of compact leveling deposit or surface (2327).

Phase 03 – Beach stone compound and associated structures

This phase was represented by the construction, development and final abandonment of five structures: Spaces 07, 08, 09, 10 and 33 that form the NW corner of the beach stone compound, as well as an abutting western extension designated as Spaces 022, 23 and 32.

Sub-Phase 03a – Construction

Since none of the original walls of the structures in this phase have been excavated the phasing is based on structural association and construction techniques. The earliest structures appears to be Spaces 007 to the east and Space 09 in the northeast and Space 05 to the south.

To the west of Space 09, Space 08 was constructed in a mirror image. Space 08 utilized the western wall <2200> of Space 09, abutting it in the northeast with the addition of a NE- SW aligned wall <2883> (the north wall of Sp.09). This was, in turn, abutted by locus <2795>, the eastern NE-SW orientated wall of Space 08. The southern terminus of this wall forms the entrance to the space with the southern wall <2659> built in the same way with a rubble core and stone faces. This wall most likely abutted the eastern wall of Space 09, but the relationship has been removed by a late pit truncation [2799].

Later in the compound’s life the through space between Space 07 and Space 05 to the south was closed with wall <2071> to the west and wall <2889> in the east. This effectively prevented access to the compound in this area, with the only access to the newly formed room Space 10 being from the compound itself through the eastern wall over threshold <068>. The western wall <2703> may offer some insight into the rooms function as it has been constructed with a ventilation slot slightly north.
of centre (Figure 6.2.16). The wall appears to have utilized/reused building materials worked stone and plaster slabs, most likely taken from an earlier Phase 5 structure.

A broadly contemporary build occurred to the north of Space 07, with two coarse beach stone walls, <088> to the east and <2703> to the west closing the gap with Space 09 to the north. This may not have been a complete closure like that of Space 10 in the south, but a restriction of access as despite the poor survival of the two walls they both appear to have entrances. They could have been part of an entrance hall for the compound.

Either during this period of expansion, or later, a large structure formed of two Spaces (022 & 023) was added to the west of the main compound abutting the southern half of the western wall <2008> of Space 07. The construction of this building appears rather poor; the walls are well cemented but the stone used seems poorly selected and the alignment is slightly off with the earlier compound structures to the east. Although it is hard to see the bonding or abutting relationships of the walls, it would appear from its plan form that the larger Space 23 was developed first with an entrance in the SE corner of wall <2708>. Later the small Space 22, located to the east, was built by bridging the space between the eastern wall <2710> of Space 23 and the western wall of Space 07 with two small walls. An entrance between the two was formed in the south of the dividing wall <2710>.

Sub-Phase 03b – Development

Space 09 was only excavated to the latest sand and shell floor (2029). This was cut at the southern end by a single circular tannūr, which was lined with a slightly silt based sand and ash (2031), and the filled with (2030) a loose mid grey brown, sandy ash. Just to the south of this, against the southern wall <086> was a small ceramic spread (probably a single broken vessel), which was recorded as part of the sealing/abandonment backfill (2024) (Figure 6.2.18).

In Space 08 the earliest floor excavated to date was locus (2028), a firm light grey white, shell surface. This was cut by two (unexcavated) postholes [2044] & [2045] at the eastern end of the space. At the center and at western the end of the space were two charcoal rich deposits and remnants of burnt posts (2027) & (2043). All of this was sealed below (2023) a second floor/occupation surface. This was cut at the center of the room by [2042], a large circular post hole or pit, which was filled by a single sand fill (2049). Covering the floor at the entrance was a small discrete layer of silt ash and sand, which represents the final deposit prior to abandonment and backfilling.

Space 07 was excavated to the earliest make up and surface locus (2784). This laminated, very patchy, highly burnt silt-sand surface was covered at the northern end by a layer (2048) of burnt material that included wooden beams and fragments of carbonized palm leaves. This appears to be primary roof collapse associated with a major fire. This was sealed by (2014), a very mixed deposit containing lenses of burnt roof collapse, amongst a silt ash and sand matrix. This burnt material was dark grayish black in colour, with light orange grey and light yellowish brown mottled lenses.

The layer was rich in cultural material a majority of which appears to have either been on the floor surface at the time of the fire or suspended from the walls or roof and fell to the floor as part of the collapse. This included some large ceramic fragments, some metal building materials and plaster fragments with timber impressions in them (from the roof purlins), a single coin, and a large assem-
Figure 6.2.19: Overview of Sp. 0707 showing multiple diving weights lying on the floor surface

Figure 6.2.20: Detail of line-up of diving weights in Sp. 007

Blage of pearl fishing weights and fishing weight fragments, some of which were fire cracked (Figures 6.2.19 & 6.2.20)

In total ten of these weights were recovered intact and another six as fragments. The weights were large and heavy, mica-rich stones of a teardrop/triangular shape with a hole at the tapered end. Most were located along the western wall. In the center of the room was a charcoal ring with a hole at its center that could have been a wooden marker buoy. This room was most certainly associated with the pearl fishing and may have been a net drying room, or storeroom for fishing equipment.

2014 was sealed below (081) a compacted, trample surface, possibly associated with the rebuild of the western wall <2007> after the fire damage. The walls of the building were also burnt on the inside, with most of the soot damage and scorching located in the southern half of the building. This burning event may be associated with the termination of other structures in this phase (Spaces 02 & 19).

On the northeast corner of Space 07, where its northern wall <077> is abutted by <2703>, was a small sequence of deposits reflecting the events that occurred within the room. The first was a highly burnt remnant floor surface (2086) formed of compacted silt sand mixed with ash, which could relate to the burning inside Space 07. This was sealed by a layer of charcoal and sand (2078), containing common ceramic and bone, which probably is occupation build up. Above this was a burnt deposit containing charcoal and ash, which was sealed by locus <2007>.

The earliest floor in Space 23 thus far excavated was locus (2338), which covered the entire space. It consisted of a patchy, whitish-grey ashy sand with numerous shell and charcoal inclusions. Above this, at the eastern end in front of both entrances, was a finds spread (2339) consisting mainly of ceramics with many conjoining sherds. The deposit also included several nails, a hammer stone, grind stone, and common bone (Figure 6.2.21). This was covered by locus (2328), a thin but compact occupation build up (also confined to the eastern end) with numerous shell and charcoal inclusions and ash pockets or lenses throughout.

At the western end was a very different sequence, three floors/surfaces, the first a blackish grey, ashy silt and shell layer (2329), covered by locus (2305), a more compact light orange brown silt sand and shell deposit, which was in turn superseded by (2275), a fine clay like surface with common shell, covering just over half the space.

Both western and eastern sequences were then sealed below (2274) a makeup layer or packing layer for locus (2175), which is a compact floor/surface covering most of the space. In front of both entrances it was truncated from erosion by foot traffic. This represents the last formal floors/surfaces in the buildings internal development.

To the south of Space 23 and abutting the western wall <2705>, is locus (2279), an external shell-sand surface. This is sealed by (2780), a later surface that extends along the entire length of the northern wall of Space 23, to the east where it was truncated by a large semi-circular pit [2425]. It occupies the external space formed by the inter-section of Space 22 northern wall and the western wall of Space 07.

In Space 23, constructed above (2780) along the edge of the pit cut, was a curved enclosing wall <2248> which abutted wall <2007> in the north and <2706> in the south. The wall measured 5.50m x 0.64m x 0.37m and was constructed mainly of coarse beach stone with occasional limestones, of
random or irregular coursing (1-2 extent) and weakly bonded with a very sandy mortar (Figure 6.2.23).

The earliest locus visible (unexcavated) in Space 22 was (2887), a highly compact clay sand and stone deposit. Above this were two Loci: a blocking event <2253> in the north of the space filling a possible early entrance, and a small spread of ash and charcoal (2247). This was sealed by a very compact, pinkish grey clayey sand full of numerous small selected pebbles and charcoal. This is effectively a very hard wearing, metalled surface possibly indicative of some form of heavy duty process that was undertaken in this space. Partially covering this in the SE corner was a small remnant of another compact clay sand surface (2242).

This was all sealed below (2237) a mixed layer of occupation build up and burnt roof collapse over the eroded floors.

Sub-Phase 04c – Post Occupation/Abandonment

Space 09 was filled by a loose soft sand and beach stone rubble locus (2024), which was very similar to other abandonment deposits of wall collapse across the site. Most of the stone was located in the NW corner of the room. Locus (2024) was then sealed by locus (2015) which also filled Space 08 to the east.

Space 23 was filled with (2174), a rubble in-fill, which is probably a demolition dump as the baulk of the stone was located towards the centre of the space, and not at the edges, which were sand filled. This locus was sealed by a compact trample surface (2140), probably a construction horizon associated with the rebuild to the western wall of Space 07. A natural depression at the center of the space formed by the collapse/demolition deposit below was filled with a clean windblown sand (2134).

Covering the mixed roof collapse and occupation dumps in Space 22 was a compact trample surface with ash lenses (2228). This was covered by locus (2213) a layer of secondary, burnt roof collapse and ash. Sealing this was wall collapse or demolition plaster and mortar fragments Loci (2008) and (2176). These were capped by a layer of compacted sands (2206), which formed the construction horizon for wall <2007> to the east (Space 07). To the northwest of this, covering (2206), was a small deposit/dump of rubble mixed with wind blown sand, which was finally covered by (2135), which were sealed below rubble collapse (2000) – phase 01.

In Space 32 consisted of a pit filled with a sequence of deposits: (2342), (2246), (2153), (2136), and (2137). The fills of the pit say very little about its function. However, the wall and a lack of large quantities of cultural waste indicates it was something other than a simple waste pit. Covering this sequence was a trampled deposit (2139) abutting the exterior of the western wall of Space 07, associated with the rebuild <2007>.

Phase 02 – Late phase repairs/ rebuilds and activity (dry stone or poor quality walls)

Within this phase most of the Loci are related to attempts to prolong the life of the compound, but not necessarily all of the associated buildings indicating partial abandonment. The earliest is locus <2007> a late phase repair or partial rebuild to the western wall of Space 07. This appears to have occurred after the fire that gutted the structure destroying the roof, and after the demolition of the
western building (Spaces 22 & 23) that also appeared to suffer termination by fire. The rebuilt beach stone and sandy lime mortar wall <2007> had a southeast face constructed flush with that of the earlier wall <2008> (Figure 6.2.23) below. However, unlike the earlier wall, which was a standard 0.54m wide, the rebuild was an – in this area – unparalleled 1.00m wide, surviving to a height of 0.40m (two courses), and sealing the abandoned and leveled/filled Spaces 22 and 32.

Wall <2008> was abutted at the northern end by locus <037>, a very loose poorly constructed rubble built wall extending NE over the abandonment/leveling deposit (2015). Its southwest return <023> contained two mica-rich stones (exotic) fishing weights (Figure 6.2.24). A large number of these were found in Space 07 below the occupation or abandonment build up layer (081).

A remnant floor/surface (2192) seals a group of demolition/leveling deposits connected to the demise of western building (Spaces 22 & 23) from sub-phase 4c.

Phase 01 – Site wide Post Occupation/abandonment

This phase is represented by a series of deposits, mainly external collapse from the western walls of the compound or walls of spaces that make up the compound’s western limit. As these walls have deflated over a relatively long period of time they are often mixed with thick lenses of laminated aeolian and/or aeolian sands.

These include locus (2000) a fusion of two deposits (808/058) identified last season but not excavated. This massive layer of rubble collapse was located at the NW corner of the compound. The collapse was derived from two Phase 02 walls <037> to the west and <023> to the north.

A couple of meters to the south was collapse locus (2051), associated with the decay of the four walls forming Space 10.

In the southwest below the windblown sands covered two more, loose beach stone mortar and sand deposits (2063).

6.2.4 The Eastern Central Area (Area III)

Post excavation discussion of Visible Early Phase 05 deposits and architecture

Next season the removal of loci in Space 29 and its associated internal and external surfaces (discussed in Area IV) should free up earlier archaeological deposits and provide the southern extent of surface (2041), as well as creating a solid stratigraphic link between Areas III & IV. Some of the early Phase 05 architecture can already be seen emerging from below (2041). These N-S aligned walls extend south from the southern E-W aligned wall <2668/244> of the Phase 05 road/street (Space 03), and form four or five rooms or spaces filled with rubble collapse or demolition. At least two of these match the alignment of the exposed walls of the southern Space 26 (Figure 6.2.1). Whether they will meet remains to be seen.
Phase 04 - Intermediate Open area, with temporary structures

This is the most abundantly represented phase within this area of excavation. It has been subdivided into three sub-phases, each one linked to an established external floor/surface truncated by numerous cut features, post and stake holes, fire pit and tannurs. No permanent stone structures are associated with any of these phases of activity. The surfaces within these phase can be broadly equated with those in Area IV to the south, based mainly on the stratigraphic sequence, similarities in deposit composition, and sometimes by levels.

Sub-Phase 04a

The earliest surface in this sub-phase is (2041), a light grey white sand and shell deposit, which can be broadly equated with (2296) to the south in Area IV. It extends across the area to the unexcavated Phase 03 structure Space 29, and probably underneath it toward the Phase 5 street (Space 3) to the north. It also continues beyond the eastern L.O.E and is eroded to the west.

This activity horizon was cut by 49 features that included; 5 fire pits, 1 tannur and 43 post or stake holes. Amongst these was also an alignment of small rocks, suggesting a temporary structure. These features suggest that this area may have been the location for a temporary structure or tent, and recalls similar evidence found in ZUEP03 (see section 6.3). For ease of discussion these features have been divided into three groups. This division is based mainly on stratigraphic associations, but also spatial distribution or association. Two of these groups cut surface (2041) the third (group 03) cut some rubble and sand infill of the earlier phase below, above which (2041) had been eroded (Figure 6.2.25).

Group 01 was located in the east of the excavation area. One of the main features of this group was a temporary structure, the footprint of a tent emplacement marked out with small loose beach stones in linear formation aligned NE-SW <2360> & <2362> (Figure 6.2.26). These were likely used to weigh down the walls of the tent. The structure was completely truncated to the north with only 1.10m remaining of its eastern and western boundaries. The southern wall (3.70m total width) was the location of a break in the stones and may be a possible location for an entrance. All the other features (postholes & fire pits) within the group may well be associated with this feature located just to the west and southwest of it.

All of the 10 postholes in this group have a very similar homogenous sandy-silt backfill, deposited as a single event, which most likely occurred after the post was retrieved for reused. These posts form two clusters, the first of which covers an area less than 1m square and includes seven post holes in two NW-SE aligned rows of three (the first [2377]/(2369), [2378]/(2370), & [2381]/(2380), the second [2367]/(2366), [2376]/(2368), & [2379]/(2371)). The seventh posthole in the cluster was located 0.50m to the NE.

The second cluster of three postholes was located just 2m NE of the first and just 1m west of the temporary structure/camp ([2346]/(2345), [2348]/(2347) & [2351]/(2350)). All contained homogenous fills like the first cluster and all were very similar in form (0.18-0.20m in diameter, between 0.28-0.37m in depth with flat bases).
All of the fire pits were circular or sub-circular and contained one or two fills, rich in ash and charcoal. The first pit, loci [2356]/[2355] was cut into the backfill of posthole [2359], from the second cluster. The second, a largest fire pit [2373]/[2372]/[2365], may well be earlier than the temporary camp, as it is located directly in the path of where the western boundary <2600> would have extended, or it may have been located at the mouth of a second entrance. The third [2354]/[2353]/[2352] is located just to the west of the camp.

Traces of a second temporary structure or tent emplacement <2500> lie just 1.20m to the south of the first on roughly the same alignment NE-SW, but was not excavated.

**Group 02** - This is the largest of the groups with the most secure stratigraphic association. It consists of two fire pits, one tannîr and thirty postholes. A majority of these are located 0m west of the temporary camp and group 01.

A sub-rectangular tannîr was constructed in cut [2434], lined with flat beach stone (2433) filled with three in-situ deposits: (2442), (2441) and (2440). Just 0.40m north of the tannîr was a fire pit [2432] filled by (2431). This probably functioned with the tannîr and a group of four postholes [2418]/(2417), [2420]/(2419), [2422]/(2421) & [2424]/(2423). All the postholes were backfilled with a sand silt matrix with shell inclusions after the post was removed, and all were very shallow at 9ems depth or less. These may have carried a non-load bearing fence or windbreak associated with the tannîr and fire pit.

Located 3.50m SW of this cluster was a second fire pit [2447] consisting of a rectangular cut with its eastern terminus connecting with a N-S aligned (Phase 05) wall <2803/287>. The pit was filled with primary in-situ ash (2445) and a mixed back fill (2446). It is possible that a small group of shallow postholes [2459]/(2458), [2468]/(2467), [2451]/(2450), & [2217]/(2216) to the north may also have functioned as a windbreak for the fire pit.

Just to the north of this were two linear, roughly parallel rows of posts aligned N-S spread out over 2.50m. The two rows were approximately 1m apart. Coincidently they are located either side of the eastern phase wall <2803>. The posts ranged in size from 0.14m -0.24m in diameter and all were quite deep, from 0.16m – 0.37m. The backfills were all sandy silt, with varying quantities of shell. The western row included four postholes running S-N [2449]/(2448), [2394]/(2393), [2457]/(2456) & [2455]/(2454). To the east, running S-N, were three postholes [2392]/(2391), [2390]/(2389) & [2388]/(2387). The depth the posts were inserted at may have some bearing on their function.

The last cluster of post and stake holes lay 1m to the south of the two linear rows. These twelve postholes appear to form a roughly square structure measuring 2m x 2m; once again all have had the posts removed and are backfilled with a sand silt, with shell and occasional charcoal inclusions. One of the posts was clearly hard to remove from the ground, with the retrieval pit [2397] being considerably larger than the post pipe [2398]. Both were backfilled at the same time with (2396).

Located just 0.30m NW of this was a second fire pit [2090] which was lined with clay (2138), and filled with (2121) and (2119), as well as two mixed back fill deposits (2118) & (2115). A final two individual postholes [2187]/[2186] & [2189]/[2188], both with no obvious associated features, were located 3m - 4m to the north of the tannîrs and did not cut surface (2106).

**Sub-phase 04c**

The latest surface in this sequence is made up of four separated and fragile patches of firm sandy silt and shell surfaces (2055) (2102) (2152) & (2244). Locus (2152) contained a rather fine finger ring (Figure 6.2.27). Cutting surface (2055), and directly superseding the tannîr and posts from sub-phase 04b, was a group of three NE-SW aligned postholes [2072]/(2074)/(2073), [2081]/(2082) & [2083]/(2084) all backfilled with a generic homogenous sandy silt with shell. A forth was located SE of the southern most post, so that overall they formed an L-shape. This fourth post was very different from the other three and may well have been a fire pit cut by a later posthole. The circular cut [2067] was filled or lined with locus (2100), which seems to be packing around the burn of a post (2098). A later fire pit from this phase truncated the NE post (2072). The oval fire pit [2067] was lined with a fired sandy silt, and included deposits (2066) and (2062), and a final abandonment backfill/leveling deposit (2053). All of this sequence was sealed below a sand and shell-leveling layer or construction horizon for the Phase 03 building Space 02.

To the east 4m from the limit of excavation were two fire pits [2185] and [2194], cut into surface (2152)/2244). Both were sealed directly below the phase three structure Space 01 and its associated floors.

**Phase 03 – Beach stone compound and associated structures**

**Sub-Phase 03a – Construction**

Within this phase two small structures, Space 01 and Space 02, were established, followed by the construction of the large, beachstone compound wall. The two structures appear broadly contemporary since the construction styles are very similar, and both were built onto the same surface (2152).
They were likely built at the same time as the rooms/Spaces 07 and 09 to the west, which also appear very similar in build.

Space 01 was located to the east of Space 02 and just south of the earlier Phase 05 street Space 03. The walls were constructed as a single event. This rectangular building is aligned WNW-ESE on its long axis, measuring 6.44m x 3.40m x 0.45-0.70m. The walls, <214>, <216> and <018>, were built of beach stone, roughly coursed, 4-5 courses high, and bound with light brown, compact sand and lime mortar. The inside faces were rendered in a similar plaster 3-5cm thick. Although fully visible in plan only the eastern end of the structure continued beyond the eastern L.O.E. The only visible entrance to the space was located in the southern wall represented by the threshold <254> part of <018>.

Space 02 was located just over three meters to the west of Space 01. The main axis of this rectangular structure was orientated NNE-SSW, measuring 6.58m x 3.80m. The walls, like those of Space 01, were constructed as a single event, primarily of beachstone with occasional limestone and very rare black exotic volcanic stone. The walls were roughly coursed, and bound with light brown, compact sand and lime mortar. The inside faces were rendered in a similar plaster 3-5cm thick. Although fully visible in plan only the eastern end of the structure continued beyond the eastern L.O.E. The only visible entrance to the space was located in the southern wall represented by the threshold <254> part of <018>.

To the South of Space 02, and abutting its southern wall <027> at the southeastern corner, was the eastern enclosing wall of the main compound <080>, which as aligned NE-SW and extended 17.45m to the south. This wall survived to a max height of 0.65m (4 courses) and was constructed mainly of beach stone, which was roughly coursed and lime mortar bound. This wall was only partially excavated this season stopping at the southern entrance to the compound threshold <066>.

6.2.5 The Southeastern Area (Area IV)

Abutting the western wall <034> in Space 02 at the NE corner was the remains of a wall <2006>, which extended east 0.72m where it had been truncated. This may have been the original northern compound wall extending west to meet the southern wall of Space 08 <2659/087>.

Sub-Phase 03b - Development

After the construction of the walls of Spaces 001 & 002, the floors/surfaces were laid down, both internal and external. In Space 01 a single shell-floor locus (245) was laid down prior to abandonment, and to the south abutting wall <018> a very compact sand and shell external surface (2003) was laid down (Figure 6.2.28).

All of the internal surfaces were removed in Space 02 during last season. The survival of external surfaces was limited to locus (2004), a thin sliver of compact sand and shell with charcoal inclusions against the eastern wall <028>, and locus (2005) a very small patch of silt sand and shell surface to the west. It survived only in a corner created by the abutment of wall stub <2006>. This would have been the surface of the inner courtyard of this compound.

Phase 02 – Late phase repairs and activity (dry stone or poor quality walls)

Only a single event can be seen in this phase. Locus <2130> can be interpreted as a door blocking or collapse of the space leading through from the large central compound to the eastern structures Sp.021 through wall <080> in the SE corner of the compound.

Phase 01 – Site wide Post Occupation/abandonment

This is represent by two rubble spreads. Locus (2080) was located against the eastern L.O.E. just south of Space 01. This beach stone rubble dump mixed with sand, sloped away from the section E-W and is probably associated collapse for a wall located just beyond the L.O.E. The second locus (2011) was associated collapse from the eastern compound wall <080>, located on the east side of the wall.
Figure 6.2.28: Shell surface in Space 01

Figure 6.2.29: Overview of Spaces 028, 027, 026 & 025

Figure 6.2.30: Overview of Sp. 025, 026, 027 & 028 looking west.

Figure 6.2.31: Detail of plastered basin positioned against wall <2475>
Sub-Phase 05b: Development

Excavations were conducted in only two of the spaces during this season to remove primary deposits. The earliest loci to be removed were locus (2437), a thick make up and resurfacing layer in Space 27, and locus (2384) to the south. This was a late phase patchy thin laminated silt and sand surface and bedding layer to the road/street of Space 28. The wall appears to have been reinforced/strengthened on the road side (south) with two very coarse builds <2486> & <2501>, which represents a major reworking of the entrance between these two spaces. Both were covered with a grey-brown gypsum plaster. Abutting these rebuilds was a new, but rough, threshold step made of beach stone and lime mortar <2444>. This step also covered the late phase floor (2437) in Space 27 which, along with the threshold, was sealed below (2429), the last make-up layer and resurfacing prior to abandonment. A ceramic spread (2430) consisting of 2-3 broken storage vessels was found lying on top of (2429) was found here, before the space was backfilled (Figure 6.2.30).

The primary deposits in Sp. 025 were not completely excavated. However, a small sondage was inserted near the entrance to Sp.026 to the west. This sondage showed that the space was initially covered with a hard, light grey gypsum plastered floor (2515), which was established at the same time the walls and thresholds were plastered. This was then sealed below (2514), a well preserved shell and sand surface covering the same area as its predecessor. Although unexcavated the poor patchy survival of the primary in-situ floors/surfaces and makeup layers in Space 26 make stratigraphic speculation possible. The sequence appears similar to that of Space 25 to the east. Loci (2523/2522), a make up layer covering the entire space, is covered in the south of the space by a remnant patch of plaster surface (2516) connected to the wall plaster (2563) on the southern wall and the plaster (2517) on a curbed or lipped basin against the southern wall <2475>. The superstructure of this is not visible, but was most likely constructed above the make up layer (2523). At the center of the plastered basin is a tanūr (2519), which was lined with a mid reddish brown fired silt (2518) and filled by a sandy ash (2891) (Figure 6.2.31). To the west face of the basin was a small hole, which may be some kind of flue for the tanūr. Just prior to abandonment or at the time of abandonment a cat died in the room, its articulated skeleton (2349) lay directly on floor (2521).

Sub-Phase 05c: Post occupation/Abandonment

The earliest deposit in this phase was locus (2383) covering the E-W aligned street Space 28. It contained a small amount of primary collapse consisting of beach stones and mortar from the walls either side of the street <2472> to the south and <2471> & <2475> to the north. This was mixed with laminated wind blown sands, suggesting slow decay over a period of time rather than quick demolition. This was sealed by locus (2382) (Figure 6.2.32) another mixed stone and sand deposit but this time with substantial quantities of stone mainly from the southern wall <2472>. This spilled through the entrance into Space 27 to the north. At this interface it was covered by locus (2361), which filled the entire room Space 27 onto the abandonment deposits and early floors, and continues east beyond the LoE. This layer (2361) contained a massive section of sheet collapse at the western end, at least 1.00m in length that had fallen in from the northern wall <2476>, and a huge triangular limestone anchor, which may have been incorporated into the build or dumped. As with a majority of the col-
lapse/demolition deposits, this one was rather sterile. However, it did produce (against the southern wall) an assemblage of 17 worked cowrie shells (Figure 6.2.33), the tops cut flat so they could be attached to textiles, worn as jewelry or as horse livery. Three more were retrieved from the dry sieve.

At the threshold to Sp.025 the deposit (2361) was covered slightly by (2333) which filled all of Sp.025 & 026 to the west, this was very comparable in make up to both (2382) & (2361), but contained a sizeable amount of large fragmented wall plaster, which represents collapse from the walls of Sp.025 and 0.26, particularly around the two entrances. This was covered by a leveling deposit (2334), upon which the early floor (2296) of Phase 04a was laid.

Phase 04 - Intermediate Open area, with temporary structures

This phase has two clear sub-phases in the SE area, both consisting of a large expanse of external surface cut by numerous small pits, tannirs and post or stake holes. The only stone structure to function within both phases was the madabes or date press room Space 11.

Sub-phase 04a

The phase begins with the construction of a rudimentary drainage system <2337> using the stone infill/leveling of the earlier Phase 05. This was sealed by an expansive silty sand make up layer and compact surface locus (2296). The floor/surface contained low densities of the usual material culture (ceramic, bone, glass and Fe metal nails), but also a (Fe) roundshot cannon ball (Figure 6.2.34). Taking into account its current weight and state of corrosion this likely represents the remains of a standard 12-pound caliber, as was common on many naval vessels throughout the 18th and early 19th century up until the invention of shells.

This external surface was by no means a ‘dead space’; it was a large activity horizon cut by sixteen features, nine driven post/stake holes, one tannir, one fire pit, a bitumen mixing pit and four either burnt postholes or small fire pits. All the cut features were located in the southern half of the surface and were aligned approximately east to west possibly in two rough parallel rows (6.2.35).

The surface had many localized burnt patches, making the interpretation of some of the features difficult. Due to this some of the shallow flat-based postholes containing sand and ash fills have also been tagged as possible small fire pits. These include (2292)(2293), (2294)(2295), (2310)(2311) & (2312)(2313). The tannir was located roughly central to the exposed surface and was constructed in a sub-squared cut [2326] which was lined with thin selected lime stone slabs (2324). The primary fill was a silty ash with common charcoal flecks. The secondary fill was locus (2322), an ash-sand mix containing common oyster shell fragments and charcoal flecks, as well as some collapse from the edges of the tannir (Figure 6.2.36).

At the southwestern limit of the surface where it was eroded away, two possibly linked features were located. The first was locus [2291] a small circular fire pit. The pit was filled with a now solid block of bitumen (2385); this tar like substance was full of small voids as well as wood chips and charcoal. This was used to create watertight structures and as such could have been used for the treatment or preparation of boat hulls or for the treatment of roofs. The group of post or driven stake holes (2320)
This phase also saw the construction of the madabes Space 11 (Figure 6.2.37) orientated NE-SW (6.50m x 4.00m). The room consisted of four well constructed walls <2156>, <2157>, <2158> & <2159>, built using primarily beachstone with occasional limestone and rare flint cobbles. All were bonded and part of a single construction event, with a grey brown sand and shell lime mortar. They were roughly coursed and rubble built with well-selected stone and survived to a height of between 4 -7 courses. The faces had evidence of mortar render both inside and out. The only entrance to the space was at the SE corner of the eastern wall <2156>.

Due to the structures preservation in-situ the internal floors and structures have not been fully excavated or understood. The date press was located at the northern end of the room and consisted of a ridge and furrow superstructure constructed with rubble and mortar covered by (2109), a light gray hard gypsum plaster. Streaks left by the fingers of those applying the plaster could still be seen imprinted in it (Figure 6.2.38). A container, set into the floor and used to collect the date juice, was not found. The southern end of the space was covered with a a compact silt floor (2222), cut by a possible tannir or fire pit. This structure (Space 11) continued to function in some capacity right up to the time of site wide abandonment.
Sub-phase 4b

This phase is marked by the introduction of a major resurfacing of the large open area to the south and west of Space 11, which is abutted by a new surface. This external surface (2276), like its predecessor, suffered from erosion to the north and west, but can at least broadly be equated to some of the deposits excavated in Area III to the north. In the south it continues beyond the L.O.E. The surface comprised slightly silty sand with common shell inclusions and fragments of crushed masonry, and scarce charcoal flecks. The usual cultural material was present, but in lower densities. The surface sealed all of the earlier cut features, but was like the earlier surface an area of activity, which was cut by eight post/stake holes most located immediately south of Space 11, a single fire pit (2287) and posthole (2285) just over 5m to the west, in an area where the surface was highly burnt.

The first group of postholes was aligned E-W and evenly spaced. They include (2266) (2267), (2260) (2261), (2256) (2257), (2282) (2283) and (2262) (2263), which was later cut and replace by (2264) (2265). The backfills of most of these consists of loose sands or sandy silts with shell and occasional charcoal flecks, and is the product of post retrieval and collapse from the surrounding makeup and surface. Another two postholes extend to the north forming a rough L-shape with the E-W run, (2258) (2259) & (2280) (2281), which was located on the SE corner of Sp.011. They enclose a remnant patch of sand and shell surface/loos (2255). Together they represent the remnants of a temporary structure, such as a tent, but or simple enclosure.

In the north central area the surface was covered by locus (2254) a patch of very soft, mid orangish brown, highly organic material that represents the remains of a decayed timber feature. This was sealed below a sand and shell exterior surface (2230) (2251) replacing the eroded earlier surface. This became the construction horizon for the eastern structural group Space 19 and 21.

Phase 03 – Beach stone compound and associated structures

The phase is represented by two distinct groups of structures, the first referred to in the 2009 season as the Eastern Structure, was mostly excavated (internally) then, with the exception of the walls a few internal deposits and all the associated external surfaces and walls. This group of structures located to the SE of the main compound was more than likely once an eastern extension to the compound with access into the large open area to the south and west of Space 11. All the walls were built directly on top of a foundation cut from the earlier phase, none were constructed within foundation cuts. The walls were carefully built up of coarse beach stones and were thought to have been bonded to the earlier structure. The survival once again is very poor with only a single course or two surviving, and the structure was truncated later than 21.

The walls of the small room (Space 29) to the northwest of the date processing room (Space 11) have poor survival, although the smaller stones in the build of (307) would suggest an abutment making Space 19 later than 21.

The construction of Spaces 19 and 21 is hard to gauge, as the wall survival is so poor. What is clear is that both northern walls were reworked, with both being distinct from their southern and eastern counterparts in both spaces.

The eastern and southern walls (<305> & <2252>) of Space 21 appear to be the earliest and are part of the same build event. Only a single course remains with large flat beach stone and lime stone blocks bound with a sand lime mortar and set on a mortar bed. The southern wall <2252> is heavily truncated to the west, by a later robbing/fitting incident, which was excavated during the 2009 season. There are no visible entrances to this space or into Space 19.

The southern and eastern walls (<307> & <2165>) of Sp. 019 like those of 021 appear to be the earliest. It is unclear whether the southern wall was bonded to or abutted the eastern wall of Space 20 due to poor survival, although the smaller stones in the build of <307> would suggest an abutment making Space 19 later than 21.

The walls of the small room (Space 29) to the northwest of the date processing room (Space 11) have yet to be excavated. The survival once again is very poor with only a single course or two surviving, and the structure having been truncated in the NE corner. The rubble built walls appear to abut the NW corner of Sp.011, strangely incorporating a very small portion of that structure into the build. This relationship requires closer examination next season.

Sub-phase 03b – Development

All the development in this phase occurred around the already existing structure Space 11, although it did not remain static. Its original function as a date processing room was altered. The distinctive ridge and furrow plaster and stone structure (2222) at the southern end was back filled and a new surface established across the whole space (2101). The new surface was cut in the SE corner by a ceramic-lined tannir <2890>, which was filled with pure ash (2103). A build up of ash and sand (2093) around the tannir has been placed higher up the matrix (Phase 01) based on its tentative relationship with the door blocking as post occupation dumping. This may however represent a phase of occupation build up of rake out deposits mixed with sand.

Sealed below the later northern wall the repair/rebuild <301> of Space 19, was a truncated (excavations 2009 season) sequence of deposits. This small yet perfectly formed sequence not only provided information about the rooms form and function but also about its demise. According to last seasons report the rebuilt wall <301> had no associated floors/surfaces, although the proximity to the surface may mean they did not survive.
Figure 6.2.39: Space 17

Figure 6.2.40: View of Space 19 showing the thick burnt layer (2215).

Figure 6.2.41: Detail of character of burnt deposit (2215).

Figure 6.2.42: Detail of palm and roof purling in the burnt deposit (2215).
The earliest and only floor/surface associated with the original walls of Space 19, was locus (2215) (Figure 6.2.40) a thick layer of highly burnt sand and shell (50%/50%). This floor was truncated to the south and was covered with burnt in-situ remains, mainly botanical including: large quantities of burnt date seeds (Figure 6.2.41), charred wood, burnt fabric (sacking) and cord, some textile (matting), and some possible paper fragments. The large quantities of fish bone and other faunal remains could indicate that the function of the room was for food storage, including perhaps the drying of meat/fish, and storage of dates. The buildings northern wall was heavily damaged by this fire event hence the necessity of the rebuild <301>. This mirrors similar damage by fire encountered in ZUEP01 (see section 6.1), which may suggest a sudden, catastrophic event of settlement burning. This can tentatively be related to the 1811 attack on Zubarah by Omani forces as part of anti-piracy campaigns in the Gulf region (for discussion see section 2.1 and 2.2).

In the northeastern corner the floor was covered by burnt roof and wall collapse (2214), which was then sealed by a second more extensive layer (2204) of well preserved burnt roofing material including burnt woven palm, burnt wooden roof purlings, and fired mud/mortar (Figure 6.2.42). The latest in the sequence was locus (2203) a mixture of ash and sand, degraded collapse associated with (2204) the locus below.

In Space 17 only a single very patchy surface/floor (2114) was present above the walls. Although at present it is unexcavated this would appear to be the same with the shell surface (2557) in Space 29.

One of the latest structural additions during this phase was that of Space 20. Prior to its construction a leveling deposit of sand mixed with small to medium fragments of beach & lime stone (2183), was laid down. This abutted the walls of Space 19 to the north. Above this were two external floor/surfaces (2223) a small patch against the eastern wall of Space 19 and (2238) a large spread abutting the western wall of Space 17.

Constructed above these surfaces were two walls, <302> forming the eastern limit of the space and <303> the southern. In comparison to the walls of the other two rooms in this group these later additions were poorly constructed. These walls clearly abutted the well-constructed walls of the Space 19 to the north and Space 21 to the west, to form a courtyard or enclosure. Due to the poor height survival of the walls, access to this newly formed space is not clear, although the eastern wall <303> of Space 21 did have a stone door socket about half way along its length. This however looks to have been a reused structural element in the walls construction rather than in-situ.

Abutting the eastern wall was a single sand and shell collapse (2182), sealed below the Phase 01 rubble collapse (2181). Two small remnant patches of external surface (2226) and (2224) located between Spaces 017 and 020 most likely functioned with this additional extension to the Eastern structures. These loci are most likely part of the same surfacing event as locus (2225) to the north of Sp.019.

Sub-phase 03c – post occupation abandonment

Most of the structures that developed during this phase were never superseded or any indication of later development was removed completely. As such, most of the abandonment deposits are placed in Phase 01. The only structure to be completely demolished, leveled and replaced was Space 17, filled inside and out with deposits (2108), (2177) & (2122) before being built on again. Leveling layer (2108) was also cut buy a single posthole [2111] filled with (2110).

Phase 02 – Late phase repairs and activity (dry stone or poor quality walls)

This phase in the SE is represented by four walls; the first was <2116> a partial single course, rubble built beach stonewall (3.50m x 0.86m x 0.20m) located above the eastern wall of Space 17. The wall was aligned N-S unlike the other structures associated with the earlier Phase 03 which were aligned NE-SW. This wall was obviously part of a larger structure no longer present (Figure 6.2.43).

The second feature a very coarse dry-stone wall <301>, was recorded last season as the northern wall of Space 19. It turned out that this was in fact a poor rebuild and that the original northern wall <2229> lay 0.40m to the north obscured by Phase 01 collapse. This abutted another rebuild locus <2229> to the northern wall of Space 21. This wall was originally believed to be a western extension of <301>, however, the build style was clearly different. These rebuilds may well have been coupled with the construction of locus <2163> a NW-SE orientated wall roughly inline with <301> and <2229> to the west. This new wall effectively blocked the through space between the eastern structures and the date processing room and associated structures.

![Figure 6.2.43: Wall <2116> belonging to Phase 2](image_url)
Phase 01 – Site wide Post Occupation/abandonment

As can be expected this phase consists of a series of deposits linked to site wide degradation, within and outside of the latest phase structures. These deposits consist predominantly of beach stone rubble, mortar and wind blown sands they include:

Loci (2289) filling Sp. 029 and (2154) located externally to the east.

The long-lived structure containing the madabe (Space 11) appears to have been abandoned with a deliberate infilling/blocking (2227) of the only entrance. It then appears to have been used a waste dumping area. The blocking event appears to have been sealed by a finds rich layer (2093) of mixed sand and ash dumps. The finds included the usual mix of cultural material found on site as well as two coins, two stone tools and two fishing weights or anchors. This relationship was very tentative and the thick ash deposit (2093) may well be an occupation build-up relating to a functioning space. This was sealed below the upper fill (2075) of demolished or deflated beach stone and mortar walls mixed with sand.

A majority of the infill was removed from Space 19 and 20 during last season’s excavations. A small amount of wall collapse (2181) that was left in Space 20, believed to have been part of the eastern wall, was removed this season, to expose the remnant floor below. A large spread of external collapse or dump (2142) was removed in the area to the south of Space 20 and east of Space 05, and the equivalent deposit (2132) to the east of Space 19 and 20.

North & northeast of Spaces 21 and 19 was (2209), a burnt ash spread (post occupation dumping), as well as two mixed, sand rubble spreads (2141) and (2151). These were sealed by (2097), another mixed rubble and sand spread, partially filling the north of Space 19 and covering wall <301> and the external area to the west of Space 11.

6.2.6 ZUEP02 - Phase Summary

Phase 01 (Most recent) – Site wide abandonment. This latest phase relates to a period of post occupation and collapse mixed with windblown sands. It was represented by a series of large deposits primarily of beach stone rubble associated with deflation of the walls of the beach stone compound and associated structures and the later phase repairs to these structures (Phases 02 & 03).

Phase 02 – a minor build phase at the end of the settlement’s life, salvaging decaying structures, most of the activity with in this phase would suggest that limited settlement activity took place.

Phase 03 – marks the second major phase of architectural development. Several of the buildings during this period were terminated by fire. This could be linked to one of the historical sackings of Al Zubarah. The compound appears to have developed around Spaces 07 in the west and 09 in the northeast; these appear to be broadly contemporary with the large building 005 to the south and Sp. 02 and possibly 01 to the east.

Later the gaps between Space 07 and Space 09 to the north, and Space 05 to the south were closed off forming two small rooms Space 33 and 010 respectively. Also Space 08 was added to the east of Space 09 and the space between the southeast corner of Space 09 and the northwest corner of Space 02 closed off with wall <2006>. It is possible that there was an entrance to the compound here. In conjunction with these later developments the long Eastern wall <080> was also constructed effectively closing the compound. Later still we see the construction of the three spaces to the southeast of the compound, Spaces 19 and 21 with the later addition of Space 20 a possible small courtyard. Two additional structures were also constructed abutting the Phase 04 structure (the date processing room) Space 29 to the northwest and Space 17 to the south.

To the west of the compound a structure, formed of two Spaces 22 and 23, was constructed with hard wearing metalled surfaces, most likely linked to some industrial process. It is still unclear how the northeastern structures Spaces 12 and 13 fit within this development as the buildings alignment appears more in keeping with that of the earlier Phase 5 architecture. The phasing here may have to be reviewed next season.

Unlike the earlier architectural Phase 05, which was well planed and constructed, this development appears more an ad hoc, piecemeal development with inferior quality materials and may represent an economic down turn, ending catastrophically in structures 02, 07, 22, and 19 all being gutted by fire.

Phase 04 – With the exception of one stone structure (Space 11) this phase appears to represent an intermediate phase between two major architectural phases. Despite the lack of stone structures this phase was by no means static. There were at least three major resurfacing events, as well as several minor localized repairs. Numerous pits, post and stake holes, fire pits and tannines cut all of these surfaces. These represent the remnants of temporary structures, such as tents or palm leaf huts, which denote a more ephemeral phase of settlement at Zubarah.

Phase 05 – is the first major architectural development within the ZUEP02 area of excavation and is what looks like a golden time within the settlement. Walls were well constructed using both beach stones and lime stone with lime mortar. All of the walls were rendered and plastered with a hard light grey brown gypsum plaster. The town appears to have been well planed with good lines of communication through arterial streets leading toward the beach. While some structures appear to have had a residential/ domestic purpose, others appear to be characterized by commercial and craft activities.

In Space 27 and 28 late floors surfaces, repairs to the entrance, partial collapse and reuse may indicate the settlements economic struggle prior to abandonment.

6.2.7 Conclusions and Recommendations

The archaeology encountered in ZUEP02 is certainly the most complex yet documented stratigraphy in Al Zubarah. If anything, it shows that this area appears to have been intensively used throughout the settlement’s life-history. It has also unfortunately meant that our work in ZUEP02 is far from complete. The complex stratigraphy evident in the excavations will require much further work to be untangled to reach a full understanding of the different phases.

The work to date has shown that throughout the history of Al Zubarah was used for different purposes, many of which had connections to maritime life. Later phases reflect the activities of fishermen and pearl divers, as suggested by the discovery of diving weights and anchors. More ephemeral settlement and occupation is suggested by the presence of tents and/or huts during Phase 4, as at-
tested to by numerous postholes, *tannirs* and stone alignments. In the earliest yet documented occupation of Phase 05, we find both domestic and household, as well as what appears to be commercial activities taking place in ZUEP02 at this time. The three rooms north of the east-west running road (Space 03) certainly appear to be shop fronts, while some of the sediments in this area suggest that some kind of industrial or production process (perhaps of glass or metal) took place in this area. Given the proximity of this zone to the *suq* to the north this certainly requires further investigation. The newly discovered road or alleyway to the south provides an important insight into the layout of streets and neighborhoods at Zubarah. Importantly, these seem to relate to Phase 05, which we understand to be the main phase of settlement.

Not all of our aims were achieved this season. We have reconciled a lot of the phasing from disconnected excavation areas from last season, however, the two seasons of ZUEP02 have not yet been linked in a single stratigraphic matrix. We are definitely getting a better picture of the earlier phases (05 and 04) activity and layout through removal of the later structures. All the phase 01 and 02 structures and collapse deposits have now been removed. Next season the focus will be on trying to remove the remainder of the phase 03 architecture, and expose more of the phase 05 settlement in plan, this process is already well advance in the northeast and southeast.

### 6.3 EXCAVATION POINT THREE

*Tom Collie*

#### 6.3.1 Introduction

Excavation Point Three (EP03) was situated around the area of Tower 11 on the inner city wall and encompassed the extent remains of the tower, road and the inner city wall itself (Figure 6.3.1). It spanned an area of 30m x 35m with the south-western corner located at 180630E/468870N. Primarily, the first objective of this area was to reveal the nature of Tower 11 and demonstrate any possible differences with Tower 5, which was excavated last season at ZUEP01 (Bille 2009; and Section 6.1).

Initial ideas regarded the building as either some form of coastal defence or a gate-house structure to monitor traffic into and out of Al Zubarah. Investigations here aimed to test these ideas (Section 3.2.3). Objectives two and three involved the road and inner-city wall respectively. Excavation aimed to determine whether the road leading from the pier to the south was contemporary with any phase of town occupation. If this was the case, then the excavation here could be used to inadvertently date the pier, which was linked to the road. It would also demonstrate whether the road was linked to the settlement or whether it was added after Al Zubarah was abandoned. These primary objectives were coupled with a general secondary aim of characterising the area as a whole. Two 5m x 2m deep soundings were excavated in order to reveal deep archaeological stratigraphy and aimed to gain a small, but detailed, picture of the activities that had occurred in this area.

The archaeology found from achieving these objectives was divided into six phases. Phases 6 and 5 were evident only within deep soundings. Phase 6 contained irregular and fairly well established layers of undulating sand overlying and also underlying thin layers of occupational debris. Phase 5 represented a regular, and indeed intense, period of activity, possibly indicating the emergence of an area holding semi-permanent or indeed permanent beach camp activity. Phase 4 displayed serious occupation activity associated with beach camps or seasonal settlements prior to the building of the wall. This phase was seen evident in site-wide deposits as well as within the two evaluation trenches and represents an almost permanent area of intense activity. These layers represented possible beach camp activity that was laid down irregularly through time in an area that was desirable for camping but was not used frequently. In general, Phases 6 through to 4 show the emergence of an area that grows popular over time to the extent that possible beach camps turn to almost permanent places of residence. The third phase included archaeological deposits lying beneath the Al Zubarah inner town wall, indicating a period of abandonment or indeed lack of architectural construction. The second contained building features pertaining to the later settlement of Al Zubarah where the town shrank behind the inner city wall. This phase included the tower and the inner-city wall, along with subsequent dilapidation and demolition deposits. The first and last phase contained modern overburden layers, modern windblown sand and the road leading from the pier.
6.3.2 Phase 6

Even though ZUEP04 was not excavated down to natural in its entirety, the evaluation trenches provided an insight into the development and history of this area. Phases 6 through to 4 includes discussions on the deposits found primarily within the trenches, with the exception of Phase 4 and deposit (3028). Each phase was divided into groups of deposits indicating related sets of features and activities.

Phase 6 represented the first period of activity in this area. It differed from Phase 5 in that the deposits within, especially the occupation deposits, were less uniform and regular than those laid down on top. In section profile, they fluctuate and undulate in height indicating that the surface on which they were placed was irregular (Figures 6.3.2–6.3.5). As opposed to renewed and prepared surfaces evident further up in the archaeological stratigraphy, sandy beach deposits were utilised as they were naturally found. This phase represents the beginning of the utilisation of this area Al Zubarah's inhabitants where beach surfaces were irregular and where deliberate occupation and activity was sporadic.

Trench 1 shows most activity from this phase and the deposits therein were divided into 5 groups, each group representing a period of activity.

Group 1

The first group included natural sand deposits, representing the natural beach surface. The natural sand deposits (3184-5) were evident at 0.33m above sea level in the south east end of Trench 2, slumping to 0.16m above sea level in the northwest. On top of these deposits was evidence of occupation consisting of thin grey/brown lenses of sand and shell which contained charcoal, pot and bone (loci 3178-9, 3180, 3183 & 3330-2). These sequences were similar in Trench 1 where deposit (3248) (seen as equal to (3183) in section) contained a small copper coin, ideally dating the very early sequences of the stratigraphy. Beneath this lay (3249), the deposit representing natural sands and equal to (3184). The shells of gastropods extant in the sand deposits of the lower horizons were sampled for radiocarbon dating to provide a proxy date for the formation of the sediments at this level. Shells were taken from Loci (3178), (3179) and (3183) from Trench 1, representing the lowermost deposits in this area close to the sea water table (see Figure 6.3.2). Although the two samples from (3178) and (3183) (WK-28177 & WK-28179) did not produce any results, the sample from (3179) produced a date of 255 ± 30 bp or 287 ± 124 cal BP (1663±124 cal A.D.) (WK-28178). This suggests that the lowermost beach horizons in this trench were deposited in the post-medieval period, likely during the 17th century AD. This provides a rough terminus ante quem for the occupation in this area, which is unlikely to predate 17th or 16th century. For the material culture from this trench this provides at least a rough proxy date.

Group 2

The second set began with an occupation surface of white sand (3177) covered with a patch of charcoal (3175) and varying lenses of grey-brown sand and shell (see loci 3333-42, 3174-5). Two archaeological features of note occurred within this group, namely an oblong post-hole, possibly relating to a collapsed post [3173], and a small pit [3182]. There was no in situ burning within this pit to
suggest the presence of a camp fire. There was enough pot and animal bone to suggest it was dug as a rubbish pit. These features were in turn covered by a fairly extensive occupation layer of dark grey brown charcoal-rich sand (3167) and also patches of grey shelly sand (loci 3163-4 & 3343).

**Group 3**
The third group displayed a similar sequence. Coarse sandy shell layers acted as occupation surfaces (loci 3158-60 & 3162) which were covered by varying brown/grey layers of sand and shell (see loci 3345-57).

**Group 4**
The fourth group held no archaeological features of interest, only deposits following the same sequence as already previously described. An extensive brown yellow sand layer (3148) covered the entire trench and was overlaid by shell deposits (3146 & 3149) as well as occupation deposits (loci 3350-5). These deposits were similar to those in Trench 2 (see loci, 3310, 3237, 3242-5) especially (3243), equal to (3350) in Trench 1.

**Group 5**
Trench 1 contained an occupation surface (3135 – equal to 3241 in Trench 2) consisting of a light brown yellow, sandy layer which covered the entire trench. Onto this were placed occupation deposits (3134, 3160-1), three post holes (3137-40 & 3145) and a fire pit (3142). In Trench 2, shell deposits (3227, 3231-3) and white sand (3241) combined to form an occupation surface on top of which occupation deposits were situated (loci, 3225-6, 3228, 3235-6, 3238, 3311-3316, 3326). Occupation surface (3241) was truncated by gully [3240], which ran directly across the trench, perpendicular to its edge, and was clearly below the level of the water-table. It seems that this feature was a predecessor to gully [3230] (Figure 6.3.4). The fact that this feature was subsequently replaced by an exact replica in Phase 5 indicates the very beginning of the continued use and reuse of this area. It has been suggested that this gully may have been a drip-gully for a tent or indeed drainage for this area. Sadly the limitations of the trench did not provide a complete answer.

**6.3.3 Phase 5**
Phase 5 was characterised by more numerous archaeological features, as well as deposits that were less irregular and undulating than those seen in the previous phase. Phase 5 demonstrates that this area was changing from a sporadically used beach front to a more regularly occupied zone. The deposits contained within it were divided into 2 groups.

**Group 1**
In Trench 1, the first group of deposits lay on top of a surface renewal deposit (3358-9 – equable to 3328 in Trench 2). This small group of deposits established a trend for the sequences seen in both trenches. A surface was laid down and then a deposit rich in material finds was deposited. A renewal
surface of beach shell and then sand (or in other cases, vice versa) was then placed on-top, only to be covered with a fresh layer of occupation debris. Occupation surfaces commonly appeared in the stratigraphy, which were then used, renewed and then reused. This is explicitly seen in this group by the presence of renewal deposits (3358-9) covering the phase below. In turn, this was truncated by a series of small stake-holes (loci, [3114, 3116, 3118, 3128]) roughly situated in a circle and then consequently covered with occupation deposits of sand, shell and charcoal (loci 3111 & 3362-8).

In Trench 2, the first group lay upon a thick renewal layer of sand (3224) covering the deposits of Phase 6. This was then overlain by another series of occupation deposits (loci 3319-22). Additionally cut into layer (3224) were a series of post-holes [loci 3315-22 & 3318] which were situated in similar positions to post holes [3196-3202] seen in Phase 4. It is possible that a structure was placed here and then removed. A series of deposits were then laid down and then the same structure was replaced in Phase 4, this time with a stronger structural support indicated by the large post hole [3197].

In Trench 2, similar deposits were seen since a series of grey sandy shelly occupation deposits (loci 3205-7, 3325, 3323-4 and 3212) were revealed. This group also contained an intriguing gully [3230] to the far end of Trench 2 (Figure 6.2.6). The base of this gully was clearly below the water table and excavation was made difficult by the incoming tide. The purpose of the gully seemed inexplicable since only 2m of it was revealed. It was believed that it was cut purely for drainage purposes but as previously mentioned it may have been cut to replace gully [3240]. Due to the amount of water at this level, it is likely that this feature was cut for drainage.

**6.3.4 Phase 4**

Phase 4 represented a departure from the lighter coloured and irregular layers deposited in Phase 5. It contained deposits and archaeological features that indicated serious and concentrated occupation activity. This can be seen over the total site and also down through the stratigraphy revealed in Trenches 1 and 2 (Figure 6.2.4 and 6.2.5). Even though ZUEP03 was not excavated down to natural in its entirety, the deep soundings illuminated the type of activity that occurred here and provided a very detailed picture of a small area of site.

The archaeology underlying this deposit was divided into 5 groups, each group representing a period of occupation. These groups were established from the stratigraphic relationships seen in the deposits in both Trenches 1 and 2. In general, the majority of this phase was confined to Trench 2. Physically, this phase was not extensive, reaching only 0.6 m in depth. However, investigations within proved that there was a serious and intensive amount of activity here, marked in the archaeology by thin lenses of deposits demonstrating continual use and re-use of a small area.

**Group 1**

This group marked the beginning of the third phase in ZUEP03. It indicated an intense period of activity and was seen stretching across both Trenches 1 and 2. In Trench 1, a fine white sand deposit (3077 – equal to deposit (3204) in Trench 2) was truncated by a small group of related post holes (loci 3081, 3093, 3095). These were then overlain by lenses of grey sand and ashy charcoal deposits (3380-3384, 3389-90, 3086, 3379, 3386) which were then cut by a series of post holes [3388, 3045, 3066, 3067, 3039] and a pit [3071].

In Trench 2, the deposits in this group were far more numerous since there were fewer truncations to destroy and therefore obscure the stratigraphy. Within group 1 of Trench 2, there were two sets of occupation sequences. On top of the earliest occupation surface (3204) lay varying occupation deposits of different colours and consistencies, all containing amounts of shell, bone, and pot (see loci 3290-3, 3188-95). Deposit (3195) was particularly indicative of this and contained large quantities of material finds to indicate a substantial phase of occupation. Additionally, there were a series of four post holes [3196-3203] which formed a circle with one massive post hole [3196] centred in the middle. This measured 0.50m x 0.25m and was 0.32m deep and contained a limestone block of the same dimensions. This likely was post packing for a large support post, possibly for a large temporary structure with the satellite post holes surrounding it. Whatever its purpose, these post holes were situated in almost exactly the same positions as post holes [3215-22 & 3318] seen in Phase 2, Group 1. It...
shows that this area was being continually utilised again and again for a similar purpose, in this case possibly the erection of a tent.

The second set included thin yellow sand deposits (occupation surface renewal layers, loci 3186-7) lying beneath a series of grey sandy occupation lenses (loci 3294 – 99), a large post hole [3214] and a pit [3211] filled with charcoal. Overall, the two sets in this group from Trench 2 show a closely linked sequence of occupation, surface renewal and subsequent occupation coupled with the reuse of an area for structural supports for camping.

**Group 2**

The sequences of Group 2 were again a replication of the activity that had occurred previously. Once again, thin lenses of yellow grey sand and shell were interspersed with thin lenses of grey occupation deposits packed with pot, bone and charcoal (loci 3303, 3110, 3112, 3155, 3161, 3176, 3284, 3287, 3306-9). One feature from this group was noteworthy – a small pit [3286] was seen in section in this trench, a precursor to pitting activities seen in group 3 and 4.

**Group 3**

This followed the same stratigraphic sequence as the previous two groups: an occupation surface was placed down to renew the surface below, after which varying degrees of occupational debris were deposited. First, coarse sandy shell layers were revealed (loci 3273-5) and placed upon a main pink yellow sandy shell layer (3153). In turn varying lenses of grey and yellow sand were deposited showing this surface had been used, renewed, and then used again (loci 3270-2, 3132-3, 3269, 3276 – 81). These lenses clearly indicated occupation as they contained shell, charcoal, pot and bone. The occupation surface was also truncated by varying sized archaeological features. Again evidence of postholes were present in this group [3100] & [3283], but without other related features it is impossible to state their purpose other than to say they are proof of yet more occupation.

**Group 4**

This demonstrated the same sequence of deposition seen in the previous groups where a sandy renewal layer (locus 3098) was placed down. Only a small deposit of dark grey hard sandy clay was present in section profile to suggest the possible presence of an established floor surface. On top of both of these were placed lenses of sand, shell and charcoal (see loci 3087, 3096-7, 3259, 3263, 3265, 3266). This small group of loci demonstrated another small period of occupational activity. It also included small pits [3261] and [3262], and a post hole [3328]. Both pits were fairly shallow suggesting that they were small rubbish pits.

**Group 5**

The first group of loci lying directly beneath burnt deposit (3028), indicated the presence of an occupation surface (3256, 3258 and 3260) on which lay occupation deposits (3062, 3063, 3257, 3063, 3255-7), postholes [3248-57], camp fire remnants (3088) and remnants of a small tannir (loci 3058-61). The close vicinity of the postholes to the tannir suggest a possible association with cooking activities – possibly remains of tri-pods/cooking pot supports over camp-fires. This of course is pure conjecture but the post-holes seem to surround the tannir, lending weight to the idea that they were somehow related to it. The surface into which these loci were cut and deposited consisted of a compact grey clay sand, which was interpreted as a very definite occupation surface, despite its fragmented and damaged nature. Even though it was not solid enough for a floor in a building, this does reflect that there was some very concentrated occupation at this level.

The first group of loci also included many features from Trench 1. The first 0.4m below deposit (3028) was truncated heavily by post-holes [3041, 3043, 3047, 3065, 3068, 3070, 3074, 3076, 3083, 3401, 14] and pits [3091, 3375, 3398, 3403, 3405, 3410]. In plan, the post holes seem to represented a thick line across the trench, possibly indicating the presence of a barrier or indeed the possible likelihood of building support posts. It is interesting that these features are close to the inner-city wall. They could indicate the presence of a physical barrier, which may have been the precursor to the wall itself. Without excavating this entire area, however, this idea remains untested. The pits again signify intense activity. Only small thin deposits have remained demonstrating occupation (see 3404 & 3406-8) since the pits had truncated and thereby obscured stratigraphic relationships that previously existed here. The pits may have been dug for rubbish-dumping purposes, but this would make them very close to the occupation activity. They may have been dug as a means to gain fresh clean sand for renewing occupation surfaces. Another idea, particularly in reference to pit [3091], is that this slightly elongated pit, which is present both inside and outside the excavation area, is a robber trench, where a small wall had been demolished and the material had been taken and reused elsewhere.
Destruction Horizon (3028)

The last locus of Phase 4 to be considered was a dark grey charcoal-rich silty sand (3028) (Figure 6.3.6). It has been suggested that this was indicative of the later destructive period that faced Al Zubarah in the late eighteenth/early nineteenth century. Alternatively, it could represent a period of intense occupation activity where charcoal deposits and other similar layers were trampled indiscriminately across site. The evidence of the small tannur bases (loci 3423-7) lying on the surface are evidence of this. However, there are two points that strengthen the former argument. The first is that the extent of this layer is not clearly defined. The north-western extent of this deposit does not indicate that it was contained within an area or camp, rather, it appears as a homogenous spread, uniform in consistency and colour. Secondly, the deposit lies directly and stratigraphically beneath a period of possible abandonment, and as such, would represent evidence of the events that caused this subsequent abandonment. Deposit (3028) was therefore considered to correspond to a short sharp period of burning or serious destruction and marked the end of the intense occupation activity that was revealed in the stratigraphy of the trenches.

6.3.5 Phase 3: Abandonment

Phase 3 included only one deposit (3017). This phase represented a break from any form of archaeological feature or occupation activity or deposit. It contained merely a large deposit of fairly sterile aeolian sand. It was very fine in texture and contained few finds or indeed traces of occupation. It was interpreted as a break in site activity, perhaps the result of a significant event. It seems that this deposit marked a lack of activity and contrasted deeply with the previous phase of intense occupation.

6.3.6 Phase 2: Construction and Ruin

Phase 2 contained the extant remains of the tower, a wall running perpendicular to the inner city wall heading north-west, and the inner city wall <3010>. Phase 2 was split into three definable sets of activities. The first set incorporated the construction of the inner city wall and Tower 11. The second included loci relating to the dilapidation of these structures and the third related to subsequent temporary structures that were erected there.

First Set—Architectural Construction

Tower 11 on the inner-city wall was the key feature within ZUEP03 and investigations were undertaken to determine the extent of its remains, but moreover its general purpose in relation to Al Zubarah. The initial idea that it was a gatehouse guarding the road was dismissed once the road was proven to be of modern construction (see below). The tower was revealed to have been constructed on natural beach sand, without the need of any foundation or indeed construction cuts. Excavation within the tower walls revealed it was constructed upon a coarse mid brown grey sandy lime mortar (3031). Since this deposit was patchy and fairly thin, it was interpreted as construction debris and not a construction pad on which the structure was deliberately built.

The tower wall <3027> was built directly upon this deposit and surviving remains measured 0.53m high from ground surface. This wall was built in a “D” shape and was contemporary with the inner-city wall remnants <3010>, <3024> and <3030> (Figure 6.3.8-6.3.11). It was constructed from un-worked and roughly hewn beach stone blocks bound with a light brown grey sandy mortar. There were no signs that tower-wall <3027> abutted wall <3024> or vice versa. Rather, the two architectural features appeared to have been built at the same time in one construction event. Although mostly collapsed, in some places it survived to 5 courses high – this was especially evident from inside the tower itself (Figure 6.3.9). The wall courses were damaged slightly in the north-east by truncation (3023). The tower-stone was similar to that used to build the inner-city wall, again supporting the idea that the two were contemporary.

The interior space of the tower was filled with rubble. Half of this was excavated leaving a clean section to display the relationship it had with both the D-shaped tower wall <3027> and inner-city wall <3024> (Figure 6.3.9 & 6.3.10). The rubble fill (3026) was entirely homogeneous consisting of coarse sand binding large roughly hewn limestone rocks. Few archaeological finds were retrieved from the fill. The rubble was too sterile and too full of stone blocks to be just demolition, rather, it seems this was deliberately placed inside and did not indicate a phase of dilapidation and collapse. This locus is important since it helps indicate the possible nature of the tower. Since the tower had no internal space, it was not placed within a structure such as a garrison or fort, and could easily be accessed from all sides, it can be stated that the structure may have been more of a look-out position. Certainly, rifles and weapons could be used from the top, but it seems that the tower’s vicinity to the beach overlooking the bay would confirm that the tower may have been used as a viewing platform. Such a building characteristic can be demonstrated in the tower found on EP01 which also had no internal spaces and was also filled with rubble.

Like Tower 5 from EP01, Tower 11 had a ramp like structure attached to its south-eastern wall (Figure 6.3.10). This was represented by deposit (3029) and was seen to gently rise and follow the shape of the semi-circular wall <3027> round to the east. Comparisons were consequently made to Tower 5 in ZUEP01 since a similar ramp was seen to spiral round the turret to provide access to the very top. Tower 11’s ramp was heavily damaged and much of it had collapsed – only 0.12m survived above ground level. Even though there was a small amount remaining, it was definitely clear that a coarse lime mortar sloped gently around the south of the tower. Both the ramp and the rubble infill, together with the absence of any entranceway to the inside, lend more weight to the argument that Tower 11, like Tower 5, was a watch-tower rather than a stronghold. It indicates that it was merely a fortified platform, accessible through the means of a spiral ramp, which had enough room on top for defensive elements if necessary.

Walls

As previously mentioned, Tower 11 was contemporary with the inner-city wall <3010>. This wall ran northwest/southeast across site and joined the tower. The wall had been damaged over time and
Figure 6.3.8: The remains of Tower 11 together with semi-excavated interior displaying interior rubble core.

Figure 6.3.9: Wall structure of Tower 11.

Figure 6.3.10: Rubble core of tower 11 displaying ramp remnants close to the 2m scale.

Figure 6.3.11: Inner city wall joining Tower 11 – damaged and fragmented due to subsequent road construction.
remained in four separate segments. The first main segment of the was wall <3010> which survived to 15m in length and to a height of 0.45m. It was comprised of limestone foundations and then courses of coarse beach-stone. The un-worked and roughly hewn beachstone was randomly coursed and rendered with a mid grey sandy lime mortar, which can also be seen coating the north and south faces. It was badly damaged by the road surface <3007> and <3004> to the extent that a small 4.8m piece had become totally separated from both it and the tower complex in the northwest. This piece of architecture <3033> survived to one course high (0.3m) and although it was severely fragmented, could still be identified as the missing link that tied both wall <3010> and tower-wall <3024> together. The inner-city wall was represented in the northwest by wall <3024>, which was 0.65m high and by far the best surviving example of the height of the wall. As previously mentioned, it was this segment that was physically built into the D-shaped tower wall <3027>. What is interesting about this main site feature is that neither the width nor height of the wall is substantial. The matrix of the wall, while solid, is neither impressive nor well-finished. The height of the wall, while providing a healthy obstacle, is neither tall nor impressive. The width of the wall, while providing a surface on which a grown man could walk, would by no means withstand artillery fire or a determined enemy. The watchtower would add little more to the wall’s purposes if it was indeed intended as a defensive measure. The wall rather appears to represent more a boundary that delineated town boundaries and possibly separate the new town from the old town. After excavation of the modern sand layer (3016) (see Phase 1), it was clearly seen that the inner city wall was linked to the tower. The remains of the inner city wall <3010> were badly damaged after the construction of the road but some of the foundations still remained. This is good evidence to state that any former routes along the coast did not pass through here – it would seem sensible that the beach was used as a route as opposed to wasting valuable time, energy and resources on road construction. This is also good evidence to dismiss the former idea that the tower was used as a gatehouse.

**Perpendicular Wall (3011)**

Wall <3011> ran perpendicular to wall <3010> and although badly damaged was comprised of beach-stone that reached 2 courses high to a maximum height of 0.25m (Figure 6.3.12). It seemed contemporary to the inner city wall due to a similarity in height (the tops of both walls were level), similar construction materials and also because it was constructed upon the same deposit (3017) as the city wall itself. Wall <3011> was associated with two floor surfaces (3018) and (3021), showing signs of occupation in the form of dark charcoal stains synonymous with camp fires and other material evidence (bone, pot). It seems likely that both this wall and these surfaces indicated some form of occupation, although the wall is unusual since does not form a room or indeed contribute to any form of enclosed space. No other architectural features corresponded to this wall. The only possible scenario, if <3011> belonged to a larger structure, is that the building material from the remaining structure was robbed to such an extent to make it disappear completely. This, however, seems unlikely since at least traces of such other walls (e.g. robber trenches) should remain.
Second Set—Dilapidation

The second set of loci is related to the dilapidation and collapse of the architectural features. A large deposit of tumbled beach stone and mortar (deposit 3020) signified the collapse of the north-western end of the inner city wall (wall segment 3024). This wall was revealed to be tilting towards the north but propped up from total collapse by the dilapidation deposit (3020). Beneath this deposit lay a thin layer of windblown sand (3032) which had built up against the wall showing the tower had remained in tact for a period of time before collapsing. It was left unexcavated to preserve the structural integrity of the leaning wall (3024).

Other dilapidation and collapse deposits in the direct vicinity of Tower 5 included (3025) and (3013). Deposit (3025) included smashed and demolished remains of the north-western end of inner-city wall segment <3030> due to the construction of the road. Deposit (3013) again represented demolition material, but this time was highly compact. It was believed that this deposit was the ramp mentioned in the first set which had collapsed and slumped together with other demolition materials from the tower wall. On top of all these deposits and over the entire tower structure itself lay loose demolition deposit (3002) comprised of sand and rubble from both the tower and inner city wall (Figure 6.3.14). It represented the culmination of windblown deposits over a period of time and the general structural collapse of the tower and wall architecture.

Dilapidation deposits were also revealed pertaining to the largest inner-city wall segment <3010>-Depot (3006) represented rubble lying against its southern face. On the northern side, the perpendicular wall (3011) and its associated occupation deposits (3018) and (3021) were covered by tumbled deposits (3012) and (3014) respectively. It is interesting that between occupation surface (3021) seen in the first set and the subsequent tumbled (3014), there is a layer of windblown sand (3019). This is true in the south-eastern area of site where windblown sand deposits (3416) and (3417) lie below a collapse-deposit of sand (3418), clearly indicating a period of abandonment/inactivity before the wall had collapsed.

Third Set—Temporary Shelters

The temporary rock shelters found within this set were revealed both in the south-east and north ends of site. In the southeast, removal of overburden deposit (3001) revealed a rock tumble (3003) which covered wall <3008>, constructed from randomly coursed large flat beach-stone blocks (Figure 6.3.15). This feature was unusual that it was fairly small (only 3.10m x 0.80m) and was physically unconnected to any other surrounding architectural features. Interestingly, wall <3008> provided shelter against the oncoming wind from the beach and was interpreted as remnants of a beach/Bedouin shelter, much like feature <3015>.

Initially, the beach-stone rock feature <3015> was believed to be a wall since it appeared to be built perpendicular to <3010>. However, investigation revealed it was merely the possible basis for a rock shelter, with no mortar or coursing, positioned directly against the incoming sea breeze, similar to wall <3008>. It was related to (3012), a deposit containing other tumbled stone, and remains of small patches of charcoal, indicating the previous presence of camp fires. It was believed that these deposits and features were relatively recent since they were physically highest in the stratigraphic record,
perhaps indicating a very temporary camp which utilised the extant remains of (3010) and wall <3011> to create a shelter.

6.3.7 Phase 1: Modern
The last phase contained all loci pertaining to recent events. Initial overburden deposits (including (3000), (3001) and (3005)) consisted of simple windblown layers containing modern rubbish and general beach detritus of no archaeological interest. The removal of the overburden that covered the site presented two definable groups of modern features. These included a road and a truncation intruding into the extant tower remains.

Modern Truncation
This feature clearly truncated the remains of Tower 11 and was filled by a mid yellow brown silty sand (3009) which contained glass, plastic bottles, rope, wood and other modern day rubbish. The truncation was interesting since it extended into the material remains of the tower and it was suggested it may have been a machine-cut made from beach clearance activities after the 1990’s Gulf War. Indeed, there is evidence of beach clearance in the form of large piles of tar and rubbish (approximately 5m x 5m x 1.5m) seen roughly 100-200m from the site. In any case, material from this feature confirmed it was a very modern intervention.

Road
The modern road surface consisted of deposits <3004> and <3007>. The former was extremely hard, having been compacted by vehicles frequenting the beach front, and formed the top surface of the road. Once excavated, another surface of road mettling <3007> was revealed consisting of small stone compacted amidst a mix of light red sand (Figure 6.3.16). The mettling for the road was sieved and both modern ceramic and small traces of animal bone were salvaged. Interestingly, stone found in the red-sandy deposit seemed similar to stone found at the Qaṭīf Murayr survey site close to the present-day Al Zubarah fort. It seems that it may have been deliberately taken from this area (or indeed an area like it) and deposited here. It was hoped that the road was contemporary with the tower since it would mean that the pier, located 400m south of site and also connected to the road, would also be contemporaneous. However, it was seen in places that the mettled surface lay directly on top of the demolition material of the tower <3002>, indicating that the road had been built after the tower’s dilapidation. Furthermore, glass and modern plastic were discovered in the mettled deposit highlighting that the road was constructed recently, possibly as a means of securing an established highway for modern vehicles that served the campsites here in the cooler months. Additionally, directly under the road surface lay a deposit containing modern rubbish. Light brown yellow sand (3016) which was almost sterile in terms of finds except for small pot fragments and the broken remains of a small light bulb lay directly beneath the road. The lack of finds and soil consistency suggests that the deposit was formed from wind blown sand which had covered the broken extant remains of the inner city wall (3010) linked to the tower. It is significant since it displays a period of inactivity where windblown deposits (containing modern electrical rubbish) had covered the ruins associated with Al Zubarah and then a modern road had been laid down over the top.

The road abruptly stopped approximately 2-3m northeast of the tower. It was suggested that it may have been removed by bulldozers in beach clearance activities after the oil spillage of the 1990’s Gulf War. However, there was no evidence of a destroyed road piled up with the spillage detritus. It is possible therefore that the highly robust stone was placed as a road for modern vehicles in an area where the ground was too soft or in a bid to preserve and bridge the extant archaeological remains below. The inner city wall stretched right up to the tower, therefore providing an obstacle for drivers wishing to find a direct route along the beach. Whatever the case, this feature was deemed modern and since there was no real need to destroy and excavate the whole surface within the limits of the site, only the road that covered the extant remains of the tower and the inner city wall was removed.

6.3.8 Conclusion and Recommendations
The excavation of this site effectively addressed the three main research objectives mentioned in the introduction. The road was confirmed as a modern construction and as such, did not prove that the pier further south was part of the Al Zubarah settlement. Excavations characterised Tower 11 as a watch tower, which overlooked the bay either for commercial shipping or for oncoming enemies. The idea that it was a gate-house made for the road that ran from the pier was dismissed. Additionally, work here effectively characterised the inner-city wall as well, and confirmed that the tower was
included as part of its construction. The wall appears to have been merely a boundary wall and not a defensive structure. The two evaluation trenches cut next to the wall effectively aided a small and very detailed insight into the stratigraphy of this area. The three phases of archaeology seen therein displayed an area that had been used temporarily and intermittently as a zone of more ephemeral settlement consisting of tents and/or huts, which had then grown in popularity to the extent that by the time the ZUEP03 area was abandoned, permanent or semi-permanent occupation had been occurring here.

The evaluation trenches have both their positive and negative aspects. Interestingly, it is the large deposit (3028) and the subsequent trench deposits that link this area to those of ZUEP01 and ZUEP02. On these sites, layers of blackened charcoal-rich deposits were found overlying complex archaeology that indicated intense occupation activity had been brought to a swift halt by a period of destruction/demolition (see Sections 6.1 and 6.2). This sequence is also clearly demonstrated at ZUEP03. However, the disadvantages of cutting these trenches lies in what they did not reveal. Most layers near the very top of Trench 1 and 2 seem to be well established, almost like proper floor surfaces found within buildings. The question that arises here is whether the location of the trenches had just missed masonry structures that point towards early buildings built before the construction of the inner city wall. It seems unlikely that these trenches were placed in a courtyard or open-area within a constructed precinct – these features should have been evident from the ground surface. The evidence of post holes and other pitting activities strengthens the argument that, along with the absence of masonry structures, this area was used for temporary structures, such as tents or huts.

Despite their shortcomings, the trenches have highlighted the type of activity that was occurring. Ex­
cavations at ZUEP03 have also revealed, and adequately recorded, the only remaining architectural features in this area, as well as dismissing the idea that somehow the pier was part of the original settlement.
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6.4 Zubārah Excavation Point 04

Tom Collie

6.4.1 Introduction

The site at Excavation Point Four (hereafter ZUEP04) was located in the southeastern part of Al Zubārah and focused on an area containing a number of large rooms and courtyards enclosed by a massive perimeter wall with associated corner towers (Figure 6.4.1). It spanned an area of 35m x 35m with the south-western corner of the grid located at 180940E/468670N. The excavation area centred on the south-western corner of the precinct area, incorporating the corner-tower remnants, part of the outer wall, the precinct wall and also five rooms within the precinct itself. ZUEP04 was opened for three main reasons. The first was to gain a fresh view of Al Zubārah in its earliest stages of development since previous excavation points had centred on later archaeological targets situated within the inner-city wall. The second was to gain insight into the lives of what can be assumed to have been an important family or group in Al Zubārah’s society. The third reason was to extend the characterisation of Al Zubārah as a whole archaeological entity. By placing ZUEP04 far away from the other two excavation areas, a wider understanding of the development of Al Zubārah was gained.

Investigations in this area were centred on three main objectives. The first was to fully characterise and record the architecture of the south-western precinct tower. The second was to cut a small trench between the outer precinct wall and outer town wall to gain information, dating evidence and relational stratigraphic evidence between the two features and thereby relate the construction of the palatial compound with the outer town wall. The third and final objective was to excavate and thereby characterise a number of rooms to the east of the tower housed inside the compound.

These objectives were clear and concise, proposed minimum intrusion to surviving archaeology while simultaneously detailing areas the development and chronology. The archaeology revealed was organised into four phases, the fourth representing the earliest activity through to the first, relating to the latest. The fourth phase corresponds pre-construction activity. Phase 3 represents the construction of the building revealing, where displayed, the processes and materials used. Phase 2 relates to the occupation of the building including architectural renovations, dumped midden deposits discovered outside the precinct wall and the occupation deposits and features found within the precinct rooms. Phase 1 - the youngest - included the most modern remains and incorporated the modern road surfaces, overburden deposits as well as the dilapidation and demolition deposits pertaining to the gradual degradation of the precinct architecture.

Prior to any archaeological investigation, the whole precinct area was digitally surveyed and a detailed plan of the internal structures of the precinct was completed (Figure 6.4.1). Digital surveying of the EP04 excavation area was also used to successfully record the present height of existing ground levels prior to excavation. This information is easily combined to give a full and comprehensive picture of this area of Al Zubārah prior to any intrusive archaeological investigation.

The archaeology revealed was discovered in six main spaces (Figure 6.4.2). Spaces 3000 and 3006 were located in an investigative evaluation trench located north and south of the outer city wall respectively. Spaces 3001 through to 3005 included the rooms within the precinct walls and represent
Figure 6.4.1: Plan of the 'palatial compound' and location of ZUEP04.

Figure 6.4.2: Post-excavation plan of Excavation Point 4 (EP04)
domestic spaces. Where the midden south of the tower was concerned, deposits had to be excavated in sequential spits, deviating somewhat from the standard excavation methodology of single-context recording (see Section 4). These spits contained highly mixed deposits of varying coloured sands, silts, ash and shell and so were excavated together in small groups. Where excavation was considered unnecessary or needlessly damaging to the archaeological remains, some features and contexts, particularly plastered walls and floors, were merely recorded and preserved in situ.

6.4.2 Phase 4: Pre-Compound Construction
Phase 4 relates to archaeology revealed purely in Space 3000 and 3006 that pre-dates the compound and outer city wall. This phase includes the natural deposits of light yellow grey bands of sand and marine shell which constitute the sabkha. Evidence of cuttle-fish bone was discovered at this level along with marine shells. The natural geology appears to slightly rise from the south to the north towards where the precinct and outer city wall were built. Natural geology was only revealed in spaces 3000 and 3006 since intrusive excavations in spaces 3003-5 only extended to the plaster floors.

Only one archaeological feature was revealed truncating the sabkha in Space 3006. This consisted of a 0.18m deep gully [4057] that appeared to run parallel to the outer city wall. This gully may represent a drainage feature, to prevent rising water from the sabkha reaching the wall and thereby compromising its structural integrity.

6.4.3 Phase 3: Compound Construction
Phase 3 details archaeology relating to the outer city wall, the construction of the precinct walls and the rooms within. A discussion on the purpose of these rooms and their contents is dealt with in the subsequent Phase 3, which deals with the occupation of the precinct in general.

Wall/Tower Construction Sequence
The tower <4012> and adjoining north/south wall <4069> were built directly onto natural sands. Precinct wall <4010> was then built into this structure. Physically surrounding the tower lay deposit (4030), a layer of thin gritty sand packed with mortar fragments. The outer wall <4004> was revealed to have been constructed on a similar horizon of trampled mortar. This compact grey brown gritty sandy silt deposit (3054) was very similar in consistency to deposit (4030) and was found at the same level but on the southern side of the outer city wall. Both deposits seemed to be trample layers and from this evidence it seems that the tower and precinct architecture was built prior to the outer wall.

Even though the deposit stratigraphically proves that the tower was built first, it is possible that both may have been built at the same time. Even though deposit (4030) overlaid the precinct tower, it was so thin as to suggest that this was merely construction material that had fallen to the ground during the building process. Since deposit (4030) was equal to deposit (4054), it seems that even if the wall and the tower were built one after another, there was little time taken between the two construction episodes. These deposits where mere interfaces between the construction processes and the natural
Figure 6.4.4: Western side of tower (4012) displaying internal masonry support

Figure 6.4.5: Eastern side of tower (4012) displaying external plaster

sediment below. In this case, the wall and the tower construction should therefore be seen as complimentary events, the wall being laid down very shortly after the tower, or indeed, maybe even constructed at the same time. This would indicate that the precinct building belonged to one of the earliest phases of Al Zubarah town construction, making it practically contemporary with the outer city wall.

**Tower**

The precinct’s south-west tower marks a distinct difference to the towers discovered in areas ZUEP01 and ZUEP03. The tower was substantial, with a diameter of almost 6m. Its interior was not filled purely with rubble, like the one seen at ZUEP03. Instead, a substantial masonry cross-like structure had been constructed indicating substantial support for the tower’s external walls (Figure 6.4.4). Three reasons have been put forward for its presence. The first most likely explanation may have been due to the original tower’s height, which required an internal support to prevent collapse. A calculation based on the length of the staircase feature <4084> together with an average height of one single step-riser suggested that the original height of the tower measured approximately 4m. Hardly monumental in modern terms but large enough to necessitate some form of architectural support mechanism. Secondly, it may have provided defensive support to withstand substantial impact from oncoming enemy assault or artillery fire. The tower’s height and subsequent strength would allow a substantial defensive position and viewpoint if needed. It has also been suggested that the masonry cross would act as a shock-dissipater for artillery that could be mounted on top. Finally, the cross could have fulfilled all three or any combination of these functions.

Both the masonry cross and the tower walls were constructed from roughly hewn beach stone blocks and tabular limestone slabs, the largest measuring 0.4m in both length and width and 0.15m in depth. The cross was built into the exterior walls and all masonry stone was bonded together with a light brown coarse gritty mortar. The eastern side of the tower survived to a far better condition compared to the west, where a substantial amount of the exterior wall had collapsed. The eastern and south eastern sides of the tower however had not collapsed and were rendered with a grey brown coarse plaster (Figure 6.4.5). This plaster was revealed to continue round the tower to the west and had obviously collapsed along with the rest of the western wall. It is clear that this plaster once covered the entire structure.

The materials used to construct this building appear to signify substantial financial expense. The tower represents a construction by, and maybe for, the wealthier occupants of Al Zubarah. This could indicate activities of a ruling family who were important enough to oversee part of a large towns defence system. It is true that this tower is situated in a position whereby it could provide defensive support to tower 19 on the outer city wall. In many ways, this massive tower construction is the first sign of many to indicate that the excavations at ZUEP04 were situated in an area of wealth and high-status.

**Walls**

As previously mentioned, the tower was constructed and built into the north/south running precinct wall <4069>. Both these structures were contemporary. The east/west precinct perimeter wall
<4010> was revealed to adjoin tower <4012> at foundation level suggesting that the north/south leg of the precinct wall and the tower were completed prior to the construction of wall <4010>. Both walls <4010> and <4069> were comprised of the same material: roughly hewn large limestone and beach stone blocks. They were both bonded by a light yellow brown coarse sandy mortar, similar to the other interior precinct walls. The north/south running wall <4069> survived up to 8 courses high, but looked substantially more weathered than the east/west running wall <4010>, presumably because it faced the oncoming winds from the sea and because wall <4010> was protected by both the tower and the outer city wall. Despite their weathered and dilapidated states, both walls were highly substantial, both in height, width and length. Indeed, wall (4010) seemed to equal the height of the tower. Both walls were almost a metre thick and stretched far beyond the L.O.E. They represent large expenditure in terms of materials imported into the area and support the case that once again this structure is indicative of an important family who commanded significant resources to erect a large structure that incorporated defensive features into its design.

The interior area of the precinct was divided by wall (4091) which effectively separated it into two areas (Figure 6.4.6). East of this wall were Spaces 3003, 3004 and 3005. West of the wall were 3001 and 3002. Since this wall abutted exterior precinct wall <4010> and also formed a main dividing line within the interior, it is believed to have been built right after the construction of the exterior perimeter walls. The wall was formed from roughly hewn limestone blocks and bound together with a grey yellow sandy mortar. The eastern side of this wall had remnants of a coarse pink grey plaster at its base. By contrast, the western side of the wall and the areas located to the west are rougher – the walls have no or little plaster. The floors, although hard, do not have the same smooth, level, plaster-floor surfaces. It was thought that the western Spaces 3001 and 3002 formed part of a kitchen and courtyard area. Another idea was that Space 3002 was just another room, bounded to the north by a east/west running wall that was again beyond the L.O.E.. Since these areas were not fully excavated in 2010, this needs further investigation in the future. Whatever the case, these western spaces contrasted to those to the east of wall <4091>. It is clear from this evidence and the plaster floors in spaces 3003-5 that the eastern area of this wall represents a more lavish domestic space.

Architectural Features in Spaces West of Wall <4091>

Spaces 3001 and 3002 both contained the staircase that provided an access to the top of the tower (Figure 6.4.7). The staircase was badly damaged but still displayed evidence of badly worn steps towards the base. The three remaining identifiable steps had an average height of 0.28m. The staircase abutted and ran parallel to north/south wall <4069> and was constructed from the same material as all the architectural features on this site. The staircase was built after the construction of the tower and outer perimeter wall but prior to the east/west wall features that divided Spaces 3001 and 3002. These features comprised wall numbers <4087>, <4088> and <4093> and also wall numbers <4111> and <4112> (Figure 6.4.9). It was originally thought that the first three wall segments were all separate features, collectively forming a wall and two doorways allowing access between spaces 3001 and 3002. However, further excavation revealed that the three segments were joined together by underlying wall foundations spanning the width of spaces 3001 and 3002. To determine the actual depth of this wall further excavations in this area will be necessary. No thresholds were put in place or markers for doorways. Instead an east/west wall was constructed and where necessary doorways...
were formed by the mere absence of stone. Indeed, examination of wall segment <4088> displayed possible indications of an arch spring, indicating that these entranceways were left permanently open (Figure 6.4.8). All this evidence points to the idea that these spaces were purely functional, a direct contrast to those well-decorated rooms to the east.

The last architectural feature evident in Space 3002 was stone plinth feature <4086>. This small 1.4m x 1m stone platform was revealed to abut both the staircase <4088> and the east/west diving wall segment (4087). It was constructed from the usual roughly hewn limestone blocks, randomly coursed and bound with a grey coarse mortar. The purpose of the structure was unclear, but it may have given support to both wall <4091> and the staircase. However, it was only 0.55m high above ground level and was dwarfed by both the features it was thought to uphold. It could have served as a work surface, sitting area or could have had an altogether different purpose.

Architectural Features in Spaces East of Wall <4091>

The eastern area of north/south diving wall <4091> was divided into three spaces. Both Spaces 3003 and 3004 included wall <4091> as their western-most extent (Figure 6.4.10). Access to space 3005 was gained via space 3004. The construction sequence for the walls in this eastern area seemed fairly straightforward, with walls <4079> and <4070> forming a northernmost extent, running parallel to perimeter wall <4010>. After this, north/south running walls <4074> and <4073 + 4072> were constructed, effectively forming Space 3005. Lastly, east/west wall <4090 + 4074> was constructed, clearly butting north/south running walls <4091> and <4073>. This wall thereby defined Spaces 3003 and 3004.

These spaces contained features that clearly displayed high-status attributes, most of which are discussed in the occupation phase. All thresholds (Loci <4077> and <4075>), which marked the doorways between the spaces, were constructed prior to the construction of plaster floor surfaces. Both Spaces 3003 and 3004 contained very well preserved smooth, level plaster floors. Evidence of this can be seen too in Space 3005 although this seems badly damaged, revealing the presence of flagstones beneath. Similarly, damage in the east end floor of Space 3003 displayed similar stones, suggesting these were placed down initially to form a level surface, and were then plastered over.

The last architectural features of this phase were features lying at the very eastern end of the excavation area. This included a north/south running wall <4081>, obscured partially by demolition rubble, and a staircase <4088> (Figure 6.4.11). It is clear that the staircase was built between north/south walls <4071> and <4081> suggesting it was either built at the same time or indeed after Space 3005 had been formed. The stairs indicated the presence of another level which may have been built over the top of Space 3005 or indeed on a higher level next to it. These architectural features lay directly on the edge of the excavation area and will need to be examined in a future season of work.

6.4.4 Phase 2: Occupation

Phase 3 pertains to the actual activity associated with the precinct and its surroundings. It includes renovations made to the tower and outer city wall, large midden deposits indicating occupation that
accumulated between the outer town wall and the palatial compound in space 3000 and also features and deposits discovered in the five interior spaces.

Renovations - Buttress

The first aspect of renovation in this phase came in the form of a limestone buttress <4011> that ran parallel to, and abutted, the outer city wall (Figure 6.4.12). It measured the same height and added 1.2m more width to the outer wall’s existing 0.92m. The feature seemed hastily built, using poor quality materials. Buttress (4011) was constructed from roughly hewn large limestone blocks with the occasional beach-stone. Some of this limestone was soft and degraded and contrasted greatly with the harder stones and mortar from the outer wall. The damaged limestone formed a structure of 6 stone courses which retained a rubble core and seemed harriscled built in order to support the city wall.

The buttress appeared to have been added soon after the construction of the original outer wall. Beneath buttress (4011) lay a 0.11m thick dumped occupation deposit of fine ashy silt packed with charcoal, marine shell, pot and bone, possibly originating from the precinct interior. There was no sign of any windblown sand deposits beneath this to suggest that this area had been left open to the elements for very long. It seems that the deposit had been dumped against the outer wall soon after it was built and then the buttress had been hastily erected on top thereafter. The buttress may have been erected to strengthen the wall, possibly against artillery fire, or it may have been built to provide an artillery platform on top of the wall or provide space for a manned defensive position. It may have been built simply to repair part of the wall that was poorly built in the initial construction phase. Given the proximity of the sabkha, which is still occasionally flooded during high tides, it may have acted as a flood defense. It is difficult to form a fully suitable answer for this structure when only 2m of it was revealed in the evaluation trench and, as such, it cannot be definitively stated that it was present along the entire length of the city wall. It would be interesting to reveal the extent of this structure in order to explain its purpose in relation to the outer wall.

Tower Wall Renovation Features

The second aspect of architectural renovation in this phase relates to the plaster rendering episodes on tower <4012> and east/west wall <4010>. On the face of wall <4010> lay a light green grey plaster (4068) which clearly illustrated that the outer precinct wall had been repaired, or at least improved in appearance (Figure 6.4.13). The rendering episode was also clearly seen laying both stratigraphically and physically over deposit (4029). This deposit was interpreted as material that had fallen around the tower and the wall during basic construction. Since this was the case, it was clear that the rendering episode had occurred some time after the original construction phase. Moreover, a small trench [4033] running directly around the base of tower also truncated deposit (4029). This truncation was interpreted as a feature that would facilitate the plaster rendering of the tower itself right to its very base. Since the tower stands against oncoming coastal winds, the plaster render may have been a necessity and less of a status symbol – it would have actually aided the preservation of the towers structural integrity and minimise he damages caused by wind erosion. Both plaster renders on the wall and the tower are explained as improvements to structure as well as appearance, again confirm-
ing the idea the building was built by people of high-status with the financial means to improve a buildings outward appearance. Like the buttress addition, this addition may have been added very soon after construction had finished. It could even be classed as belonging to the construction phase itself if it was not for the fact that it had occurred after the disposition of (4029).

**Midden**

Directly on top of both the buttress and the plaster-rendering episodes lay a series of midden deposits. These were seen purely in the evaluation trench (Spaces 3000 and 3006) and were interpreted generally as deposits of dumped rubbish, presumably from the interior of the precinct (Figures 6.4.3, 6.4.14 & 6.4.15). Both spaces displayed evidence of this dumping, but there is one major difference. Smaller space 3000, the area south of the outer wall in the evaluation trench, merely displays refuse deposition. Space 3006, however, reveals a different sequence where a series of rubble collapse deposits were sandwiched between 2 midden deposition sequences.

In space 3006, the midden deposits were revealed to have been built up against the outer wall (4004). A deposit of brown grey sandy silt indicated a build-up of wind blown sand and was seen underlying a series of four midden deposits (loci numbers 4048-51). All contained pot, glass, shell and bone as well as charcoal and ash. These deposits were believed to belong to the same activities that formed the deposits seen north of the city wall in Space 3006: namely the dumping of hearth material, used floor surfaces and general domestic waste that had originated from the precinct interior.

As previously mentioned, the sequence of deposition in space 3000 differed to that seen in space 3006. Midden deposits (4022), (4024), (4025) and (4028) were dumped down over the tower, the buttress and also the previous deposits belonging to the tower renovations and initial construction phase. Over this lay deposits indicating possible architectural collapse, including layers (4013-14) and (4018-20). Deposit (4019) was interesting because it displayed a significant dump of material similar to that used in the tower’s construction, possibly indicating significant tower collapse (Figure 6.4.16). Deposits (4014) and (4013), similar in consistency and colour, were found lying directly above this dilapidation material but directly around the tower base and wall (4010). These deposits indicate a period of architectural decay where parts of the precinct had collapsed. However, they do not indicate the abandonment of the building in total since the subsequent deposition of more rubbish dumps were discovered overlying these rubble layers (see loci. (4006), (4015) and (4017)).

Interesting questions arise from this small sequence since there were no definite explanations for the presence of the rubble. It may suggest an attack from forces strong enough to cause architectural damage but weak enough not to cause the total abandonment of the building. It may also have been caused by deliberate action from occupants of Al Zubarah itself where renovations were made to the structure and waste material was merely dumped and never cleared away. It may also be just explained by mere architectural decay. What can definitely be said is that rubble, similar to the building material from the wall and the tower, was seen slumped against the buildings base, on a bed of domestic waste. This was then covered by more waste, indicating continued occupation of the precinct. Whatever the cause of the rubble, it was not great enough to persuade the occupants of this area of Al Zubarah to move away and discontinue their normal activities.
Figure 6.4.14: Profile (facing east) of midden deposits in space 3006

Figure 6.4.15: Profile (facing east) of midden and dilapidation deposits in space 3000

Figure 6.4.16: Demolition deposits in Space 3000

Figure 6.4.17: Space 3001

Figure 6.4.18: Tonnûrs in Space 3001
**Room Occupation Features**

A discussion of the archaeological deposits and features found within the individual precinct spaces is given below, organised by space number.

**Space 3001:** As previously mentioned in Phase 3, this space was separated from Space 3002 by wall sequence <4087>, <4088> and <4093>. These wall segments formed Space 3001’s northernmost extent. The southern extent was formed by wall <4010>, the eastern extent by wall (4091) and the western extent by staircase (4084) (Figure 6.4.17). Beneath the demolition/dilapidation deposits (see Phase 1) the floor of this room was covered with a very thin (0.04m) trample layer (4005) in which small pieces of pot, bone shell and plaster fragments were found. Initially, this layer was believed to be part of the demolition deposits above but on closer examination it was discovered that the consistency, colour and thickness of the layer was uniform across the entire space. It was interpreted as a later occupation surface, possibly one of the last in this area, before the building fell into ruin.

Beneath the trample surface were some very interesting archaeological features that defined the entire room. The trample deposit (4003) covered a surface (4052) comprised of very hard grey silty sand. Into this were truncated six circular tannir cuts [4095, 4097, 4099, 4101, 4103, 4105] and a post hole [4107] (Figure 6.4.18). Each tannir truncation had a dark brown/black circumference denoting the remnants of charred and blackened pot. All features in this room, including surface (4052), were left unexcavated and preserved for excavation in the future. These tannirs suggest that this room was used for cooking. The multiple tannir truncations were reminiscent of those found and excavated this season in ZUEP01. Indeed, even though the tannirs were not excavated, a multitude of charred bone could be seen within. The lack of formal doorways and the presence of the possible arch-way indicated by the arch spring in wall segment (4088) suggest this was open to the elements, presumably to allow ventilation. The combination of these features and characteristics suggests that the may have been a cooking and food preparation area.

**Space 3002:** Space 3002 was bounded on the east by wall <4091>, to the south by wall sequence <4087>, <4088> and <4093>, to the west by staircase <4084> and stone plinth <4086> and to the north by the L.O.E. Only two deposits were identified and only one of those was excavated. The deposit excavated comprised a hard silty sand and contained metal, pot and bone. It is probable that this deposit was a trample layer similar to (4003) in Space 3001, since the two layers were revealed to be at the same level. Beneath this deposit lay another compact silty sand surface. This was left unexcavated and will be examined in a future seasons work. What can be said is that this surface was level with floor surface (4052) in Space 3001. It is possible that these two surfaces were contemporary but further work will be needed here to give a full examination and hence definition.

Both Spaces 3001 and 3002 represent a less sophisticated area within the precinct. The walls on the eastern side showed little sign of plaster work. The floors were rough and unplastered. There are no architectural embellishments in the stone work of the staircase or on the inside of the precinct wall <4010> in Space 3002. With the presence of the unexcavated tannirs, these two adjoining spaces have a functional character, and contrast with the more elaborately decorated Spaces of 3003, 3004 and 3005.

**Space 3003:** The spaces directly to the east of wall <4091> marked a stark contrast to those to the west. Space 3003 was bounded to the south by wall <4010>, to the west by <4091>, to the north by wall <4090> and <4074> and finally to the east by wall <4073>. Beneath the demolition deposits of Phase 1, and in similarity to Spaces 3001 and 3002, a 0.1m trample layer of light brown silt sand covered the entire floor. This deposit (4026) was interpreted as a thin occupation layer and contained quantities of pot, bone and shell. It was firmly compacted onto a smooth light grey plaster floor, which towards the eastern end had been very partially damaged revealing stonework below, similar to that seen in Space 3005. The plaster covered all four walls as well as coating the threshold feature <4077>, indicating a high status living area (Figure 6.4.19).

The doorway of this space was interesting since there was a clear rectangular depression set into the plaster of the floor. Within this depression lay a thin layer of beach shell (4056). This was the only evidence of a shell surface contained within this room, which appears strange since the neighbouring Space 3004 had a similar plaster floor that had been entirely covered and recovered with beach shell. However, it would seem likely that a depression set directly into the plaster floor would indicate the presence of another feature – in this case the shell deposit (4056). It perhaps indicates a transition between the two spaces. In this case, it could be compared to a modern day “doormat”.

Directly beneath the shell deposit lay two post holes (feature’s [4063] and [4065]) set directly into the left and right corners of the doorway. These represented spaces to insert a doorframe (Figure 6.4.19). Clearly this room marks a stark contrast to spaces 3001 and 3002. It had plaster floors, a feature to indicate a transition from one room to another and evidence of a doorframe clearly demonstrating the expenditure of great effort and resources. Indeed, even the walls of this room showed some form of decoration. The southern wall <4010> included two niches [4110] and [4109] comprised of ledges of coarse pink-brown lime plaster, similar to the plaster seen used in the floors and the walls. Additionally, a similar feature was seen evident in the western wall <4073> and was interpreted initially as a window through to Space 3005 which had been blocked up to form a niche. Examination of this from the other side of the wall in Space 3005 displayed no real evidence of repair. It is therefore likely that this feature was built deliberately and set back from the wall face.

**Space 3004:** Space 3004 was bounded in the north by walls <4079> and <4070>, in the east by walls <4087> and <4073>, in the west by <4091> and finally in the south by <4090> and <4074> (Figure 6.4.20) which became extremely hard towards the bottom as if the shell was stuck to the floor itself. This may have signified tread where use of the room had compacted the initial shell layer into the plaster. Interestingly, the entrance made in the northern walls <4079> and <4070> seems to lead directly outside into a courtyard space, seen represented here by plaster floor (4078). It is possible that space 3004 represents a transitional area between the exterior courtyard unexcavated this season and Spaces 3003 and 3005. The shell layers could denote surfaces that would facilitate access between a dusty outside area to a clean plastered floor area. Both Spaces 3003 and 3005 contained no
Figure 6.4.19: Threshold area in Space 3003

Figure 6.4.20: Shell deposit (4060) in Space 3004

Figure 6.4.21: Decorative plaster work at the doorway linking Spaces 3003 and 3004

Figure 6.4.22: Decorative plasterwork from doorway linking Spaces 3003 and 3004

Figure 6.4.23: Space 3005
similar shell deposits. They were rooms connected to an area that was semi-exterior/semi interior – like a modern day porch although much bigger and grander. The entranceway in walls <4079> and <4070> seems wide and open, showing no signs of doorframes or signs that the room could be closed to the outside. Moreover, remains of collapsed arch/ceiling-vaulting material (4045) (discussed later in Phase 1) were discovered lying directly over this entrance, indicating again that Space 3004 had an open entrance. Here, then, is evidence of a major exterior space leading into an interior space that was both open to the outside and also a passageway through to clearly defined interior spaces.

Two other features from this room need to be discussed. The first is a possible blocked doorway in the far western wall <4091>. There is definite disturbance in the matrix of the wall here but the material used to block any possible doorway only extends to a point approximately 0.25m above the floor level. If this had been an original doorway, the threshold would have been unnaturally high. Examination of the other side of this wall also indicated that signs of a blocked doorway were vague at best. It seems that this was merely a repair to the wall, and not a definite entranceway between Spaces 3002 and 3004.

The second feature focuses on decorative plaster work found on wall <4074> surrounding the doorway, linking Spaces 3003 and 3004 (Figure 6.4.21). Surviving remnants still existed on this wall within Space 3004 but better examples were rescued which had fallen off in the later dilapidation phases (Figure 6.4.22). Once again, this evidence indicates a high status structure, and whoever built this had the financial means to fund and incorporate lavish decoration into the most simplest and basic of features. This also points to the idea that the clean beach shell-less Space 3003 was an important interior room since the entrance into it was lined with beautiful plasterwork.

**SPACE 3005:** Space 3005 was bounded in the east by wall <4071>, in the north by <4070>, in the south by wall <4010> and in the west by walls <4072> and <4073>. This room was by far the most interesting (Figure 6.4.23). Against the southern end of the room was a madabies <4042> along with an accompanying storage jar (4043). The date-press was similar to those found in areas ZUEP01 and ZUEP02. At the northern end of room 3005 lay a plaster-lined basin <4041> together with a drain, which ran down out of the space and beyond the L.O.E. These features lay on a floor <4040> constructed of predominantly limestone flagstones, although some were beach stone, which was then covered in a coarse pale grey plaster. The flagstones were similar to those partially revealed under the plaster floor in Space 3003 and were seen easily since the plaster had been highly eroded. The plaster erosion may have been explained by the room’s constant use.

The date press consisted of seven fragile plaster channels running north/south which collectively emptied into a main collection channel running east/west, parallel to wall <4010> (Figure 6.4.24). The seven channels all dropped subtly in level to allow fruit liquor to drain into the main east west channel. This in turn dropped towards the northeast end; ensuring liquid would flow down towards the storage jar. The date-press storage jar, encased in a smooth squat square plaster block, was situated at the northeast (Figure 6.4.25) and, although a separate feature, seemed joined to the press itself. Liquor would therefore flow down the channels to the northeast and into the jar, which had a small hole in the rim to facilitate the passage of fluid. Since the jar was both permanently set into the actual floor and joined to the date-press, pouring liquor out of the jar would have been impossible. Fluid may have therefore been ladled out into separate vessels. The date-press channels were filled with a fine grey silty sand (4038) which was comprehensively sieved and sampled for finds. Small
pieces of plaster with the indentations of palm leaves were rescued indicating that this vegetation had been used to sieve the date juice. The madabes characterises and dominates this space – all other features seemed to have been built to provide support for it. The plaster basin <4041> in the north, along with its accompanying drain system, was believed to provide washing facilities for users who were covered in sticky date liquor. It was dismissed as a latrine, since it would hardly be hygienic to place facilities in a room dedicated for food production.

The floor seems to have been degraded due to the constant use of this room. Over the floor lay deposit (4037) consisting of grey medium compacted silty sand. Interestingly, careful excavation of this deposit revealed large amounts of shattered pot, some of which appeared unfired (Figure 6.4.26). These broken jars may relate to the vessels used to transfer the date liquor out of the room. This occupation deposit covered the entire floor of Space 3005 and continued right up to threshold <4075>. All four wall faces of this room were plaster covered, similar to those found in Spaces 3003 and 3004. Similar to Space 3003, the northernmost wall <4070> contained a niche comprised of light grey smooth plaster. This did not extend across the entire width of the wall, indicating that it was a niche rather than a window. Once again, more evidence of high status occupation is demonstrated through these features. Space 3005 contains all the lavish accoutrements of Spaces 3003 and 3004 and the functionality of Space 3001. It was geared to food production in a high status area.
6.4.5 Phase 1 - Collapse

The last phase in this ZUEP04 incorporates deposits and features pertaining to the decay and dilapidation of the precinct building and the outer city wall. Outside of the palatial compound, dilapidation and collapse deposits are represented by loci numbers (4005), (4009) and (4046). Deposit (4046) was a layer of rubble from the outer city wall, lying at the top of Space 3006. This was overlaid by the modern road surface. In Space 3000, deposit (4005) represented the dilapidation of both the buttress <4011> and the outer city wall <4004> at the northern end of the trench, a deposit of compacted wind blown sand (4009) lying directly beneath the main architectural dilapidation deposit of (4001). The wind blown sand highlights that there was some form of inactivity or abandonment here before the tower and wall collapsed since the deposit seals the midden tip layers beneath. The main windblown sandy overburden layer (4000) then covered these spaces entirely.

Similar dilapidation deposits were evident inside the palatial compound. Space 3001 was totally covered by rubble deposit (4002), presumably material that had fallen from the top of the tower, the staircase and the surrounding walls. Pot, bone, metal, massive roughly hewn limestone blocks and plaster fragments were all found within this deposit. This space and Space 3002 were then covered by the main demolition deposit (4001) (Figure 6.4.27) and the subsequent wind blown sand overburden layer (4000). There was really little difference between the rubble demolition in (4001) and (4002) except that deposit (4002) was confined within the boundaries of space 3001 and did not spread out over a large area.

Rubble collapse deposits signifying dilapidation were represented in Space 3003 by deposit (4023), in Space 3004 by deposit (4021) and in Space 3005 by deposit (4031). Directly to the north of Space 3004 was a separate collapsed feature that must be discussed. This was the remnants of an arch and vaulted ceiling (mentioned briefly in Phase 2), which had either toppled down from the edge of space 3004 or indeed fallen directly down from the above plaster floor (4078) (Figure 6.4.28). It deserves mentioning since it displayed once again evidence of high status living. The arch was constructed from the same grey pink plaster seen so often on the walls of the precinct rooms. This surrounded and bound small blocks of white quartzite, which reflected the light like minute shards of a broken mirror. This was probably used to create maximum effect and was seen no where else on site, suggesting it may have been a luxury material. The remnants of the ceiling vaulting and large slabs of probable vertical plaster facing were, in places, seen to be held together by slats of very thin wood, seen evident when the plaster fragments were broken in two. It seems likely that these slats served as support for newly rendered plaster which was applied to a wall face to create fine smooth and sometimes patterned surfaces. The collapsed arch/vaulting serves as the last reminder that this precinct building was built by someone who had resources enough to fund expensive architectural design work. Like all the other spaces in ZUEP04, Space 3004 and its collapsed ceiling was covered by windblown sand overburden deposit (4000).

6.4.6 Conclusions and Recommendations

The excavations in ZUEP04 achieved its three objectives. Investigations revealed a monumental tower structure, over 2 metres in height and 6m in diameter which formed a strong defensive position, which was tall enough to require internal structural support and built at the same time as the outer city wall. The structure contrasted to the other towers excavated at Al Zubarah since it showed no signs of an outside spiral structure to gain access to the top. Instead, a massive masonry stair case provided access from within the compound. The tower seemed well placed in relation to the city wall to add additional defences and displayed signs of high status construction materials and building techniques.

The midden was formed directly outside the tower slumping down to the outer wall. In profile, it contained striations and lenses of charcoal, dumped sandy shell and ash, dispersed regularly with huge amounts of fish and mammal bone, along with broken ceramics. The evaluation trench excavated was a definite success since it enabled the discovery and subsequent recovery of early dating material. Moreover, both Spaces 3000 and 3006 highlighted city defence renovations which could not be seen from just mere surface observation.

Excavation of the compound rooms displayed evidence of high-status living, on multiple levels and within large decorated spaces. The spaces were divided into two groups, aptly separated by the main north/south wall (4091). Spaces 3003-5 can be described as far better decorated and lavish than spaces 3001 and 3002. The plaster floors, the vaulted ceilings, the plaster wall decorations and the shell occupation layers all point to high-status domestic life. The spaces west of the main dividing wall seem more functional and basic. These two areas as a whole collectively depict the precinct as a self-sufficient entity. The tannirs and the date-press, features seen elsewhere in Al Zubarah in ZUEPO1 and ZUEP02, point to the idea of self-sufficiency in domestic production. This may indicate that the compound was able to operate independently away from the machinations of daily life further away in the town.

Regarding future works at this precinct, an examination of the digital survey map is useful (Figure 6.4.1). The compound appears to be divided into eight courtyards, which appear to be accessed by streets. Each courtyard may be surrounded by rooms following a similar pattern to those excavated in ZUEP04 (2 spaces which both have their eastern and western extents bound by the presence of one separate room). It would be useful to characterise one whole section of this compound to provide an example of the general domestic structures and activities that were be found within the compound. This would also illuminate any particular features stationed within the courtyard like access to wells, evidence of podiums etc. One possible problem that could be encountered here is that the southwestern section is not typical since part of it incorporates a defensive tower. Given that the time taken to excavate the rooms in EP04 was relatively short, a lot of ground may be covered, enough possibly to venture into areas that did not incorporate a massive tower. The most interesting area of the whole precinct is the central courtyard itself and the buildings directly linked to it. It would be great to understand what role it played in relation to the whole precinct in general.

These new excavations would obviously propagate new questions and thereby provide more work. There are of course unanswered questions from the excavations made this season. How large is the midden? How far does the buttress feature <4011> support the outer wall – does it support just a small portion, as revealed in Space 3006, or does it stretch further along the outer town wall? Is
Space 3002 a room or the beginning of a courtyard space? Where do the stairs lead in the east and what kind of first floor structure can be revealed by excavating them further? What are inside the tannirs in Space 3001? These questions could be answered in conjunction with the excavation of the south western section of the compound, creating a greater understanding of this portion of the precinct in general. Future excavations will undoubtedly extend our understanding of the precinct and hence Al Zubarah itself.

7. Qal‘at Murayr

Gareth Rees

7.1 Introduction

Work at Qal‘at Murayr aimed to locate and characterise the remains of the fort known to have existed somewhere within the area opposite the extant Zubarah fort, to the east of Al Zubarah. The former core of Qal‘at Murayr was identified to be situated adjacent to the modern road with buildings spreading south and west up to the limits of the sabkha and continuing across flatter terrain to the east. The total area surveyed and encompassed 73.4ha and was carried out with a TST total station, and also involved evaluative excavations. Excavations (labeled Murayr Excavation Points - MUEP) aimed to characterise the age and depth of surviving deposits and also to clarify the location of the fort complex. In all, twelve trenches were opened: seven within the suspected fort complex (MUEP01-05, MUEP07-08), one over a building outside of the main complex (MUEP06) and four in an area of hard standing to the south east (MUEP09-12).

The survey revealed three areas of structural activity including the walled fort complex to the north, several buildings lying just outside of this wall to the south, and a series of enclosed structures at the far south of the study area. A cemetery of at least 50 graves was recorded, as were eight wells. Nine hectares of mechanical disturbance were identified in a band across the centre of the site running from south west to north east. Six large, sub-rectangular deposits of shell were located on higher ground to the east and appeared to overlie all other archaeological features. These deposits had probably been excavated from the current beach and palaeoshoreline.

7.2 Topography and Setting

Qal‘at Murayr is situated at the point where the land rises steeply out of the sabkha up to the mid Holocene shoreline (Macumber 2009, 16). This is a change of 4.5m, from 1.2m above local datum (A.L.D.) to 5.7m A.L.D. over a distance of around 300m from east to west. This slope is at its steepest when approached from the west and south west, with the same increase in height being achieved over a distance of 700m when a transect is taken from south to north. The fort complex was located on this high ground to the north west of the surveyed area (Figure 7.1). The land to the north and north east of Qal‘at Murayr rose by a further 3m towards the site of the current extant fort. Significant topographic change was encountered toward the east of the site where three promontories, capped by recent shell deposits rose to heights of around 7.5m. This undulating landscape with occasional steep relief rising or falling over 2-3m, continued to the east of the surveyed area. To the south the land dipped into a spur of sabkha before gently rising towards the southern horizon. The landscape and archaeology of the survey area were characterised predominantly by their relationship with the sabkha. This location at the palaeo-shoreline, from where views of the surrounding landscape were unimpeded, appears to have been an ideal strategic location for a settlement. In general all enclosures and buildings identified, even those on the lower ground, were located on slight rises in the landscape sometimes as little as 0.4m above the surrounding terrain. This presumably reflects both the unpre-
dictable nature of the generally moister and still occasionally flooding sabkha and the relatively im­permeable nature of the ground.

The modern setting of the survey area is one of a rocky desert. The boundary of the survey area was set to the north by a fence that cut through many of the archaeological features (Figure 7.2). This fence was built by the Qatari Ministry of Environment to ensure that camel herds did not wander on to the road north of the fence. The road is also a post-1960s addition to the landscape which has im­pacted and disturbed a part of the site (see Section 2 and Figure 2.4). This is particularly apparent when the screening walls that run from Al Zubarah are followed westwards towards Murayr, which were entirely truncated by the course of the road and its surrounding easement.

The site is accessed by a gate opposite the modern fort which leads on to a track that appears to have been bulldozed through the landscape. This track, which measured c. 7m wide, runs down slope from north to south before joining the well preserved remains of a camel racing track which can be seen clearly on aerial images. Other temporary tracks criss-crossed the entire site including the building remains in the fort area. These tracks, caused by 4x4 vehicles, continue to be made up to the current time and add significantly to the erosion of any surviving features.

Prior to the current phase of work at this site the area had already been recognised for its archaeologi­cal potential and a boundary had been placed around it by the QMA. This boundary was marked by road irons set into concrete topped by red tape. They were surveyed during the initial stages of the current project in order to ascertain if all surviving remains had been encompassed by it.

7.3 The Survey

The survey was undertaken using a Leica 1203 TST total station set up on a base line (stations S101 and S102) using a local grid system and QNG height data traversed from a nearby datum point. Three subsidiary stations were set out directly from this base line (S103, S104, S105).

All identified features were surveyed regardless of form, function or relative phasing in order to pro­vide an objective account of the current state of preservation, occupation and use of the landscape surrounding Qalʿat Murayr (Figure 7.2). Features were identified over an area that measured 917m from west to east and 973m from south to north. Four primary areas of activity have been identified based on associations on site and aerial photographic information. The area to the north west can clearly be seen on the 1958 photograph (Figure 2.4), as the location of the main structures of Qalʿat Murayr and for differentiation from the site as a whole has been called ‘fort’ below. To the south west of the fort complex a series of walls and associated features were identified that are described sepa­rately. Further to the south three large enclosures were recorded whilst at the far south western corner of the survey area a cemetery was located. In the centre of the survey area and continuing in a band to the north east was evidence of extensive landscape remodelling that overlapped with the fort com­plex itself.

7.3.1 The Fort and Associated Features

Considering the scale of activity visible in the 1958 photograph, very few surface remains of the fort survived with a single wall constituting the remaining standing remains of the site. An initial walk-
Figure 7.2: Plan of Qal‘at Murayr showing all archaeological features recorded during the total station survey

Figure 7.3: Plan of the fort complex showing excavation trenches

Figure 7.4: Plan of the outer wall of the fort.
over survey revealed the partial remains of the outer wall of the fort as well as walls of buildings that lay within the wall (Figure 7.3 & 7.4). Spreads of rubble over the area may indicate the location of other buildings as well as the probable course of the main defensive wall.

7.3.2 The Outer Wall

This area of features was bounded to the south and south west by the fragmentary remains of a wall and a large amount of rubble from its collapse (Figure 7.4). A section of this wall ran for 70m from NNW to SSE. The remains of this were at least 4m wide and consisted of 2 stone containing walls probably with a rubble core (Figure 7.5). This section of wall came to an end at a sub-rounded mound of rubble that rose sharply 1.7m up from the land to the south. This mound had a diameter of 10.5m and, given its location at the junction of two walls, it is likely to have been the south western corner tower of the fort (Figure 7.6).

Evidence of a substantial wall continued ENE from this mound for another 149m with preservation being best further to the east. Only a single wall line, 1.8m wide, was identified here, but the breadth of the associated rubble spread may indicate that the original structure had a width of at least 5m. Another rubble mound was located at the far eastern end of this segment of wall. This measured 13.8m from south to north and 13.2m from west to east. This mound was surrounded by rubble on all sides and so had less vertical definition than that at the western end, but given its location is likely to represent the footing or foundations for a tower.

No NNW return of this wall could be identified continuing from this rubble mound. The only evidence of the eastern section of this outer wall was a spread of rubble 6m wide and running 21m from SSE to NNW that appeared to bound the structural remains to the west. This feature was investigated and characterised in trench MUEP05 by the removal of overburden; the feature itself remains unexcavated. Two large mounds of rubble outside of the modern fence and adjacent to the road may represent the remains of the northern wall. The mound to the east measured 61m ENE/WSW by 17m whilst that to the west measured 132m ENE/WSW and was 24m wide. Only very fragmentary segments of bonded wall material remained within this rubble.

7.3.3 Internal Structures

Lying within the features identified as the exterior walls of the fort were the remains of a complex of structures that survived at the level of the current ground surface or just below it. It is not possible to estimate how many rooms were present in this complex given that only fragments of walls were exposed. The complex as a whole measured 134m from SSE to NNW and 152m from WSW to ENE, covering an area of 1.8ha, which seems to represent the interior of the fort. It was comprised of several phases of stone built walls up to 0.8m wide that were roughly aligned with the outer walls of the fort. Construction methods within this complex appear to have been relatively uniform with an unworked stone outer shell filled with a core of smaller stones, supported on the exterior by a render of gypsum plaster. Stones in these walls rarely exceeded 500mm in length with those in the core being no more than 200mm. The character of the building remains within the fort was established through a series of trial trenches that aimed to uncover the extent, depth and date of the surviving structure.
7.4 Trenches MUEP01 and MUEP02

Trenches MUEP01, 02 and 08 were excavated only to the upper archaeological levels in order to ascertain the extent of the occupation and survival of archaeological deposits and features within the fort.

MUEP01 was located on the west facing slope to the west of the building complex and measured 10m by 10m. No remains were evident on the surface. This trench was excavated to a maximum depth of 0.28m. Overburden (63) was removed down to a layer of stone rubble that made up 35% of locus (73). The soil matrix was a mid reddish brown and was very similar to the overburden. Removal of locus (73) revealed another fine reddish silt layer that contained fewer inclusions and may have been the result of wind and water-borne accumulation on this slope (74). These layers masked the surviving archaeological remains which consisted of a wall <140> and the possible remains of a robbed wall (138) (Figure 7.7). These were associated with several phases of mud surfaces (127, 128, 129, 130) and charcoal rich deposits that may have related to occupation (134, 135). Wall <140> exposed in this trench was 0.5m wide and 2.4m in length. It consisted of a mortar and rubble core and was faced with lime mortar on both its north and south faces. Four sandstone blocks appear to have been laid abutting this wall to the south and may represent the remains of a surface (Figure 7.8). Wall <140> probably turned and continued north as <138>. There was no evidence of a westerly continuation. It seems likely that only the lowest sections of this wall survived and given that very little building stone remained it is possible that this wall was robbed before the levelling of the rest of the site.

The thick accumulation of silt (74) below the upper rubble (73) supports this.

Located 16m further east, MUEP02 measured 11m ENE/WSW by 7m NNW/SSE. It was targeted over an area where no walls could be clearly defined on the surface, but plaster wall lining could be seen protruding through the over burden. Only 0.1m of overburden were removed in this trench before archaeological layers were appeared (Figure 7.9). Wall <10> consisted of four lengths of wall bonded together and plastered with lime mortar. Only a small amount of the stonework was uncovered at this level and this consisted of irregularly shaped unworked limestone blocks. Two spaces were defined by the NS segments of wall 10. The northern extent of these spaces was not identified. The western space was 5.7m wide whilst that to the east was 3.3m wide. Locus <32> within the eastern space may have represented a degraded, laid stone floor (Figure 7.10). Both spaces predominately contained a rubble fill (11) that was not removed; characterisation of the extent of these remains having been fulfilled by the removal of the overburden. Another wall <12> may have formed a thin partition wall that was a later addition to this space.

7.4.5 Trench MUEP08

Investigation of the extent of the building complex to the south was the aim of MUEP08. This trench was located 15m within the rubble of the outer wall and measured 10m by 10m. After the removal of 0.05m-0.10m of overburden (64) four cellular spaces were identified all measuring 2.6m from north to south (Figure 7.11). The walls were constructed in a similar way to those seen in other areas of the fort. The south west Space 14, bounded to the south and east by wall <106>, appears to have been an internal space. A thick (25mm) lime/cement plaster <107> had been applied to the north and west...
Figure 7.8: Sandstone surface abutting wall 140 in MUEP01

Figure 7.9: Plan of MUEP02

Figure 7.10: MUEP02 post excavation, locus (32) in foreground. Facing west

Figure 7.11: Plan of MUEP08
faces of wall <106>. This lining was seen to turn and begin to follow along the face of the south fac­ing wall before it became too degraded to follow.

After the application of this plaster a basin lined with a similar material had been constructed in the north eastern corner of the room abutting wall lining <107>. This basin <108> had a lip of 200mm around the west and south edges (Figures 7.12). There was a curved rim inside the lip at the north eastern corner. The basin sloped to a lined sub-rectangular drain in the centre that was 170mm wide. Rubble layer (105) abutted this basin at this level and presumably overlay associated surfaces and features.

Space 12 to the north west was primarily defined by wall <101>. This wall terminated with a large flat slab of cement that had been laid against its western end (Figure 7.13). This may have been part of a lined entrance way formed with wall <109> to the west. Two ash deposits, (97) and (98), were uncovered in this room but neither could be directly linked to its occupation. To the north east Space 13 was formed by walls <101> and <103>. An area of cement surface (104) set into <103> may indicate that this space was internal. Feature <100> was built from the same stone as the walls and abut­ted wall <101>. It measured 1.8m from north to south and 1.12m from east to west. This feature may have been a buttress associated with 101 although ash deposit (99) located within the rubble may indicate that it was the remains of a chimney or feature associated with a hearth.

Space 15 to the south east was formed primarily by walls <106>, <103> and <110>. No features within this space gave any indication as to whether it had an internal or external function.

7.4.6 Trench MUEP03

Trenches MUEP03 and MUEP04 were targeted in order to provide information regarding depth and date of any surviving deposits in these areas inside the fort. MUEP03 was located on a high point within the fort complex 6m to the north east of MUEP02. It included the ENE continuation of wall <10> (wall <152>). The trench measured 6m x 6m and was aligned on wall <10> - <152>, WSW to ENE, and was excavated to a depth of 1.18m. Prior to excavation very little remained on the surface, although the remnants of a stone and mortar were visible on the surface. After the removal of over­"
walls <155> and <154> before being covered with mud plaster (Figure 7.16). Presumably this gap had been the doorway into Space 7 to 8 (Figure 7.17). Another entrance into this space had been knocked through from the north between walls <153> and <155>. Cement plaster (162) had been applied to the sides of this entrance indicating that the re-plastering of Sp.8 was associated with a phase of remodelling of this whole part of the building. The deposition of (119) was the last in a series of events and remodelling in Space 8 which had involved the moving of the doorway from the east wall to the north wall.

The activity in Space 9 was closely related to that in Space 8. Below the rubble in Space 9 was an upper occupation represented by compacted silty-sand surfaces (118) and (124) (Figure 7.18). These surfaces abutted the surviving walls were clearly a reuse of this space after its primary function had become redundant. Surface (124) also abutted infill blocking (159) that had filled the gap previously knocked through into Space 8. Two small pits were cut into these surfaces. Pit [88] had been dug first; it had a diameter of 0.54m and a depth of 0.1m. Pit [85] was dug through the fills of [88]. It was...
Figure 7.17: Doorway Blocking (160) between Space 8 and Space 7-10, MUEP03

Figure 7.18: Late surface 118 in MUEP03 Space 9

Figure 7.19: Lined and covered pit [141] in Space 9, MUEP03

Figure 7.20: Surface (145) abutting wall 156 and plastering (162), MUEP03
sub-rectangular 0.36m wide with a depth measuring 0.12m. These pits both contained dark grey ashy fine silts. There was no evidence of in-situ burning in these pits or on the surrounding surface and so these deposits may represent one-off low burning events or the results of burning elsewhere and later deposition in this space.

The removal of surface (124) revealed loci (142) to the west and (125) to the east. Layer (125) was a compacted silty sand infill layer which included occupation debris. This may have represented the final use of the initial phase of activity within this room. Layer (142) was a coarse sandy silt infill of a pit that had truncated (125). Pit [141] was dug from the level of the abandonment layers (including (125) of Space 9 (Figure 7.19). The pit was dug in order to build a stone lined sump or cess pit the depth of this feature could not be ascertained beyond 2m because it remained unexcavated. This pit and associated drain were capped with a mixture of stone and mortar (144) that set hard and preserved a void underneath. This was then covered by deposit (142). The drain ran into the pit from the north and presumably was associated with a later phase of building than that represented by the walls in this trench.

In the eastern half of this space surface (145) represented occupation after a significant phase of re-modelling. This surface abutted plaster lining <162> which was associated with the knocking through of wall <153><155> from Space 9 to 8. At the same time as this knocking through event a new wall, 156, was built abutting wall <155> to the east of the space. Wall <156> continued eastwards beyond the edge of the trench. This new wall was lined with cement plaster <162> at the same time as older walls 153 and 155 indicating that it was designed to change the use of space within and that it was contemporary with these other walls (Figure 7.20). Prior to this re-plastering but after the construction of wall 156 a thick make-up layer for floor (145) was laid (146).

Activities in the larger space stratigraphically below wall <156> and make-up (146) have been assigned to Space 7. Description of this space represents the visible construction in this trench of walls and surfaces although given that excavation ceased at this stage there are no-doubt further phases below. Space 7 was formed by wall <152><155> to the south and wall <151> to the west. Walls <153><155> and <154> divided this space from Space 8. All of these walls were bonded together and lined with both mud and cement plaster and were part of a single construction phase (Figures 7.21 & 7.22). This phase also included the construction of a stair case, 148, between walls 151 and 153. Four of these steps remained with risers of 220mm and treads of 320mm (Figure 7.23). There was indication from the plastering at the top step that at least one more had been present. Hardcore (157) had been used to fill and level under the staircase. These stairs led down on to cement surface (150).

It was unclear from the excavations whether these stairs were leading up from a ground floor to the first or down from a ground floor to a basement. Given the later addition of sump pit [141] it seems most likely that Space 7 represents a basement. This is supported by the level at which floor surfaces were encountered in MUEP04 and MUEP08. This interpretation and the fact that it appears to have gone out of use well before the main phase of levelling over the site as a whole may explain the state of preservation seen in this building.

The construction of wall <156> formed a small area, Space 10 to the south east of the trench. This was bounded by wall <156> to the north, walls <155> and <154> to the west and wall <152><150> to the south. Rubble in this room overlay a drain feature similar to that seen in Space 9. It had been
cut through surface (161) which was associated with the original activity in Space 7. This feature was then covered with a cement mortar capping (164) and backfilled with rubble (143).

MUEP03 did not establish the total depth of archaeology in this area but it did prove that a great deal survives below the surface. Particularly important is the fact that there appears to have been several phases of use prior to the final modern demolition.

7.4.7 Trench MUEP04 and MUEP07

Excavations in MUEP04 targeted a short length of wall identified 25m to the west south west of the western outer wall. The trench was aligned on this wall and measured 11.3m x 8.5m. It was excavated to a maximum depth of 0.5m. After the removal of overburden (2 and 3) a highly compacted demolition rubble was uncovered (4 and 5) (Figure 7.24). A small pit, [13] was uncovered below this rubble which may have been used as a temporary fire pit at some point after the initial abandonment of this building. Its fill (14) contained moderate amounts of charcoal inclusions. After the removal of the rubble layers (4) and (5) two spaces were identified. Space 4 to the east and Space 5 to the west. Wall <165> defined both of these spaces. This wall varied in thickness between 0.7m and 0.8m and was constructed from a mixture of limestone and flint. The walls were lined with a cement-like lime-based plaster which survived best on the internal faces of the walls. Both Spaces measured 3.8m in width and 5.6m in length although the corners of walls <165> with the internal dividing walls were not at perfect right angles and so dimensions varied within the rooms.
Figure 7.26: MUEP04 post-excavation: Space 4 (left) and Space 5) right

Figure 7.27: Post-excavation plan of MUEP07

Figure 7.28: MUEP07 Foreground: demolished stone floor (35) with undisturbed surfaces of Sp.6 behind. Background: MUEP04

Figure 7.29: Western wall of well in fort complex
The removal of lower rubble layer (19) in Sp.4 revealed cement surface <167>. This surface was bonded to the wall lining. The surface was highly degraded and in places where it had broken up it was clear to see that (167) was the last of multiple resurfacing events. A cement lined basin had been built into the north eastern corner of the room (Figure 7.25). This measured 1.26m by 0.62m. This basin was filled with rubble collapse/demolition (65, 66, 67, 68) which contained moderate amounts of plaster fragments as well as inclusions of pottery and bone. The lowest fill (68) was sampled for charred remains in case any evidence of function remained prior to the accumulation of the rubble.

The basin had a step or seat built into it at the eastern edge. This was 0.14m below the level of the surface and was 0.42m wide. There was then a drop of 0.2m to the base of the basin. The cement surface (167) in Space 4 continued down to line the sides of the basin whilst a new lining (69) covered this inside the basin. This indicates that there was at least one resurfacing episode in this feature. At the lowest point in the basin a drain was uncovered. Some of the fill of this drain (72) was excavated and taken for micro analysis. The basin is the focal point of this room with surface (167) generally angled to drain into it.

Closely associated with this basin, two other features had been cut into the floor. Pit [80] lay just outside of the western end of the basin. It contained two natural infill deposits at the top which were removed to reveal deposits (77), (78) and (79). These deposits were burnt and ashy and may have related to the original function of the pit. Pit [80] had a diameter of 0.29m and a depth of 0.23m and was lined with a fired clay material 30mm thick. It is most likely that this pit was used for coals or another hot material but there was no evidence of a fire having actually been set with it. Another small pit to the west of [83] may have been a similar feature, but it’s lining survived less well. Pit [83] was 0.14m deep and had a diameter of 0.24m.

After the removal of rubble and windblown accumulation layer (20) from Sp.5 it was apparent that this room had an identical layout to that of Space 4 (Figure 7.26). Several resurfacing episodes (166) were identified and a basin with separate lining was located in the north eastern corner. A small deposit of burning 0.24m in diameter may have represent an ash pit. Features in this space were not excavated.

Trench MUEP07 was opened 7.5m to the west of MUEP04 in order to establish if this sequence of rooms continued. MUEP07 measured 8.3m by 4.8m with an extension of 5m to the east (Figure 7.28). In the main trench several layers of compacted rubble were encountered. A 2m by 2m sondage was excavated in the north western corner of the trench which encountered deposits thought to be the natural geology after 0.2m. The trench was then extended to the east towards MUEP04. Wall <42> was uncovered running parallel to the internal divisions of wall <165>. This would have formed a cell equal in dimensions to Space 5 and Space 4 between this wall and the western wall of Space 5.

Surfaces seen continuing to the west of wall <42> indicated that a fourth room (Space 6) continued this suite to the west. Extensive evidence of demolition could be seen to the west where these surfaces (33, 34 and 35) became so degraded that only rubble remained. It was interesting to note the presence of a stone floor <35> under the multiple layers of cement resurfacing in Space 6. It seems likely that this was the original method of construction for the floor in these rooms (Figure 7.29).

Walls extended further to the west and two or three similar rooms may survive here. There was no evidence continuation to the north or south.

From the evidence recovered it is clear that the buildings within the fort were extensive and that in places they survive to a considerable depth and quality. To date pottery recovered from the site can only date the backfilling and abandonment of the site to the late 19th to 20th centuries but it is clear from the quality of preservation that sealed deposits that could shed light on the foundation and phases of occupation.

7.4.8 Associated Features

Several features within the fort and just outside of it may have been wells although none of these features currently hold any water. Within the fort a large square feature lay 17m to the south of MUEP92. This feature survived to a depth of 2.4m below the current ground surface in places and measured 10m by 10m at its widest points. This feature was aligned with the outer fort wall and the buildings within the fort. It may have been walled on all sides when constructed but now only the western wall survived along with a fragment of wall to the east. This wall was the most well preserved and tallest piece of standing masonry within the whole site of Qal‘at Murayr (Figure 7.30).

It had been built up against a feature that survived as a mound formed by a series of enclosing walls. One of these walls may have continued down as the lining of the well. This walled mound formed a high point with the ground falling by one or more metres in all directions around it (Figure 7.31). Similar wall constructions exist in historic and modern farms throughout Qatar, where one side of the wall was built up with a wall, which provided the base for a water tank for storing and redistributing water from the well. There was a gap of c.15m between this feature and the outer wall to the south and west.

Another feature that may have been a backfilled well lay 30m to the ENE. This feature measured 10m in diameter and was represented only by a slight depression in the ground so it was not possible to discern its original function.

Two other cut features were located just outside of the western wall. The southern feature measured 12m by 6m and survived to a depth of 1.4m. Two lengths of wall survived within this feature suggesting that it may also have been a well. The feature to the north was sub-rounded and measured 18m by 12.5m. It was 2.2m deep with a short length of wall surviving to the west. This feature had been cut through the outer wall of the fort and had sloping sides that were not indicative of a well. It is more likely that this feature represent a pit cut for stone robbing from the wall.

7.5 Features to the south and west of the fort complex

7.5.1 Western Enclosures

A series of enclosures were identified to the west of the fort outside of the outer wall on the lower ground extending for 220m to the edge of the sabbka (Figure 7.32). Three to four enclosures were identified although none were complete. These enclosures varied in area from 0.2ha to 0.7ha. They were generally aligned with the fort and consisted of lime stone and beach stone boundary walls (Figure 7.33) clearly visible on the 1958 aerial photograph (see Section 2.4). These walls measured 0.7m to 0.9m in width, but in many cases the wall was masked by a mound of rubble up to 5m in
Figure 7.30: Walled mound possible defensive keep. Seen from outer wall looking NE.

Figure 7.31: Plan of Western Enclosures and extra mural features.

Figure 7.32: Remains of enclosure wall facing WSW.

Figure 7.33: Masonry rubble in western enclosures.
width. The most northerly enclosure appeared to have had an extensive series of entrances that closely related to the outer wall of the fort. These walls were associated with a possible backfilled well. The enclosures to the south contained the fragmentary remains of walls that may have been part of buildings in the interior.

To the north of these enclosures an area of walls and rubble appeared to be the remains of several buildings. These are located at the point at which the curtain wall that extended from the city intersected with the fort (Figure 7.33). A substantial piece of mortared masonry was associated with these buildings and may give an indication of the scale of construction here or in the outer wall of the fort (Figure 7.34).

### 7.5.2 Buildings

A series of wall foundations were located surviving at ground level or up to 0.3m above it to the south east of the fort complex. These may represent up to six separate structures although the exact number was not possible to ascertain from the surface alone. The most northerly structures lay just 30m away from the outer wall of the fort. These consisted of five lengths of wall between 0.9m and 1.2m wide indicating quite a substantial structure. Evidence of these structures continuing WSW could be seen by piles of rubble up to 3m wide that followed the lines of the walls.

The remnants of a walled enclosure were associated with these building. An 'L' shaped wall, 0.7m wide, with a small internal cell was located to the south west of this enclosure, which may represent an area of garden beds.

A more substantial series of walled remains were located 40m further south. These buildings appeared to be located on a small rise that may have given protection from the sporadic flooding that occurs in this area during heavy rains. The remains of three buildings in particular were relatively well preserved. The most westerly of these was a structure consisting of two cells surrounded by wall rubble up to 2m in width (Figure 7.35). The walls were not particularly well defined but appeared to consist of small limestone rocks up to 400mm in length, with no discernable bonding or coursing. Both cells were c.1.75m wide and that to the east measured 4.5m in length whilst the length of that to the west was 2.5m.

This larger complex of buildings consisted of the remains of six walls that formed the layout of a roughly rectangular building that was orientated ENE/WSW (Figure 7.36). The walls were found to continue to the south west of this structure but apart from a single cellular room that was well preserved the other walls did not survive above the ground surface. A trench was excavated within the remains of the rectangular building in order to characterise the quality of preservation, depth and date of the building.

### 7.5.3 Trench MUEP06

The original trench measured 5.2m in length and was 2m wide. It was targeted over an intersection where what appeared to be an external wall was joined by a perpendicular 'internal' wall. The trench was later extended 0.4m SSE and 3m NNW and was excavated to a maximum depth of 0.56m.
Figure 7.36: Post-excavation plan of MUEP06

Figure 7.37: MUEP06 Surfaces (21), (23), (24)

Figure 7.38: Relationship of wall 9 with wall 53 facing west

Figure 7.39: Section 8 with surfaces highlighted, MUEP06
Removal of overburden (6) revealed the top of wall <9> and wind blown accumulation layers (7) and (8). These sealed rubble/collapse layers (15) and (16). These layers, in turn, sealed a compacted sandy wind blown accumulation that may have included some of the primary wall collapse (17 and 18). At this stage it was noted that three spaces were defined by the relationship of the external wall <9> and an inner parallel wall <22>, with perpendicular wall <53> (Figure 7.38). Space 1 consisted of the deposits to the north of wall <9>; Space 2, those deposits between walls <9> and <22>; and Space 3 those deposits to the south of wall <22>.

After the removal of locus (24) in Space 1 the compacted mud surface (24) was uncovered. This consisted of a compacted clayey sand with occasional stone and mortar inclusions. The trench was extended in order to find the extent of this surface. It continued for 3.4m before a degraded edge was found. There was no other structural evidence associated with this surface and so it is likely to have been external to the main rectangular structure. This surface was overlying natural deposits and abutted wall <9>.

Space 2 was thus defined as a probable internal area. Removal of locus (17) uncovered a surface (23) of similar consistency to that of (24) (Figure 7.38). This surface was 0.08m thick and also physically overlay natural geological deposits. It abutted walls 9, 22 and 53. Walls 9, 53 and 22 were all lined with a coarse mud render (58) within Sp.2. They appeared to be contemporary and were bonded to each other (Figure 7.39).

The trench was extended 0.4m to investigate Space 3 to the SSE of wall <22>. Here, the removal of locus (15) revealed surface (21). This had a similar consistency to that of (23) and (24) and abutted wall 53. Given the similarity of these surfaces it is possible that they were contemporary although no direct evidence of this was found. An exploratory slot opened 6m to the SSE of MUEP06 uncovered a similar surface (57) which may also be related to this phase of activity. Surface (21) was underlain by thin silty-sand surface (28). Both of these surfaces contained pottery dating to the 19th and 20th centuries. Removal of surface (28) uncovered another thin mortar based surface (31) which in turn overlay surface (43) (Figure 7.40). Surface (31) was cut by a large pit [30]. This pit was 0.14m deep and contained a large quantity of ash and charcoal and may have been used for the deposition of domestic refuse.

Surface (43) was cut through by a small pit into which an upturned vessel had been placed (Figure 7.40). The vessel (46) was a half complete wheel-made jar in a hard-fired, thin-walled, buff coarse ware. It contained a very fine ashy deposit (45) that included shell and bone. This vessel may represent the remnants of a temporary oven built into to surface (43) although no evidence of in situ burning was found. Surface (43) physically overlay natural geological deposits and abutted wall <22>.

Evidence for more intensive occupation was uncovered in Space 3 than in Space 2. Given that the walls surrounding Space 2 were bonded together and only one surface layer was laid it may be the case that activity in this room represents a separate, perhaps more short lived, occupation event.

7.5.4 Outlying Building

One hundred and fifteen metres to the east of MUEP06 a small square building was located (Figure 7.41). It measured 3m by 3m internally and was orientated ENE/WSW. An entrance 1.2m wide was located to the north east. An annex 1.2m was located at the opposite corner to the south west. Very little evidence of the function of this building remained and it may have been a temporary shelter or stock enclosure. It was not able that this structure was avoided by the later remodelling of the landscape and perhaps was standing and in use at this time.

7.5.5 Wells

Three wells were located outside of the wall of the fort in this area. A backfilled well and associated upcast were identified adjacent to the buildings immediately to the south west of the fort wall. This may have measured c.7m when first constructed with its upcast being placed to the east. It survived to a depth of 0.30m where the backfill had slumped. A well that may have been associated with occupation of the rectangular building (MUEP06) was identified 52m to the west of this structure. This had been backfilled and survived as a rectangular depression in the ground orientated north/south. It measured 18m by 6m.

Another well was located 84m to the east of these buildings (Figure 7.42). It measured 5.5m by 6.5m and was sub square in shape. It had steep vertical sides and had clearly not been backfilled. It was cut deep into the bed rock and survived to a depth of over 3m.
7.6 Southern Area

Three large enclosures were located 250m to the south of the fort (Figure 7.43). They survived in various states of preservation. Evidence for limestone and beach stone walls was found at all of the enclosures.

7.6.1 Western, north eastern and southern enclosures

The enclosure located to the west survived least well. This enclosure was formed by 8 surviving segments of wall (0.7m-0.9m wide) that bounded an area of ~1ha. A small walled structure attached to the eastern enclosure wall may have been some kind of building associated with the function of this enclosure. The southern segment of this enclosure wall was truncated by a pit measuring 10m by 10m which may have been used to remove stone from the wall for re-use elsewhere.

The north eastern enclosure was surrounded by three segments of surviving wall. The northern segment of the western wall was evidenced by a rubble mound 4m wide that followed its course. These walls measured up to 1.1m in width and surrounded an area of 0.6ha (Figure 7.44). The western end...
Figure 7.45: Walls of north eastern enclosure. Facing NNE.

Figure 7.46: Western wall of southern enclosure. Facing north.

Figure 7.47: Southern enclosure showing remains of internal dividing wall.

Figure 7.48: Well to the north of southern enclosure and knocking through of wall. Facing SE.
of this enclosure appeared to have been truncated by the construction of a trackway whilst a large pit and associated upcast had caused considerable disturbance to the southern wall. This may represent later quarrying for reuse. A series of walls had been constructed within this enclosure that may have been the remains of buildings as well as stock holding areas. The western most internal wall was evidence by rubble 5m wide indicating that a substantial wall may have laid underneath.

The southern most enclosure was the largest with an area of 1.17ha. Most of the walls of this enclosure survived only as rubble spreads, but where their width could be identified they measured between 0.7m and 1m wide and survived in places to heights of over 0.6m (Figure 7.45 & 7.46). The enclosure consisted of four areas defined by internal walls. The western most area may have been part of an earlier enclosure and the remains of this wall had been cut through by another wall to the east. It had also been cut by a pit, possibly a quarry, with the upcast dumped over the wall. The remainder of the enclosure consisted of three sub-rectangular areas with internal dividing walls (Figure 7.47). These walls survived as rubble mounds up to 2.5m wide and 22m in length. The north eastern wall of the enclosure appeared to have been knocked through and remodelled in order to provide access to a well (see below). This well was associated with a 1m wide enclosure wall that had been added to the north of the main enclosure. The eastern side of this enclosure did not survive well except for a 2m wide, curvilinear rubble bank 2m in width running from the well around to the south east.

The partial remains of several stone walls were identified further to the east on the eastern side of the modern track. Four segments of these walls possibly represented the remains of a sub-rectangular building. These walls did not survive well on the surface but appeared to have been covered by a layer of colluvium derived from the substantial slope to the north of them. Therefore it is likely that sub-surface preservation is good.

The partial remains of two other enclosures were located 53m to the south of the southern enclosure. These survived only as three segments of walls represented by only one or two stones on the surface. The function of the enclosures was not clear from the survey. Their location on what appears to have been a geological seam where water was relatively abundant (see below) and the presence of substantial walls and buildings may indicate that this area was used for domestic occupation with livestock and small scale horticulture.

7.6.2 Buildings

Located in the space between these enclosures a series of wall lines suggested the presence of a stone built unenclosed building. These remains survived virtually flush with the ground surface and consisted of six segments of wall up to 0.75m wide. The surviving walls covered an area 17m by 15m but since no complete course of a single wall was identified it is not possible to estimate the total extent of this building complex.

7.6.3 Wells

To the east of the enclosure complex seven wells were identified. Five of these had survived well with some moderate backfilling whilst the two furthest to the east had been completely backfilled and levelled. None hold water at the current time. Three wells were closely associated with the southern large enclosure. The most westerly of these wells was sub-rounded with steep sides and survived to a maximum depth of 4m. This may have been the original well used by the occupants within the southern enclosure. It appears to have been partially backfilled at some point. A second well 15m to the east was sub-rectangular measuring 11m from north to south and 6.3m from east to west. This survived to a maximum depth of 1.5m. This well was associated with a knocking through of the northern wall of the southern enclosure apparently to create access to it (Figure 7.48). The southern edge of the well was ramped and this may have been a later addition to allow access for animals. A wall had been built around the outside (north and east) of the well that may have been used to contain animals. A walled platform had been built on the eastern edge of this well that may have been associated with its original use.

Three wells were located to the north east of the enclosures. These all had vertical rock cut sides and substantial upcast deposits surviving all around them (Figure 7.49). The upcast consisted almost entirely of small natural rock fragments even though large blocks could be seen in the sides. These larger rocks were presumably used for building material elsewhere. The wells were square or sub-square measuring from 5m to 10m in width and were in excess of 3m deep. The most southerly of the three wells had a stone walled platform built into its southern edge, which may have once been the base of a tank (see section 7.3.1 above).

Further to the east two sub-rectangular areas of disturbed ground closely associated with a large upcast deposit may indicate the location of backfilled wells. This is supported by aerial photographic evidence.

The number of wells in this area suggests that this location, at the bottom of a substantial slope on the edge of the sabkha, was a place where water was close to the surface. It may represent a more permeable vain of geology that was being repeatedly exploited by the inhabitants.

7.7 The Cemetery

Located 116m to the south of the enclosures, on a small rise just before the land sloped in to the sabkha, an un-walled cemetery was identified. This rise was only 0.6m over a distance of 18m but the difference in vegetation and geology between the two areas made a visual impact in this landscape.

The cemetery consisted of ~50 graves represented by stone mounds measuring between 4m and 1m in length and up to 1.9m wide (Figure 7.50). These mounds were aligned from NW-SE with headstones surviving on 5 graves at their north western end. Erosion on many of the graves had revealed the top of the stone lined burial chambers. Two of the graves had suffered significant amounts of damage due to animal burrowing whilst all appeared to have been eroded by modern wheeled vehicles, the tracks of which were still evident.
7.8 Landscape Remodelling

All of the areas of the site were effected in some way by what appear to have been several different types of disturbance. These were mainly evidenced by linear machine tracks and the tooth marks of machine buckets.

7.8.1 Mechanical disturbance

A total of 9ha of inter-cutting linear tracks were surveyed. Although variable they averaged c. 70m in length. They were formed by two parallel stone banks up to 0.3m high which maintained a uniform width of 3.2m throughout the area (Figure 7.51). Several of these tracks were isolated from the others and gave the impression of planned agricultural beds with regularly spaced plots like those identified around the buildings located to the south west of the outer fort wall. The tracks appeared to have avoided the majority of the buildings with only one such track coming close to the surviving building remains outside of the fort.

Another area of disturbance was located within the fort evidence of which was particularly clear just within the southern outer wall. This disturbance took the form of overlapping linear marks that continued from c.60m within the fort to the outside of the main southern wall where building material and rubble had been pushed. There was also some evidence of disturbance to the north of the fort where linear tracks were seen to continue under the modern fence. Apart from these two areas, no evidence was found by the current survey of deliberate demolition of the fort; however evidence of heavy machinery compacting and degrading the surviving archaeology was seen in MUEP07 (see above).

Four areas of land, all to the east of the study area, showed evidence of JCB-360 machine levelling with a toothed bucket. These lines were particularly clear to the south east of the area where the remains of several buildings could be made out amongst the levelled rubble. This disturbance to the north east overlay the bull-dozer machine tracks.

7.8.2 Quarrying

The land to the far south of the study area around the southern enclosures contained evidence that the area may have been used for small scale quarrying for building stone. This was seen in particular in the pits dug through the walls and the enclosures where large blocks of natural stone had been used to build substantial walls. This use of naturally occurring local building stone was also seen in the upcast of the wells. On this lower lying ground on the interface with the sabkha slabs of natural stone were seen on or just below the surface and this resource appears to have been exploited on a small scale. In all 10 pits were identified including the two already discussed that cut through the enclosures. These pits were irregular in shape but showed evidence of being made by a JCB or similar machine. None survived to a depth of greater than c.0.5m. This may be due to the depth of the natural stone appropriate to building or because they have been largely back filled. All of these cuts were associated with spoil heaps.
7.9 Other Features

7.9.1 Linear Features

Three linear features were identified cutting across the entire width of the survey area and truncating all other features including the machine disturbance (Figure 7.52). They were truncated by the modern dull-dozed north-south track. These features measured 0.6m in width and appeared to have been dug with a machine. All emanated from the higher ground to the east with two of the features diverging from a single linear feature just before the modern track. The eastern ends of these features run up to a modern concrete hard standing and a track that leads to the modern road. To the west the linear features come to an end at the remains of three buildings. The northerly feature ended just before the point where it would have intersected with the rubble from the outer wall of the fort. The middle feature could only be traced as far as the buildings to the south west of the outer fort wall whilst the southern linear feature could only be traced to the track south of MUEP06. The construction of this southern linear feature truncated the remains of the rectangular building (MUEP06). The function of these features is uncertain although their form would suggest that they were designed to carry services of some sort to temporary encampments that are no longer present in the landscape.

7.9.2 Pottery Spreads

In total five pottery scatters were located in the study area. This pottery covered an area of up to 35m across in the largest of the spreads. Four of these scatters were located just to the east of the modern track and north of the area of wells associated with the enclosures. They were also associated with a poorly preserved and fragmentary stone built wall foundation, which may mark the location of a substantial early building (Figure 7.53). The scatters may also mark the location of middens which are now eroded. Another spread of pottery covering an area of 11m by 11m was located 150m to the west of the modern track and 175m south of the fence.

7.9.3 Shell Deposits

Deposits of beach shell were located to the north, east and south east of the study area. These took two forms, one of small sub-circular deposits with a diameter of up to 12m and the other of large rectangular hard standings. All of these shell deposits overlay all other features including machine disturbance. The sub-circular deposits tended to be found along the edge of the modern road.

The rectangular deposits had been laid down in twos or threes with a larger enclosed hard standing (up to 1.2ha) associate with one or two small hard standings. Some of these appeared to have been connected by tracks. The tracks also constructed from this shell deposit were then seen to lead from these hard standings down to the camel track; the camel racing track itself also being made from this shell deposit.

The largest of the hard standings was surrounded by a small wall consisting of a single line of rocks that may have marked the bottom of a fence line (Figure 7.54). A well was located in the centre of the western arm of this enclosure. This well had been backfilled with modern tins and other modern refuse. A section of bedding mattress springs was seen to be built into the wall just before it termi-
nated next to this well. The shell deposit was removed in four areas, three in the large enclosure (MUEP09, 10, 11) and one in the deposit immediately to the east (MUEP12). It was found to be up to 0.3m deep and contained modern rubbish picked up when the shell was taken from the beach.

7.9.4 Walls
Two rectilinear three sided walled structures were located to the east of the study area. Both measured c. 4m² and consisted of highly degraded walls that faced towards the prevailing wind. These features may have functioned as windbreaks for stock herders at some point. Very little remains of them to inform about function.

7.10 Discussion
A wide range of features were located and identified within the landscape of Qalcat Murayr by the fieldwork discussed in this report. The interpretation of features was aided by aerial photography as well as by the rescue excavations carried out as part of this project. It is clear from the small interventions excavated through several areas of the site that archaeology is preserved to a considerable depth in some places. It was also evident that in other areas later activity had completely truncated the surviving archaeology. Where pottery was recovered dates tended towards the late 19th and 20th centuries although some sherds dating to as early as the 18th century were also found. The fort itself was clearly the major feature within this landscape and was located on the natural rise above the palaeoshoreline. There was some evidence from the south of the fort complex, and from MUEP04 and MUEP07, that the building remains here had been disturbed or in some cases demolished by later remodelling of the landscape. However archaeological deposits sealed below rubble in MUEP03 and MUEP02, and sealed below slope-wash and rubble in MUEP01 indicate that a considerable amount of collapse had occurred prior to this levelling. This may imply that the preservation of other parts of the fort complex can be expected to be as good as that uncovered in MUEP03.

The preservation of the enclosures and buildings to the west and south of the fort demonstrates that there is a great deal of other activity in this landscape some of which may relate to the pre-fort occupation. The enclosures to the west of the fort in particular are especially degraded and may represent earlier features or at least those associated with the first phase of fort construction.

The location of the cemetery so far away from the fort also suggests that those buried there may not have been the occupants of the fort, but another earlier community, perhaps inhabiting the enclosures to the south. Evidence from the pottery spreads and the walls associated with them may also provide information on (earlier or later) communities.

The preservation of archaeological remains at Qalcat Murayr, both above ground and below ground, is generally good. Although no standing structures survive the quantity and quality of evidence is such that further investigations at any part of the site are likely to provide useful information on the history of this landscape including pottery and coin evidence to support phasing of the various activities. Excavations revealed that archaeological sealed deposits within the fort itself will almost certainly contain evidence of a date of foundation either through pottery evidence or through dating of charcoal or preserved organic material if excavations were to go to this depth.
In the next instance it will be vitally important to gain a better understanding of the ceramic material and other material culture recovered from the soundings. This will enable a much better dating of the origins of Qal‘at Murayr and its demise. This has to be carried in conjunction with work on the ceramic sequence from Al Zubarah, which will provide a comparative assemblage.

8. Furayhah

Gareth Rees

8.1 Introduction

Investigations at Furayhah, 3.5k to the north of Al Zubarah, aimed to create a topographic map of the surviving remains at the site and to determine the depth, quality and extent of preservation of the archaeology of the settlement (see Section 3.4). Survey was carried out prior to excavation with trenches targeting over specific features that had been identified during the survey. The total area surveyed and included in report encompassed an area of 70ha, with the main building activity identified in a band 250m wide and 1km from south to north fronting on to the sea.

The most prominent remains stretching for on the site is Qal‘at Furayhah which was excavated in 2005 by the QMA. These excavations also included a 20m by 20m trench to the south of the fort. The second largest structure within the settlement was identified during the survey is situated c. 45m west of Qal‘at Furayhah and situated directly on the beach. It produced evidence for column bases and collapsed arches. The alignment of the far western wall suggests that it may have been a qiblah wall, indicating that the building may have been a mosque. A substantial cemetery containing c. 650 burials.
als is located to the south of the settlement, whilst another smaller walled cemetery is located to the north. Middens were identified around and within all parts of the settlement and excavations were conducted of the largest to gain an initial idea of the settlement's chronology. An area of much more fragmentary building remains associated with eroded middens was identified to the east and may provide evidence for an earlier settlement. These buildings, cemeteries and middens provide evidence for an extensive settlement, which may have shrunk over time towards the south where a final, shorter lived phase of construction and occupation, was situated. Inter-tidal stone built fishtraps, surveyed in the sea just off-shore, provide evidence for the economy of some of the people who have occupied Furayhah at one time.

8.2 Topography and Setting

The settlement of Furayhah had close connections to coastal economy and maritime and coastal activity. The majority of building remains were located within 100m of the current shoreline. The terrain rose slowly from around 1m above local datum (A.L.D.) on the high-tide mark to 4.3m A.L.D. to the east of the surveyed area (Figure 8.1). The only prominent topography in the area were the rock outcrop of Jebel Furayhah that represents the southeast of the study area. They rise steeply out of the desert to heights of over 7m A.L.D. The jebel consists of several promontories of aeolianite which were formed from fossilized late Pleistocene dune systems (Macumber 2009, 4). These rocks are scattered with cup-marks often suggested to be of a prehistoric date.

The inter-tidal zone undulates greatly with outcrops of limestone being visible for almost 1km from the shore. The average high-tide covers this area with less than 2m of water at the deepest points. All of this area is exposed during low tide. There is no natural, deep harbour, and it is therefore unlikely that large boats would ever have been able to land at Furayhah.

The modern setting of the site is dominated by an abandoned walled villa situated to the south, while in the north a series of buildings and tents, which were occupied at the time of work, demarcates the other end of the survey area (Figure 8.2). No obvious traces of archaeology were seen to the north of these buildings and tents, suggesting that they represent the northernmost extent of Furayhah. Several semi-permanent tented encampments were also present along a ridge of high ground to the east of the study area.

Access to the site was from a tarmacked road built to access the villa. A large regularly used unmetalled track emanated from this and crossed the site from south to north. Many such tracks criss-cross the site and these often run over walls and middens causing considerable erosion and damage. Sections of one of these tracks, in the centre of the site running south east from the shore, may have been deliberately made by machine but all of the others appeared to have been created and maintained to the present day by repeated vehicles use.

An area of 1.2ha of land adjacent to the shore in the north of the site had been levelled and covered with rubble hardcore. It was clear from the survey that this levelling had destroyed the remains of a large number of buildings, although it is possible that some remnants were buried beneath the rubble.

Two cemeteries existed within the site both of which were previously been identified by QMA surveys. The northern cemetery is surrounded by a substantial wall up to 2m high. The cemetery to the south was marked out by road-irons the location of which were recorded prior to the survey of the cemetery. An attempt had been made to build a wall around this cemetery, too - as evidenced by a segment of partially constructed wall - but this was abandoned.

8.3 The Survey

The survey was undertaken using Leica 1203 and S09 TST total stations set up on a base line (stations S101 and S102) the location of which was set out from two known Qatar National Grid (QNG) datum points. Four subsidiary stations were set out directly from this base line (S103, S104, S105, S106). These included height data taken 25m apart across the site in order to create a terrain model of the landscape (Figure 8.1).

All identified features were surveyed regardless of form, function or relative phasing to provide an objective account of the current state of preservation, occupation and use of the landscape of Furayhah (Figure 8.3). Features were identified over an area that measured 0.6km from west to east and 1.3km from south to north. The predominant features identified were the remains of walled buildings. These were generally better preserved in the south of the site, while those to the northeast were most highly degraded.

8.3.1 Buildings

Walls lines survived up to 0.5m in height but were generally evidenced by linear mounds of rubble and soil overburden consisting of unworked naturally occurring limestone blocks up to 500mm wide. The plans of individual buildings could be made out at the south of the site with large outer walls surrounding large rooms or courtyards, which are associated with suites of smaller rooms and isolated ancillary buildings (Figure 8.4). It was not possible to identify a single complete building, although two buildings identified at the far north of the site were well preserved with near complete plans. No common alignment could be identified among the remains. The size of the buildings was relatively uniform throughout the site, although as degradation of remains was more advanced to the
Figure 8.3: All features plan

Figure 8.4: Buildings identified to the south of the linear midden
north and east of the settlement, it was harder to make out complete room plans. The courtyard spaces tended to measure around 10m by 12m whilst the smaller rooms were between 3m and 5m in length and measured c.3m in width (Figure 8.5). There were differing levels of preservation amongst the best preserved ruins indicating that newer structures may have been built over or reused structural features of older ones.

To the north of a linear midden overlain by a modern track the state of preservation decreased significantly (Figure 8.6). Only fragmentary wall lines were identified here but it was clear from the extent of the rubble that these buildings may have been of a similar scale and layout to those to the southern ones. Only four cellular rooms were identified whilst longer discontinuous lengths of wall indicated that larger rooms or courtyards may have been up to 16m wide. Many of the remains in this part of the site were covered with rubble from collapsed walls.

The best preserved building in this area lay between the high-tide line and the modern coastal track. The walls of one complete space survived forming a room measuring 12m by 10m with what may a possible entrance in the north west. These walls continued to the east of the modern track and to the north west indicating that this room was originally part of a much larger building. This room was the third largest preserved space within the study area and its current state of preservation may indicate that it continued to be in use for longer than the other buildings.

A series of particularly well preserved walls that may have formed one or two buildings marked the northern extent of settlement (Figure 8.7). These structures lay to the north of an area where other structures appear to have been demolished. These buildings contained courtyards measuring up to 25m long and 12m wide which were associated with small rooms at the edge of the compounds and a discrete ancillary building to the north west.

The two largest structures in the settlement were particularly well preserved. The previously excavated Qal‘at Furayhah and the mosque 50m to the west.

**8.3.2 Qal‘at Furayhah**

Excavations of Qal‘at Furayhah in 2005 uncovered a well preserved outer wall including towers on at least three sides. The outer wall currently survives to a height of 1.6m and where excavations have removed the rubble it measured between 0.7m to 1m in width (Figure 8.8). The outer wall enclosed an area of 42m² and was aligned north east to south west. There were no breaks in the course of the wall but it survived with only a few courses at a point in the northwestern segment and this may have represented an threshold/entrance measuring 2.5m in width. The eastern tower had been cleared of rubble in 2005 measuring 2.5m in diameter (Figure 8.9). The towers to the south and west survived only as mounds of rubble, which have not been excavated (Figure 8.10).

Within the building a series of cellular rooms had been uncovered abutting the north western wall (Figure 8.11). These rooms measured 3.5m wide and varied in length from 6m to 8m. The rooms were formed by walls 0.7m wide and were accessed from the inside of the main building. A madabes survived in one of these rooms.

Outside the north eastern wall of the main building the fragmentary remains of a rectilinear walled structure survived. These consisted of two wall lines, one to the south east and one to the north east,
Figure 8.7: Well preserved buildings to the far north of the study area

Figure 8.8: Southern wall of Qal‘at Furayhah. Facing east

Figure 8.9: Eastern tower of Qal‘at Furayhah

Figure 8.10: Rubble mound at southern corner of Qal‘at Furayhah
with a third wall represented by a linear rubble mound to the north west. All survived only at the level of the ground surface. The space within these walls measured at least 22m by 23m. A three sided walled structure adjacent to the north eastern edge of the north eastern wall may have been a small room associated with the main building or the remains of an external installation such as a tower.

This building was closely associated with and may be overlain by the remains of Qal’at Furayhah. Viewed independently from Qal’at Furayhah this structure would still be the second largest structure on the site, enclosing a larger area than that of the mosque excavated to the west (FREP01). These remains may represent an earlier phase of Qal’at Furayhah or an enclosed courtyard associated with it; however, they were not aligned with the surviving walls of the fort. The orientation of the structure differed by only 15° to that of the corresponding wall of the building in FREP01, which we identified as a mosque (see Section 8.4 below). The similarity in alignment, overall size, and the possible foundations of a tower suggest that this may be the remains of an earlier mosque. However, until further excavations can be carried out this remains untested.

8.4 The Mosque

Located 50m to the west of Qal’at Furayhah a structure measuring 22m by 18m was identified, which had a WSW/ENE orientation along its longitudinal axis. Walls survived around all sides of this structure except in the north eastern corner where was truncated (Figure 8.12). The northern wall and the south western corner were indicated by large mounds of rubble up to 2m in height. Several internal features were visible including the remains of a partition wall 7m from the WSW outer wall. The outer section of the WSW wall had been highly eroded by the tide, which regularly reaches the base of the wall. Following cleaning a mortar lined niche was visible in the centre of this wall (Figure 8.13). Given the central position of this feature in the wall and its alignment with internal features this niche may represent the remains of a mihrab, suggesting that the WSW wall is the qiblah wall of a mosque.

8.4.1 FREP01

This trench encompassed all deposits located in and in the immediate vicinity of the structure. Only two deposits were removed from this building during this season exposing wall lines and internal features to record them (Figure 8.14). The mixed overburden deposits (2) consisted of a loose coarse grained wind blown silty sand that was 0.05m to 0.1m thick. The removal of the overburden revealed rubble deposit (16). This layer appeared to represent the last stage of building collapse and included large pieces of masonry, mud-plaster, mortar and smaller stones from interior features. A large
pierced stone that may have once been an anchor and a fragment of grinding stone were found amongst this rubble and may have been reused as part of the construction of the building. Three complete vessels, dating to the late 19th and 20th centuries, were uncovered in between partition walls at their southern end amongst the windblown sands and rubble (Figure 8.14). They do not date the construction of the building, but its last phase of use following collapse. These vessels were associated with no other evidence of occupation. Excavations ceased at this point but had uncovered a substantial amount of intact masonry (Figure 8.15).

Wall <39> formed the south east and north east facing limits of the building. It survived up to 0.42m high and measured 0.64m wide. It consisted predominantly of limestone blocks with some flint and beach stone in the core. This wall was well bonded with mortar, but randomly coursed. There was no evidence of a plaster render lining on this wall at this level. A small rectangular hole had been built into this wall which may have functioned as a drain (Figure 8.16). Eight metres to the NNW of the SE corner of this wall a break in the wall was uncovered. The wall continued as wall <38> to the NNW. This gap was located along the centre line of the building and is likely to have been the main entrance to the building. The NNW course of wall <38> was truncated by a large modern pit. This sub-square feature measuring 8m by 8m, was dug down to below the level of the foundations of the structure and then back filled with modern refuse. The location of this cut on the corner of the structure may indicate that it resulted from robbing building material. The size of the truncation may indicate that a larger structure, perhaps a minaret, stood here. This is suggested by the lack of obvious tower foundations elsewhere in the structure and analogy to other historical mosques in settlements.
historical settlements nearby. The outer wall continued in the form of wall <40> to form the eastern segment of the NNW wall of the building. Wall <38> could be seen in the sections of the modern truncation to overlie an earlier wall that had been built on a slightly different alignment. It was clear from this section that at least two construction events had taken place during the life of the building. The remains of another wall were seen in section parallel to wall <40>.

Walls <38>, <39> and <40> formed a large space at the ENE of the structure that measured 12m by 18m. The edges of a mortared basin (93) were uncovered in the ESE corner of this space. This feature was not fully excavated in order to avoid further erosion. The basin sloped down towards the drain located in wall 38 and presumably was associated with this feature, likely providing a ritual washing facility for the faithful.

At its WSW end wall <39> turned ninety degrees NNW and continued for 1.6m before it terminated. At this point it was overlain by wall 41 which then continued in a WSW direction for 9m, slightly off-set from the original course of wall <39> (Figure 8.17). This wall continued to form the limit of the building to the WSW and NNW as walls <42> and <43>. These walls consisted of up to 90% beach stone with some limestone and a lime-mortar bond. They survived to a maximum height of 1.7m and measured up to 0.75m wide. The WSW segment of this wall <43> was severely eroded with over half of the width being lost to the sea in places. This erosion has revealed the construction methods of the wall and the plastered niche thought to represent the mihrab. Two or three courses of limestone appeared to be present at the base of this wall with a layer of rubble placed on top, before several
more courses of limestone were laid. The upper courses and the core of the wall were predominantly constructed from beach stone.

Beach stone was seen to have been laid vertically on either side of the possible mihrab (Figure 8.13). This may indicate that the wall once continued around this feature but has since been eroded. Cleaning of the beach material below the mihrab feature did not reveal any evidence of this projected wall. Excavations on the outside of wall <41> uncovered a mortar layer abutting the lower courses of the wall. This layer was set amongst a compacted fine reddish silt. This deposit may have been designed to provide some defence from the encroaching sea.

Walls <48> and <49> were bonded to the ENE termini of walls <41> and <42>, respectively, and formed short lengths of an internal division between this newer phase of construction and the older phase represented by walls <38>, <39> and <40>. This internal division was seen to continue in the form of four column bases <56>, <57>, <58>, <59> set 2.2m apart between these two walls. The rubble remains of fallen arches directly associated with these column bases was uncovered to the WSW of them (Figure 8.18).

Three metres to the ENE of the outer WSW wall <43> another line of four columns <50>, <51>, <52>, <53> was uncovered. These were less well preserved at this level and were associated with short lengths of wall <44> and <45> that abutted the outer walls to the SSE and NNW. These column bases measured 0.7m square and were also spaced 2.2m apart. The remains of a collapsed archway were uncovered associate with the two central column bases <51> and <52> (Figure 8.19). The archway was aligned with the possible entrance at the ENE and the feature that may have been the mihrab at the WSW.

A third internal partition was uncovered 2.8m from column <51> and 2.6m from column <57>. This partition ran parallel with the other two (previously discussed). It consisted of two lengths of wall <46>, <47>, and two column bases <54>, <55> measuring up to 0.8m square. Walls <46> and <47> appeared to have been constructed differently from other walls in the structure. They consisted of up to 90% beach stone with some limestone and mortar. The bond consisted of a fine light reddish brown silt that was not uncovered in any of the other walls in this structure. Wall <46> appeared to have been a later addition to wall <41> with wall <46> abutting wall <41> on either side, which may have been knocked through to facilitate construction of <46>. Both walls <46> and <47> had the remains of lime plaster on their ENE face (Figure 8.20). The column bases were 2.4m apart and formed part of the central columned and arched space leading from the entrance in the ENE to the possible mihrab to the WSW.

Given the characteristics of the structure identified in FREP01 it is likely that this building was a mosque. The orientation of the western wall, which contained the suspected mihrab, suggests that this is the qiblah wall. The division of space into a large open space a the ‘front’ of the building, with a more ornate and divisive space towards the ‘rear’, is also indicative of regional mosque architecture. The presence of carefully constructed masonry in the building’s interior also hints at its special character.
8.5 Buildings to the east

Located to the east of the modern north-south track and 120m north of Qur’at Furayh, an area of very fragmentary remains was identified. These remains, generally of rectilinear shape, survived in an area that measured 263m west to east and 337m south to north (5.2ha). They survived only a few centimetres above the ground surface with fragments of wall lines suggested by alignments of cobbles, and rooms by rectilinear patches of darker soil. Due to the state of preservation no common alignment could be identified amongst these structures. The presence of six large middens to the south of this area may suggest the location of a substantial settlement. To the south of this area remains tended to be located on low mounds, about 0.3m high, some of which may have been natural outcrops and others may have been built-up through continuous occupation. One of these mounds, in the centre of the eastern building area was investigated with a 10m by 10m trial trench excavation.

8.5.1 FREP03

Trench FREP03 targeted three alignments of cobbles that appeared to surround dark, organic deposits thought to represent occupation or refuse deposits. These remains were typical of many identified in this area and so this excavation was intended to clarify and characterise the nature of these remains.

After the removal of overburden (3) four primary occupation spaces were identified (Figure 8.22), each defined by wall foundations constructed from cobbles (up to 180mm) with a light reddish brown silty bond set into a compacted fine brownish yellow silt. Space 1 was formed by wall <107>/<119> to the WSW and NNW, <110>/<111> to the ENE and wall <122>/<123> to the SSE (Figure 8.23). Walls <123> and <110> abutted wall <109> and appeared to be later than it. These walls were placed in shallow foundation trenches truncating midden deposits of earlier phases of occupation. Wall <107> consisted of a NNW/SSE segment and a WSW/ENE segment. The latter was the NNW boundary of both Space 1 and Space 2. Space 1 was created by placing an internal partition (<110> perpendicular to this wall.

Removal of wall rubble (21), (33), (34), (35), (12) and (100) uncovered a light orange-brown, friable deposit with very few inclusions. The deposits abutted wall <110>/<111> and <122>/<123> and was thickest (up to 0.2m) where it met these walls. The consistency of this layer was similar to that of the silts found within the walls and it is possible that it represents the remains of mud-brick walls that had weathered and 'melted'. This process was seen mid-way through the erosive state at the site of an abandoned village c.1km east of Furayh (see Section 9; Figure 8.23). A sequence of deposits (75, 83, 73 and 113) uncovered between wall <111> and <123> appeared to be the remains of several late resurfacing events and associated occupation deposits. They were preserved only in this small area. This may indicate that they were located in a small room separate from the space or that the shelter provided by walls on three sides preserved surfaces and occupation that had spread over the whole of Space 1 but are now eroded.
Mixed dark sandy silt deposits (9) and (31) overlay occupation deposit (87) in this space. Locus (87) was excavated only in a 1m by 1m sondage next to wall <122> in order to establish its depth and characterise the deposit and its relationship with the wall. It consisted of a mid grey brown soft fine sandy silt and was 0.14m deep. It was found to abut wall <122>. A gap identified at this point in the wall (between <122> and <123>) may indicate the location of a vent or drain. This deposit was rich in pottery, animal bone and shell indicating that it may represent middening in an abandoned room. Deposit (87) was associated with a greyer more compacted silt deposit that overlay it (115). This may indicate a change of use of this space after the main middening event and before the primary wall collapse. Deposit (115) survives only in patches and was unexcavated in March 2010.
The upper occupation in this space was represented by surfaces (114), (116) and (145). These consisted of compacted coarse grained silty sands. The current excavation was not extensive enough to prove whether all three surfaces represented the same phase of activity.

A loose dark grey brown silt (117) with frequently occurring charcoal inclusions was uncovered around a circular ash filled pit [118]. This pit had been cut or built into surface (145) in the south western corner of Space 1, and had been lined with a fine silt or clay (80), which was reddened by in situ burning. The lining was only identified around the sides of the pit, the base being formed by small immovable rocks that may have represented a natural deposit. The basal deposit of this pit (79) had an ashy consistency containing 30% charcoal indicating that it may have been the remnants of the original use of this pit. The lower secondary fill (78) contained many fewer inclusions but did contain the semi complete remains of the top half of a jug with one handle (Figure 8.24). This feature is likely to have been a tannîr or small oven and the reddening of the lining indicates that it was used for in situ burning.

Space 2 was divided from Space 1 by wall <110>. It was bounded to the NNW by wall <107>, to the ENE by wall 108 and to the SSE by wall <109> (Figure 8.25). All of these walls, except wall <110>, were reused from previous phases of occupation. Wall <108> appeared to be the earliest wall. It survived as an L’ shape abutted by wall <109>. It was 0.46m wide and was constructed from sandstone blocks and light reddish brown silt bonding material. There were no cobbles in this wall. Wall <109> was also an L’ shape with a NNW/SSE segment and a ENE/WSW segment. It was abutted by walls <110> and <123>, which was 0.44m wide and had been built in a construction cut [19] that truncated layer (86). This wall contained very few cobbles and was primarily evidenced by a mid orange brown friable sandy silt, taken to be the base of a mud-brick wall.

Lying immediately below the overburden, layer (7) abutted all of the walls of this space. It consisted of dark sandy silts 0.1m thick that may have derived from the deposition of humic material. It contained large amounts of ceramic, animal bones and shell as well as metal working slag suggesting that this space may have been the location of general refuse dumping or middening. Midden deposit (7) overlay compacted sandy-silt surface (14). This surface was highly eroded, surviving only as a patch in the southern corner of the room. This surface overlay an occupation or midden deposit 0.08m thick. Removal of this occupation uncovered surface (26). This surface survived better than (14) but was still concentrated to the south of the room. All of these layers contained a large amount of ceramic, animal bone and shell as well as other datable material. This surface had been constructed over midden deposit (13)(88–89). This deposit abutted walls <107> and <108>, but was seen to run under an occupation deposit (112) which indicated that wall 110 was a later addition to this structure. The relationship of wall <109> with locus (88) was not established this season. Deposit (88) overlay surface (112) which abutted walls <107> and <108> and also ran underneath wall <110>.

Located to the south and southwest Space 3 was bounded to the NNW by wall <122> <123> and to the ENE by wall <109> (Figure 8.26). No surfaces were identified in this space and it was primarily defined by midden refuse deposits (8) and (86). These deposits contained a large amount of cultural material and continued under wall <122> <123> and wall <109>. The foundation cuts of these walls, [11] and [19] were seen to truncate them. Deposit (86) overlay firm, coarse grained silty sand surface (120). This surface was also identified further to the north, west of wall <119>. This surface's relationships with these walls indicates that it was part of the construction of an earlier phase of structure.
in this area. It appears to have gone out of use and been levelled off with midden material before the construction of the walls of Space 1 and Space 4.

Space 4 was located to the south east of the trench and was bounded to the NNW by walls <109> and <108> and to the WSW by wall <109>. After the removal of rubble and natural accumulation layers (20) and (24) layer (32) was uncovered. This layer contained moderate amounts of stone and charcoal as well as ceramic, animal bone and oyster shell and it may represent an isolated dump of material. Layer (72), below, was a compacted surface-like deposit that abutted wall <109>; although its thickness varied greatly and its inclinations were mixed. It is possible that deposit (32) represents occupation on a layer of wall collapse (72) reused as a temporary surface. Given that wall <109> appears to have been constructed from mud-bricks it is likely that collapsed material may have fallen to this side. Perhaps occupation using the remains of this wall for shelter is what caused the mixed nature of deposits (72) and (32). Evidence of the original occupation of this space was uncovered below (72). The sequence of deposits within this space consisted of an upper degraded surface (126) which had been constructed on thin occupation deposit (82). This occupation related to lower surface (125). The relationship of these surfaces to wall <109> was not clear, but they appeared to be constrained by it.

Wall <124> was also exposed after the removal of (72). This wall which ran almost parallel with wall <109> was overlain by wall <108>. It is possible that surface (125) and occupation (82) related to this earlier wall.

Several deposits were uncovered outside of these spaces. Surface (102;103) lay to the NNW of wall <107>. It was highly degraded and overlay a series of sub-surface deposits that had been partially exposed due to erosion of the mound on which the building was located. Surface (106) lay to the ENE of wall <108>. It clearly abutted the wall and continued under the eastern baulk.

The sequence of deposits uncovered in trench FREP03 indicate the presence of shallow but complex archaeological deposits. At least four episodes of wall construction were identified with further phases of reuse of earlier walls and the deposition and archaeological material-rich midden deposits. It is likely that preservation in this area is less substantial due to a possible tendency to build with mud brick; however, the eroded material from these bricks has preserved a substantial amount of material below it.

### 8.6 Middens

Features identified as middens were located in all parts of the site with concentrations found to the east of the main areas of buildings. They tended to be rounded or sub-rounded mounds measuring up to 27m in diameter with some surviving to a height of up to 0.7m above the ground surface; although many were eroded down to the level of the ground surface. They consisted of dark brown grey sandy silts with frequent mixed inclusions visible on the surface, often including ceramic and shell. A bank of midden material was identified 250m north of FREP01 running NW to SE from the coast for 170m. This bank measured up to 20m in width and survived up to 0.8m above the ground surface. It’s shape is unusual for the middens seen elsewhere in Furayhah and Al Zubarah, and other features may be buried beneath it.

To the north of this bank, and west of the modern north south track, midden locations tended to closely follow the edge of the built up areas. Middens associated with the bulldozed areas to the north may also indicate that buildings were once present here.

Middens associated with the buildings to the east tended to be larger than those elsewhere and were also more bleached and washed out (Figure 8.27). This difference in form and consistency may be due to a difference in depositional processes here or that this material was deposited before that to the west. These middens also contained ceramic and shell and bone, with a sherd of Iranian stone paste pottery (dating from the 17th century) being recovered from a midden 70m NE of FREP03.

Although in general middens appeared to have been placed around the edge of the settlement several were located within buildings or within settlement areas. This deposition may indicate that not all areas of the settlement were occupied simultaneously and when buildings fell out of use they were re-used for the deposition of refuse. This was also suggested by the work in FREP03 (above) where multiple layers of midden deposits had been either dumped into rooms post-abandonment, or had been used to level off degraded surfaces before the construction of new ones.

A large midden measuring 20m in diameter was located in the area of buildings to the north of the midden bank. An excavation trench was located over this midden and what was thought to be the surrounding buildings to investigate the sequence of deposition, the date and relationship of this midden with the nearby buildings.
Figure 8.28: View along the midden bank facing north west.

Figure 8.29: Midden associated with eastern buildings. Facing south.

Figure 8.30: Post excavation plan of FREP02
8.7 FREP02

This area targeted the southwestern quadrant of a large midden that lay within the northern area of buildings and was closely associated with fragmentary wall lines. The excavation area measured 24m by 7m (Figure 8.28).

After the removal of the overburden (4) the midden was excavated in 0.1m spits in order to retain vertical resolution of finds from within a complex sequence of many interlacing lenses of dumps and deposits (Figure 8.29 & 8.30), each of which may not necessarily represent distinct events or phases of activity. All deposits excavated from the midden were sieved on site for artefacts. Two sealed de­posits (143, 144) within the midden material were sampled for charred remains and macro-fossils.

The midden consisted of a variety of different types of deposits. Many resulted from the deposition of burnt material whilst other, lighter coloured deposits may represent accumulations of windblown sands. Several of the deposits contained high concentrations of shell whilst all had frequent inclusions of pottery and bone. The relative number of finds recovered from the spits showed that animal bone and shell were particularly prevalent in the top 0.5m and the lower 0.4m of the midden. Pottery was the most common find throughout the midden with its density peaking in loci (29) and (30) between 0.6m and 0.8m down from the top.

A 1m wide sondage was excavated against the eastern baulk to establish the depth of the midden de­posits and to identify any underlying features. The midden deposits overlay a brownish yellow coarse
Figure 8.33: Half section of pit [96] showing lining and charcoal rich fill

Figure 8.34: FREPO2 post excavation. Facing north

Figure 8.35: In situ vessel in layer (132). Facing west

Figure 8.36: Southern cemetery with large tomb in the foreground. Facing south
sand which contained very few artefacts (95). This deposit may represent the land surface at the beginning of midden deposition. This layer overlay a sterile layer comprised of small rocks (94) that was thought to represent bedrock in this area. Two features were uncovered that had been cut into layer (95). Both [96] and [129] were small pits (0.2m and 0.5m in diameter) filled with ash and charcoal rich deposits. Removal of the fills from pit [96] revealed a burnt lining that may have been formed from compacted charcoal accumulated during use (Figure 8.31).

The footings of a wall running WSW\ESE were uncovered below the midden deposits at the southern end of the sondage. These partial remains aligned well with rubble (132) exposed in the south of the trench. Deposits sloped up gradually towards the south of the trench. Rubble layer (76) was excavated in this area after the removal of the overburden. This revealed rubble deposit (132), a mixed mortar and midden dump (133) and a mortar rich deposit (135) (Figure 8.32). A dark deposit with probable humic content (137) lay at the southern end of the trench. A well preserved storage jar type ceramic vessel was partially uncovered in rubble layer (132) (Figure 8.33). This vessel along with the large amount of mortar uncovered in this area and the wall identified in the sondage strongly suggest that the remains of a building lie buried in this part of the trench. Dark midden-like deposit (137) was similar to that uncovered in the rooms of FREP03 to the east. This wall was covered only by the upper layers of the midden that had washed down from the top. It was therefore not possible to say for certain that the original phases of the midden and this structure were contemporary. It is clear that by the later stages of use the northern extent of this building was no longer standing and the rubble layers from it were admixed with the midden deposits.

Excavations in FREP02 and FREP03 have uncovered evidence for the complex sequence of activity that can be expected when excavating around the settlement of Furayhah. It is clear that multiphase activity occurred in all areas of the site with buildings being built, adapted and reused before being used as areas for dumping of refuse. In the case of the building in FREP02 and several buildings to the south of Qal‘at Furayhah, this sequence is clear from substantial middens directly overlying buildings.

The location of middens appears to directly relate to the state of preservation in certain areas. Buildings to the south of the linear midden bank tend to be better preserved than those identified to the north of it (see discussion of buildings above). This may indicate that the linear midden, which likely overlies the remains of several structures, was associated primarily with the better preserved area of buildings to the south and may mark the edge of this phase of settlement. Likewise, the line of middens that runs along the east of the buildings north of the bank and west of the north-south track appears to clearly demarcate the area where building preservation is less good. This may indicate that the remains in this area were part of an earlier settlement that had gone out of use by the time the linear midden was built up.

The large and bleached-out middens that mark the eastern boundary of the settlement are closely associated with buildings, like those in FREP03, that survive on the surface as no more than a few lines of cobbles. The most northerly of these midden contained sherds of Iranian stone paste pottery. This pottery dates to earlier than any other on the site, which lends support to the hypothesis that the most degraded buildings may also be the earliest.

## 8.8 Cemeteries

### 8.8.1 Southern Cemetery

Located 120m north east of the modern villa that marks the south of the study area, this cemetery was extensive measuring 300m NE\SW and 100m NW\SE (2.2ha). Only a sample of the graves were surveyed covering about one fifth of the total cemetery in order to record the general orientation of the graves. A total of 145 individual graves were surveyed predominantly in the south of the cemetery (Figure 8.36). The graves were marked by small stone mounds between 2m and 3m in length, although some only survived as circular mounds. Most of the graves were aligned NW\SE and those that appear to be on different orientations may be so because of differences in preservation rather than burial practice. Many of the graves appeared to have been marked with headstones. Given the number of burials surveyed and the total area of the cemetery it was calculated that in excess of 650 burials may be interred in this cemetery.

The remains of three three-sided walled structures were located on a rise in the centre of the cemetery. These measured 5m by 3m. Two were orientated NW\SE whilst the third was constructed on an E\W alignment. These structures may have been built around the graves of those that for some reason deserved more elaborate grave markings.

### 8.8.2 Northern Cemetery

The cemetery located to the north of the study area was previously identified and a wall has been built around it that encloses an area of 1.9ha. Two small areas of graves were located in the eastern corner of this walled enclosure. The graves were of a similar form to those in the southern cemetery, although no large tombs were observed. Judging by the size of the cemetery it was estimated that about 100 graves were present.

## 8.9 Fishtraps

The shallow bay around which the settlement is located has been extensively exploited by people using inter-tidal fish traps in the shallow bay. The fishtraps survive in many different forms with some just visible below the sand as stone lines, and others standing as linear or curvilinear stone mounds up to 0.5m in height.

Many of the traps were constructed from large natural limestone rocks placed close together one or two courses high (Figure 8.37). The linear alignments of rocks appeared to relate to the curvilinear traps and may have been somewhere where nets were attached. The curvilinear fishtraps often included gaps of c.1.5m in their course.

An elaborated curvilinear fishtrap was identified 40m to the west of the area of well preserved buildings. Its northern terminus was roughly aligned with the northern end of the linear midden bank whilst that to the south was located 70m to the west of FREP01. This trap measured 240m from north to south and consisted of three adjoining curvilinear stone banks. Stone mounds measuring between
3m and 3.5m in length were located c.25m apart on the land side (Figure 8.38). These mounds were perpendicular to the main bank often with a gap of 2.5m or more between the two features. Other than the tentative relationship that these fishtraps have with the surviving terrestrial remains there was no evidence for their date of construction. It is possible that they may be datable by their form and construction technique. Although dating these structures archaeologically is difficult, written evidence suggests that they may be contemporary with the occupation at Furayhah.

8.10 Other Features

8.10.1 Well

Located 70m south of Jebel Furayhah a well in excess of 3m in depth was identified. This was the only well located within the study area or identified by the Regional Survey team in the vicinity of the settlement (see also Section 9). The well was walled around the north, south and western edges. The wall was constructed from limestone blocks, similar to the other buildings on the site. The eastern edge was comprised of a steep slope which may have provided access into the well for people and animals. Upcast from the well was located 8m to the west and was comprised of a mound of natural material 15m in diameter. A modern concrete cistern footing is located to the north east of the well, which may have held a replacement water source for this area when fresh water was low or had run out.

8.10.2 Beach Clearance

Several large areas in the vicinity of Furayhah are covered with material deposited during modern beach cleaning. One of these was located in the study area to the north of the southern cemetery. Others around Furayhah were recorded by the Regional Survey (see Section 9).

8.10.3 Excavation

A 20m by 20m archaeological excavation trench was located 45m to the south of Qal’at Furayhah. This trench was left open after the 2005 excavations of the domestic buildings around the fort. A spoil heap associated with this excavation was located directly to the west.

Spoil heaps comprising material excavated from Qal’at Furayhah, also in 2005, were located to the north and west of the fort.

8.10.4 Bulldozing

Only two well preserved buildings were located to the far north of the study area. Two large areas, both bounded to the east by middens, contained the remains of no buildings. In one area to the south west of the northern cemetery wall an area of hardcore had been laid that would obscure any remains.
To the north of this building-rubble with linear bulldozing marks attest to the partial demolition of some buildings in this area.

8.11 Interpretation and Discussion

Survey and excavations at the site of Furayhah have identified and uncovered the remains of an extensive settlement. Although building form and construction techniques appeared to have been relatively uniform across the site it was apparent that preservation varied considerably across the area. These areas between which preservation differed were demarcated primarily by the location of middens.

The number of middens are themselves an indicator of the longevity of occupation on this site. The size of individual middens, particularly the linear bank midden and those associated with the eastern buildings may be an indicator of the morphology of the settlement. Those middens to the east were considerably larger and more eroded than those elsewhere on the site, perhaps indicating that these were associated with an early phase of settlement. Fragmentary building remains, surveyed up to 375m inland from the coast, may indicate that this early settlement was the most extensive, but that it was abandoned at some point in favour of those buildings directly adjacent to the sea. Excavations in FREP03 demonstrated that this phase of settlement was not short lived, but survived through several abandonment, re-use and reconstruction events.

The presence of middens such as that excavated in FREP02 and that located over building remains to the south of Qal‘at Furayhah indicate that buildings were used, reused and reconstructed on all areas of the site. The buildings to the south of the linear midden were centred around Qal‘at Furayhah and the mosque (FREP01). The earlier structure located under the remains of Qal‘at Furayhah, which may represent a previous mosque, may indicate that the plan of this area of the settlement was significantly modified during the final phases of occupation. The mosque (FREP01) itself appears to have gone through at least two phases of refurbishment, which are as yet undated. Multiple lines of columns and arches identified in this mosque suggest that it was once a grand and elaborate structure. The preservation and depth of the remains to the south of the linear midden are indicative of multi-phased occupation. It would be interesting to investigate the relationship of the Qal‘at to the surrounding buildings in the future to establish whether it was a much later structure established on and overlying significant buildings of an earlier phase of settlement. If this was the case it may represent a change in hierarchy or the ruling family of this settlement, who imposed new structures on those of the old order. This is supported by presence of two cemeteries. The larger cemetery to the south possibly associated with the larger and more extensive settlement that included the buildings to the north and east, and the cemetery to the north associate with the more focused settlement to the south around Qal‘at Furayhah.

9. Regional Survey Report

David Mackie

9.1 Introduction

Between December 2009 and March 2010 a regional survey was undertaken to the north and east of Al Zubarah. The aim was to launch an intensive field walking of the area recording sites of all ages and types to create a record of human occupation and thereby to characterize the hinterland of Al Zubarah. Previous surveys by the Birmingham Archaeology Unit using aerial and satellite imagery have recorded sites within survey area, which were also visited and their records updated and corroborated by in-field observations.

By the end of the season an area extending 8km north of Al Zubarah fort and 4.5km inland to the east from the coast had been surveyed. A total of 161 transects were completed and 95 new sites recorded. In addition, 57 sites previously recorded by Birmingham Archaeology Unit were checked on the ground (Figure 9.1).

This report will broadly describe the types of site recorded from the regional survey and the types of site previously recorded by Birmingham Archaeology Unit. Not all of the sites are described and there is a catalogue that lists all site numbers, site type and a brief description (see Appendix X). Although the sites have been broadly split into types some of the sites contain more than one type. Some of the sites are ambiguous in their nature and may require further investigation.

Sites numbers recorded during this season all have the prefix QIAH while those previously recorded have the prefix QNMR. The survey methodology is described in detail in section 4.4.

9.2 Newly identified sites

9.2.1 Temporary camps

Temporary camps made up the majority of the sites recorded during the survey, numbering 54 out of a total of 95 (56%). These sites are situated either on the rocky desert or close to the edge of a flat area, or within a flat area. They are characterised by having between one and four, or sometimes more rectangular or square areas which represent tent clearances. These areas were defined either by low stone banks formed from the cleared material, alignments of stones placed around the edges of the tent position, or sand and shell spreads which define both internal and external areas. The arrangement and size of these temporary camps sites varied from site to site. Site QIAH 2033 had three tent positions arranged in a line (Figure 9.2), while site QIAH 2088 (Figure 9.3) had three set within a cleared area. The majority of the sites were defined by single or double positions, or had no apparent layout. The sizes of the tent positions range from 4m x 4m, 6m x 4m, and 7m x 6m up to 12m x 4m.

A number of sites had additional, associated features with them. Some but not all sites had clearance cairns forming small clusters, elongated piles, and singular dumps marking a high point or defining
Figure 9.1: Location map of survey area and sites

Figure 9.2: Site QIAH 2033, general shot of three tent positions

Figure 9.3: Site QIAH 2088, general shot of cleared area with tent positions
the edge of the site. Five of the sites have a number of small cairns surrounding the central tent position, which may mark the location for the guy ropes of the tent. Another feature recorded was comprised of an alignment of stones with a semi circular niche halfway along its length, with a cleared area behind. Usually these were located a short distance away from the main site and were orientated towards the southwest and may represent a prayer area. Five sites QIAH 2003, QIAH 2005, QIAH 2013, QIAH 2042 and site M15 had these features, however, they also occurred randomly within the desert with no other features associated with them. Only one site (QIAH 2042) had a small collapsed stone walled structure next to the tent position. Three sites (QIAH 2040, QIAH 2049 & QIAH 2050) had an additional animal enclosure. These were large partially cleared areas defined by stone banks or a regular spread of animal manure (Figure 9.4). Internal divisions could be seen where former fence lines had been removed.

9.2.2 Cemetery sites

Al Zubarah cemetery (QIAH 2002) is situated 400m to the east of the outer town wall and north of the northern screening wall. The site measures 718m x 526m and is situated on the higher ground formed by the old beach line, which forms the natural boundary of the site. The majority of the burials have no visible cairn or marker but the burial cuts can sometimes be seen as subtle colour changes in the sand. A few small clusters of graves still have head or foot markers. The largest cluster of graves marked with cairns with a head and foot marker, are situated on a raised area close to the city wall and may represent a later phase of use. The cemetery has been partially impacted by vehicles driving across the site, as suggested by various tire tracks. This has contributed significantly to the obliteration of grave markers.

To the north of the former settlement site QIAH 2000 is a cemetery site QIAH 2001 that may be associated with it. Burials are defined by low oval cairns with a head and foot marker stone. The majority of the graves are in good condition however within the northern area of the site the graves are less well defined. The site measures 224m x 90m and is bounded by modern tracks (Figure 9.5).

The former settlement at Al Furayhah has two large cemeteries (see also Section 8). To the north of the settlement a cemetery site QIAH 2054 is enclosed by a substantial trapezoidal shaped wall that measures 180m x 149m, constructed from cemented limestone blocks with an entrance on its northern side. The majority of the visible graves form a cluster along the eastern wall and are defined by cairns with head and foot markers.

The other cemetery site (QIAH 2055) measures 259m x 73m and is situated to the south of Al Furayhah and west of the rock outcrop of Gebel Freha. The condition of the graves varies with the majority being marked with a cairn and head and foot markers. An attempt has been made to construct a limestone block wall similar to the cemetery site QIAH 2054 to the north but has not been completed.
9.2.3 Grave clusters

These sites are ambiguous in nature, with some of the cairns resembling graves with markers, others less so. The sites do not have a clear boundary although one appeared to have marker cairns.

Site QIAH 2037 comprises 30 possible graves and is defined by linear or oval cairns within an area that measures 16m x 15m. Some of the cairns appear to have head and foot markers and they are all aligned NW-SE. The site is situated on the edge of a flat area and has no boundary apart from three small marker cairns.

Site QIAH 2043 comprises seven possible graves situated on a flat area within the desert. All are aligned NW-SE and have linear or oval cairns, two of which have a marker stone.

Site QIAH 2061 comprises a cluster of 40 possible graves within an area measuring 34m x 25m. They all appear to be aligned NW-SE defined by linear and oval cairns with no clear head or foot marker stones visible. The site is situated on the edge of a flat area and has no other boundary surrounding the cluster.

Site QIAH 2073 comprises a cluster of 30 possible graves within an area measuring 44m x 32m. The possible graves are marked by loose linear cairns some of which if not all could be geological in origin (Figure 9.6).

9.2.4 Settlements

Site QIAH 2000 is situated at the base of the scarp slope 400m west of Al Zubarah fort, to the north of the northern screening wall running from Al Zubarah town to Qal'at Murayr. The site is to the north west of Qal’at Murayr and it is unclear whether it formed part of that settlement or date to a later or earlier period. The road leading to the Ras Ushayriq peninsula may have truncated a segment of this settlement.

The site is comprised of one clearly defined compound on the western edge close to the sabkha with another possible compound to the south close to the screening wall. Other structures consist of five collapsed stone structures comprised of one to three rooms to the east of the compounds. The extent of the site measures 367m x 287m. Within and to the north and east of the settlement are nine irregularly shaped bulldozer cuts. The northern machine cut scar has been recorded as QNMR10318 (Figure 9.7).

9.2.5 Structural features

Site QIAH 2059 is situated to the southeast of the abandoned village of Ain Mohammad on the edge of a flat area. It is comprised of 11 regular stone features within an area that measures 173m x 168m. Only two of these features have clearly defined collapsed walls and both are close to a sub circular depression that could be an old well site. The largest structure measures 6m x 3m and the other is 5m x 3m. Between these structures is an area defined by a stone alignment that measures 6m x 4m and this could be a temporary camp position. The remaining eight features are smaller in size and do not have any clearly defined wall lines. The largest measures 4.5m x 2.5m while others measure 3m x...
3m and the smallest measures 2.5m x 2.5m. It is possible that some of these features are natural in origin.

Site QIAH 2067 is comprised of two possible collapsed stone structures that are probably part of site QNMR 10244. The larger feature measures 18m x 12m and the smaller feature measures 4m x 4m. No clearly defined wall lines could be seen within these features.

Site QIAH 2072 is comprised of a series of slightly raised sub square, circular and angled, possible collapsed structures. They are aligned NW-SE and are within an area that measures 126m x 47m. There are no clearly defined wall lines and it is possible that these are geological features.

Site QIAH 2074 is comprised of a series of slightly raised sub-square, circular and angled, possible collapsed structures. They are aligned NW-SE and are within an area that measures 126m x 47m. There are no clearly defined wall lines and it is possible that these are geological features.

Site QIAH 2078 is similar to site QIAH 2074 being defined by regular raised areas of stone, square and rectangular in shape that could be collapsed structures. The main site is aligned NE-SW and covers an area measuring 76m x 36m with a further possible group of four structures 120m to the southwest. There are no clearly definable wall lines and the area is scattered with moderate amounts of pottery and shell fragments.

Site QIAH 2086 is comprised of three clusters of collapsed stone structures situated on the slightly higher ground next to a flat area or wadi. The buildings are spread over an area measuring 110m x 104m and are comprised of two to three small rectangular and square buildings that measure 4m x 2m or 3m x 2.5m. Some appear to be joined while others have a small extension, all have remnants of small enclosure walls. One other single structure lies between all of the buildings and measures 3m x 2m. The walls a clearly defined being 0.40m wide and surviving up to a height of 0.40m (Figure 9.8)

9.2.6 Wells

Site QIAH 2036 is comprised of a stone enclosure wall 0.40m wide and one course high that measures 136m x 118m and is situated within a flat area. At the centre is a well 0.73m in diameter, capped with a stone and cement square structure 2m x 2m and lined with stone rendered in concrete. The water level is -3.62m from the top of the well.

Site QIAH 2056 is comprised of a square-shaped, disused well measuring 2.15m x 2.15m with the upper part rendered with cement (Figure 9.9). The well has no lining and is 3.20m in depth. The well has an additional stone built rectangular trough rendered in cement on the east side of the well that measures 3.80m x 3m. The remains of two linear spoil heaps are visible on the northern and southern side of the feature. The site is situated to the south of Ain Mohammed and close to site QIAH 2057 and QIAH 2058.

Site QIAH 2057 is comprised of a disused collapsed stone lined well measuring 8m x 6m and is 2.60m deep. Fragments of a broken cement trough and eroded spoil heap are visible on the southern side. To the southeast are the remains of a small stone walled enclosure that measures 20m x 14m that survives up to 0.80m in height and is 0.50m thick.
Site QIAH 2058 is a rectangular stone and cement rendered capping to a well measuring 6m x 6.5m and 1.04m thick. The well shaft measures 2.90m x 2m and is 4.25m in depth (to the top of the water level). The eroded spoil heap is still visible around the well.

Site QIAH 2064 is comprised of a sub circular stone lined well 4.10m in diameter and 3.70m in depth (top of the water level). It is situated on the edge of a flat area and there is a temporary camp with three cleared areas defined by stone alignments to the northwest. The largest area measures 4.60m x 4.20m and has a sand spread. The other two areas measure 4.40m x 4.40m and 4.40m x 3.30m.

Site QIAH 2066 is comprised of a large sub square enclosure that measures 68m x 53m defined by a 0.50m wide collapsed wall constructed from stone. On the north western side of this enclosure is a smaller trapezoidal enclosure that measures 43m x 23m. At the centre of the large enclosure is a large circular cut 14m across with an additional water worn channel leading in from the northwest. The cut is not lined and appears to be a well. To the south just outside the enclosure is another circular shallow cut with a linear channel measuring 18m x 10m. This feature may also be a well. The site is situated on a flat area to the west of a modern farm compound and has four temporary camp positions to the north west on the edge of the flat area.

Site QIAH 2092 is a circular stone lined well 4.40m in diameter and 5m in depth (to the top of the water level). An eroded spoil heap 20m in diameter surrounds the well. Two cement troughs remain intact on the eastern side and the remains of a stone enclosure measuring 39m x 28m can be seen to the southeast.

Site QIAH 2094 is a disused partially collapsed square stone lined well measuring 5.20m x 5m surrounded by an eroded spoil heap measuring 30m x 22m. The depth of the well is 3.40m to top of the infill.

Three other possible well sites were recorded. They are comprised of a spoil heap surrounding a sub circular depression. Some have an additional water eroded channel leading into them through a break in the spoil heap. There is no evidence for a lining and the depth of the depression can be up to 0.60m.

Site QIAH 2011 is defined by a sub circular eroded spoil heap that measures 25m x 23m and is 0.60m high enclosing a sub circular area 8m in diameter. The site is situated on a flat area to the east of the rock outcrop of Gebel Freha (Site M15). It has previously been recorded as part of a series of machine dug U shaped earthworks site QNMR 10234 that have been constructed against or close to the rock outcrop (see below).

Site QIAH 2044 is a possible disused well defined by an eroded sub circular spoil heap measuring 10m x 9m. The central unlined irregular depression measures 7m x 4.60m and is 0.60m in depth. The site is situated within a flat area and is close to sites QIAH 2041, QIAH 2042 and QIAH 2043.
Similar features were recorded on site QIAH 2059, QIAH 2066, QIAH 2073 and within the abandoned settlement of Ain Mohammed.

9.2.7 Dumps
In general small dumps of concrete, stone and general rubbish were noted while walking transects. Two large dumps of material were recorded, site QIAH 2065 measured 62m x 34m and site QIAH 2069 measured 60m x 30m. These were comprised of rock dumps mixed with general rubbish. Site QIAH 2065 had evidence of bulldozer activity (Figure 9.11).

9.2.8 Enclosures
The enclosures recorded during the regional survey varied in size and construction techniques. Site QIAH 2060 is comprised of a small sub circular enclosure defined by a low bank of stones 0.70m in wide and measures19m x 15m. The enclosure is situated on the edge of a flat area and has an entrance or gap on its northern and southern side. There is no clearly defined wall line visible within the stone bank and it is possible that this is a natural feature (Figure 9.12).

Another small sub rectangular earthwork enclosure was constructed against the boundary bank of site QIAH2025. The enclosure measures 26m x 22m and is bounded by a bank 2.30m wide and 0.80m high. The bank has been breached in three places and the interior of the enclosure is full of modern rubbish.

The well site QIAH 2057 had a small stone walled enclosure to the southeast. Two other well sites QIAH 2036 and QIAH 2066 were surrounded by a stone walled enclosure.

9.2.9 Boundaries
Site QIAH 2025 is comprised of a linear bank that starts at the coast and runs east for c.470m before curving round to the north for c.740m to meet the road that leads to the villa on the coast south of Al Furayhah. The earthwork continues on the other side of the road to curve round for another c.470m ending at the rock outcrop of Gebel Freha. This low bank has been constructed by machining material from one side which varies in width from 11m up to 15m and has numerous machine scars along the outside of the feature. It seems probable that this feature forms the southern boundary for the villa, although it might also be a track? Roughly half way along this feature is a small sub rectangular earthwork enclosure that has been constructed against the boundary bank (Figure 9.13).

9.2.10 Cleared areas
Only one site QIAH 2035 was recorded during the survey. It comprised of a sub rectangular cleared area measuring 16m x 13m defined by a low bank of stones, situated on a high point within the desert. An elongated clearance cairn 4.80m x 2.5m is situated 12m to the west of this area (Figure 9.14).
9.2.11 Cairns

Only one site QIAH 2030 was recorded during the survey. This site measures 47m x 13m and is comprised of six elongated cairns, which vary in length from 1.20m up to 3.30m and in width from 0.80m up to 1.20m. There are also two sub circular cairns which measure 1.60m x 2.25m and 1.70m x 1.60m. It is quite possible that these are natural features. The site is situated on higher ground close to the edge of flat area.

Small cairns were noted everywhere in the desert marking high points, tracks, survey points, hazards and many of the temporary camps had clearance cairns (Figure 9.15).

9.2.12 Salt extraction

Site QIAH 2008 is situated in a low, sub-circular area of sabkha measuring 188m x 185m east of the Al Zubarah town wall and west of the town cemetery site QIAH 2002. There are at least 100 sub circular cuts randomly dug across the area ranging in size from 0.90m up to 1.90m in diameter. Some still have remnants of a spoil heap around the cut as well as the salt crust that would have been harvested from them (Figure 9.16).

9.2.13 Hides

At first these sites of which three were recorded were thought to have a military function. Two sites QIAH 2015 and QIAH 2032 were situated on higher ground and one QIAH 2031 was situated on an old raised beach line within the sabkha close to the coast. The main feature was a dug out constructed from concrete blocks with a plywood and plastic sheeting roof covered with soil in an attempt to camouflage it. The entrance stood proud of the surrounding surface and was made from a wire frame covered with material that was plastered and painted to blend in to the scenery. The best-preserved example had spy holes all around the entrance with additional openings for rope or line to pass through. Two of the sites had additional linear concrete features around the hide. It was only after looking at the Directory guide to birds in Qatar by Tawfeeq Yousof AL-Qaisi that contained photographs of these features that are called koakha (hiding place) or estraha (rest place). These were used in the trapping of birds of prey (falcons) using a live pigeon as bait and nets (Figure 9.17).

9.2.14 Bulldozer/machine cuts

These features are very common within the survey area and are clearly visible on aerial or satellite imagery. They occur either as well defined area of parallel linear strips or as random linear cuts that criss-cross the desert on both sides of the Al Shamal road (Figure 9.18). Single irregular shallow cuts and scars with a spoil mound at the centre or at the end of the cut were noted across the survey area. Other areas of the desert look like they have been quarried and former construction camps have been demolished and levelled.
Figure 9.16: Site QIAH 2008, salt extraction pits

Figure 9.17: Site QIAH 2031, hide (koahka) used to trap birds of prey

Figure 9.18: An area of bulldozer cuts by the Al Shamal road

Figure 9.19: Site QNMR 10189, collapsed stone enclosure with modern temporary camp
All the earthwork features previously recorded by the University of Birmingham have been constructed with bulldozers or machines and some of the sites recorded are just areas of bulldozer activity (Figure 9.18).

9.3 Sites previously recorded

The next section describes sites previously recorded by the University of Birmingham using aerial and satellite imagery. The sites have been broadly split into similar categories as the regional survey sites. Some sites recorded as one type had to be changed after checking on the ground. In other cases the present record supplements the existing data.

9.3.1 Enclosures

These enclosures varied in size and construction techniques as those on the regional survey. Site QNMR 10189 is comprised of four irregular shaped stone walled enclosures situated within or close to the edge of a flat area. The three largest enclosures measure 73m x 39m, 53m x 32m and 54m x 34m. The smallest sub circular enclosure measures 25m x 23m. All comprise a collapsed wall 0.46m wide sometimes surviving to a height of 0.30m with no evidence for an entrance in any of the enclosures. To the south of the largest enclosure is a sub circular shallow depression approximately 2m in diameter surrounded by an eroded spoil heap 18m across. This was similar to those recorded during the regional survey and it may be a possible well. On the eastern edge of the flat area is a spoil heap measuring 36m x 15m (Figure 9.19).

The remaining two enclosures checked on the ground were larger and enclosed large areas of desert. Site QNMR 10195 is a sub circular enclosure comprised of an earthwork that measures 443m x 439m. The enclosure bank is 5m wide and 0.70m in height. The bank has been constructed by machining material from one side to form the bank which has left scars all around the outer edge of the enclosure. There are a number of breaks in the earthwork and it is crossed by vehicle tracks (Figure 9.20).

Site QNMR 10198 is a large irregular shaped enclosure comprises an earthwork that measures 990m x 603m. The enclosure bank is 3m wide and 0.70m in height and has been constructed in the same way as site QNMR 10195. The interior of the enclosure was sub-divided into three areas by additional banks. The northern part has a number of breaks in the earthwork and vehicle tracks cross the enclosures.

9.3.2 Beach clearance

As a result of oil spillage during the early 1990’s the coastline has been covered in oil and these dumps are the result of clearing the beaches. They are found all along the coastline, on areas of sabkha and some are found inland. They occur within the walls of Al Zubarah and there are dumps at Al
Furayhah and along the western base of Gebel Freha. They are easily identified by the colour of the white beach sand that also contains bitumen. These can occur as a single dump, spreads, a scattered group or a large area of dumps contained within a bank. These larger sites also contain other dumps of general rubbish or stone.

Site QNMR 10233 is the same as QIAH 2009. This site is situated on the coast and had previously been recorded as an area of agriculture defined by interlocking earthworks. Within these interlocking earthworks are numerous dumps of beach clearance and other dumps of general rubbish.

Site QNMR 10138, QNMR 10139, QNMR 10140 and QNMR 10141 are all described as possible cairns. They are all comprised of clusters of or enclosed areas of beach clearance and stone dumps as well as other general rubbish (Figure 9.21 & 9.22).

No other site numbers were allocated to these sites because of the frequency of them along the coast, they can be clearly defined on the satellite imagery.

### 9.3.3 Cemeteries

Sites QNMR 10190 and 10191 are situated to the north of the abandoned settlement of Ain Mohammed (QNMR 10192). Both consist of burials marked by cairns with a head and foot marker. An earthwork bank has been constructed around them that in turn has been enclosed with a cement block wall with a single entrance on one side. Site QNMR 10190 measures 60m x 36m and site QNMR 10191 measures 64m x 34m.

Site QNMR 10322 is a large cemetery enclosed by a limestone block wall in the same style as the one enclosing site QIAH 2054 (Figure 9.23).

### 9.3.4 Grave cluster

This site is described as an animal enclosure situated on the coastline above the high water mark (Figure 9.24). Site is however a grave cluster that QNMR 10117 comprises seven burials defined by cairns with head and foot markers. The position of the burials has been marked by stones placed around the area, which have been enclosed by a later earthwork bank measuring 41m x 30m. This site was situated on a small peninsula to the north of Al Furayhah. To the south of these burials there were some remnants of wall lines, which have been partially covered by a large area of beach clearance.

### 9.3.5 Earthworks

There were eight sites previously recorded that were defined by earthworks which had all been constructed with bulldozers or machines. Three of the sites, QNMR 10234, QNMR 10235 and QNMR 10142 were comprised of three or four U shaped earthworks. The largest earthwork measured 43m x 24m and 3m high and the smallest 18m x 11m and 2m high. Four of the earthworks had an additional
linear bank behind the open end. These sites also contained remnants of temporary camp positions and bulldozer scars. Two earthworks from site QNM 10234 had been constructed against the sides of the natural rock outcrop of Gebel Freba (site M15) as possible additional cover or camouflage. In shape and appearance these features look like they may have had a military function. They could have acted as blast walls or be used to conceal military positions, however they could have also had a more benign use (Figure 9.25).

A linear earthwork constructed across a flat area or wadi to form a barrier defined two sites. The western site QNM 10308 is 144m x 18m wide and 1.70m high. To the east of this site QNM 10309 is 317m x 18m wide and 1.70m high. Both have additional small linear earthworks extensions at either end of the feature (Figure 9.26).

Site QNM 10307 is constructed in a similar way and is situated on the eastern side of a flat area to the south. It is 266m x 21 and 1.70m high. As well as having small linear earthworks extensions at either end this site has two additional earthworks half way along its length.

Site QNM 10193 is a large regular spoil heap measuring 15m x 7m and 3m high. It is situated close to site north of site QNM 10194 and west of QNM 10142. There is another similar earthwork measuring c.28m x c17m to the north of a rock outcrop QNM 10188.

Site QNM 10194 is a large irregular spoil heap measuring 25m x 30m and 2.80m high situated to the south of site QNM 10193.

### 9.3.6 Wells

Site QNM 10182 is a square stone lined well that has partially collapsed on its eastern side (Figure 9.27). It measures 5m x 5m and is 2.20m in depth. To the northeast a later concrete block, cement lined cistern was built. It measures 3.60m x 4.12m. To the south of these features is an irregular shaped flat area that measures 39m x 31m with a shallow depression at the southern end. On the northwest side of this area is a sand and shell spread that measures 19m x 11m. There are scatters of pottery, glass, plastic and other general rubbish around the western side of the flat area (Figure 27).

Site QNM 10183 is situated to the east of QNM 10182 and is comprised of a large depression measuring 8m x 15m and 1m in depth surrounded by an eroded spoil heap that has a gap on its north west side. Two additional shallow channels, probably eroded by water, lead into the depression through this gap. The whole feature measures 28m x 23m and does not appear to have a stone lining.

It is situated on the side of a flat area and might be a well or does it act as a sump collecting water from the area.

Site QNM 10323 is a disused stone lined square well that measures 4m x 4m and is 2.40m in depth (top of the infill). The well is surrounded by a large spoil heap 22m x 24m and is situated to the east of well QIAH 2092 within a flat area.

Site QNM 10324 is situated to the north of QNM 10323 on the same flat area and is comprised of three possible well sites defined by a sub circular depression surrounded by an eroded spoil heap. The smallest of the three is very hard to see on the ground. There is a very subtle depression 8m...
Figure 9.26: Site QNMR 10308, linear wadi barrier

Figure 9.27: Site QNMR 10182, stone lined well and cistern

Figure 9.28: Site QNMR 10324, possible well

Figure 9.29: Site QNMR 10327, unlined well
across surrounded by a lighter coloured area that could be the remnants of a spoil heap that has a gap within it on the northwest side. The whole feature measures 22m x 14m.

The largest feature including its sub circular spoil heap measures 56m x 36m with a central depression measuring 16m x 15m and is 1.20m in depth. This has an additional water eroded channel leading into the depression on the northern side of the feature.

The third feature measures 26m x 22m including its surrounding spoil heap and its central depression measures 12m x 8m and is 0.70m in depth. This has an additional water eroded channel leading into the depression on the northern side (Figure 9.28).

Site QNMR 10327 is a large unlined well 7.34m across and 3.80m in depth (top of infill), surrounded by a 1m high spoil heap that measures 24m x 23m. The well is situated within an flat area and 40m to the west there is another sub circular depression 4m across surrounded by a spoil heap measuring 12m x 13m with a gap on the west side (Figure 9.29).

9.3.7 Forts

Site QNMR 10181 is the largest structure within the abandoned settlement of Al Furayhah. It measures 42m x 42m and has previously been partly excavated and not backfilled or protected. The external wall is 1.5m wide and survives to a height of 1.20m with a small round tower on the southwest corner (see Section 8). Other towers may survive under the rubble spreads on the southeast and northeast corners. There is one entrance centrally located on the northwest side of the compound. The internal side of the northwest wall has a range of buildings built along its length. One of the buildings has the remnants of a date press within it.

Site QNMR 10320 is a ruined square structural feature that measures 20m x 20m situated on a high point within a flat area or wadi. The collapsed compound wall is 0.60m wide and has an entrance on the southeast side, ... The southwest rectangular building still has surviving mud brick built on top of the walls, which survive up to a height of 1.30m. The internal wall plaster lines are visible within the collapsed material (Figure 9.30).

9.3.8 Settlements

Site QNMR 10192 is the abandoned settlement of Ain Mohammed and comprises at least 24 derelict and partially collapsed structures that may relate to different periods. The main focus of the settlement is a rectangular walled enclosure surrounding a disused well that still retains its pump and concrete lined cisterns and troughs. There is a smaller enclosure on the southern side that has been used for agriculture and an enclosure on the northern side defined by alignments of stones. To the east of this enclosure is a large sub-circular cut that may be a possible well. The majority of the derelict and collapsed buildings are situated to the northwest with a small group on the eastern side of the well enclosure. They are built in the vernacular style and use traditional and modern building construction techniques (Figures 9.31-9.33). Both cemetery sites QNMR 10190 and QNMR 10191 are situated to
the north of the settlement. To the southeast of the settlement on a flat area are three well sites QIAH 2056, QIAH 2057 and QIAH 2058. There are also circular depressions with eroded spoil heaps that may be wells. There are collapsed structures site QIAH 2059 scattered around the southeast edge of the flat area. Within the settlement are two collapsed structures, one square and the other rectangular with a tower on one corner that could be forts.

Site QNMR 10239 is situated to the southwest of Ain Mohammed and measures 146m x 96m and is aligned NE-SW. The site is made up of rectangular and square collapsed stone structures some of which have enclosures or compounds. There is one standing building on the northwest of the site constructed from stone that has been rendered. It has a small stone built cement rendered cistern on its southern side. The style of building is similar to those at Ain Mohammed and may be that it relates to a phase of the settlement (Figure 9.34).

Site QNMR 10325 is a former settlement comprised of a series of small rectangular collapsed stone structures aligned SW-NE situated on the east side of a flat area or wadi. The walls are 0.40m thick and survive to a height of 0.50m. The site is close to the well sites QIAH 10323, QNMR 10324,QIAH 2092 and QIAH 2094 (Figure 9.35).
9.3.9 Structural features

Site QNMR 10179 is a square collapsed structural feature that measures 10m x 10m. It comprises stone built walls 0.40m wide and is situated on the shoreline just above the high tide line. There appears to be an entrance on the northern side with another wall running from the northeast corner north before returning west. The structure is part of the abandoned settlement of Al Furayhah.

Site QNMR 10240 appears as two raised areas of stone, roughly square in shape situated to the southeast of QNMR 10239. The smaller area measures 7m x 6m and the larger area 9m x 10m with a 4m gap between them. There are no discernable wall lines within these raised stone areas, suggesting this is a natural feature.

Site QNMR 10241 has been described as a partially ruined abandoned structure. It is a natural area of silt, lighter in colour to its surroundings. The scrub within this area may have been misconstrued as a structure.

Site QNMR 10244 is a possible cluster of ruined structures roughly aligned E-W along a slight ridge. Some of the features appear regular and square in shape while others are more ephemeral. There appears to be a possible cluster of burials marked by cairns roughly aligned NW-SE on the southern side of the site. Site QIAH 2067 forms part of the eastern end of this site (Figure 9.36).

Site QNMR 10321 is comprised of three collapsed rectangular structures around QNMR 10320. The largest measures 7m x 3.30m (Figure 9.37).

9.3.10 Fish traps

Site QNMR 10114 is an intertidal fish trap system comprised of stone built walls that form six arcs along the coastline. The whole system is 1.465km in length and is 885m wide. The walls are 0.50m wide and vary in height from 0.40m to 0.80m (Figure 9.38). [Figure 38]

Site QNMR 10137 is situated to the south of site QNMR 10114. It is comprised of stone built walls that form five arcs along the coastline (Figure 9.39). The whole system measures 2.6km in length and 713m in width. The wall thickness varies from 0.40m up to 1m and the height varies from 0.20m up to 1m. This system has additional walls that run off the main wall at right angles and two of these walls have additional metal poles and netting. Closer to the coastline are the remnants of other walls that may be an earlier phase.

Site QNMR 10174 is comprised of stone built walls that form four arcs along the coastline (Figure 9.40). The site is situated within the intertidal zone to the southeast of the large villa compound on the coast south of Al Furayhah. The system measures 1.12km in length and is 846m wide. The wall thickness varies between 0.40m and 0.80m and the height varies from 0.10 up to 0.68m.

Site QNMR 10175 is a fish trap comprised of a stone built wall that forms an arc. The wall varies in thickness between 0.48m and 0.50m and is 0.60m in height. To the south is another linear wall running west from the coastline. This wall was 0.60m in height and its thickness varied between 0.40m and 0.80m. The whole system measured 263m in length and 253m in width.

Site QNMR 10176 is a fish trap system situated within the bay to the west of the abandoned settlement of Al Furayhah (Figure 9.41). It is comprised of low stone banks that form 3 arcs along the
Figure 9.36: Site QNMR 10244, possible grave cairns and collapsed structures within settlement

Figure 9.37: Site QNMR 10321, collapsed structure

Figure 9.38: Site QNMR 10321, collapsed structure

Figure 9.39: Site QNMR 10137, part of fish trap system with additional mesh structures
9.3.10 Fish Traps

Site QNMR 10175 is part of a fish trap system (Figure 9.40). It is comprised of loose scatters and alignments of stones spread over an area measuring 139m x 171m.

Site QNMR 10176 is part of a fish trap system with elongated cairns (Figure 9.41). The whole system measures 597m in length and 239m in width. The northern arc is unusual in that it has 18 elongated cairns at intervals behind the stone arc.

Site QNMR 10177 are remnants of intertidal fish traps comprised of loose scatters and alignments of stones spread over an area measuring 139m x 171m.

Site QNMR 10213 is part of an intertidal fish trap comprised of a curvilinear wall 0.40m wide and 340m in length running northwest from the promontory to the north of Al Zubarah.

9.3.11 Dumps

Site QNMR 10245 is described as an unknown feature possible mound (Figure 9.42). It is comprised of a series of stone dumps as well as other general rubbish. It is square in shape and measures 20m x 19m. Similar to the mounds of material recorded in transects, sites QIAH 2065 and QIAH 2069.

Site QNMR 10229 had previously been described as a possible collapsed former structure. This feature is comprised of discrete dumps of stone that form a sub circular shape. The extent of the site measures 30m x 27m. To the west of this feature collapsed wall lines are visible in the ground and there is a demolished modern concrete block structure. On the east side of the site is a midden that measures 17m x 14m. This may relate to the collapsed wall lines or to the main city of Al Zubarah.

Site QNMR 10230 had previously been described as a possible collapsed former feature or enclosure. This feature is defined by a series of discrete dumps of stone that form a sub rectangular shape. It measures 30m x 10m and is situated 35m to the north east of QNMR 10230 (Figure 9.43).

9.3.12 Cleared areas

Site QNMR 10310 is described as a cleared area that may be a camp or structure. It is a natural flat depression measuring 80m x 36m (Figure 9.44).

Site QNMR 10311 is described as a cleared area roughly circular at the end of a trail leading from the road, which may be a possible camp or structures (Figure 9.45). There is a sub circular shallow depression that measures 53m x 35m that has been created by a machine. There is a bank also constructed by machine 0.70m high and 337m in length that starts at the depression and curves round to the northwest stopping at the Al Shamal road. It has been truncated by a later easement track that runs parallel to the Al Shamal road. There is a linear depression along the northern side of the bank was material has been taken to construct the bank. There is another machined area to the northeast measuring 163m x 93m, north of the wadi barrier QNMR 10309. It is possible that these machined areas have been used to provide material for the barriers.

Site QNMR 10312 is partially cleared area measuring 25m x 20m surrounding an isolated tree (Figure 9.46). There are remnants of sand and shell spreads covering this area with no other clearly discernable features, apart from a concrete footpad for a toilet and a cess pit.
Figure 9.42: Site QNMR 10245, dumps of stone and general rubbish

Figure 9.43: Site QNMR 10230, dumps of stone

Figure 9.44: Site QNMR 10310, natural flat depression

Figure 9.45: Site QNMR 10311, bulldozer scars and earthwork bank
9.3.13 Other features

Site QNMR 10232 is comprised of remnants of a linear feature running southwest off the city wall across the intertidal zone (Figure 9.47). The feature measures 46m x 2.70m and is comprised of two discontinuous lines of rock. There appear to be remnants of this feature stretching further out into the intertidal zone.

Site QNMR 10236 consists of two rectangular areas of mangrove defined by clumps in four or five rows within the intertidal zone. The largest northern area measures 20m x 6m and the southern one measures 12m x 6m. Smaller mangrove clumps grow to the northwest and to the south.

Site QNMR 10242 grid reference locates a rectangular cut with a spoil heap on its southern side. This appears to be a soak away or cesspit located in the southwest corner of a large demolished compound. The fence line has been removed but remnants of the steel fence posts are still visible. The extent of the site measures 148m x 143m. To the north of the soak away or cesspit are two rectangular areas that have the remains of regularly spaced concrete block piers. These are the foundations for temporary accommodation or ablution blocks. Both areas have a drain on the western side with inspection covers that drain into the soak away or cesspit. There are the remains of two other temporary buildings on the north side of the compound. Within the compound are at least two temporary tent positions. This is the remains of a modern construction camp probably in use while constructing the military radar station to the north.

Site QNMR 10243 is comprised of four sub circular shallow mounds of spoil around the concrete anchor points for the steel cables of an electricity pole.

Site QNMR 10318 is described as an unknown elevated feature (Figure 9.48). It is an irregularly shaped bulldozer scar. It measures 30m x 29m and is situated on the higher ground to the north of site QIAH 2000 that also has a number of these cuts.

9.3.14 Rock outcrops

There are two large rock outcrops within the survey area that are known for rock carvings and have a Qatar Museums Authority sign and site number. These sites are both called Gebel Freha, labeled as site M15. The largest lies to the east of the abandoned settlement of Al Furayyah and measures 344m x 100m, and is roughly aligned N-S. Scattered over this outcrop are a number of rock carvings.

The other outcrop lies 2km to the south and measures 374m x 120m and is aligned NW-SE. This outcrop has a number of clusters of these carvings in addition to some carved graffiti. This outcrop shows clear signs of quarrying activity in the past (Figure 9.49).

Fragments of the carved stone designs were retrieved or noted from one transect and from the abandoned settlement at Ain Mohammed. Damage has also been caused by the construction of a geodetic point and two earthworks from site QNMR 10234 have been constructed against the outcrop (Figure 9.50).

To the north east of the northern outcrop at Al Furayyah are a series of five smaller outcrops that form discrete clusters of irregular shaped mounds that extend east to the Al Shamal road.
Figure 9.48: Site QNMR 10318, bulldozer cut

Figure 9.49: Site M15, evidence of quarrying with a prepared block of stone ready for removal

Figure 9.50: Site M15, general view of outcrop with geodetic point and earthwork from site QNMR 10234

Figure 9.51: Site M15, general view of outcrop with geodetic point and earthwork from site QNMR 10234
These sites QNMR 10184, QNMR 10185, QNMR 10186, QNMR 10187 and QNMR 10188 all have examples of the common styles of carving found on these outcrops (Figures 9.52 & 9.53).

The two main designs found on the outcrops are a rosette pattern or two parallel lines of circular depressions (Figure 9.54).

The rosette pattern consists of a central circular depression surrounded by nine other circular depressions to form a rosette (Figure 9.55). The two parallel lines usually have seven depressions in each line but there are examples with more. The designs tend to be found on the high points and the surface can be completely covered in them. The designs do occur as discrete examples and there are occasionally larger sub circular and oval shaped depressions.

9.4 Summary

A regional survey north of the Ras Ushayrig – Zubarah road was carried out from early December 2009 until the end of March 2010. Around c. 50 km² were covered by four surveyors walking a total of 162 transects across the landscape. In total 152 archaeological sites were visited; 95 of these (62%) had not been previously recorded, while 57 (38%) had previously been documented using satellite and aerial imagery by Birmingham Archaeology on behalf of QMA. The records for the latter sites were updated and additional descriptions, photographs and plans of these sites were made. New sites were allocated Qatar National Monument Record numbers. Although many of the sites that were newly identified were quite ephemeral or relatively recent (e.g. modern/ recent Bedouin and other camp sites), others were somewhat more significant for the understanding of the historic landscape (e.g. wells, graves, grave clusters and cemeteries). This highlights that while that field walking significantly enhances the resolution of the available dataset by adding a range of ephemeral sites to the database and by providing surface material for initial dating.

Little to no evidence was found for prehistoric landuse in the survey area. Only three worked pieces of flint were found, one of which appears Palaeolithic in age. The second is a bifacially worked, broken arrowhead with evidence for pressure flaking that likely dates to the late Neolithic or early Bronze Age. The other piece of worked flint was undiagnostic. Thus, the survey area appears to contain little evidence for prehistoric activity.

No clear evidence for proto-historic, classical, early Islamic or Medieval activity was found either. Many sites may simple be too ambiguous or have produced insufficient dateable evidence to allow for the identification of these time periods. Thus, the vast majority of sites recorded fall into the post-medieval, early modern or recent time periods. Many can likely be related to the major expansion of settlement that occurred in northern Qatar from the early 18th century onward, but this needs to be further clarified by the more intense study of material culture from sites, principally coins and ceramics, as well as obtaining material culture from sealed deposits.

Temporary camps were the most predominant site type recorded, many of which were of quite recent date. They usually consist of tent clearings, hearths or fireplaces, and stone alignments accompanied by modern material culture. Few cemeteries or graves were recorded and many are difficult to identify. They appear to mostly date to the Islamic period. A wide range of ‘structural features’ were recorded, which reflect the considerable impact of development on the local environment and land-
Figure 9.54: Site QNMR 10184, two main designs found on the outcrops

Figure 9.55: Site QNMR 10184, a cluster of designs

The dating is, however, very difficult. Wells are a recurrent and important feature of the local landscape as reported by Macumber (2009, and see Section 5 of this report). They are quite numerous in the surrounding landscape and often – but not always – associated with settlements in the survey area.

Sites previously recorded by Birmingham Archaeology in the QIAH’s survey area studied this season fall into several categories. The most distinct are enclosures, cemeteries, grave clusters, earthworks, wells, settlements, forts and inter-tidal fishtraps. Enclosures vary in size, shape and size. They likely date to different periods of seashore and foreshore exploitation, although diagnostic surface material was often not found. Most of the earthworks encountered appear to be of a modern date, since they appear to have been created by machinery. They likely reflect military activities in the area. A number of wells were previously recorded by reconnaissance survey, which fall into the same kind of categories as above. A variety of types of wells exist, and once again they are often closely related to larger or more permanent settlements. QNMR #10320 is a fort close to Zubarah that appears of particular interest and should perhaps receive further protection. This is a site may very well be contemporary with Al Zubarah and should receive further study in the future. Previously recorded fish traps were also re-visited and recorded. They represent a highly interesting economic practice to capture large amounts of fish using the natural tides, and are still sometimes used today. They are commonly associated with major settlements in the region.

Overall, the regional survey has successfully located additional sites adding to the emerging picture of land use and settlement in northwest Qatar. Work in the future will concentrate on dating some of the identified sites securely to better understand with which phases of Zubarah they were contemporary, and what the specific economic and social relations between these sites were.
10. Conservation and Preservation

Moritz Kinzel & Ingolf Thuesen

10.1 Introduction

In March 2008 the site of Al Zubarah and its immediate hinterland was submitted for designation as Qatar’s first cultural UNESCO World Heritage Site. The site’s nomination highlights the outstanding universal cultural value of the Al Zubarah landscape. This traditional pearling settlement is now one of the only surviving complete 18th-19th century town-plans of its type in the Arabian Gulf, and as such it is a unique resource for learning more about the lives of the fishers, pearl divers and traders who exploited these waters for hundreds of years.

The process of nomination includes a number of steps. The most important is the development of a Management Plan detailing how the site will be used and protected. Like many archaeological sites, Al Zubarah is at constant threat from erosion, degradation and human impact. Before the site can be accepted onto the World Heritage list these issues and their solutions must be addressed. Therefore, developing a sustainable approach to the conservation and presentation of archaeological remains is at the forefront of the current work of QIAH. The ultimate aim is that the site can be utilised and enjoyed as an archaeological resource, now and in the future.

Monitoring the environmental impact on the site is critical. For this purpose we are setting up weather stations across the site to accurately record the variations in temperature and moisture. This will allow conservators to identify the causes of structural erosion and understand how best to prevent further damage. In the past excavated walls and exposed features have been consolidated using a variety of different methods including concrete plastering. Unfortunately, thus far all attempts to preserve structures have succumbed to the extreme climatic conditions of the site’s coastal location - a highly saline atmosphere, fluctuating ground water, intense heat and fearsome winds. We have begun a series of trials using wall plaster and traditional local construction methods, to research a method of consolidating excavated architecture in a way that is more suited to this particular environment. In the future a continuous programme of consolidation and maintenance by a master craftsman trained in traditional building techniques aided by a small work crew will have to be put in place.

Human impact has also had a detrimental effect on the archaeology. Strong tides washing onto the historic harbour beaches, deposit vast amounts of bottles, bags and detritus which have been cast into the sea. Tracks from heavy vehicles and tourists crisis-cross the undulating mounds, wearing away at the fragile beach-rock walls beneath the sand. In conjunction with the Qatar Museums Authority, we are in the process of assessing this impact by mapping the extent of archaeological remains around Al Zubarah and Murayr and conducting regional survey to examine the wider hinterland. This landscape study will enable government authorities to fence archaeologically sensitive areas, and re-route traffic away from the current tracks through the site.

Gaining World Heritage Status will herald a significant increase in tourism at the site; a potential threat to delicate fragments of Qatar’s past but also a chance to communicate its significance to a wider audience. By reconciling these opposing factors it will be possible to continue to explore the rich culture that inhabited Al Zubarah and its part in the shaping of the modern Arab world.

10.2 Master Plan

The project is structured in a master plan that is specifically developed to the character of the remains and the policies and intentions by the State of Qatar. The master plan is structured along three main parameters: preservation, management, and presentation. The outline of the masterplan has been worked out under the title “The Zubarah National Heritage Park – A string of Pearls” here the most important locations in the region are identified and a number of themes to be presented to the visitors are suggested.

10.3 Preservation

A major challenge is to protect the remains against general decay and public use. General decay is a critical threat to the site. The environment is harsh with high saline concentration and extreme temperatures (during the summer >50°C). The preferred building materials and mortars, a soft beach stone and a gypsum based plaster, cannot survive exposure without a protection plan. First step is the identification of the chemical reactions and hereafter to develop a conservation strategy that applies suitable materials and techniques in order to optimize the protection. Continuous maintenance has to be seen as a part of the heritage conservation of the archaeological remains.

Protection against public use includes fencing and guarding of the sites and regulation of access and traffic in the area.

Protection: The position of a fence has been determined. This is considered a high priority project in order to stop the deterioration of the site due to traffic and camping within the field of ruins. The fence is proposed to include Murayr and the Zubarah Fort at the junction of the paved roads. Another fence is suggested also for Freyhah.

Conservation of architectural remains: A number of samples of mortar have been analysed in order to determine the chemical composition. Following the results of the analysis some test mortars were applied to the walls in order to compare the performance with the preferred material. The results of the test of mortars are available late in 2010 where we shall propose a final methods for wall conservation.

As a first step in conserving the etching of a dhow, incised into the wall in the compound excavated in ZUEP01, a matrix was made of silicon and from that three copies of the image were produced a gypsum casts. In addition, high resolution 3D-Laserscans are planned for the coming season.

10.4 Work carried out in 2009/2010

In the 2009/2010 field work season following task have been initiated/ accomplished within the heritage programme:

In a proposal concerning the preservation strategy for the archaeological site Al Zubarah according
to the general guidelines for heritage sites a survey was undertaken in November 2009. The all excavation areas, the city wall and the previously consolidated areas were visited, documented and analysed preliminarily (see Appendix VI, Figures 10.1 & 10.2).

In general, the site is very deflated and fragile. The building remains still covered by overburden seem to be relatively well preserved, but exposed sections are in a bad state. High salt concentrations in the deposits and the ground are one of the primary environmental threats posed to the architecture. The exposed building remains are also very fragile, partly relative unstable and collapsing or collapsed. The unexposed archaeological remains are in danger by off-road crossing cars and natural erosion processes. The high salt concentration causes the dilapidation of the very soft beach-stone material, the gypsum plaster and the lime mortar. This is a result of the environmental conditions of the region and cannot be mitigated. In the old areas of excavation several forms of decay and dilapidation are attested, mostly aeolian and alluvial erosion processes.

The old, southern excavation area, next to the destroyed mosque of Al Zubarah, was chosen to make an exemplary documentation of the state of preservation. All rooms in this area, which was already consolidated in the 1980s, were recorded separately. Each wall face was photographed and described (see Appendix VII). Although the area was consolidated the walls are not well preserved. The cement coat on the wall crown is, in general, to hard. The softer beach-stone is blown-out and/or washed-out. This results in deep, large voids in the wall structures, gaps between wall stones and walls. The wall plaster is often not connected with the wall stones behind. In parts the walls are collapsed. The fragile beach-stones completely disappeared in some cases. At the base of the walls deposits of washed-out material and/or blow-in sand are common. These deposits contain high concentrations of salts, which effects the lower parts of the wall plaster (Figure 10.3). Twelve samples of the building materials and deposits were chosen for analysis, e.g. from lime stone, sand stone, beach-stone (different kinds from hard to very soft), cement-, lime-, and mud mortar / plaster (for results see Appendix IX and below). The analysis will be helpful to find the right conservation/consolidation-products according to the qualities and integrities of the historic building materials.

The following dilapidation and erosion processes are attested for the site in general (Figures 10.4-10.5):

- Aeolian out-blow.
- Pluvial out-wash.
- Cracking as a result of fluctuation of temperature and volume-changes of the sulphate/salt-crystals.
- Separation of materials through salt crusts.
- Decarbonation of the beachrock material and falling apart of the beachstone into single ingredients like Snails, Sand, and Molluscs.
- Erosion caused by gravity. Collapse and dilapidation of walls and wall faces as a result of to heavy load from cement capping.
- Voids in wall structures (depth up to 37 cm) partly through the whole wall.
- Loose wall plaster with gaps between wall and plaster up to 6 cm.
Figure 10.2: State of preservation recording system using the example of the south field exposed archaeological remains.

Figure 10.4: Example of typical wall damages

Figure 10.5: Example of damages induced by pressure from heavy concrete capping.
Accumulation of in-blown sand and salt deposits effecting the eroded stones at the wall bottoms.

First mineral analysis of building materials were undertaken by Dr. Robert Sobott, Labor für Baudenkmalpflege Naumburg (see Appendix IX). The key findings from the analysis can be summarised as follows:

- Walls were build using a lime mortar as bonding material.
- Gypsum plaster was used to cover the wall faces.
- The soil in Zubarah contains more than 30% salt (sulphate, etc.).
- In these conditions fragile gypsum cannot be restored or consolidated. The gypsum already has high sulphate concentrations and cannot be saved, even if the whole environmental conditions could be changed.

To better understand the effects of local road traffic on the historic substance, a vibration monitoring system was installed in the Al Zubarah Fort. Vibration measuring units were placed in each corner tower of the fort. The analysis of this data will help to evaluate the structural and surface damages in the Zubarah Fort for future investigations.

10.5 Conservation Experimental Work

Heritage conservation requires a program of continuous monitoring and maintenance of all parts of the archaeological site. Single event investments does not cater a long term survival of the archaeological and architectural remains. Especially in the context of archaeological, respectively architectural remains, at least an annual monitoring and maintenance program is necessary. As part of the monitoring process damages to the historic building substance has to be recorded and assessed to better understand the natural decaying processes in the local environment across a certain period of time. On this basis a priority list of needs can be established, leading to the early identification of problems and issues to be addressed. The priority of needs will then have to be addressed as part of an annual maintenance program, according to which different methods and operations will be carried out. For these purposes, all documentation data and conservation measurements have be documented in a log book for each single architectural unit.

A preliminary manual for on-site conservation could include the following guidelines:

1. relatively well preserved walls (newly excavated): consolidation of wall faces and wall top with lime mortar. Appearance should be close to the actual state. (closing of joints, covering of soft beachstone, covering of gaps and joints between plaster and wall structure, removing of plants)

2. walls (old excavation areas) still standing, heavier damages: cleaning of joints and voids, new mortar in joints and if necessary new wall stones in voids or larger gaps, removing of vegetation. All additions will be documented in a log book for each architectural unit. The decision how to mark “new” additions will be part of the test and evaluation process.
3. **Wall partly collapsed, cement capping still shows wall structure:** “reconstruction” of wall structure to catch the spatial appearance. Filling of joint with new mortar. Vanished or eroded stones should be replaced with old stone material from the excavation areas.

4. **Completely collapsed walls and structures:** should be left in the way they are now. A reconstruction seems to be impossible in most cases and will create problematic interpretations. UNESCO guidelines do not permit reconstructions on-site. But areas like the suq can be reconstructed from the old documentations in the Conservation Department of the QMA to show and preserve the functional structures, as long as it is clearly explained that what is seen today is a reconstruction based on photographic records from the 1980s.

For the protection of non-excavated remains, and also for the archaeological remains already excavated, a clear vehicular traffic system should be installed to avoid uncontrolled and destructive off-road driving. These tracks will be part of the site presentation system (and should be self-guiding trails). The track system *intra-muros* should follow, if possible, the historical city plan respectively the ancient street system.

Test and experimental conservation and consolidation work will be carried out in the old excavation area „Northfield“ in June 2010. For a later consolidation and conservation of wall structures an initial test consolidation with mortar made with local soil took place at the south east tower of the old consolidation area next to tower 8 in November 2009. A mud/soil mortar made only from the local soils and water was used in this initial test. The joints of the chosen structure were cleaned of loose material and the mortar was pressed into the joints, gaps and voids. Finally, a slightly sloping surface was created to guarantee a protection against down running (rain) water. Evaluation after one week showed that the mud mortar seems to work out fine. A further monitoring after four months showed that most parts of the soil mortar were still in a good condition. Exposed parts were washed down and the mortar appeared partly loose (Figures 10.1 & 10.2). The high salt concentration did not seem to be a primary problem within that short period of monitoring (for more details see Appendix IX).

In general the old consolidation should now be seen as a part of the building and site history. In this case the cement coat would be kept as a historical layer. The cement layer should be removed only if the walls are in danger of collapse, because of the weight/loads of the cement capping. The removal of the cement coating can result in the loss of the whole wall structure, because of the enormous damages caused to the inner wall structures. Carefully rebuilding of parts of the cement additions and the stabilization respectively consolidation of the „original“ wall structure is required, also to keep the building structures still visible and understandable.

### 10.6 Moulding of a decorated plaster fragment and the dhow-etching in ZUEP01

In March 2010 a copy of the dhow-etching on wall <615> in ZUEP01 was made. The whole process was documented with photos and film, and was described in a separate report by the specialist (Figures 10.8-10.11; see Appendix VIII).
To create the mould the backfill in front of wall <615> was removed. The plaster surface was brushed with a soft brush to remove sand leftovers on the plaster surface. Before a layer of separation material was attached to the plaster surface a test with different separation materials was done on a wall plaster fragment with an equal surface quality. This suggested that a fixative was added to the gypsum plaster surface when it was originally made. This application seems to be responsible for the extremely good preservation of the wall plaster and the etching. A sample of the plaster with the application was taken for analysis. Perhaps there is an ancient gypsum-plaster conservation method which can be used also nowadays successfully.

A test moulding was made of a fragile gypsum wall plaster decoration in the corner of wall <626> and <631>. After this moulding was produced successfully, the work on the dhow etching began. All work was executed under a temporary shelter in order to protect sensitive chemical against direct sunlight and too high temperatures.

In a first step two layers of rabbit-skin-glue were applied to the plaster surface. After a few minutes when the rabbit-skin glue had dried, the wall plaster area with the dhow was coated with silicon (Reckli, spatula-capable silicone Si HR-N). This silicon layer had a thickness between 5 to 15 mm. By applying the silicon to the prepared plaster surface we intended to minimize possible air-pockets in the silicon.

After the silicon had hardened for 3 hours it was treated with separation-wax (Reckli, separation-wax Si). The form-cap was made with spatula-capable epoxy resin (Reckli). The covering was carried out in a layer of 5 to 15 mm as well. The form-stability of the epoxy-resin was guaranteed by fibreglass additives within the resin. Additionally fibreglass-sticks were attached to the backside to make sure that the form-cap would not deform. For this epoxy related work the temperature was on the verge of being too hot to succeed.

After hardening of the cap over night, the cap and the silicon form were removed completely from the wall plaster. Although the pilot tests have indicated that the chosen separation layers will work out perfectly, an insignificant amount of the plaster surface stuck to the silicon. Probably this is a result of the before mentioned historical fixative or application to the gypsum plaster and the extreme climate conditions on the site. The moulding was transported to the Zubarah Fort to produce four copies of the dhow etching. The original wall plaster with the etching on is kept in situ. To protect the etching the plastered wall faces were covered with Hessian and backfilled with sieved soil to the top of the walls.

For the duplication of the dhow etching only the locally available gypsum (Qatari Saudi Gypsum) was used. Four copies were produced. All gypsum duplications are about 5 to 7 cm thick and were reinforced with steel for maximum stability. One copy remains on the form in order to minimize the shrinking processes of the silicon moulding. This copy stays together with the form in a storage room of the Zubarah Fort. Another copy was placed inside the fort for site presentation purposes. The other two copies were brought to the Archaeological Department of the Qatar Museum Authority in Doha. For a later presentation the copies can be prepared with colour etc. to reveal the original appearance. For a satisfying presentation also vertical highlight is required.
10.5 Conservation Measurements

For the future work we have to consider the following working steps: before any conservation or consolidation work can start, a documentation of the actual state of preservation and an inventory of the damages should be carried out. This should be done for all the excavation areas including the older ones, the city wall and other points of interest, where consolidation or restoration work is required. Based on this documentation the appropriate measures that have to be taken to preserve Zubarah’s archaeological heritage can be planned and organized. A catalogue with the different methods will be developed during the test- and evaluation phase (see above).

In June 2010 some high sulphate resistance lime mortars imported from Germany will be tested. In an additional test a mud / soil mortar will be mixed with some fibres and /or other additives (likely wool or quartz sand; see Appendix VI).

After six months in December 2010 or January 2011, an evaluation of the mortar and conservation tests from June will take place. This monitoring period covers the extreme weather conditions during summer, fall and winter. The analysis of the test consolidation will provide the basis for a final conservation concept for Zubarah. Additionally different laser scanning techniques will be tested for the documentation of fragile ornamented plaster fragments and architectural remains.

10.6 Management

The management is based on a structure that is set up as a relational database. The major components are identified and for each the responsibilities are allocated to specialist coordinated by managers on different levels. This structure also includes estimation of use of resources and formulation of long termed strategies.

10.7 Presentation

For the site and park presentation an interactive GIS-based map and intuitive database system has been proposed as the way in which information on the site and its history is disseminated. The park introduces the history and heritage to the visitors by identifying points of interest (POI), laying out a system of trails and facilities. Visitors are received in a visitor’s centre with facilities and exhibitions that introduce the visitor to the site. The visitor’s centre will be located at the fort which today serve as a landmark in the area. Visitors are presented with several theme options for a visit depending on interest and age.

The Zubarah Archaeological Heritage Park will be designed as a “green” park that is 100% sustainable and energy neutral and also integrates environmental issues.

11. Summary and Conclusions

Tobias Richter and Alan Walmsley

10.1 Introduction

The present report describes the findings and activities in Stage 2 of the Qatar Islamic Archaeology and Heritage Project. The following section summarizes the key findings and addresses the research questions outlined in Section 3, before offering some comments on the further progress of the project. Here, only the general research questions from section 3.1 will be addressed, since the more specific research questions relating to the different components of the project are more specifically addressed within each sub-section of the report relevant to these elements of the project.

11.2 Research Questions

1) Was there a settlement at Al Zubarah prior to the arrival of the ‘Utoob during the 1760s?

Work during this season has not found any firm evidence to suggest that there was a settlement at Al Zubarah before the 1760s A.D. However, this could simply reflect the location of the excavation areas, which may simply have missed earlier phases of occupation. Excavations in ZUEP01, at least, have shown that there was an ephemeral phase of occupation consisting of tannirs set into the natural sub-soil, accompanied by postholes prior to the construction of stone-built architecture. A similar ephemeral phase of occupation was evident in ZUEP03. This suggests that there may have been a previous phase of occupation at Al Zubarah that consisted of temporary structures, such as tents or huts. This phase cannot be precisely dated at this stage; in ZUEP01 it could either be the initial phase of ‘Utoob settlement prior to the construction of more substantial buildings or instead represent a much earlier phase altogether. Further analysis of the material culture, in particular coins and ceramics, will provide a better understanding of the dating of this and other phases at the site. The question whether there was a pre-‘Utoob settlement prior to the construction of more substantial buildings or instead represent a much earlier phase altogether.

Further analysis of the material culture, in particular coins and ceramics, will provide a better understanding of the dating of this and other phases at the site. The question whether there was a pre-‘Utoob settlement prior to the construction of more substantial buildings or instead represent a much earlier phase altogether. Further analysis of the material culture, in particular coins and ceramics, will provide a better understanding of the dating of this and other phases at the site. The question whether there was a pre-‘Utoob settlement prior to the construction of more substantial buildings or instead represent a much earlier phase altogether. Further analysis of the material culture, in particular coins and ceramics, will provide a better understanding of the dating of this and other phases at the site. The question whether there was a pre-‘Utoob settlement prior to the construction of more substantial buildings or instead represent a much earlier phase altogether.

2) Did Zubarah primarily have an import-based economy driven by fishing of and trade in pearls, or was there also an economic input from the surrounding hinterland?

Early indications from our research suggest that Zubarah’s economy was not primarily or solely import-based. Imported goods are evident in the various types of foreign ceramic wares at the site (see Appendix I), which derive from the Far East and Europe, but also more locally (e.g. modern-day Iran). But, the ceramics are only one of many material aspects that help to reconstruct economic patterns. The preliminary analysis of faunal remains from three of the four excavation areas shows, for example, that sheep and goat provided an important source of food for the settlement’s inhabitants (see Appendix III). While fish was also an important food resource, it is likely that sheep and goat
were kept in the hinterland of the settlement, close to suitable grazing and fresh water; it is not necessary to assume that they were imported. The regional survey (Section 9), as well as the geoarchaeological work reported here (Section 5), show that there are multiple rural sites in the surrounding countryside, which are likely contemporary with the main phase of settlement at Al Zubarah. Although many goods were undoubtedly imported, Al Zubarah's economy depended just as much on local imports, as much as on imports deriving from an export-import economy driven by the pearl trade. The reconstruction of these economic aspects in greater detail will form part of QIAH's future research strategy.

3) What was the nature of Zubarah’s urban topography?

Zubarah’s urban topography shows a significant degree of planning in its layout and urban structure. The city plan compiled as part of this project shows that many areas are highly regular in layout, which suggests that they were planned and executed as part of one overall enterprise. Many aspects of the city plan are linked into one another, forming a functioning whole especially during the early phase of occupation. There is some evidence that many access routes and roads were laid out to run toward the sea front, which shows that commercial and maritime activities were considered highly important.

Our research has also shown that apart from stone-built architecture there was a further element to Zubarah’s urban fabric. There is widespread evidence for tents and/or temporary structures now, from several excavation areas and several phases of occupation across the site. ZUEP01, ZUEP02 and ZUEP03 have all produced evidence for tannirs, postholes and thin occupation surfaces that likely relate to flimsy structures, such as tents or historically documented palm mat and leaf huts common in other parts of the Gulf. And, those found in ZUEP03 are likely to be contemporary with the major architectural phase on the site, since they immediately pre-date the construction of the inner-town wall (see below). This suggests that, at the same time as major buildings were constructed, the urban topography also included tents and temporary camps along the edge of the major building complexes and neighbourhoods. This will in the future provide some interesting insights into the social fabric of Al Zubarah’s urban society.

4) What was the nature of Zubarah’s urban topography?

Zubarah’s urban topography shows a significant degree of planning in its layout and urban structure. The city plan compiled as part of this project shows that many areas are highly regular in layout, which suggests that they were planned and executed as part of one overall enterprise. Many aspects of the city plan are linked into one another, forming a functioning whole especially during the early phase of occupation. There is some evidence that many access routes and roads were laid out to run toward the sea front, which shows that commercial and maritime activities were considered highly important.

Our research has also shown that apart from stone-built architecture there was a further element to Zubarah’s urban fabric. There is widespread evidence for tents and/or temporary structures now, from several excavation areas and several phases of occupation across the site. ZUEP01, ZUEP02 and ZUEP03 have all produced evidence for tannirs, postholes and thin occupation surfaces that likely relate to flimsy structures, such as tents or historically documented palm mat and leaf huts common in other parts of the Gulf. And, those found in ZUEP03 are likely to be contemporary with the major architectural phase on the site, since they immediately pre-date the construction of the inner-town wall (see below). This suggests that, at the same time as major buildings were constructed, the urban topography also included tents and temporary camps along the edge of the major building complexes and neighbourhoods. This will in the future provide some interesting insights into the social fabric of Al Zubarah’s urban society.

5) What trade links can be reconstructed from the material culture at the sites?

There is no certainty yet regarding trade links, based on our preliminary analysis of the material culture. What is clear is that, in terms of the ceramics, a wide range of material from far afield arrived either through primary, secondary or tertiary exchange at the site. Porcelain that was produced in England, the Netherlands, China and Japan are all present on the site. But, there is also copious amounts of ceramic material from more local sources, such as Khunj in modern-day Iran. It is tempting to think that many of the more high-status porcelain may not reflect direct trade links with China, England or the Netherlands, but may reflect contacts to other international centres where such wares were re-distributed from their original source. Likewise, more locally available wares may reflect more direct local trade links and contacts, as many ports around the Gulf would have served as redistribution centres for locally produced wares. Once they have been properly cleaned and analysed, coins may provide a much more compelling picture of trade and economic links with other regions and places.

6) What can be learnt about the constitution of people’s identities through material culture, consumption and architecture?

Since the study of the material culture is ongoing, more can be said at this point about social identities based on architectural features and faunal remains. Where architecture is concerned, differences between the size and constitution of buildings can be clearly detected. Excavations in ZUEP01 have revealed evidence for two very similar courtyard buildings (Compound 1 and 3; see Section 6.1). These produced evidence for both architectural elaboration in the form of arches, dog-tooth pattern incisions on walls and doorways, as well as elaborate entrance halls. The latter indicate the importance placed on both the reception of guests. Compound 1 also produced several instances of wash-
ing and ablution installations, which consisted of plastered basins with outlets that were sometimes partitioned off from the room. Wall decorations, ablution blocks and the size of the courtyard buildings suggest that the inhabitants had access to sufficient economic resources to embellish their homes and display their status, at least within the private space of the house. It is tempting to identify these buildings with merchant families that immigrated to Zubarah as part of the ‘Utoob arrival. They likely formed a key stratum of society, being involved in the pearl trade and probably also the procurement of pearls, which formed the economic basis of Zubarah.

Architecture also helps us to make some inference about the inhabitants of the so-called ‘palatial compound’ excavated in ZUEP04. The size and fortified character of this compound suggests that the inhabitants likely were members of Zubarah’s ruling elite. Fragments of decorated wall plaster, arches, as well as plaster-lined rooms and exterior walls, indicate that the inhabitants were able to mobilize significant resources. Too little of the compound has yet been excavated to provide more clues to the spatial arrangement of the entire structure or further high-status embellishments. Excavations in ZUEP04 did, however, cut into a midden adjacent to the compound. Excavations here provided further insights into the high status lives of those occupying the compound. As the preliminary analysis of the faunal remains shows (Appendix III), the occupants of the fortified compound had access to higher status foods (reflected in the higher sheep versus goat ratio and lack of fish bones), and also engaged in the occasional hunt, as the remains of some gazelle in the sample show. The latter in particular indicates not just a high status diet, but also leisure activities potentially characteristic of elite pursuits. Faunal remains from ZUEP01, in contrast, indicate a much higher ratio of fish consumption, which suggests that there may have been much less disposable wealth in these households despite the display of status in the architecture. It also strengthens connections of these compounds with maritime life and industry.

Archaeology has also provided a further interesting insight into the social stratification of Zubarah’s society. Excavations in ZUEP03 in particular have produced evidence for tents and/or huts within the walls of the settlement. These minute traces of occupation appear to be contemporary with the main occupation at the site, which suggests that these were the living spaces of people who were not able economically to build stone houses for themselves. They may relate to occasional Bedouin communities who were permitted to camp inside the protective screen of Zubarah’s walls and towers. But it is equally tempting to think of these structures as temporary occurrences that relate to the annual pearl fishing season, when people flooded to the ports to join the pearling fleets as divers and crew on the dhows. The history of these people who arguably carried the economy of the pearl trade, has so far rarely been studied or analysed, and the post-holes, tannūrs and occupation surfaces in ZUEP03 provide some tantalizing evidence for their participation in the life of Zubarah.

Where the material culture is concerned much more work has to be carried out to fully understand how it may relate to the identities of Zubarah’s inhabitants. It is interesting to see that both porcelain coffee cups and clay tobacco pipes were common in all excavation areas, which highlights the importance of both receiving guests (serving of coffee) as well as engaging in social encounters. These are important elements of Islamic societies in many parts of the world. Many porcelain pieces also show signs of repair and curation, which suggests that they held quite a lot of importance and meaning to their owners.

11.3 Summary of Key Findings

11.3.1 Archaeological Phases of Zubarah

From the excavations in 2009 and the work reported here, we are now able to distinguish six broad phases at the site. These phases can be further sub-divided in particular areas or even across the site as a whole, and the earliest identified phase may not necessarily be the earliest phase at the site (even earlier phases may be located outside present excavation areas). The further sub-division and chronological placing of these phases will require further more intensive work on the material assemblages to fine-tune our dating. There are necessarily some differences in the presence of phases in the different excavation areas. To correlate the different phases, Table 11.1 provides an overview of the different phases in each excavation area, and how they relate to the phasing of the site as a whole. This

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zubarah Phases</th>
<th>ZUEP01 Phases</th>
<th>ZUEP02 Phases</th>
<th>ZUEP03 Phases</th>
<th>ZUEP04 Phases</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sporadic use of the site, construction of modern road; modern, post-1950s occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ephemeral settlement, windbreaks, enclosures, occasional tannūrs; early 20th century occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Houses with large courtyards and few rooms, architecture generally of poorer quality - use of beach stone as building material; construction of inner town wall and towers. ~1820s-mid/late 19th century?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ephemeral phase of occupation characterised by tents and/or huts in ZUEP01, and ZUEP02, following settlement decline/ abandonment after a major (catastrophic?) fire, time frame between 1811-1820?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>Primary phase of construction and occupation of Al Zubarah. Outer town wall built. Size of settlement reaches maximum extent of c. 100 ha. Courtyard houses and large-scale compounds, including the palatial compound built and used. Architecture predominantly well-made using solid construction materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>6, 5</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Ephemeral phase of occupation documented in ZUEP01 and ZUEP03. Pre-‘Utoob phase or initial phase of ‘Utoob settlement at the site. Could be...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
initial attempt at correlating the different phases is, of course, based on preliminary observations and will require further examination as part of the ongoing fieldwork.

Starting with the oldest, the six phases thus far identified are:

Phase VI (pre-1760s?)
Phase VI consists of a phase of ephemeral occupation traces excavated in ZUEP01 and ZUEP03. These occur in the form of postholes, tannūrs and pits, and likely represent the remains of temporary structures (such as tents or palm-leaf and palm-matt huts) and sporadic occupation.

This phase pre-dates the major settlement and occupation of Phase V (see below), but it is unclear by how much it predates it. It could either represent an incipient phase of occupation that occurred shortly after the Utoob’s arrival at Zubarah, or an unrelated, even earlier phase of settlement. One radiocarbon date from ZUEP03 provides a proxy terminus ante quem for the occupations in this phase, having produced a date falling into the 16-17th century AD, but no earlier than the 16th century. Study of the material culture might provide some insight into this question.

Phase V (c. 1762/1766-1811)
This phase represents the major phase of settlement at Zubarah during which the outer settlement wall, the major compounds, neighbourhoods and mosques were built and occupied. During this phase the settlement appears to have reached its maximum extent of c. 100ha and was at its zenith. This is the phase during which the Zubarah was an important regional settlement with major trade links in and beyond the Gulf. Architecture was mainly constructed of better quality limestone walls, faced with gypsum plaster, as documented in the three compounds in ZUEP01 (Phase 5), the ‘shops’ in ZUEP02 (Phase 5), as well as the ‘palatial compound’ in ZUEP04 (Phase 3/4). However, at the same time as major architecture is present, the cityscape also includes more ephemeral, temporary structures. Excavations in ZUEP01c (Phase 4) have shown that tent camps or palm-leaf and palm-matt structures were present, which were likely occupied by poorer fishermen and their families. This phase terminates with the widespread evidence for fire documented particularly in ZUEP01 and ZUEP03.

Historically, it is possible that this phase relates to the arrival of the Utoob during the 1760s, when they appear to have expanded a pre-existing settlement considerably or founded the settlement from scratch.

Phase IV (post-1811)
This phase begins with the termination of the Phase 5 settlement by widespread fire followed by dilapidation and decay. It is characterised by the construction and inhabitation of ephemeral structures in some areas of the site (ZUEP02) and the accumulation of windblown silt and sand deposits in others (documented in ZUEP01 and ZUEP03). Old, ruined buildings may have been partially reused or rebuilt, but the vast majority of the settlement was at this point deserted. Postholes associated with tannūrs and occupation surfaces suggest temporary structures (tents and/or palm-huts). This appears to immediately follow on from the destruction of the settlement in 1811, filling the gap between Phase 5 and Phase 3. Some structures or ruins may have been reused during this time, but the majority of the archaeological evidence was found in the form of non-stone architecture. The exact length of this phase is somewhat unclear.

Phase III (1820-late 19th century)
During this phase the inner settlement wall and towers were constructed and occupation appears to have been restricted to a much smaller area of the site (consisting of c. a third of the former settlement area). Architecture in this phase consists of walls built predominantly of beachstone with gypsum plaster facings, although limestone robbed from earlier buildings was reused. Courtyard houses appear to be the norm, although these now have fewer rooms (such as one of the compounds in ZUEP02).

This phase marks a re-settlement of Zubarah following the 1811 destruction. It likely represents a much longer phase of occupation than Phase V although it was less intense. It can be partially dated from the 1824 map of Captain Brucks (see Section 2), on which Zubarah is marked as ‘Zobara, extensive ruins’ and is described in his notes as “Small settlement amongst extensive ruins”.

Phase II (Early 20th century)
This phase is once again marked by abandonment and dilapidation. Only dry-stone wall windbreaks and enclosures appear to have been constructed during this phase, which represents some of the extant architecture clearly visible on the surface today (e.g. in ZUEP01 and ZUEP02). The archaeological signature reflects likely eclectic use of the site by fishermen or pastoral groups.

Phase II may post-dates the destruction of the Qatar dhow fleet by British naval vessels in 1895 in the bay between Zubarah and the Ras Ushayriq peninsula, and corresponds to the final abandonment of permanent settlement in Zubarah.

Phase I (Mid 20th century to present)
The boundaries between Phase 1 and 2 are not easy to define chronologically. However, the construction of the pier and the road leading from the pier (documented in ZUEP03) clearly fall into this later phase. The construction of the road and the pier appear to have occurred sometime after 1958 and before 1977, as documented by aerial photographs of the site.
11.3.2 The ‘Palatial Compound’ and Social Stratification

Excavations in ZUEP04 have provided an initial insight into the lives of what we can fairly straightforwardly assume to be the upper echelons of Zubarah’s society. The excavations here revealed the remains of a large, defensive building, which included elements of decorative architecture. Many aspects of the excavations here points toward an elite lifestyle. Faunal remains from the adjacent midden indicate higher status food consumption, as the evidence for the higher number of sheep versus goat and the presence of hunted gazelle show (Appendix III). This is a significant difference to the other excavation areas investigated to date. The further study of the material culture will probably provide a similar perspective.

The ‘palatial compound’ is the first time QIAH has explored a large structure outside the area of the inner city wall. The size of the building, as well is strategic positioning along the southeastern edge of the city wall, show careful planning, suggesting that both the city wall and the compound were executed as part of a large scale city design in Phase V. Although we can identify the compound with high status living, excavations here also produced the remains of a madhaber, which suggests that the production of date-syrup was a widespread activity, at least in elite and merchant households. Thus, domestic activities took place as a matter of course inside the ‘palatial compound’.

The compound was not only designed to impress – as the exterior plaster on the towers, the decorative architectural elements, as well as the size of the compound suggests– it also fulfilled utilitarian functions. Beyond the domestic activities, alluded to above, one gains a defensive, military impression from the structure. The corner towers were not only the largest thus far documented in Zubarah, but they were also strategically placed immediately behind the southeastern section of the city wall. Here, where the wall makes two bends around the compound, we would usually find towers placed on the city wall itself. In this case, however, the compound towers, situated behind the city wall, replace towers in the wall. At the same time, we find one city wall tower positioned exactly half way along the southeastern perimeter wall, providing the protection of three towers along a fairly short stretch of city wall. Written sources suggest that threats and attacks against Zubarah were a fairly commonplace occurrence. By providing some of the defence against attacks from the southeast, which may have been a particularly threatened segment of the settlements defences, the occupants of the compound may have sought to heighten their status and show symbolically, as well as practically, that they were the guarantors of safety and security for the settlement’s inhabitants.

Further excavations in ZUEP04 and other parts of the palatial compound will provide further critical insights into the use and function of this structure throughout Zubarah’s history. Work here will allow us to better understand the constitution of Zubarah’s society, by studying what we consider to be the buildings of Zubarah’s ruling family. This, however, will only make sense if we also continue to excavate other parts of the settlement, to compare and contrast these results against the wider societal backdrop.

11.3.3 Pearl fishing and trade

The pearl fishing and trading industry clearly had a profound influence on the emergence and development of Zubarah and its hinterland. Evidence for its importance can be found throughout the excavations areas in the town. Tear-dropped shape diving weights are a common find, which were used by pearl divers to quickly descend to the pearl banks, as were stone anchors, which were found in various contexts in ZUEP01 and ZUEP02. Our excavations have revealed evidence for the multiple social strata that were involved in the pearl fishing industry and trade, from the wealthy mercantile elite who controlled the trade from their position as tribal leaders, to the merchants who acted as boat owners, financiers, trading agents, importer agents, and local supplier, to the craftsmen, shopkeepers, and ship captains, to the crewmen who manned the pearl diving dhows, herders who looked after the sheep, goat and camels, workers who built houses, defences and palaces, and fishers who supplied food to the everyday people in the town. In ZUEP01 we excavated the remains of what appear to be merchant houses. In ZUEP02 the work revealed evidence of what appears to have been commercial districts with some evidence for industrial activity, which will require further investigation. Evidence for tent camps or huts contemporary with the main occupation and major phase of architectural construction was found in ZUEP03. And excavations in ZUEP04 disclosed buildings likely occupied by the more important families of Zubarah whose initiative, organisational efforts and infrastructural improvements allowed the pearl fisheries and trade to prosper.

It is tempting to understand the now widespread evidence for the production of date syrup found in the form of multiple madhabes installations in ZUEP01, ZUEP02 and ZUEP04, as a production system that acted in support of the pearl fishing fleets. The highly nutritious date syrup produced with them would likely provided an important supplement to the diet of pearl fishers and other mariners, who could expect to be at sea for several weeks at a time. Supplying and sustaining a large pearl and trading fleet, which formed the primary basis of Al Zubarah’s economy, was very likely a key factor in food production, water procurement and the shaping of the local secondary and tertiary economy. As the work by Philip Macumber as part of this project (Section 5), as well as the excavations at Qal’at Murayr (Section 8), have shown, water was a key resource in this arid environment. Controlling access to water and providing a reliable fresh water source was not only a key element of survival in this harsh environment, but in the case of Zubarah was also a key infrastructural ingredient to keep the local pearl fishing and trading economy fuelled. That is why access to this crucial resource received significant protection. The two screening walls leading from Zubarah to Qal’at Murayr likely served to protect the transportation of water from the wells situated inside the fort to the settlement and harbour. The large fort of Qal’at Murayr was situated in a commanding and strategically important location in the landscape, protecting several wells inside its walls and nearby. Food supplied from the hinterland also played a significant economic input. Although fish was a major constituent of the diet, sheep and goat was not an unimportant source of meat. Dates were likely also grown locally. Our regional archaeological and geomorphological survey (Sections 5 and 9), as well as written sources (Section 2). This enabled Zubarah to support a sizeable pearl fishing and trading fleet, resulting in the import of numerous elements of material culture. This contrasts with the findings of Carter (2005).

Ultimately, though, it seems that various factors, both economic and political, conspired against the sustainability of Zubarah’s economic regime. The need to transport water from as far as 1.6 km away to the harbour and settlement must have placed somewhat of a strain on the local supply infrastructure. The time and effort required to supply and resupply dhows must have sooner or later become one factor in the calculation of profit margins. This was likely amplified by Zubarah’s shallow harbour, which does not allow larger vessels to come close to the shore and would thus likely have to be
resupplied by smaller, shallower boats. This would have added yet more time and expenditure to economic balance sheet.

Ecologically the local environment would have likely also struggled to support a fairly substantial population in Zūbārah, which would have also expanded temporarily during the annual pearl fishing seasons. Migrant Bedouin may, at these times, have come to Zūbārah to find employment on the pearl-fishing dhows as divers, crew members or to participate in the local secondary or tertiary economy (Bowen 1951, 169). The presence of a constant, large population, in a region that had difficulty providing sufficient resources for anything like a similarly sized population beforehand, as well as periodic presence of a seasonally migrant population, must have put a strain on both available food and water resources in Zūbārah’s hinterland.

It seems then that it was not only political pressures that led to Al Zūbārah’s gradual demise as a key settlement location important for pearl fishing and trade. Economic, and perhaps even ecological factors, also played an important role.

11.3.4 Zubirah’s Hinterland

The question of sustainability and maintaining Al Zubirah’s economy suggests that there is a profound need to continue the investigation of Zūbārah’s hinterland. There has been a general argument that pearl fishing and trading settlement’s such as Zūbārah were primarily reliant on an import-export economy based on income derived from the pearl trade (e.g. Carter 2005). The regional survey reported here (see Sections 5 and 9), as well as the excavations at two major sites in Zūbārah’s immediate surrounding (Qa‘at Murayr and Furayhayh, Sections 7 & 8), have begun to show that the hinterland likely had a much more important economic input into the local economy.

Where Qa‘at Murayr protected a key water resource, the regional survey has shown that a number of pastoral camp sites existed in the vicinity. Although these are ephemeral occupations and difficult to date for lack of material culture remains, several settlements in Zūbārah’s hinterland appear to be contemporary and likely acted to supply the town with food and water. One interesting such site, identified by Philip Macumber, is the large area of enclosures and field systems near Al Jumayl (see Section 5). This large site, which measures c. 100 hectares in maximum extent, is a concentration of wells, enclosures, earthworks, and a series of buildings (including the remains of potentially one fort or fortified compound measuring c. 20 x 20 m). Although also not securely dated at present, it may represent a site were livestock was kept and reared on a large scale to support the local demand of sites such as Zūbārah. Another similar site is Muhayriqat near Helwan, situated much closer to Zūbārah, where similar earthworks form enclosures likely for the keeping of livestock. And closer yet, our survey has identified similar enclosures around Qa‘at Murayr (see Section 7).

Pearl fishing and the trade in pearls therefore seem to have had a profound impact on the local landscape within Zūbārah’s hinterland. Some of the ideas above undoubtedly need to be further examined and tested as work progresses, but there is reason to doubt that the economy of these pearl fishing and trading settlements was exclusively or primarily based on an export-import economy. While this was clearly the primary means to generate income, our work appears to show that the economy was much more multi-layered, and included multiple actors and stakeholders. The hinterland of these settlements, at least from the perspective of Zūbārah, must have played a key role in this, providing critical support not only for the settlement’s inhabitants, but also to actually support the primary economy of the pearl fishing and trade. The ‘Uthūb founded not just a settlement at Zūbārah, but their arrival also had a profound impact on the local landscape. This ought to cause us to reconsider the manifold ways in which pearl trading and fishing did not just affect the history of the 18th-19th century ‘city-states’ and proto Gulf region national entities, but also how it had wider effects on hinterlands and regions along the coast, affecting also not just urban populations, but local groups and tribes, their livelihoods and histories.

11.3.5 Zubirah’s Importance

There are various inter-connected elements of archaeological research that highlight Al Zubirah’s importance beyond the local or national level. Generally speaking, research on Late Islamic urban archaeology is woefully underdeveloped in comparison to other periods following the adoption of Islam, particularly in the Gulf. Working at Al Zubirah provides a step forward in our understanding of urbanised settlements and spaces on the verge of modernity in the Gulf, which was a critical period in the constitution of the modern nation states in the region (Fuecero 2009). As such, work at Al Zubirah provides critical insights into the character of Late Islamic urban structures and societies, and into their development. It acts not only as an important supplement to the scarce written record, but also opens up opportunities to examine elements of the urban society not commonly disclosed by other sources. Evidence for the discovery of temporary tent camps contemporary with the main phase of occupation in Al Zubirah provide an insight into the social strata of these urbanised communities. Furthermore, this is a basis on which to reconsider and better understand these communities economic and social histories, which also played a key part in the formation of national and local identities and economic regimes to the present day.

Al Zubirah is a key location where such research can be carried out. This is because the site was subject to a ‘Pompeii effect’. The main phase of occupation at Al Zubirah lasted for less than fifty years, and this main phase was the result of a strategic execution of a specific urban design. The layout and plan of this design are preserved at the site, as QIAH’s extensive topographic surveys have shown (Bille 2009). With the destruction and subsequent abandonment of the settlement in 1811 little of this historic, urbanised fabric was disturbed by later occupations and developments. In essence, it became fossilised. It is one of the very few places in the Gulf where this is the case, as in many other cases later development of the modern urban fabric has destroyed or displaced the original layout and shape of settlements. Al Zubirah therefore is a lucky break for urban archaeologists trying to understand this formative, key period in the region’s history. Further work at the site promises to capitalise on the unique opportunity the site provides to better understand this key period, the social and economic relations amongst its actors, and the critical role played the interplay between politics, social strategies, economic activities, ecology and environment.
11.4 Recommendations

To conclude this report we put forward a number of key recommendations for the further work at the site that stem from our Stage 2, Season 1 fieldwork at Al Zubarah, Murayr, Furayhah and the wider hinterland.

Work in key locations inside the settlement of Al Zubarah has to continue. This includes in particular compound 2 and 3 in ZUEP01 to enhance our understanding of ‘merchant-class’ buildings in this sector of the town. It also includes in what we suspect to be the commercial district in ZUEP02, which will provide key information on the economic activities of Al Zubarah’s inhabitants. From this area a connection should be made from our excavations to the QMA excavations in the souk to the north. Finally, excavations in ZUEP04 should continue and should be expanded to reveal more about this fascinating structure in the southeastern area of the town. Here, excavations could also cut into some adjacent structures to clarify their relationship to the main ‘palatial compound’.

Both the archaeological and geomorphological work near and around Al Zubarah has to carry on to continue to detail Zubarah’s hinterland. This will critically enhance not just the historic environment record in this part of Qatar, but will also significantly enhance our understanding of Al Zubarah’s historic landscape. Work by Dr Philip Macumber will also continue to highlight the unique parameters provided for by Qatar’s physical topography and environment that imposed important modifications on the socio-cultural and economic history of the region.

Excavations at Furayhah have only begun to scratch the surface of the history of this important settlement, with evidence suggesting that it’s origins may date back to the 17th century. Further work here will provide information on its history and development, in particular during the key time period of Al Zubarah’s main phase of occupation.

Excavations at Qal’at Murayr have shown the great potential this site has. In part, it is much better preserved sub-surface than the lack of upstanding remains would suggest. Although further excavations at the site are not required at present – with adequate fences being constructed to provide protection – further work here could proceed by using the latest, state-of-the-art geophysical survey methods and small scale archaeological interventions to better understand sub-soil survival of archaeology and to recover crucial dating evidence.

Crucial site protection measures now have to be implemented to protect and preserve the crucial archaeological resources at Al Zubarah and the hinterland, using fences and restrictions of access. Vehicle traffic and access to Al Zubarah, Murayr and Furayah has to be restricted to protect the fragile archaeological remains at these sites. Guards should be employed to enforce the protection of these sites, with fences restricting the physical access.

QIAH’s conservation program will, following the initial tests and experiments as part of this season, play a more critical role in the years to come, as excavated remains will be protected and conserved to provide a visual representation of the site to visitors.

The latter will go hand in hand with further outreach and publicity work to highlight Zubarah’s importance and crucial representation of one of the region’s best surviving examples of an 18th-19th century pearl fishing and trading settlement.
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The Qatar Islamic Archaeology and Heritage Project (QIAH) is a cooperation between the Qatar Museums Authority and the University of Copenhagen. It was established in 2009 to carry out archaeological research in the northern parts of Qatar especially in the area of the ancient city of al Zubarah and its hinterland and to develop the region into a National Heritage park.

The QIAH is a large-scale, multi-disciplinary project were archaeology, environmental studies, conservation and site presentation are linked to the heritage management from the very beginning. Since 2008 the archaeological site of Zubarah and its neighbouring settlements are on the UNESCO tentative list for world heritage. The project area is now under survey. Also excavations take place within the city of al Zubarah and other sites in the region.

During the 18th and 19th Century AD the Arabian Gulf was the frame of intense fishing and trade of pearls. One of the booming town of the pearl trade was Zubarah located on the northern coast of the Qatar peninsula. The city had at least 5000 inhabitants, covered more than 100 hectares and was defended by towers and walls. Zubarah is one of the few surviving complete 18th - 19th century town-plans of its type in the region, and as such a unique resource for the understanding the life and culture of that time.

Today the site is very detailed and the ruins are covered with sand blown in by the wind. The environmental conditions with high salinity concentration, extreme temperatures and strong humidity results in very fragile archaeological remains. Conservation and conservation maintenance will therefore require systematic permanent monitoring and maintenance process and long term strategies for protection and site presentation for the public are required.

For the project a "virtual" (semi-structured XML) database is now under construction, which will provide a system for documenting documentation systems, data bases and materials of all parts of the project. All information from the surveillance system are seen as a part of the cultural heritage of Zubarah. Information will be presented in English and Arabic. This knowledge will be organised and conducted by a heritage management committee. The management committee will play an essential role in the management. The management structure develops through a dialogue between all stakeholders, including the policy makers, and specialists from the QIAH-Project.

The visions are formulated and structured in a master plan for the entire archaeological project respectively the heritage park. The master plan is structured along three main parameters: management, preservation, and presentation. Each part of the project, e.g. archaeology in environmental studies, can use its own documentation system. The "virtual" database system shall keep the information coming from the single parts of the project. The purpose of the database can develop and grow gradually to the purpose of the different sections and their needs.

**CASE STUDY: Excavation point 01 (EP01) in Zubarah City**

**DATA BASE STRUCTURE**

The "virtual" data base should act as a "easy access" information system for the public and as a research tool for the scientific work. To provide an easy access to the stored data a 3D-model or a map will be used for the navigation under the database system. Icons will mark places, areas of interest or sites with special information. e.g. information about natural highlights or specific architectural features. Clicking on a data icon will lead to a 3D model of the chosen site. The 3D-models are based on new 3D laser scans of the archaeological excavation. Since the state of preservation, many different topics can be accessed via icons indicating detailed information. This data, e.g. for the architectural remains, will be organized by building, rooms, by room and sub by sub.

The architecture database will contain a log book / catalogue for each architectural feature and will be used to document the monitoring of the state of preservation, needed maintenance, curing or restored features e.g. conservation, consolidation, scaffolding, lamps etc.

The database will be maintained by the QIAH-Project.

_Marta Knudtson_ 
Department of Conservation and Restoration, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

_SMARTDoc Symposium 2010_
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### Conservation Inventory

#### Rooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Zubarah</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>ZUQMA04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room No.:</td>
<td>0001</td>
<td>Building unit:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function:</td>
<td>Courtyard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Connected Rooms:** 0002, 0003, 0005

**Description:** 8.40 m x 10.50 m; floor covered by blow-in sand deposits, partly with salt-crusts and a brush; two staircases: one in the NE corner of the room leading to E; one in the NW corner leading to N.

- **Floor:**
  - Lime Plaster
  - Anhydride Plaster
  - Mud Plaster
  - Soil
  - Shell
  - Other

- **Measures required:**
  - Next Monitoring: 2012

- **Wall:**
  - Wall a
  - Wall b
  - Wall c
  - Wall d
  - Wall e
  - Wall f

**Date:** 18.11.2009

**Data entered by:** Moritz Kinzel

**Data modified by:** Bernadeta Schäfer

---

#### Walls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room No.:</th>
<th>0001</th>
<th>Wall ID:</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>Wall:</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>Back to Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**View of the wall a (northern wall).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max. Height</th>
<th>Min. Height</th>
<th>Courses No.</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Wall Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 m</td>
<td>0.60 m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.60 m</td>
<td>11.20 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Building Materials:**

- Agneta
- Benny
- Bille 1
- Björn
- Frida
- Kalle
- Other

**Mortar:**

- Anhydride/Lime
- Mud
- Cement
- Soil
- Other

**Plaster:**

- Anhydride/Lime
- Mud
- Soil
- Cement
- Other

**Damages:**

- Yes
- No

**Measures:**

- Required
- Not required

**Date:** 18.11.2009

**Data entered by:** Moritz Kinzel

**Data modified by:** Bernadeta Schäfer

**Date of data modification:** 08.01.2011
Conservation Inventory

Damages

Room No.: 0001  Wall ID: 128  Wall:  a

Go to Measures  Back to Walls

General state: The vertical wall surface ruined to a great extend, the original surface no more existing; the upper surface covered by partly damaged cement capping.

- Voids in wall structure
- Cracks in wall structure
- Collapse of wall structure
- Eroded stones
- Blow-out of joints
- Wash-out of joints
- Plaster collapsed
- Cracks in cement capping
- Collapse of cement capping
- Loose wall plaster
- Free standing plaster
- Cracks in plaster
- Plaster fragmented
- Salt crusts
- Blow-in sand deposit

Date: 18.11.2009  Date of data modification: 08.01.2011

Data entered by: Moritz Kinzel  Data modified by: Bernadeta Schäfer

Measures

Room No.: 0001  Wall ID: 128  Wall:  a

Annual monitoring

- Cleaning
- Removing of sand deposits
- Removing of fallen stones
- Removing of collapsed cement cappings
- Replacement of stones
- Stabilisation of wall structure
- Rejoining
- Plaster consolidation
- Rendering
- Moulding of ornaments
- Further documentation

Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:
Done  Date:

Next monitoring: 2012

Date: 18.11.2009  Date of data modification: 08.01.2011

Data entered by: Moritz Kinzel  Data modified by: Bernadeta Schäfer
X-ray diffraction and chemical analysis of samples from the archaeological site Al Zubarah in Qatar and preparation of a restoration mortar

1. Introduction

The Labor für Baudenkmalspflege Naumburg obtained a number of sand and mortar samples (figure 1) from the restorer Paul Hofmann in order to determine the chloride contents and phase composition, respectively. Two washed sand samples were used for the preparation of mortars with natural hydraulic lime as binder.
2 Quantitative chemical analysis of chloride content in sand samples

The chloride contents of seven untreated sand samples were determined according to DIN ISO 10304-1 (by ion chromatography). The samples with the largest chloride contents (No. 1 and 3) were flushed with a volume of tap water twice as large as the sand volume and dried. The remaining chloride contents were measured. The results are given in Table 1.

**Table 1: Chloride contents in sand samples (data given in mass %)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand samples</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>untreated samples</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>washed samples</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data of Table 1 shows that the local, shells containing sand contains a lot of sodium chloride which renders it as an unfavourable aggregate for the production of mortar. However, a single and simple washing procedure reduces the chloride contents effectively.

3 X-ray diffraction analysis

When irradiated by X-rays crystalline substances generate a diagnostic diffraction pattern which can be used for phase identification.

A mortar sample of unknown composition and supposedly produced by Pakistani workmen was investigated by this method. The identified phases in the compound are listed below, the diffraction diagram is presented in appendix 1.

**Table 2: Phase composition of unknown mortar**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mortar</td>
<td>anhydrite II, gypsum, calcite, bassanite, quartz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the phase composition the investigated mortar is an anhydrite binder which is produced by firing gypsum in the temperature interval 320 - 480 °C. The presence of some gypsum and bassanite indicates that either the dehydration of gypsum was not totally complete or that part of the anhydrite II (CaSO₄) took up water and reacted back to bassanite (CaSO₄*0.5H₂O) and gypsum (CaSO₄*2H₂O). Quartz and calcite can be regarded as impurities of the raw material.

4 Preparation of restoration mortar

With the washed sand samples 1 and 3 two mortar samples were prepared with natural hydraulic lime (Otterbein Hydradur NHL 5) as binder. The composition of the mortars is given in Table 3.

**Table 3: Mortar compositions**

| Sample 1 | 1 volume part NHL 5, 3 volume parts aggregate, 1 volume part water |
| Sample 3 | 3 volume parts aggregate, 2 volume parts water, 2 mass% tylose \(^+) \) |

\(^+) \) with reference to the combined mass of binder and aggregate

**Table 4: Physical parameters of mortar samples**

| Sample | Density \[
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^+) \) after 9 days of hardening. The compressive strength after 28 days is supposed to be higher than 2 N/mm².
5 Summary of results

The untreated sand from the beach contains a high amount of sodium chloride which makes it unfavourable for the use as aggregate for the production of mortar. However, the sodium chloride contents can be effectively reduced by a simple washing procedure which requires about double the volume of the sand. If large volumes of sand have to be washed it may be reasonable to desalt the process water so that it can be used several times.

The X-rayed mortar proved to be an anhydrite mortar. Under arid climate conditions anhydrite mortar may be a good alternative to lime mortar.

The addition of about 2 mass% tylose to the aggregate/binder mixture almost doubles the amount of water which the mortar can take up and consequently reduces the risk of premature drying. The physical parameters of a tylose containing mortar are similar to that of a tylose-free mortar. The “classical mixture” of 1 volume part binder (NHL 5), 3 volume parts aggregate and about 1 volume part of water will yield a mortar with a compressive strength of about 2 – 3 N/mm² after 28 days of hardening. In order to increase the compressive strength the water volume may be reduced but that will produce a friable mortar paste which is not so workable and has a higher risk of premature drying.
Conservation and Consolidation tests in Zubarah (Northfield)
18.7. - 21.6. 2010 executed by Paul Hofmann
Documented by Moritz Kinzel

1. Plaster / Stone Consolidation

Kalziumhydroxid auf Nanobasis, Kolloidales Calciumhydroxid, Nanokalk in Ethanol [CaOSil-E]
Testfield 1  a) E10 b) E25
Testfield 2  a) E10 b) E25
For the location see Fig. 1, 2 & 3. Evaluation will take place in December 2010.

Fig. 1 Testfield 1a before and direct after treatment (18.6.2010)
Fig. 2 Testfield 1b before and direct after treatment (18.6.2010)
Fig. 3 Testfield 2 a & b. Marked stones were treated with consolidation material.

2. Mortar tests for wall consolidation/conservation

For the mortars following sands were used:
- local sand/soil (Muschelkalksand=MKS)
- Quartzsand (QMA) QS

A  MKS ~ 2,5 – 6 mm
B  MKS ~ 0,75 – 2,5 mm
C  QS ~ 0 – 2 mm geringer Anteil bis 6 mm

Anhydrite local material QMA version fine grained
hydrodilcher Kalk
Tylose

A + B washed 3 times to reduce salt concentration

Mortartest in wall structure /joints (Mauerwerk= MW)
**Eastern part of tower structure** (Fig. 4)

**Wall structure**
- II MW C / hK 3:1 covered with plastic, partly joint with XI
- III MW C / An 3:1 covered with plastic, partly joint with X and XI
- **Joints**
  - X (A/B/C 1:1:1) / An 2:1 covered, without Ty, nass in nass auf frischen MW
  - XI (A/B/C 1:1:1) / hK 3:1 + 1% Ty covered, wet in wet to MW

**Northern part of tower structure** (Fig. 5)
- IV C / An 2:1 open (North/East corner, Fig. 6)
- VI (A/B/C 1:1:1) / An 2:1 + Ty (2%) covered.
- VIII (A/B/C 1:1:1) / hK 3:1 + Ty (2%) covered.

**Southern part of tower structure** (Fig. 7)
- XII Schlämme C / hK 1:1 + Ty (1%) covered Auftrag zwischen 3 – 20 mm.

**Western part of tower structure** (Fig. 8)
- VII (A/B/C 1:1:1) / hK 3:1 + Ty (2%) open
- IX C/An 2:1 open
- XIII Schlämme C / hK 1:1 + Ty (1%) open, Auftrag zwischen 3 – 20 mm.

All samples were watered on the second and third day!
Fig. 6 Mortar test IV North-Eastern corner.

Fig. 7 Southern part of tower structure (Test XII).

Fig. 8 Western part of tower structure.
The building stones of Zubarah
Robert Sobott, Labor für Baudenkmalpflege Naumburg, Germany.

For the construction of the buildings of Zubarah a surprisingly large number of different sedimentary rocks were used. They differ with respect to the mineralogical composition and fabric which determine the quality as building stones, especially the weathering stability and petrophysical properties which have an impact on the preservation of the excavated structures. Figure 1 gives an example on how the rock properties contribute to the stability of the wall structure. The gradual decay of the building stones contributes also to the decay of the mortar in the joints and both processes will eventually lead to a collapse of the wall structure.

Figure 1: Preservation state of wall structure as a consequence of rock properties. Left side: Homogeneous, biosparitic limestone with good weathering and moderate mechanical stability. Right side: Beachrock (mollusc rudstone) with poor weathering stability and mechanical strength.

From the city wall, a tower construction, and a housing complex of the Zubarah archaeological excavation site eight hand specimens marked by their different macroscopic appearance (plate 1) were collected for petrographic studies by X-ray diffraction and thin section microscopy. A preliminary description of the rocks based on the macroscopic features and the results of the X-ray diffraction analyses is given below and will be followed by more detailed descriptions as soon as the thin sections are available.

A stone species abundantly used for the construction of the buildings is the beachrock which consists of cemented mollusc shells (gastropods, bivalves) of different size (plate 1, samples 1 - 3). According to the classification of carbonate rocks by Dunham (1962) and Embry & Klovan (1971) this stone should be called a mollusc rudstone. A subdivision of the mollusc rudstones can be made with respect to the prevalence of either bivalve (sample 1) or gastropod shells (sample 2). The carbonate mineralogy of the beachrocks is determined by the presence of Mg calcite, aragonite, Ca dolomite, and stoichiometric dolomite. Other minerals present may be quartz and halite. The Mg calcite in sample 1 (bivalve rudstone) contains 13.9 mol% MgCO₃, while in a second sample of the same stone type the MgCO₃ content is 15.4 mol%. This second sample contains almost stoichiometric dolomite and Ca dolomite (Ca₉₋₄,Mg₂₋₆). The gastropod rudstone (turitella rudstone; sample 2) contains two different Mg calcites with 5.1 and 15.1 mol% MgCO₃, respectively. Mg calcite and aragonite are metastable phases at ambient temperature and pressure conditions and transformed into stable calcite.

The porosity of the mollusc rudstones ranges between 30 and 40 %. The mechanical strength of the friable bivalve rudstone is low while that of the gastropod rudstone is fairly high. The different mechanical strength of the mollusc rudstones is also reflected by the ultrasonic velocities which are 2.6 km/s and 3.8 km/s, respectively.

One of the best building stones with respect to weathering stability is the biosparitic limestone or packstone according to the Dunham classification (sample 4). It is composed of 87 mass% stoichiometric calcite, 8.7 mass% stoichiometric dolomite, and 4.3 mass% quartz. The particle sizes are less than 0.5 mm. The mechanical strength is moderate due to a high porosity in the range of 40 %.

By far the highest mechanical strength is exhibited by the microcrystalline dolomite (sample No. 5). The X-ray diffraction pattern reveals that it consists exclusively of stoichiometric dolomite. The bulk density given in table 1 reflects a dense matrix with occasional small vugs.

The only non-carbonate rock encountered in the walls of Zubarah was gypsum (sample 6). Due to the softness of the constituent mineral and the high porosity the mechanical strength is rather low. Besides gypsum the rock contains Mg calcite, aragonite, and dolomite.

Table 1: Basic petrophysical properties of the building stones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>Rock type</th>
<th>Bulk density [g/cm³]</th>
<th>Porosity [%]</th>
<th>Ultrasonic velocity [km/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mollusc rudstone</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>~ 40</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>mollusc rudstone</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>~ 30</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>biosparitic limestone</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>~ 40</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>microcrystalline dolomite</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>gypsum</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>~ 39</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different rock types used for the construction of the buildings of Zubarah give rise to two important questions: (1) where are the quarries or places which furnished the stones, and (2) is there a connection between the function of a building and the material used for its construction or was it taken entirely at random? Answers to these questions would reveal information about the organisation of the building process and the craftsmanship of the builders who commanded empirical knowledge about the rock properties.

Caption to plate 1:
Building stones of Zubarah
Sample 1: beachrock (bivalve rudstone)  Sample 2: beachrock (turitella rudstone)  Sample 3: beachrock  Sample 4: biosparitic limestone (packstone)  Sample 5: microcrystalline dolomite  Sample 6: gypsum
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1.0 Introduction

In August 2010 Alan Baxter & Associates was commissioned by the University of Copenhagen, on behalf of the Qatar Museums Authority, to carry out an initial structural survey of Al Zubarah Fort and to give preliminary advice on how the fort might be incorporated into wider plans for the future of the area as a potential World Heritage Site.

Al Zubarah Fort lies on the north-west corner of the Qatar peninsula, about 1.5 km from the shore of the Persian Gulf and 75 km from the capital of Doha.

Fieldwork for this report was carried out by William Filmer-Sankey between 2 and 4 December 2010. The inspection was visual only; no opening up or other investigative works were undertaken.
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2.0 Historical Background

On account of its climate, geology and lack of readily accessible fresh water, human occupation of Qatar has traditionally been nomadic, with Bedouin tribes moving their flocks in search of areas of grazing. At the same time, Qatar occupies an important position on the Persian Gulf which has, since Antiquity, been a major route for maritime trade between India, Africa and the Middle East. Finally, and again since Antiquity, the waters of the Gulf in the area of Qatar have been famed for their natural oyster pearls.

It is the latter which appears to have led to the founding of a major settlement at Zubarah, the remains of which are located on the seashore to the north-west of the fort. Excavations (including those currently being undertaken by the University of Copenhagen) indicate that the settlement was laid out – possibly on the site of an existing fishing village – in the mid 18th century. At its height, the town covered 100 hectares and was fortified by a wall. However, by the early 20th century it had been largely abandoned.

The abandonment of the town of Zubarah left the area vulnerable to raiders (Bahrain, for example, is only 30 km away). In 1937, therefore, the then Emir, H.H. Sheik Abdullah bin Qassim Al Thani, built a fort to protect this area of coast. At an unknown date, the fort was extended and became a police barracks. In 1980s the police barracks closed, the more recent buildings were demolished and extensive repairs were carried out. No records of these works are known to exist.

At some moment in the 1980s the police barracks closed, there are recent buildings were demolished and extensive repairs were carried out. No records of these works are known to exist. The current tarmac road leading to the fort first appears on a 1971 aerial photograph. A further tarmac road leads north to Madinat Al Shamal.

At some moment in the 1980s the police barracks closed, there are recent buildings were demolished and extensive repairs were carried out. No records of these works are known to exist. The current tarmac road leading to the fort first appears on a 1971 aerial photograph. A further tarmac road leads north to Madinat Al Shamal.

1 It is often said that the fort was built on the site of an earlier fort. In fact, the ‘earlier fort’ appears to have been at Murayr, c. 400m to the south, and protected the water supply for Zubarah.
3.0 Current state & relevant likely future developments

The Fort is currently unoccupied and unmaintained—no repairs appear to have been carried out since the 1980s. The only sign of more recent work is the exceptionally crude electricity cabling to the right of the fort's entrance.

The Fort is much visited, especially on Fridays and Saturdays. No statistics are kept, but it is estimated that up to 100 people may visit per annum. Until recently, there were no restrictions on access, and visitors could climb up on the battlements, being photographed next to the flag pole was said to be particularly popular. There has also been some graffiti and casual damage.

World Heritage Site

In recent years the Zubarah in general and the Fort in particular has become very much a symbol of Qatar and of its link with the country's past. In recognition of this, Zubarah had been placed on Qatar's Tentative List for World Heritage Site status. A formal application for inscription is expected in February 2012.

In addition to the potential World Heritage Site designation, there are a number of other developments which are likely to increase visitor numbers to the Fort:

- the higher profile of the University of Copenhagen's excavations;
- the 2022 World Cup, which has been awarded to Qatar;
- the proposed causeway and new road which will link Qatar and Bahrain. As currently planned, the causeway will land c.2 km to the south of the Zubarah.

Currently, it is not certain whether the Fort will be included within the World Heritage Site boundary or within the Buffer Zone. In any event, it is the obvious starting point for anyone wishing to visit Zubarah.

Map showing currently proposed route of the causeway linking Qatar and Bahrain.
4.0 Geology & Climate

The fort lies at 30 m AOD on the slightly higher ground of a small lime shale terracing, which is divided by low limestone outcrops. Inland, the topography is flat and level, so that the fort is clearly visible at a distance.

The bedrock is dolomitic limestone of the Damman Formation which outcrops along the old shoreline. Nothing is known about its nature or depth in the vicinity of the Fort. The ground surface is clad with small fragments of stone and very limited desert vegetation.

The site is subject to considerable extremes of climate which are characteristic of Qatar:

- Temperature: from ***° – ***° day to night and 7°c – 45°c winter
- Wind: the prevailing wind is from the North-West. Winds are strong, especially in the winter, causing dust storms and bringing in salt
- Rain: the annual rainfall is 81 mm. This tends to fall as a few exceptionally heavy showers in ***

In the case of the site considered to be in an earthquake zone, this needs further investigation.

View of the fort from the town walls of Al Zubarah
The limestone outcrops show clearly on the skyline
The old limestone and limestone outcrops are removed from the air

5.0 Construction

Form

The fort is square in plan, with turrets of approximately 20m and a small internal area of around 676m². Its walls are generally around 5.5m tall and are pierced by a number of circular holes and vertical openings to allow defenders to shoot at attackers. At each corner are two stone towers, three circular and one rectangular, which are stepped by painted merlons and also have holes and vertical openings for shooting. The vertical openings are protected by a ring of smaller “shields” mounted on the outer surface of the tower. The fort is entered through a 3.5m wide doorway on its eastern side. There are no other external exits.

Internally, the central courtyard is surrounded by rooms on the south and east sides and by covered walkways on the north and west sides. Two external staircases, in the south-west and north-east corners lead down separately to the parapets of the external walls. Water is drained from these walkways by wooden gargoyles which shoot the water down to a narrow, sloping line of in-situ cast grey concrete blocks appears to have been intended to drain rainwater away from the base on the exterior face, a drip mould has been added at a later (1980s?) date.

Construction

Visual observation suggests that the walls and towers are built of a concrete base which presumably acts as foundations and cores c. *** m above ground level. Vertical cracks in this base, which sometimes appear to be regularly spaced, indicate that it may have been cast in sequence of blocks.

Above the concrete base, both internally and externally, a band of concrete appears to have been intended to drain rainwater away from the base on the walls. This may be a later (possibly 1980s?) addition.

Above the concrete base, the walls and towers appear to be formed from local limestone rubble blocks set in what is described as a mud mortar. There has been some areas of replacement, generally using a harder render of lighter colour (assumed to be cement based) particularly where the later buildings were removed.

In a number of places, the render has cracked (see below) and has been repaired using a similar render. Between the concrete base and the rendered wall, the circular towers have a traditional curved element, which should appear to be of concrete (or at least concrete rendered). It is not certain if this detail is original or a later addition.

The merlons on the tops of the towers are made of small pieces of limestone, effectively sitting on the top of the wall, and held together and plastered over with render. One on the square tower, has recently disappeared - no traces of render found and it must be assumed that whoever caused it to break cleaned up the pieces.
On the interior of the fort, the walls of the rooms and covered passages are assumed to be of the same construction as the exterior walls, though the surfaces have generally been re-rendered using what appears to be a generally hard cement mortar. There are a number of openings in the internal walls and one in the external wall. It is assumed that these openings are formed from timber beams (possibly bundled and tied together) which act as lintels, supporting the load over.

All ground floor rooms and covered passages have concrete floors. The roofs, which double as walkways, appear to be constructed of a layer of mortar, which has been laid onto a supporting layer of palm fronds, which in turn rests on split bamboo and timber beams. These walkways show signs of various phases of repair, which have taken the form of pouring concrete and the addition of at least one layer of membrane. Concrete has also been poured on all the floors of the towers.

There is no access to the ground floor of the North-west and South-west towers. It is possible that these spaces were reached via a ladder through an opening in the floor above. There is no ladder access to the upper levels of the circular towers. Inspection by step ladder indicated that the southwestern tower has an additional (but now fragmentary) half floor, which would have served as an observation point. There are signs that the roofs are used by nesting birds and there is an accumulation of debris and guano.

Concrete has also been poured on all the floors of the towers. There is no access to the ground floor of the North-west and South-west towers. It is possible that these spaces were reached via a ladder through an opening in the floor above. There is no ladder access to the upper levels of the circular towers. Inspection by step ladder indicated that the southwestern tower has an additional (but now fragmentary) half floor, which would have served as an observation point. There are signs that the roofs are used by nesting birds and there is an accumulation of debris and guano.

Electricity enters the fort through a crudely constructed and unsightly duct to the right of the main entrance. Fuse boxes, etc., are in the ground floor room of the square tower. There is rudimentary lighting, with cables crudely surface mounted in plastic trunking.
6.0 Structural Condition

This section is based solely on observations made during the site visit undertaken between 2 and 4 December 2010. No physical investigations have yet been undertaken.

Walls & towers

Although suffering from lack of regular maintenance, they appear to be in a reasonable condition. In general the towers (especially the square tower and the north-west and south-west towers) show more signs of cracking and wear than the walls. There are some vertical cracks in the concrete base of the walls, which would appear to have in turn caused vertical cracking in the walls and (particularly) the towers above. It is not known if this cracking is historic or ongoing. It is unclear what the cause of the cracking is, although it may be due to the natural movements brought about by the temperature variations. In some areas where repairs have taken place, the cracks have reopened. This may be the result of the poor application of the hard render, or could point to a more significant problem. This is something that should be investigated and is discussed further overleaf.

In some areas, there are networks of cracks (particularly on the north-western tower) which may be caused by environmental factors (such as variations in temperature). In other areas, the original render has "blown". There are some signs of cracking where the towers meet the walls.

There have been previous attempts (assumed to be part of the 1980s works) to repair the cracks using a hard mortar, which has often cracked again.

The cracks are generally small, the widest noted is c. 3mm. In general, they appear to be limited to the surface render, but some may go through into the wall behind.

The masonry is generally in a poor and potentially unstable state, with many showing cracks where they rest on the wall top.

Although suffering from lack of regular maintenance, these appear to be in a reasonable condition. The south-western tower (assumed, but not known for certain, to be timber bundled). The cause of this cracking is not currently known, but may be caused by sagging of the timber bundles or a hard cement render. The cracking under and around the lintel over the main entrance is the most severe.

The cracks have reopened. This may be the result of the poor application of the hard render, or could point to a more significant problem. This is something that should be investigated and is discussed further overleaf.
6.0 Structural Condition

Rainwater drainage. (A number of the gargoyles have also failed.)

The sagging of the roof timbers has in turn created an uneven surface, causing any damage. The structural condition of these appears more problematic, particularly as they were unlikely to have been designed to take the volume of visitors which the fort already receives. In addition, they play a very important role in protecting the spaces below from rainfall.

As noted above, attempts have been made in the past to repair the roof by lining it with a waterproof membrane and by pouring concrete over the original surface. However, these repairs have brought their own problems:

- As noted above, attempts have been made in the past to repair the roof by laying a waterproof membrane and by pouring concrete over the original surface. However, these repairs have brought their own problems:
- The sagging of the roof timbers has in turn created an uneven surface, leading to the need for more concrete. This is making the original problem worse and probably reducing the effectiveness of the rainwater drainage. (A number of the gargoyles have also failed.)
- Areas of surface are breaking up. Once the concrete covering is broken, break up and erosion of the mortar fill below occurs rapidly.
- Areas of particular concern are on the top floor of the square tower, an area in the southwest part of the walkway and the northwestern turret.

Finally, an active or recent termite infestation was noted in the timbers to the northern covered walkway, at least one timber beam has lost a significant area of cross-sections to this infestation. Some bird's nests were also noted in the settings, but do not appear to be causing any damage.

7.0 Access, health & safety of visitors

We do not know what legislation applies to disabled access or to the health and safety of visitors to historic sites in Qatar. However, it should be noted that:

- The steep concrete entrance ramp and internal level changes make access by disabled people to the interior of the fort difficult, if not impossible.
- The stairs leading to the walkways are steep, irregular and have no handrails.
- Access to the top of the square tower from where the best views are available, is via a ladder made of branches set into the wall. This is potentially dangerous and restricts access to the fit and brave (or foolhardy).

There is one permanent curatorial presence and nothing to prevent visitors climbing onto the tops of walls. It is understood that visitors often climb up next to the flag pole. Given the condition of the wall and merlons, this is highly dangerous, both to visitors and to the structure—the damage to the floor in the square tower may have been caused by visitors jumping down from the flag pole.

Concrete entrance ramp to fort, from the inside
Detail of southern side of courtyard, showing unprotected stairs and steps up to rooms
The "ladder" leading to the top floor of the square tower
8.0 Recommendations

A) Immediate action:
- Introduce permanent custodian/security guard
- Remove and treat the termite infestation (and check for any other areas of infestation)
- Introduce the following temporary closures to the public:
  - The square tower (this has already been done)
  - The north-west tower (which has cracking in part of its floor)
- Consider introducing a temporary prop for the lintel above the main entrance (though this will require careful design and installation. We can advise on this)
- Make temporary repairs to areas where the walkways/roofs are breaking up, particularly the square tower top floor and the developing hole in the south-west corner of the walkway
- Introduce a regime of regular checking for, e.g., termites, new cracks, holes in the floors.

B) Produce and carry out a programme of further investigation to answer ongoing questions on the fort’s structure, which will include the following items:
- Foundations and bedrock
- Structure of masonry walls
- Cracks
- Construction of roofs
- Nature and construction of lintels
- Load testing of walkways
- Monitoring of thermal and other movement
- Timber survey to confirm extent of infestation of structural timbers

Summary of proposed investigations

- Open-up untols to expose condition of timber beams
- Drill coreholes through roof structure to confirm build-up and possibly undertake load testing (assume cores are 100mm Ø)
- Depending on results of cores, it may be necessary to remove a larger area of render as shown
- Excavate trial pits to confirm depth of foundations founding str_th
- Install test holes across wall to confirm structure and build-up of render (assume 100mm Ø)
- Undertake timber survey to confirm extent of infestation of structural timbers
C) Prepare a Conservation Strategy for the Fort to address:
- How it will fit in with the proposed World Heritage Site (e.g. as a museum or orientation centre; will it be in the World Heritage Site or the buffer zone?) and how it can cope with an inevitable increase in visitor numbers.
- How visitors may visit/experience the fort (including the possibility of guided tours only and restricting access to avoid unnecessary wear to the fabric).
- The setting of the fort. How, for example, should the increased demand for parking and other visitor services be dealt with?

D) Consider a servicing strategy:
- Consider the potential to generate the required electricity with solar panels and replan the servicing accordingly.

E) Draw up and carry out a programme of repair and maintenance, based on the outcomes of A-D above:
- Prepare a phased programme of repairs (temporary and permanent) and new works to prepare the fort for its enhanced role in the World Heritage Site and as a key component of the Heritage of Qatar.
- Consider the use of traditional building methods and technologies, as a way of safeguarding or reviving traditional skills, and as a showcase for conservation techniques throughout the Arab world.
- Prepare and implement a programme of on-going and regular maintenance and management.

The Immediate Priorities (A above) should be implemented at the earliest possible opportunity.

The Further Investigations (B) should be planned now, on the basis of information gained for this report, and should be carried out before the end of the current season (i.e. before the end of March 2011).

The Conservation Strategy (C) should be drawn up during the course of 2011, to coincide with the wider work on the preparation of the World Heritage Site nomination (due for submission in February 2012). It is recommended that ICOMOS is consulted on the emerging proposals for works to the fort, to check that they are happy with the approach, in the context of the potential World Heritage Site status.

The servicing strategy (D) and programme of repairs (E) can be planned, costed and procured during 2011, based on the results of the Further Investigations (B above). The aim would be to carry out phase 1 of the repairs during the 2011/12 season.

9.0 Timescales

The Immediate Priorities (A above) should be implemented at the earliest possible opportunity.

The Further Investigations (B) should be planned now, on the basis of information gained for this report, and should be carried out before the end of the current season (i.e. before the end of March 2011).

The Conservation Strategy (C) should be drawn up during the course of 2011, to coincide with the wider work on the preparation of the World Heritage Site nomination (due for submission in February 2012). It is recommended that ICOMOS is consulted on the emerging proposals for works to the fort, to check that they are happy with the approach, in the context of the potential World Heritage Site status.

The servicing strategy (D) and programme of repairs (E) can be planned, costed and procured during 2011, based on the results of the Further Investigations (B above). The aim would be to carry out phase 1 of the repairs during the 2011/12 season.

Proposed Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>Mar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial inspection &amp; report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Address immediate priorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Further investigations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Carry out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Monitoring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Conservation Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Resourcing Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Repair/maintenance works (Phase 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Plan, cost and procure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Carry out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This proposed timetable is subject to change as the work progresses.
10.0 Conclusion

The Fort at Al Zubarah, already a symbol of Qatar as a nation, will over the next few years have a new higher profile both as a visitor attraction and as part of the wider Zubarah World Heritage Site.

The fort’s traditional construction appears to be well designed to withstand the harsh conditions of its location. Despite the apparent lack of maintenance over the past 20-30 years, it is in reasonable condition. However we have recommended some immediate measures to prevent further unnecessary damage.

At the same time, there is a clear need first of all to fully understand the nature of the fort’s construction and then, based on this understanding, to carry out repairs, both to rectify damage that has occurred and also to prepare the fort for greater numbers of visitors. We have therefore put forward a sequence of steps, starting with further investigations and monitoring and leading to a full schedule of repairs and future maintenance.

In parallel, it is also necessary to see the fort in its wider heritage context, to think how best it can play a role as a key element in the wider World Heritage Site. Decisions on this will in turn influence the strategy for the fort’s repair and maintenance.

If the conclusions and recommendations of this report are accepted, works to repair the fort and to prepare for its new role should be able to start in a year’s time.
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At the end of the first QIAH season in 2009 a temporary display was put on in the Al Zubarah Fort to showcase some of the preliminary findings and to create an exposé of the archaeological process.

The exhibition aimed to combine aesthetic form with informative content in order to reach and educate a wide audience without the need for exhaustive text. Each piece was selected to be engaging in its own right and to portray, directly or indirectly, elements of the work being carried out as well as the results of the project to date.

An introductory text was provided in both Arabic and English.
The exhibition that was put in place in November 2010 builds on the concept laid out in the first QIAH season but expanding to include more aspects of the Nominated Area, including the natural environment, trade and occupational phasing in addition to a more detailed portrayal of the excavation work involved in the project.

This exhibition is set to develop during the remaining course of the current QIAH season and will incorporate more comprehensive textual information in both Arabic and English as well as a continuation of the graphical aspect of the display.
Welcome to the first installation of the QIAH project exhibition in the historic Al Zubarah fort.

In 1939 Sheikh Abdullah bin Jassim al Thani built Al Zubarah fort close to the former fort of Murayj. Murooj once protected a number of wells - the source of fresh water for the town of Al Zubarah that lies on the coast a short distance to the west.

Since the departure of the police in the late 1980s the fort has been restored by QMA (Qatar Museums Authority) and has become one of Qatar’s most well-known landmarks.
Flamingoes (Phoenicopterus roseus). (Mud flats and mangrove swamps north of Al Zubarah)

Delicate coastal habitat in North West Qatar
Careful cleaning of Mosque building. (Furayhah)

Planning EP01 (Al Zubarah)
In situ Ceramic (Space 015, EP02, Al Zubarah)

Cleaning Space 011, (EP02, Al Zubarah)
Canon Ball (EP02, Al Zubarah)

Uncovering an early phase street. (EP02, Al Zubarah)
Cataloging artefacts.
Marine Weights. (Space 007, EP02, Al Zubarah)
19th Century CE town wall with earlier buildings below. (EP01, Al Zubarah)

Tidal fish-traps still in use today. (Furayhah)
Decorated Plaster from palatial building, (EP04, Al Zubarah)

Reconstructing diet: Sheep, Goat, Bird and Fish remains from EP05 Midden. (Al Zubarah)
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Preface

By N. Ishwaran

Travel, tourism and UNESCO Biosphere Reserves (BR)

Travel has been an age-old builder of bridges and relationships between civilizations. It continues to be a necessary condition for promoting a meaningful inter-cultural dialogue that is part of UNESCO’s mission to build peace in the minds of men and women. The dividing line between travel and tourism has never been sharp; frequently global tourism data shadow international travel statistics.

Yet, not all those who travel are tourists and the Gulf Region is a part of the world to illustrate that point. Migrant workers and professionals of all socio-economic classes travelling to and from Gulf Nations are not necessarily tourists; but they do contribute towards tourism and economic growth within the region when they decide to spend their holidays within the country they reside or within the broader Gulf sub-region or the Middle East region. The growing prosperity of the Gulf and Middle East is likely to continue to attract an increasing number of travellers and tourists. UN World Tourism Organization estimates that although Europe, Americas and East Asia and the Pacific will together account for 88.5% of the world tourism’s market by 2020, for the period from 1995 to 2020, tourist arrivals in the Middle East will grow at 6.7% per annum outpacing its nearest rivals in East Asia and the Pacific (6.5%) and South Asia (6.2%), respectively.

The origins of modern-day ecotourism however, go back to back-packers seeking unspoilt nature and wildlife or uninhabited coastal beaches to surf and sun-bathe, often in remote parts of the world with difficult access. Today someone flying over an African savanna to view large game and then heading to his or her luxury jungle-lodge or others who stay in four or five star safari inns and then go tracking to see habituated gorillas in the wilds of the African Great Lakes region would all be counted as ecotourists. Ecotourism is believed to be the fastest growing segment of the world tourism market. And there are many definitions of what ecotourism is. The stricter definitions require that ecotourism generates a combination of benefits to the environment as well as for the well-being of local communities and people.

UNESCO BRs share with ecotourism the ambition to create a sustainable relationship between people and the environment. BRs are committed to using sound science and other knowledge-based tools to facilitate the task of building that relationship. Created under UNESCO’s Man and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme launched in 1971, the BR concept pioneered the notion of integrating biodiversity conservation with the socio-economic well-being of people and local communities. The Madrid Action Plan, adopted at the 20th session of the International Coordinating Council (ICC) of the MAB Programme and the 3rd World Congress of BRs convened in Madrid, Spain, from 4 to 8 February 2008 urges UNESCO Member States to visualize BRs as places for testing and learning practices that facilitate mutually beneficial trade-offs amongst the environmental, economic and social pillars of sustainable development.

Travel and tourism, and particularly ecotourism, are important components of the development tool-kit available to managers and co-ordinators of BRs who are seeking to balance biodiversity conservation with socio-economic change and growth. Unlike conventional parks and protected areas, BRs, with their legally protected core, buffer and transition areas dedicated to environment friendly socio-economic change can allow tourism to develop an interesting mix of itineraries that combine educational, cultural and natural values distributed throughout the BR territory.

1. What is environmentally friendly tourism about?

By R. Dowling

Environmentally friendly tourism (EFT) embraces tourism in the natural environment. Generally it refers to tourism occurring in natural settings in such a manner as to leave few, if any, adverse impacts. Examples include nature-based tourism, in which viewing nature is the primary objective, and wildlife tourism, in which the focus is on the viewing exclusively of wildlife. Thus environmentally friendly tourism is an all-embracing term for tourism in natural settings in which there is an emphasis placed on the understanding and conservation of the natural environment. Essentially it is a type of tourism in the natural environment which promotes environmental understanding and conservation.

EFT includes nature based tourism, wildlife tourism, cultural tourism and ecotourism. However, it excludes a number of other forms of tourism such as adventure tourism, where the emphasis is on the activity rather than the environment, rural tourism which generally occurs in human-altered landscapes, and in-digenous tourism, where the central feature is the native culture and/or heritage. EFT also embraces the characteristics of sustainable tourism, which is an approach to tourism which fosters a long-term view of the environment. In essence it fosters `responsible tourism` which delivers benefits to tourists, host populations and governments. At best, EFT promotes environmental conservation.
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integrated understanding and cooperation, political and economic empowerment of local populations, and cultural preservation. When it fulfills its mission, it not only has a minimal impact, but the local environment and community actually benefit from the experience and even own or control it.

Ecotourism is nature-based tourism that involves education and interpretation of the natural environment and is managed to be ecologically sustainable. It recognizes that ‘natural environment’ includes cultural components and that ‘ecologically sustainable’ involves an appropriate return to the local community and long-term conservation of the resource. Thus ecotourism is often viewed as the highest form of EFT. It generally incorporates ecologically sustainable activities, conservation supporting measures at all the local levels, active interpretation and education about the region being visited, and the involvement of the local community.

Wildlife tourism seeks an experience that will enable them to explore, no matter for how short a time, a new ecosystem and all its inhabitants. The growth in wildlife viewing in recent years has been phenomenal; for example, in the United States over 75 million people watch wildlife each year and it is now the country’s number one outdoor recreational activity.

Ecotourists expect high levels of ecological information. The quality of the environment and the visibility of its flora and fauna are essential features of their experience. They demand conservation and clear statements of the nature and aims of ecotourism need to be incorporated into literature and publicity materials to educate and encourage active participation by stakeholders as well as the tourists themselves. The involvement of local communities not only benefits the community and the environment but also improves the quality of the tourist experience. Local communities can become involved in ecotourism operations, and in the theoretical framework described above.

The IUCN (World Conservation Union) definition states ‘ecotourism is environmentally responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and any accompanying cultural features – both past and present) that promotes conservation, has low visitor negative impact and provides for beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local populations’.

Ecotourism attracts people who wish to interact with the environment in order to develop their knowledge, awareness and appreciation of it. By extension, ecotourism should ideally lead to positive action for the environment by fostering enhanced conservation awareness. Ecotourism education can influence tourist, community and industry behaviour and assist in the longer term sustainability of tourism activity in natural areas. Education can also be used as a management tool for natural areas. Interpretation helps tourists see the big picture regarding the environment. It acknowledges the natural and cultural values of the area visited as well as other issues such as resource management.

Ecotourism also provides a context for local incentives for conservation and protection. It should integrate both the protection of resources with the provision of local economic benefits. The implementation of ecotourism as an exemplar for sustainable development stems largely from its potential to generate economic benefits. These include generating revenue for management of natural areas and the creation of employment opportunities for the local population.

The satisfaction of visitors with the ecotourism experience is essential to long term viability of the ecotourism industry. Included in this concept is the importance of visitor safety in regard to political stability. Information provided about ecotourism opportunities should accurately present the opportunities offered at particular ecotourism destinations. The ecotourism experience should match or exceed the realistic expectations of the visitor. Client services and satisfaction should be second only to the conservation and protection of what they visit.

Thus to conclude, EFT is simply tourism in natural areas which impacts lightly on the natural and cultural environment, and ideally leaves behind some added value to the region. It could include nature based tourism, wildlife tourism and / or ecotourism. In nature-based tourism the viewing of nature is the primary objective and the focus is upon the day and / or observation of the abiotic (non-living) part of the environment e.g. the rocks and landforms as well as the biotic (living) component of it e.g. fauna and flora. Where it differs from wildlife tourism is that nature based tourism has a broader focus then purely the viewing of wildlife only in nature based tourism the whole landscape and surrounds is the primary focus for tours and it is more holistic in its embrace of the environment. It tends towards high quality, but it can become mass or incipient mass tourism in many national parks. It is sometimes perceived as synonymous with ecotourism since one of its aims is to protect natural areas but it also differs in its lack of overt environmental interpretation and / or education.

Often it is the quality of a nature area’s living or biotic element, that is, the fauna and flora or wildlife that plays a primary role in attracting tourists to specific destinations. Wildlife tourists seek an experience that will enable them to explore, no matter for how short a time, a new ecosystem and all its inhabitants. The growth in wildlife viewing in recent years has been phenomenal; for example, in the United States over 75 million people watch wildlife each year and it is now the country’s number one outdoor recreational activity.

Ecotourism is nature-based tourism that involves education and interpretation of the natural environment and is managed to be ecologically sustainable. It recognizes that ‘natural environment’ includes cultural components and that ‘ecologically sustainable’ involves an appropriate return to the local community and long-term conservation of the resource. Thus ecotourism is often viewed as the highest form of EFT. It generally incorporates ecologically sustainable activities, conservation supporting measures at all the local levels, active interpretation and / or education about the region being visited, and the involvement of the local community.

There are a number of types of EFT. Nature-based tourism is tourism where the viewing of nature is the primary objective. The focus is upon the study and / or observation of the abiotic (non-living) part of the environment e.g. the rocks and landforms as well as the biotic (living) component of it e.g. fauna and flora. Where it differs from wildlife tourism is that nature based tourism has a broader focus then purely the viewing of wildlife only in nature based tourism the whole landscape and surrounds is the primary focus for tours and it is more holistic in its embrace of the environment. It tends towards high quality, but it can become mass or incipient mass tourism in many national parks. It is sometimes perceived as synonymous with ecotourism since one of its aims is to protect natural areas but it also differs in its lack of overt environmental interpretation and / or education.

Often it is the quality of a nature area’s living or biotic element, that is, the fauna and flora or wildlife that plays a primary role in attracting tourists to specific destinations. Wildlife tourists seek an experience that will enable them to explore, no matter for how short a time, a new ecosystem and all its inhabitants. The growth in wildlife viewing in recent years has been phenomenal; for example, in the United States over 75 million people watch wildlife each year and it is now the country’s number one outdoor recreational activity.

The IUCN (World Conservation Union) definition states ‘ecotourism is environmentally responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and any accompanying cultural features – both past and present) that promotes conservation, has low visitor negative impact and provides for beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local populations’.

Ecotourism attracts people who wish to interact with the environment in order to develop their knowledge, awareness and appreciation of it. By extension, ecotourism should ideally lead to positive action for the environment by fostering enhanced conservation awareness. Ecotourism education can influence tourist, community and industry behaviour and assist in the longer term sustainability of tourism activity in natural areas. Education can also be used as a management tool for natural areas. Interpretation helps tourists see the big picture regarding the environment. It acknowledges the natural and cultural values of the area visited as well as other issues such as resource management.

Ecotourism also provides a context for local incentives for conservation and protection. It should integrate both the protection of resources with the provision of local economic benefits. The implementation of ecotourism as an exemplar for sustainable development stems largely from its potential to generate economic benefits. These include generating revenue for management of natural areas and the creation of employment opportunities for the local population.

The satisfaction of visitors with the ecotourism experience is essential to long term viability of the ecotourism industry. Included in this concept is the importance of visitor safety in regard to political stability. Information provided about ecotourism opportunities should accurately present the opportunities offered at particular ecotourism destinations. The ecotourism experience should match or exceed the realistic expectations of the visitor. Client services and satisfaction should be second only to the conservation and protection of what they visit.

Thus to conclude, EFT is simply tourism in natural areas which impacts lightly on the natural and cultural environment, and ideally leaves behind some added value to the region. It could include nature based tourism, wildlife tourism and / or ecotourism. In nature-based tourism the viewing of nature is the primary objective and the focus is upon the day and / or observation of the abiotic (non-living) part of the environment e.g. the rocks and landforms as well as the biotic (living) component of it e.g. fauna and flora. Where it differs from wildlife tourism is that nature based tourism has a broader focus then purely the viewing of wildlife only in nature based tourism the whole landscape and surrounds is the primary focus for tours and it is more holistic in its embrace of the environment. It tends towards high quality, but it can become mass or incipient mass tourism in many national parks. It is sometimes perceived as synonymous with ecotourism since one of its aims is to protect natural areas but it also differs in its lack of overt environmental interpretation and / or education.

Often it is the quality of a nature area’s living or biotic element, that is, the fauna and flora or wildlife that plays a primary role in attracting tourists to specific destinations. Wildlife tourists seek an experience that will enable them to explore, no matter for how short a time, a new ecosystem and all its inhabitants. The growth in wildlife viewing in recent years has been phenomenal; for example, in the United States over 75 million people watch wildlife each year and it is now the country’s number one outdoor recreational activity.

The IUCN (World Conservation Union) definition states ‘ecotourism is environmentally responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and any accompanying cultural features – both past and present) that promotes conservation, has low visitor negative impact and provides for beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local populations’.

Ecotourism attracts people who wish to interact with the environment in order to develop their knowledge, awareness and appreciation of it. By extension, ecotourism should ideally lead to positive action for the environment by fostering enhanced conservation awareness. Ecotourism education can influence tourist, community and industry behaviour and assist in the longer term sustainability of tourism activity in natural areas. Education can also be used as a management tool for natural areas. Interpretation helps tourists see the big picture regarding the environment. It acknowledges the natural and cultural values of the area visited as well as other issues such as resource management.
Ecotourism is the fastest growing sector of the tourism market. Travellers are willing to pay more (8.5%) for travel services and products provided by an environmentally friendly and responsible supplier. Almost any term prefixed with ‘eco’ will increase interest and sales. Also the number of people involved in recreational activities specifically geared toward viewing wildlife is increasing rapidly (Budowski 1976; Carney & Sydeman 1999; Kenchington 1989; Boyle & Samson 1985).

There are many definitions of ecotourism (Western 1993; Ceballos-Lascurnin 1996; Honey 1999 and Mann 2002). The one adopted here has the following components:

- It is nature or culture based
- It is sustainable
- It has no, or low, impact on the environment, culture and local heritage
- It has an educational value
- It results in benefit to the local community
- It has a conservational value

Adoption of only superficial aspects of ecotourism without making substantial changes to business practices that are not environmentally sound, has been called ‘ecotourism lite’. Such misuses of the term ‘ecotourism’ made some consider ecotourism just another environmentally-destructive market device (Boo 1993; Sekercioglu 2002). Activities ranging from powerboat trips through narrow gorges, to chasing elephants with paintguns, and multiple vehicles chasing cetaceans in Massai Mara, or off-road vehicle trips destroying the top soil in various parts of the world have all been called ‘ecotourism’. As demand for wildlife viewing opportunities increase, so does the concern and the evidence that non-consumptive activities can disturb wildlife (Boyle & Samson 1985; Schreur 1987; Skagen et al. 2001). Nevertheless, true ecotourism is preferable to alternative forms of economic development such as logging, mining, petroleum drilling, or agriculture because properly conducted ecotourism has the potential to protect natural areas and benefit local people at the same time. Ideally ecotourism creates a local incentive for conserving natural areas by generating income through operations that are suitable, low-impact (cultural and environmental), low-investment, and locally-owned (Boo 1993; Goodwin et al. 1998; Sekercioglu 2002; Honey 1999). Unfortunately this ideal is rarely reached, in part due to what may be an inherent paradox: ecotourism aims to combine market-driven consumption of goods and services with sustainability.

A case study of the region

In the Arabian Gulf Region, the current boom in oil production and associated large cash returns is having a tremendous impact on conservation. A significant amount of the new cash is being directed into establishing lavish sea and land resorts as well as other developments in the GCC countries. Massive coastal projects, including significant land reclamation and dredging is changing the coastline of the Arabian Gulf and its biodiversity. The GCC governments have advocated that rapid progress and industrial and infrastructure expansion has been necessary as a way to diversify the economy away from oil. It is also a way of generating jobs and encouraging tourism and attracting foreign investment in the country. However, important environment and social issues are being mostly sidelined and ignored. There is no doubt that the investment is helping the economy boom, and investors, construction firms, design firms, and consultants are seeing the rewards. This attracts more foreign capital into the country, however a concern is that the majority of local communities and people do not see any benefit, and that the rich-poor divide continues to widen.

Tourism in general has not benefited local communities the way it could. Local communities paid the consequences but benefited very little. Tourists stay in international branded hotels, eat from franchised restaurants and mostly use their national airline to travel. Even when they buy souvenirs they buy toy-camels or toy-boats, made in China and elsewhere. Books about Arabian Gulf Countries are mostly written by foreign researchers, and local universities do not benefit from their sales. Local products do not feature highly as souvenirs.

Ecotourism, the way it is defined, could be the best option for the region. There is a good potential for ecotourism in the Arabian Gulf Region. Most of the ecotourism attractions are in the sea. Examples are the coral reefs and diving sites in Oman, the dugongs between Qatar and Bahrain, the nesting turtles in Yemen, and Oman, and the pearling diving habitats (Hhairat) in Bahrain, Kuwait and Qatar. These could all be the starting for ecotourism activities. In addition, the natural islands in the Arabian Gulf are important nesting sites for different bird species; e.g. Suwad Al Janoobiyah of Hawar Islands has the largest colony of cormorants in the world. Other potential avenues for ecotourism include sailing in old traditional sail boats, which is a good attraction for visitors and locals. Pearl diving following traditional ways is a growing attraction for tourists in the area. Snorkeling around the coral reef areas and around the small islands is another attractive activity in the warm shallow water of the Arabian Gulf.

The desert, from the other hand and its sand mounts, and its few but unique species like dhub lizards and camel is another attraction from the land. Exclusive ecotourism to some remote and beautiful sites in the sea and land can form a good industry in this area of the world. This can attract tourists with high willingness to pay. These are likely to be more careful in dealing with nature and sensitive towards fragile environments and species.

Ecotourism inside the region can be very successful with good marketing; especially when people are not aware of the existing ecotourism destination in their countries.

Hawar island, Bahrain

In an independent study looking at the potential and impact of ecotourism in Hawar Islands of the Kingdom of Bahrain, a social study took place to understand tourist typology and tourism activity in these remote islands. The study also looked at the level of awareness and expectations from tourists in a protected area. It concluded that although Hawar has a good potential for nature-based tourism, achieving ecotourism is not an immediate conclusion. Current tourism is definitely not ecotourism, and it is not even doing well as general tourism. Six years after the start of tourism in Hawar, it was hardly captivating the attention of 4% of Bahraini population a year. This might be a good point for limiting impact, and defining the target market for tourists in Hawar. Some practices on Hawar are environmentally friendly; but many are not. Environmental impact assessments need to be conducted to estimate the current impact of tourism and other activities of Hawar. Limit of acceptable changes have to be set for any future activities. Baseline data are also missing which makes the process even more critical, and on the other hand business success evaluation is also required. Ownership in Hawar should be clear and made public for people to see their share in Hawar, and so to understand the meaning and the importance of ecotourism in Hawar. Ecotourism activities such as bird watching and conservation interpretation should be developed both to limit impact of other activities and to improve tourism in Hawar into a more appreciated level of tourism by responsible tourists both local and international.
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The study highlighted the need to focus on a more target-oriented marketing. It also stressed the importance of applying different levels of tourism with different tourist activities and tourism fees. It also proposed a system for moving from current tourism towards a sound ecotourism.

Conclusion

The infrastructure for tourism is established in most of the Arabian Gulf areas. Several aspects of ecotourism should be addressed such as: ecological footprint, economic impact for local communities, social effects and job creation, cultural changes and opportunities, spiritual dimension. The environmental, social and even long-term socio-economic impact of the global tourism business is underappreciated.

All stakeholders including governments, inter-governmental organizations, businesses, NGOs, and individuals are important players in pushing towards ecotourism. Together, different levels of tourism can be set for different tourist sites. This includes details of tourism activities, type of tourists, number and duration of visits, proximity from nature, and setting the right limits for each site. Zoning is a recommended policy, and access to environmentally or culturally sensitive sites, for instance, should be limited to scientific use. Another level of exclusiveness can be assigned for environmental and educational purposes and especially with educated tourists with a high willingness to pay.

In the Arabian Gulf Region, protected areas suffer from low funding like other regions of the world. Conservation of protected areas can benefit from the good income of ecotourism.

Impact assessment

Examples of negative impacts on host destination and local communities are tourism infrastructure cost, increase in prices, economic dependence of the local community on tourism, the seasonal character of jobs provided by tourism, in addition to resource depletion and environmental degradation. Recent research shows that growing numbers of tourists would appreciate more meaningful contact with the local communities.

Despite the great potential for economic benefit of tourism as the largest industry worldwide, local host communities often get very little if any of these benefits and suffer some undesirable consequences of hosting tourism.

For tourism to be successful, it needs to benefit local communities to get the support of and avoid conflicts with local communities. For it to be ethical, it should minimize its impacts on them and maximize their benefits. Tourism in many places of the world benefits the international big firms working in tourism, but not the local community and tourism economic leakage is a serious issue.

Action

In order to develop a solution that addresses all these issues, it would be necessary to incorporate a process of consultation with the local community to discover the best way to achieve a higher degree of sustainability. An example of this would be to utilise local villagers as guides instead of outsiders. This situation has been described as “showing a stranger around your own home”, whereas having an employee of the tour company showing visitors round the village is like “having a stranger show someone around your home”. One good challenge would be to maintain cultural diversity while establishing a sustainable relationship between tourists and local communities. Community participation in tourism, on the other hand, should not be limited to service provision and answering tourists’ demands.

Local communities in highly visited destination were found to perform dances and rituals that are not part of their culture, only because they thought this will please the tour operators.

Ethical tour operations should try to maximise the benefit of these communities and at the same time seek to minimise impacts of tourism upon them.

To maximise benefits of local communities, there is a need to understand their needs, expectations, concerns and resources. Conventions and unwritten rules play an important role in many decisions which can impact tourism projects. The ideal scenario for a tourism project would be community-based where the community runs the project, sets its limits, be responsible and the beneficial of its success. Issues of fairness, equity and equality have to be considered, and it would be just right to start with training the people to do the job through stakeholder-workshops, and form a process for decision making that is fair, right and adequate. Then a plan should be there for capacity building and preparing the community to run its own project.

Conflict and competition within the community can occur if perceptions of the benefits of...
tourism are that available benefits are available only for a few people. In Chiang Rai, Thailand, even a meagre payment received from tourists has caused conflict (Ashley & Roe 1998). This occurred when it was perceived that only the friends of tour guides were selected as hosts for tourists. To reduce cultural impact and acculturation; resulting usually from close and prolonged contact between tourists and the younger members of the host community, emphasis should be given to the elderly women and men of the community.

Tourists showing interest, respect and admiration towards a culture can encourage locals to re-evaluate their own attitude towards their traditions. Minimising social and cultural impacts can also be attained by aiming for active participation by the community in the decision making process of the type, extent and limits of tourism and not just involving the community or some of its members in service provision.

**Empowerment**

Many communities are enthusiastic about the potential for tourism but face a variety of barriers to participation.

**Identifying the Barriers (Ashley & Roe 1998; Honey 1999):**

- Lack of capital
- Lack of marketing and business experience and skills
- Fears of unexpected negative cultural impacts
- Leakage of income from tourism
- Lack of linkage with other tourism needs
- Lack of infrastructure and organisation
- Lack of market assessment

**Removing barriers**

Community tourism development can be demanded; unplanned community initiatives, however, while being commercially successful, are unlikely to be ethically sound as they can result in high cultural impacts. Otherwise, supply-led planned tourism might be a better option ethically, but a feasibility study is essential to determine that there will be a large enough market to justify investment in infrastructure and to meet the expectations of local communities.

**Three levels of community tourism management**

The management of the community-based tourism took different shapes in different destinations, where nature tourism and cultural tourism are the main type of tourism (Mann 2002; Ashley & Roe 1998).

- a) Community tours, exclusively run by the community.
- b) Partnership tours in which the community and the tour operator work together to provide.
- c) Responsible tours which are run purely by the tour operator.

The first option sounds more like what community-based tourism is about. It is idealistic and the first choice to any community that overcomes all of the barriers listed above, otherwise it is unlikely to succeed without external support. The role of the tour operator (that could be international or local) is limited here to bringing in tourists to these communities and paying the required fees, and maybe provides tourists before hand with leaflets or brochures prepared by the communities stating their stated roles and regulations or the code of ethics for tourists. Additional involvement may extend to providing technical support if the community accepts this.

The second option helps to remove barriers as you can utilise existing experience, capital and the skills needed to start the business, while partnership gives the community a fair share in decision making and benefit sharing.

The last option is the farthest from the meaning of community-based tourism, it is idealistic and the first choice to any community that overcomes all of the barriers listed above, otherwise it is unlikely to succeed without external support. The role of the tour operator (that could be international or local) is limited here to bringing in tourists to these communities and paying the required fees, and maybe provides tourists before hand with leaflets or brochures prepared by the communities stating their stated roles and regulations or the code of ethics for tourists. Additional involvement may extend to providing technical support if the community accepts this.

**Benefit maximisation**

(Ashley & Roe 1998; Mann 2002)

- Increase linkage (avoiding enclaves)
  - Forward links: Happy satisfied tourists bring more tourists
  - Backward links: to establish a network of local suppliers to build a stronger local infrastructure for tourism where the benefit goes to local people (e.g. accommodation, food, construction)
- Minimise leakage:
  - To minimize the percentage of tourist expenditure leaving the local economy through external taxation or dealing with big international service providers instead of the small local ones, for instance.
  - If moving to a more advanced level of tourism means more leakage, then it is more beneficial to consider staying at the current level of activity.
- Maximise multipliers:
  - The revenue originating from tourist expenditure multiplies by number of times spent and re-spent in the local community. By maximizing multipliers, more people benefit directly or indirectly from the project.

In conclusion, community-based tourism means stated rights and responsibilities that result in both more benefit for the community and more support for the tourism project. It is a process of continuous effort to have a successful tourism that provides maximum benefit and minimum impacts to the local communities, and provide the tourist the opportunity to be close to the local communities while maintaining the integrity and the diversity of those local communities. This will provide better opportunities for cultural respect and for conservation.

It also means active participation by the community and not just involving the community or some of its members in service provision.

**Picture:** Restaurants near the AI Reem BR (by H. Schwarze)
1.3 Training courses, community involvement and environmental education

By C. Southgate

This section will concentrate on the role of education in environmental tourism plans, with a particular focus on community education and training. It will conclude by embedding the discussion within the broader consideration of community participation and environmental tourism development.

Tourism’s sustainability revolves around a set of principles common to many environment and development contexts. The need to adopt an integrated approach to planning - incorporating social and environmental considerations rather than avoiding them – is paramount. Equally well recognized as a precondition for sustainability is the need to promote a more equitable distribution of rewards. Indeed tourism has often encouraged the consumption rather than conservation of environmental resources for the very reason that the rewards of tourism are so rarely shared amongst host communities.

The emergence of ecotourism in many areas where tourism and conservation precariously co-exist has demonstrated the importance of these principles. However perhaps equally central to the long term sustainability of environmental tourism is the issue of ‘capacity building’, most especially in terms of local communities’ ability to design, implement and market successful tourism products. Indeed an analysis of the most successful and enduring environmental tourism initiatives demonstrates the fundamental roles education and training play in equipping communities with the tools and skills necessary for the management, operation and profit sharing to be successfully devolved to a more local level.

Of course the recognition for the link between education and sustainability is nothing new. Agenda 21, for example, called for a ‘re-orientation’ of all education towards sustainability some sixteen years ago, and since that time it has been universally accepted that the education and training are fundamental to tourism’s long term sustainability. The question as to what form education and training for sustainability should take, and who should be the beneficiaries of it, is a somewhat less examined topic. While the ‘community’ is often the focal point of such discussions, it is evident that it is not only local people who lack the capacity to ‘sustain’ environmentally sustainable tourism. For example tourists themselves often lack an understanding of how their behaviour can cause irreversible damage to fragile environments. Private sector actors often lack the cultural sensitivity to sustain mutually beneficial links with communities. In terms of this broader definition of ‘capacity building’ it is perhaps useful to recognize both the needs of communities, as well as their potential to act as agents of education for the benefit of others. Figures 1 and 2 shed more light on this.

Communities as recipients of education and training

Community training for ecotourism has evolved greatly over recent years. A large number of NGOs have started to prioritize community training as a fundamental component of their conservation objectives. The tools and skills required to empower communities to forge and sustain key roles in environmental tourism are varied, as Figure 1 illustrates.

Environmental tourism potentially provides a wide range of employment opportunities, but only so long as local people have the appropriate ‘key skills’ to fill these roles, provoking resentment and ultimately threatening the sustainability of the initiative.

Figure 1: Training requirements of communities for sustainable environmental tourism

Management and entrepreneurial training promote longer term autonomy in the development of specific environmental tourism products. Leadership training to facilitate self-management of community programmes is central to the empowerment of communities, freeing them from reliance on outside management expertise, and so enhancing the level of local control. Likewise, the skills of negotiation and engagement with other actors – governmental and commercial – are vital if communities are to develop capacity to define their own environmental tourism priorities. Linked to this is a component of broader tourism education, allowing community members to understand the wider context of tourism and the positive and negative roles it serves. This provides an opportunity to see how the local ‘connects’ to the global context.

If the objective is to promote more autonomy for host communities, then conservation training serves a vital role. Through this community members become more than mere agents of conservation through the tourism they host and manage. An understanding of underlying environmental and ecological issues that dictate how and where tourism is conducted is necessary for effective planning of tourism activity, something most often conducted by outside parties, and often for short term benefit more so than long term sustainability.

The final component is training in ‘tourism expectations’ – a broad range of social, economic and cultural issues related to those who the community hosts. Hence the need to train communities to recognize and accommodate the expectations and interests of those who visit. For example where hosts’ culture has been a key attraction for tourists, then the community has had to recognize the delicate balance between promoting tourism for their own development, while conserving the ostensibly ‘traditional’ facade of their community to sustain interest.

Communities as agents of education and training

Although communities are often identified as necessary recipients of training and education, it should be remembered that ‘capacity building’ for sustainable environmental tourism is a multi-faceted concept. Figure 2 indicates the...
vital role communities can serve in promoting capacity amongst other actors (from tourists to governmental and commercial organizations).

Indeed in promoting a genuinely ‘participatory’ model of environmental tourism development, recognizing the role of communities as agents of education rather than just recipients is ethically important as much as it is logical.

Thus to avoid many of the problems associated with conventional forms of mass tourism which often forge rifts between host communities and tourists, visitors should be exposed to education about the cultural values, norms and expectations held by local people. This could encompass issues of behaviour, dress codes and a range of other cultural idiosyncrasies which visitors need to be conscious of. Communities are of course best placed to deliver such forms of information for tourists, although, as discussed above, their own capacity to act as educators and manage visitor education initiatives is a prerequisite. Great progress has been made with visitor education in recent years, most notably through increasingly informative and interactive interpretation resources. In short, cultural awareness is an issue of importance for hosts and visitors alike, and sustainability requires as much emphasis on enhancing visitor awareness as on that of communities.

Likewise, where community training should incorporate an understanding of global tourism issues and broad knowledge of ecological principles, so too is it incumbent on non-local actors to be aware of local environmental and economic contexts. For example, the perceptions of ‘nature’ as manifest in the minds of many visitors – nurtured by often superficial snapshots of the world in popular media – bare little resemblance to the environments with which local people’s lives are so closely intertwined. Little wonder then that visitors often fail to appreciate the significance of the way their activities impact on the environment. Many ecotourism initiatives place great emphasis on educating visitors about locally-held environmental interpretations. Furthermore, an understanding of local economic issues, for example relating to the competing demands of natural resources (tourists and operators perhaps too often fail to recognize the multi-dimensional character of rural economies) allows non-local agents to more fully appreciate the complex interactions between people and environment.

Education and training as means of community empowerment

Sustainable tourism of all forms needs to be founded on the bases of local empowerment, participatory planning, proactive involvement of all actors, and an appropriately flexible approach to capacity building. Unfortunately ‘participation’ is often employed as little more than a public relations exercise – rarely does the concept translate into practice. However the pursuit of sustainable environmental tourism can not neglect the vital role local people can play in securing long terms social, economic and environmental security. Moreover, by involving diverse social groups from the popular sectors of local communities in decision making, developing countries may avoid many of the problems that have plagued past tourism.

Emphasizing the essential role communities can play in evolving development strategies from the ‘bottom-up’, IUCN et al. (1996) writes that “properly mandated, empowered and informed, communities can contribute to decisions that affect them and play an indispensable part in creating a securely-based sustainable society”. Indeed a participatory-built policy can achieve a synergy between disparate groups that is otherwise impossible to attain. The issue of training and education for sustainable environmental tourism represents one of the more effective ways in which genuine participation and empowerment can be achieved.

Historical background and participants

It was in 2002 that the Supreme Council for the Environment and Natural Reserves (SCENR) and the UNESCO Office in Doha embarked on a dialogue towards establishing potential BRs in the State of Qatar. The SCENR suggested investigating the capacity of an area known as Al Reem, as a potential BR candidate.

UNESCO established, with the support of the SCENR, a team of Qatari and international experts, and a rapid assessment into the ecosystems of Al Reem was carried out. The conclusion was that more research needed to be done, however, that the area concerned has great potential as a BR, especially considering the fact that, at that time, there was no BR in the entire Arabian Peninsula, and the rapid speed of Qatar’s coastal and terrestrial areas developing for human purposes, with limited consideration of sustainable human living and nature conservation.

Al Reem, Qatar’s first BR, and one of the first two places in the Gulf States that were included in the World Network of BRs in 2007, has inherent advantages in using the potential of Shell and UNESCO a nomination file was produced and submitted. The BR was successfully enlisted in September 2007.

It is now important to continue on this path and develop a professional and implementable management plan, as well as to allow for the development of the Al Reem BR on high international standards. This is currently in process. Shell and UNESCO agreed to continuously support the State of Qatar with this highly important and challenging task, that will consider the past and modern times (heritage such as maritime trade; pearl diving; fishing; bedu, camel & Hima, saluki & hare, falconry & houbara; as well as modern ideas of farming, education, and tourism). Under the leadership of the SCENR, UNESCO and Shell will continuously take pleasure in supporting the development of Al Reem, and simplicity and implementability will be kept as underlying keywords for actions and decisions.

There is no time to be wasted, and no over-ambitious goals to be allowed standing in the way of developing Al Reem as a sophisticated model of human development and nature conservation.

Status quo

Al Reem, Qatar’s first BR, and one of the first two places in the Gulf States that were included in the World Network of BRs in 2007, has inherent advantages in using the process to prepare the nomination dossier that successfully met the expectation of the Bureau of the ICC of the MAB Programme to fulfilled its ambition to become a best practice model in BR management. Key among these advantages is the public-private
partnership established between the Qatar Government and Shell Qatar ably assisted by the neutral third party in the UNESCO, Office in Doha, Qatar.

The Government of Qatar and Shell Qatar partnership in Al Reem has significant potential for innovation with regard to the context specific equation between biodiversity conservation and socio-economic growth benefiting communities that can be established and sustained in Al Reem. The commitment of Shell Qatar to use the Al Reem BR as the place to target the benefits of its biodiversity off-set programme can provide a significant boost to biodiversity conservation in Al Reem, raising the interest of the site among visitors belonging to a wide range of categories.

Description of the surrounding and its potential

The Al Reem BR is a unique example of Arabian habitat and culture, and offers significant eco-tourism opportunities linked to development and conservation challenges. The total area of the Al Reem BR is approximately 1,190 sq. km. This area represents 10.6% of the entire peninsula, elevating the State of Qatar to one of the highest percentages of protected area per country on the planet. In addition to this overall area contained in the core and buffer zones, an additional transition zone is recognised under the BR classification, representing 834 additional sq. km. To put this total BR area into perspective, the reserve is roughly equivalent to one and a half times the size of all the metropolitan area of New York City, and roughly ten times the size of downtown Paris. Along with the surrounding terrestrial and marine areas, the reserve constitutes one of the Arabian Gulf’s most unique habitat complexes. The reserve was established to provide access to educational and scientific activities to the people of Qatar while preserving the integrity of the biogeographic range and its associated flora and fauna. Historic cultural ties that predate the pearling era also link the coastal areas to the rest of the mainland, and the reserve will attempt to incorporate these traditional linkages through a series of projects, including environmentally friendly tourism / ecotourism activities.

The ecological processes that are responsible for the creation of the variety of inter-tidal and coastal zones, and the erosional forces driving the creation of the sandstone mesas, are outstanding examples of significant on-going biological and physical systems. The suite of eco-types manifested in the Al Reem reserve are representative of those found throughout much of the arid, desert-like Middle East biogeographic region. The varied habitat types between higher limestone mesas and low-lying sabkha plains encompass all but a few of the key Middle Eastern desert eco-types. In addition, the varied forms of land-use within the reserve point to a complex mosaic of ecological systems. The reserve encompasses open gravel plain grazing pastures interspersed with water-draining wadis, numerous point-source irrigated crop farming operations, traditional Arabian village communities, a limited distribution of commercial and industrial operations, wildlife management and breeding centers, archaeological ruins, traditional, artisanal fishing communities, date palm plantations and semi-nomadic animal husbandry. The shoreline varies from rock cliff to shallow sand dunes overlaying solid substrata, to extensive ‘sabkha’ plains, or desert intertidal mudflats. Inland regions are among the most productive agriculturally in the country, with significant water retention and high soil quality. Fodder for grazing animals is produced nearly entirely in this north-western corner of the peninsula. Further, the desert gravel plain ecosystems interspersed with seasonal riverbeds (wadis), although partially degraded through overgrazing, are representative of a suite of arid climate habitats found in the region.

The Al Reem BR offers significant opportunities for the development of ecologically sustainable interactions between man and the environment, through innovative water irrigation schemes for grazing animal fodder, landscape restoration and propagation of native species, possible camel farming operations and development of sustainable grazing carrying capacities and pasture rotation schemes, ecotourism operations including a traditional Arab Heritage Village and desert camel trails, and excavations and development of the Al-Zubarah archaeological ruins. Coupled with these could be extensive educational opportunities, and the potential to highlight the way habitats used to be in the past. These initiatives should be developed in tandem with local villagers while respecting their aspirations and traditional cultures, and with the intent of securing long-term gains for both environment and communities. The development of suitable and sustainable farming practices using native flora would also contribute to health improvement programmes among the neighbouring populations through dust and airborne other particle capture, and to reduce topsoil loss and enhance entrapment of valuable seed banks.

2.1 Natural heritage and characteristics of Al Reem

By B. Böer and N. Pilcher

Vegetation and ecosystem types

The ecosystems are mainly slightly undulating gravel plains, interspersed with a few coastal sabkha systems. There are no real mountains, or sand desert systems. The vegetation is mainly made up of Acacia tortilis with Lycium shawii, and with a lot of different micro-systems, especially in water run-off-systems (wadis). The more coastal vegetation comprises of Arthrocnemum macrostachyum, Haloxylon strobilaceum, Halopeplis perfoliata, and other salt-tolerant communities. Aeluropis sp. grasses as well as specimen of Zygophyllum qatarense are also highly wide-spread vegetation elements. The flora in this area is relatively rich in species number compared with other areas of an equal size in the neighbouring countries of Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. Interestingly, lichens, which were recorded in 15 out of 23 sites, appear to play a significant role within the ecosystems. This is something that begs further study. Annuals were occasionally recorded within water-collecting rowdah—a typical Qatari landscape feature.
The shores are lined by some of the most developed and valuable seagrass beds of the Arabian Gulf.

Coastal sabkha occur and it was noted, based on field experience, that some of the coastal sabkha seem to be of suitable potential for seawater irrigated mangrove plantations. The Zekreet Peninsula contains a large number of foothills of the Dammam formation. Here, landscape development is demonstrated, including impressive piedmonts, mesas and erosion processes.

All data from the rapid assessment is held at the UNESCO Office in Doha, and is available for inspection on request.

Regarding the adjacent marine environment, no data was obtained, and a careful survey needs to be conducted. However, large marine organic debris, consisting of seagrass species (Halodule, and Halophila spp.), as well as macro-algae (e.g. Sargassum sp.), and other organisms, such as muluscs and sponges, was found deposited in large quantities on a number of beaches inspected.

The anthropogenic impacts are relatively low, but with grazing ranking highest. However, evidence of date palm plantations, settlements, fences, roads, livestock grazing (presence, tracks and droppings of camel, goat and sheep), oil pollution on beaches, rubbish, car tracks, power-lines, radio-towers, water-pumps, drift-wood trash, earth-movement, spent munitions, fish traps, tourist activities (wild picnicking / camping), livestock camps, as well as oil and gas industrial facilities were all recorded. These impacts should be quantified and need to be considered in any management plans (Aspinall et al. 2002).

In any case, and based on the lack of good scientific publications, it is highly recommendable to carry out generic and specific studies on the importance of the flora of Al Reem.

**Wildlife**

The Al Reem BR is home to valuable examples of terrestrial and marine wildlife, highlights of an extremely diverse biological wealth, and encompasses some of the most interesting landscapes of the Qatar peninsula. The limestone cliffs and mesas from Zekreet to Ras Abrouq and the marine landscapes immediately offshore are unparalleled in the country, and a stark contrast to the varied desert landscapes elsewhere in the Reserve. The Al Reem Reserve is home to reintroduced populations of the Gazelle (Gazella subgutturosa) and the Oryx (Oryx leucoryx), both threatened with extinction in the wild in the Arabian region. The Spiny-tailed Lizard (Uromastyx aegyptius microlepis), Hooded Malpolon Snake (Malpolon moeiensis), the Ethiopian Hedgehog (Hemiechinus aethiopicus), the Arabian Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes) and a suite of rodents are among the terrestrial fauna. Among the numerous birds occupying or utilizing the landscapes within the proposed BR are the Western Reef Herons (Egretta gularis), the White-Cheeked Tern (Sterna repressa), the Bridled Tern (Sterna anaethetus), Sauder’s Little Tern (Sternula albifrons), and several other species of shorebirds.
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2.2 Tourism potentials

By M. Richtzenhain

The Al Reem BR is already a popular tourism destination and features low intensity tourism with some environmental impact, but significant potential exists to develop this further in keeping with cultures and traditions of the local Arab people, and with minimal impact to the natural environment.

Al Reem is one of the most unique habitat complexes within Qatar and also within the whole Gulf region. Its landscapes are very diverse and vary from huge limestone rock formations and mesas to stone deserts, wadis and sabbhas. The surroundings are perfectly suited to several outdoor activities, like mountain biking, snorkeling, kite surfing or picnicking. But not only the natural beauty is attractive to people, especially the huge variety of wildlife found in the reserve is unparalleled in the country. Typical and eponymous for Al Reem is the "Reem" gazelle which can be seen around the Ras Abu Abrouk peninsula and within the three wildlife breeding centres. Also raised in the breeding centres and threatened with extinction is the Arabian Oryx, the national symbol of Qatar. Further mammals and small animals living in the reserve are the Spiny-tailed Lizard (Uromastyx a. Microlepis), the Hooded Malpolon Snake (Malpolon moeensis), the Ethiopian Hedgehog (Hemiechinus aethiopicus), the Arabian Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes), the released African Ostrich and a suite of rodents, as well as dozens of species of birds. A high diversity of migratory birds arrives annually, while using the Arabian peninsula as a migratory pathway and stopover (SCENR 2007). "In addition, the waters bordering the reserve are home to the critically endangered Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata), the critically endangered Dugong (Dugong dugon), the endangered Green Turtle (Chelonia mydas) and the vulnerable Loggerhead Turtle (Caretta caretta)" (SCENR 2007).

More serious studies into the coastal and marine ecosystems in the Al Reem reserve are very important, and the authorities and NGOs are encouraged to foster additional scientific studies towards the enhancement of ecosystem knowledge in Al Reem.

2.3 Recent usage

By M. Richtzenhain

As mentioned in section 2, the reserve is home to some farmers, fishermen, policemen and industrial workers. Most of them live in the villages within the buffer and transition zone. Police stations and coast guard officers are located all along the coast. Fishermen have occasional camps in these coastal areas. The core area is mostly unaffected by men. Except for two police stations and the security guards at the coast and the village of Zekreet, there are no further settlements. The wildlife breeding centre for ostriches and gazelles on the Ras Abu Abrouk Peninsula is one special feature, including the Arabian "Cultural Village". Another wildlife breeding centre for oryx is located in the northern core area. Both are not often visited by locals or residents.

Additionally, the reserve is frequently used by locals for recreational activities, like fishing, camping, falcon hunting, off road driving or kite-surfing.
## 2.4 Facing problems and conflicts

By M. Richtzenhain

As the reserve is fairly young, a management plan still needs to be developed. Until now there are no obvious restrictions or regulations concerning the entrance and use of the reserve. A management plan clearly defines the aims, rules and regulations of a reserve. In it the development of the reserve is explicitly described.

The management plan further gives information about how nature conservation and a sustainable development of the reserve should be enabled and how environmentally friendly tourism should be managed best. However, it has to be noted that at the time of writing this proposal, the SCENR together with UNESCO Doha and Shell was in process of producing a management plan.

Obvious problems in the reserve are overgrazing and desertification, wheel tracks, waste disposal and captive-bred released ostriches running freely in the reserve. Some of the occurring problems in the reserve are specified in the following.

### Overgrazing and desertification

"Today livestock grazing affects more than 90% of the land on the Arabian Peninsula and rangeland degradation takes place" (UNESCO Doha 2007). Accordingly, desertification is a man-made "product" of overgrazing.

In former times, with the nomadic husbandry of the Bedouins, people lived in harmonious and symbiotic relationship with their environment. They developed the "Hima" system and al the reintroduction of the traditional "Hima" system could be a good concept for allowing the habitats to recover.

### Tyre tracks

Tyre tracks can have negative impacts on vegetation development and assist the process of desertification. Driving vehicles in the reserve and rolling over desert plants can cause their total destruction and inhibit further growths. Taking a look at the reserve, one can see clear tyre tracks, often older than 8-9 months, without any sign of plant growth. The trails show no sign of vegetation anymore. Plants are an essential factor in preventing desertification, covering and protecting the ground from heavy rainfalls and winds, which blow out sand and soil. Without this cover the soil is left to the mercy of the elements resulting in soil degradation. In any case, tyre-marks are unsightly and can contribute to changes in the soil-structure, as well as micro-climate conditions. Vehicles can also heavily disturb wildlife species and need some system of regulating car traffic and off-limit zones. Therefore, it is essential to select designated tracks and declare them official roads. They can be marked with e.g. used tyres or big stones along the sides. Off-road driving should strictly be regulated to certain areas only, and prohibited in the core areas of the reserve.

### Waste disposal

Taking a walk in the reserve, one can see waste disposal in many places, especially where people have camped. Many people dispose of their rubbish, bottles, plates, cutlery and even tyres in the desert. The problem is, that it is fairly difficult to clear away the waste, because it doesn’t stay, where it was thrown. The wind blows light plastic waste and other light rubbish into remote areas, "polluting the most picturesque places of the desert" (UNESCO Doha 2007). But it is not only an eyesore; plastic and other rubbish can considerably endanger animals. Especially young and curious ones are attracted by litter, may swallow it and then die a slow and painful death (UNESCO Doha 2007). Furthermore, a polluted environment is not attractive to tourists and may discourage them to return to the reserve.

The positioning of bins and waste containers at frequented places could be one possible solution. Trained rangers should assist tourists and monitor the area. Further the employment of regular cleaning personnel, as in the Khor Al-Adaid area in the south of Qatar, could ensure an unsold environment. But for a sustainable prevention of carelessly thrown waste into landscapes, it is of great importance to raise environmental awareness and to educate the people about the problems and consequences of environmental pollution. This could be done in one of the proposed visitor and education centres.

A clean environment is not only important to attract visitors, but also to safeguard and protect the life of the reserve’s wildlife and livestock.

### Ostriches

Ostriches are causing serious problems for the establishment of tourism in the Al Reem BR. As reported in the Gulf Times (26.12.2007), there have already been several attacks on humans. Out of the last attacks happened at the Eid holiday 2007, which coincided with the breeding season of the birds. What most people don’t know is that ostriches can be extremely aggressive and dangerous during their breeding period. Although there are signs welcoming people to the reserve and saying to keep away from the wildlife, there are no explicit warnings about the danger of ostriches.

The African Ostrich, is the biggest of its species, standing 2.7meters tall. Its kick is very powerful and with its sharp-clawed feet it can cause serious injury to other animals or human beings.

To ensure the safety and well-being of potential visitors to the reserve, special security guards must be put in place with consideration to the ostriches. In addition, fencing off an enclosure to restrict birds running wild should be considered. Further it is important to establish additional signboards warning about the ostriches.
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Conflicts between locals and tourists

Besides these obvious problems, potential conflicts can arise out of the confrontation of locals and tourists. Often, these two groups have different understandings and views. Residents may feel bothered by tourists in their daily life, whereas tourists sometimes don’t have the empathy and understanding for the culture and habits of the local population. Moreover, it is important to integrate locals into projects, and it also appears more authentic to have residents working in the reserve and guiding tourists, but it is not guaranteed whether enough locals are willing to do this job. It is important to give them incentives. Financial advantages could be generated by the implementation of entrance fees, the establishment of beneficial camel farms or other small-scale businesses. Other incentives could come via training courses and via raising conservation awareness. Training courses can aim at making locals, residents and tourists understand that professional environmental and cultural management of the reserve is also a question of national and international importance, national and cultural pride and simply in the best interest of the people of Qatar and the world.

The amount of tourists attracted by the reserve’s activities often may not comply with its carrying capacity and conservation aims. Especially the core area, which is the most sensitive zone, should be strictly protected from human impacts. To ensure protection and a sound management, a monitoring system should be established to control and check impacts on the surroundings.

3 The project

3.1 Background and goals of the proposal

By M. Richtzenhain and M. Sutcliffe

The development of a proposal towards environmental tourism plans aims to assist implementing good tourism in the Al Reem BR. It highlights suggestions for the establishment of potential environmentally considerate tourism activities.

Furthermore this proposal encourages other BR managers in the region to use it as an inspiration, and as guidelines. In addition the private sector can use the recommendations as opportunities to develop good tourism practices and to support management activities in the BR to demonstrate their community responsibility.

The overall aim is twofold:

1. Establish good tourism as a vehicle for nature conservation and tourist education, and
2. allow the local population to benefit from the economic returns that will be offered by tourism development.

Currently the Al Reem BR has limited tourism capacity, and there is plenty of room for improvement, benefitting nature conservation, tourist education, awareness and behaviour, and this can be achieved via improved tourism management. The cleanliness of the area can be improved via clean-up campaigns and education programmes. This will enhance the overall natural perception of the BR by tourists, and it will be a meaningful contribution preventing wild and domestic animals ingesting rubbish (which can cause plastic calcification in the animals’ stomachs, and birds getting entangled in snares). The aesthetic vista of tourists will be enhanced.

The number and impact of grazing livestock should be studied, measured, and limited to the ecological carrying capacity. This will allow for the recovery of habitat structure, biodiversity, biomass, plant density, vegetation cover, which in turn will offer opportunities for the release of captive-bred endangered species, such as gazelle, oryx, houbara, desert hare, and other species. There are a few camel farms, and there is an old village (also called „cultural village“), both of interest for tourists, however, in total there is a lack of tourist attractions and information. Questioning visitors, most of them say, after only one visit, that there is no reason to return on a future visit since they have already seen everything.

The development of a sound management plan, considering tourism as one of the most important priorities, will be helpful to allow for good tourism development, and nature conservation. Tourism development should be based on clear rules, training course-based permits, and aim at keeping the natural environment intact, or, even to improve it, and allow for local communities benefiting economically.

Based on the Man and Biosphere Programme (MAB) the focus should be on the development of the reserve, as well as suggesting the scientific basis and the training of personnel needed. With the establishment of small-scale businesses, local people should be involved and benefit from this project. The successful implementation of these aims can only be realised through an all-embracing and sound management plan.

To figure out the maximum tourist carrying capacity it is important to monitor and limit (at least in the core area) the amount of tourists with in the reserve, in space and time. It is important to identify tourist and educational pathways which also should be routed by professional trained guides in order to prevent adverse impacts on sensitive areas and wildlife. To contribute to a sustainable tourism with a long-lasting future it is important to implement innovations concerning the environmental friendly use of water, energy, waste, transport, and buildings. Therefore models of environmentally friendly buildings (see chapter 3.4) can be established which show the sustainable treatment of the environment and function as visitor and interpretation centres.

Supplementary the establishment of environmentally friendly tourism in this protected area should raise awareness about the culture, history and nature of Qatar and make it more public to the people.

Main aims in short:

- Protection and conservation of nature
- Education and training
- Awareness raising
- Make the reserve more public to the people
- Establish environmental friendly tourism
- Serve as an example for other BRs in the region
- Display traditional Qatari and Bedouin practices (e.g. falconry, artisanal fish-ing, pearl fishing, saluki and hare, Hima, camel)
3.2 Recommendations for tourism activities

By M. Richtzenhain and M. Sutcliffe

The following recommendations are suggested in order to serve the four pillars: 1) nature conservation, 2) education, 3) development of the reserve and 4) maximizing local stakeholder benefits. To achieve these basic principles it is necessary to ensure that a professional, simple, implementable, prioritized management plan needs to be produced, considering local stakeholder involvement. Finally the plan needs to be implemented.

BRs are structured into a core area, a buffer zone and a transition zone. Each zone has a separate strategic purpose. Therefore, tourism planning has to be appropriately adapted for every zone.

The following description of the visitor management is structured into management arrangements that could be taken in advance and arrangements that could be taken within the BR.

Visitor management

Visitor management is important to provide humans with broad information and instructions about the BR. It includes the management of visitors within the reserve as well as the structure and format of the education provided to them. These communications and information can be provided in a variety of different locations (e.g. within the reserve or in advance at hotel receptions, restaurants, organisations, or through the internet) and in different forms (e.g. in writing, verbal, visual and interactive).

Advance information

Even before travelling to the BR, people should have an opportunity to be informed about available activities, rules and regulations in the reserve. Any information can be broadcast via internet, through a dedicated homepage and linked with other tourist pages. Additionally, tourist offices, visitor centres and assorted tour organisations in Doha and other cities in Qatar may be interested in providing prospective visitors with details.

Prospects, flyers and other media in hotels, hostels, restaurants and other outlets may also inform potential visitors about the existence and uniqueness of the Al Reem BR.

Guidance inside the BR

A very important part of raising awareness and providing education is a visitor centre. It offers the possibility to learn and study more about the reserve itself, its fauna, flora, geology, history and the Arabian culture. In addition to information boards, maps and prospects within the visitor's centre, people should have the possibility to attend particular lectures and presentations, as well as view slide-shows and documentaries. Currently there are no quality-maps available, which will be in demand of most tourists, visiting the site.

The visitor centre, located at the entrance of the reserve or core area, is very important for the visitor guidance. It should clarify that there are separate traffic regulations inside the reserve, to avoid illegal off-road driving and to protect sensitive areas.

Additionally the centre provides tourists with facilities like sanitation, cafeterias and gift shops. It should be taken into consideration to build a scientific research centre (maybe in combination with the visitor centre) for research and professional training for tour guides and other personnel and scientists. These specially trained people would serve to be the future visitor guides and personnel of the reserve.

The visitor and science centre itself should be constructed regarding sustainable measures.

This includes building with natural materials, like stones, clay and indigenous materials, as well as indigenous architecture. A conscious association and implementation of freshwater-, wastewater- and energy management should also be kept in mind, as recommended in the „Better Buildings“ proposal (for further information contact the UNESCO Doha Office), to position the centre as a role model of environmentally friendly buildings (also see chapter 3.4).

Moreover inside the reserve not only notice boards and signs may inform about the history, nature and wildlife on declared pathways, GPS-guided tours could also be organised (see chapter 3.3).

The best way to explore the area and to learn about its present, past and future would be to attend a guided tour for wildlife watching or night drives, each guided by a licensed pathfinder in groups that are limited in number of attendees. Also the number of tourism groups and the amount of people visiting the reserve should be limited. However the approved group size and total number of people may change depending on season, zone and monitoring results. It is very important to not overburden the carrying capacity of the reserve, especially in the core area.

Important in short:

- Broadcasting information in advance through the internet, flyers, tourist offices, tourist maps at hotels, in restaurants, at the airport and other organisations
- Broadcasting detailed information and education within the reserve in visitor centres and through different "edutainment" elements
- Offering guided tours to protect the environment
- Offering GPS-guided tours
- Limiting and monitoring the amount of visitors, according to accommodate the carrying capacity of the reserve

General tourism activity proposals

Beside the above mentioned activities and institutions, the establishment of several small-scale businesses can be additional incentives for visitors as well as for residents. By selling e.g. traditional handicrafts, souvenirs, fruits and products, the local inhabitants should be involved and also profit from tourism in their region.

The following are simple suggestions for tourism activities listed, compatible with the MAB rules. Each activity must be line with the requirements of the area, natural environment and region. Therefore the following recommendations are suggested for the Al Reem BR. The proposed activities are structured into core, buffer and transition zone actions.

These recommendations can be taken as example tourism activities for other BRs in the region.

Core area: possible activities (wildlife research and monitoring)

There are two declared core areas. One is located at the very south-western part of the BR, also known as the Ras Abrouk Peninsula. The other one is located at the very northern part of the reserve; including the old Al Zubarah Fort and the Oryx Farm. The predominant morphology is stone desert with rocky outcrop, local wadis and sabkhat.

According to the rules and regulations of the MAR, the core area is the most sensitive zone and should be mainly unaffected by humans. It can be used for research and monitoring (e.g. scientific research, tourism activities for other BRs in the region).

Ras Abrouk core area:

Typical for the Ras Abrouk Peninsula are beautiful limestone rock formations, as well as its wildlife. This is a very special place in Qatar, which would offer great tour potential. In this area gazelles, ostriches, oryx antelopes and other animals like lizards, geckos, birds and diverse marine wildlife are resident. Especially in the middle of the...
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Feasible actions for the core area:

Research and breeding:
• Maintain and develop sites for captive-bred wildlife re-introduction
• Cultural village: research, monitoring and education; possibly with a gift shop
• Oryx farm in the north: research, teaching and training

Education:
• Educational guided tours to research centres (for everybody, also school classes)
• Research and breeding centres extended to education centres, to teach visitors about the reserve, its flora and fauna

Adventure:
• Hot air balloon flights around the area
• Guided tours could be organised on camel- and horseback
• Overnight camping, diving, others

Please note: These activities can only be established after a sound analysis, in order to avoid the disturbance of animals and adversely affecting the environment!

Al Zubarah core area:
In the northern core area the restored Al Zubarah fort is located. Signboards with historical descriptions could give more information about its past.

Further, there is an old town-ruin ("the lost city") near Al Zubarah Fort which has recently been listed on Qatar’s Tentative List of World Heritage Sites. This area must be fenced and protected from people. Recently some visitors have been driving with quad-bikes over it, destroying parts of the ruins. The surrounding area offers a perfect place for traditional and cultural education.

Nearby the oryx breeding farm is situated on the northern coastline of the reserve. This farm also features a good possibility for research and monitoring of the animals. Further it could become a teaching and training centre for personnel, rangers and tour guides.

Please note: For the core area, it is important to restrict access. To avoid damage or disturbance of flora and fauna the access for tourists should only be possible in a guided tour with trained personnel.

The recommendations in the box below give a short summary of feasible activities that can be taken in the core area. They are divided into the sections "research and breeding", "education" and "adventure".

Buffer zone: possible activities (camel farms)

The buffer zone is the largest zone in the Al Reem BR. Beginning in the south near the city of Dukhan and ending at the top of Al Zubarah core area, the expanse takes ca. 95 ha.

Dominated by stone desert, and rarely covered by vegetation, the main inhabitants of this area are farmers and camel farmers. Therefore it is predestined for the establishment of particular camel farms (UNESCO Doha 2007). These camel farms could assist in developing sustainable fodder production/grazing methods in order to protect the surrounding nature from overgrazing. They could also be used for educational purposes, such as to inform and teach visitors about behaviour and the life of camels, as well as about the process of desertification.

Additionally camel milk or other camel products, like camel khabsa, could be sold, which would provide financial incentives for local people.

Wildlife observation would be a great option for the buffer zone. In order to make wildlife visible for tourists, it is necessary to build up watchtowers and watching hides along the coastline and within the zone. The tourist gets the chance to observe birds, wildlife and sea life.
Safari tours could be offered as a training unit for rangers, tour operators and dive masters to learn more about the reserve and its wildlife. These tours must be carefully implemented on carefully assigned routes.

The vast extent of this area provides a good opportunity to institute falconry, as well as houbara, saluki and sustainable hare hunting. Additional hunting demonstrations could be a sensational tourist attraction, as well as transmitting local culture to the benefit of locals.

The recommendations in the box below give a short summary of feasible tourism activities that can be taken in the buffer zone. They are divided into the sections „wildlife“, „sport“, „event and culture“, „education“ „adventure“ and „tourist accommodation“. These events can only be established after a sound analysis, in order to avoid a disturbance of the animals, the environment and cultural sensitivities!

The terrestrial and marine transition zone is the surrounding area of the core and buffer zone. Naturally similar to the buffer zone, it contains bigger villages (see map on page 20).

The transition area is the most flexible one and allows several sustainable and environmentally friendly activities.

Two additional tourism attractions are the Al-Shahaniya Breeding Centre and the planned Quranic Botanical Garden (QBG) (see chapter 3.7 in this proposal). The expansion of these locations to include the function as visitor centres could be considered.

The visitor centres could also be either renovated or have extensions included which would act as training centres for personnel and tour guides. To fully maximise the potential of the extensions/renovations, they would preferably be done in such a way so as to accommodate the Better Buildings initiative as well, serving as a model for further development.

For visitors interested in marine life, good diving and snorkelling courses could be offered. Further Dhow-trips could give an inside view of indigenous life. This insight could be supplemented through glass bottom boat tours in order to develop an enchanting learning experience about life under water. It would also be suitable for educational purposes as school excursions. Additional sailing trips, wind surfing and kite surfing could be offered.

As cultural events, a traditional mosque trail could be identified to attract local people. Leading the tourists trough towns and villages (in the transition and buffer zone), stops will be taken at traditional, old and holy mosques or mosque ruins. At each stop, the guide can take the advantage to tell more about the history. Also, if required, lunch breaks and picnics could be offered.

To offer suitable accommodations for tourists, special eco-lodges could be built in this area. These should be build in a sustainable and environmentally friendly way, furthermore, they should be converted to traditional Arabian architecture and provide for renewable energies.

In the last few years, the Shahaniya Breeding Centre has served as a model for further development. Eco-lodges could be established based on traditional Bedouin tents and tent camps with and modern facilities, environmentally friendly, that provide a large number of tourists with adequate hygiene, sanitation, refrigeration, air-conditioning, comfort and safety. They fit perfectly into the surroundings and are an authentic, cultural and traditional form of architecture.

The recommendations in the box below give a short summary of feasible tourism activities that can be taken in the transition zone. They are divided into the sections „wildlife“, „sport“, „event and culture“, „education“ „adventure“ and „tourist accommodation“. Feasible actions for the transition zone:

Wildlife:
- Watchtowers on the coastline for wildlife observation
- Wildlife observation with guided expeditions
- Birdwatching hides

Sports:
- Diving and snorkelling
- Sailing, sailing trips, surfing and kite surfing
- Hiking
- Horse- and camel back riding

Event and Culture:
- Traditional mosque trail
- Traditional food and products: camel milk, camel meat, local fish, etc.

Education:
- Visiting QBG and Al Shahaniya Breeding Centre to learn about flora and fauna
- Information / visitor centres: to inform about the history, geology, environmental pollution, wildlife and culture
- Learning about sustainable water usage in established visitor centres

Adventure:
- GPS – Guides on specified paths
- Wildlife watching
- Excursions on traditional dhows or glass bottom boats

Tourist accommodation:
- Establishing environmentally friendly eco-lodges
- Traditional Bedouin tents and tent camps
3.3 GPS-based, interactive guided tours: New ways to assist sustainable tourism development

By H. Schwarze

Developments in the tourism industry are leading away from pure recreation and seaside tourism, towards the aim of premium cultural / historical and natural / environmental educational tourism, with a special emphasis on sustainable and environmentally friendly tourism. In this context, designated areas, like BRs, World Heritage Sites and National Parks, due to their characteristics, will be among the preferred destinations. To provide appropriate visitor guidance and coherent location based services will be challenges of future planning and action. While information technology and the internet is moving more and more into our day-to-day life, the use of technology provides new potentials in the tourism sector too. Decision-makers need to consider these modern trends in order to satisfy demand and to act responsibly in their important role, safeguarding natural and cultural heritage.

In order to follow up this novelty, innovative GPS-based, interactive guided tours can provide up-to-date, reliable and easily accessible information. Pocket PCs, cell-phones and GPS units provide satellite navigation (interactive guidance), and coherent multimedia information (location based services). Whereas in the run-up to tourism related activities the internet serves as a source of information (pre trip planning).

While using interactive guidance, sightseers can precisely navigate and reach a certain destination and Point of Interest (POI) in an ecologically compatible way, and furthermore they can call up comprehensive location based services at each POI. Tourist information can be made available in any language and can be presented either written, linguistically, or with a combination of graphics, images and videos.

The character of the system animates tourists to absorb information with all of their senses and at their own pace. It enables visitor services to contribute to sustainable environmental development while avoiding tourism based environmental damage by providing tailored guidance. All together, there are a series of advantages and arguments for the provision of environmental information, education and sustainable visitor guidance in urban and rural areas.

Pre trip planning

Nowadays the internet is of paramount importance for tourists deciding on where to go and what to see. Travel planning begins at home and the kind and style of the offered information impacts the final decision of potential visitors. A state of the art online presentation about...
a destination (e.g. an Al Reem BR webpage) operates features like a RSS-feed for the latest news, Web-GIS for planning and orientation, Podcast files and comprehensive tour guide information. Furthermore, online presentations provide useful downloadable applications, e.g. GPS track and waypoint data for tours and POIs. Finally the web presentation should be barrier-free and optimized for mobile devices and cell phones.

On tour guidance

The basic principle for successful visitor guidance is good cartography. Cartography, whether offered as a printed map, leaflet, on signboards or within a digital, GPS-based navigation system, must be authentic and coherent. The map is a key feature to explore a destination and to achieve visitor’s satisfaction. The style of mapping should enable visitors to find their selected POIs in an effective and safe way. Cartography production should consider novel techniques to produce GPS-true maps. Digital GPS-true maps can be used within mobile navigation systems and applications, using cell phones and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). Furthermore digital maps enable a simple production of GPS track and waypoint data for use with GPS handheld devices. Both, moving map applications and GPS track data facilitate another key feature of modern navigation, the so-called tour rotation. As a result of the available digital data, routes and tours can be changed on short term notice. This enables for example park authorities to change the course of tourist routes or nature trails and to respond to current conditions like overexploitation, road conditions and environmental impacts. Finally signposting within protected and remote areas can be reduced to a minimum. Tour rotation is an important management tool for local ecosystem rehabilitation.

Location based services

Applying interactive guidance will lead tourists safely to the place of interest, where a variety of information awaits them. For instance a PDA based tour guide system provides multimedia information exactly at the location of the POI. Tourists can call up multilingual text, verbal information (Podcast) video and pictures. Whereas a complete digital solution would be functional without any on-site installation at a POI, signboards can also be equipped with additional useful and innovative tools. For example Quick-Response-Codes (QR-Codes) can be printed on signboards. These QR-Codes can be scanned by the camera of a standard cell-phone. Once scanned, the cell-phone will be directed to the online presentation of the destination, where one can also call up the multimedia information for the POI. Both, the offline PDA tour guide system and the online cell-phone QR-Code solution will provide comprehensive location based services.

The kind of information brokerage will enhance the efficiency of the information and learning experience, and at the same time boost people’s enthusiasm for understanding their surroundings in a way that is both fun and informative.

Example: GPS-guided tours could be based on themes, such as ecology, geomorphology, botany, zoology, mammals, reptiles, birds, marine wildlife, ship-wrecks, mosques, geology, archaeology, farms etc.

Summary

GPS-based, interactive guided tours offer reliable and up-to-date tourist information wherever and whenever needed. Tourists can access information via the internet, on printed maps, and on GPS-supported digital tour-guides. The visitor-resource and its features employ effective design-marketing, as well as providing environmentally friendly guidance for visitors. The concept is fully up-to-date and utilizes advanced practices available in the field of sustainable tourism development. GPS-based, interactive guided tours are suitable for all tourist destinations; they are especially useful for National Parks, National Monuments, Biosphere Reserves, Nature Parks and World Heritage Sites.

3.4 Environmentally friendly buildings - Enhanced water-, energy-, and waste-management in Arab urban ecosystems

By B. Böer, M. Richtzenhain, H. Schwarze and M. Breulmann

Background information

At the beginning of the 21st century almost 3 billion people or approximately half of the world’s human population lived in urban areas. It is predicted that this figure will rise to 5 billion within the next 25 years under current population trends. The Arab States of the Gulf are currently undergoing a period of previously unknown growth and rapid development. Cities are expanding at high speed, and many coastal and marine areas are being developed for human habitat. In the Gulf states the per capita consumption of freshwater and energy, as well as the production of waste are high, in comparison to other countries in the world.

Taking this enormous growth together with the inadequacy of water-, energy-, and waste-management in urban ecosystems into consideration, it can be assumed that the situation will rather deteriorate than improve. These enormous changes will occur not only in developed countries, it will affect the total urban population.

UNESCO Doha Office, in partnership with the Friends of the Environment Centre (Qatar) organised a regional workshop "Better Buildings: Enhanced water-, energy-, and waste-management in Arab urban ecosystems", in order to bring together existing expertise and raise awareness on technological innovations. The workshop took place from 28-29th of November 2007, in Doha, Qatar, and was intellectually and technically supported by the Regional Office for Western Asia of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP / RDWA, Bahrain), and the United Nations Information Centre (UNIC, Bahrain). International and regional experts participated, and presented innovative, as well as traditional, and alternative techniques centred on the subject of environmentally friendly buildings. Several constructive presentations were given, based on renewable energy, enhanced water- and waste-management, as well as environmentally considerate construction of buildings, and sustainable human living. The reason for this workshop was the alarming inadequacy of the current water-, energy-, and waste-management practices in the Gulf countries. Furthermore existing technologies to improve the situation were demonstrated.

High consumption rates of water and energy are based on the climatic situation in the Arabian Peninsula and the lack of interest and awareness of environmental issues. Large amounts of water are being used in particular in the construction industry, but also in agriculture, and the irrigation of green areas. Moreover, large quantities of freshwater are being lost because of leakages in the water-supply pipes. Most freshwater-supply comes from desalination plants, which in turn, are high energy consumers, and polluters.

High energy consuming air conditioners, as well as a lack of thermal insulation in buildings together with low energy prices leads to high per capita energy consumption rates. The per capita waste production is also high and waste disposal sites are spreading, which can cause chemical pollution of water, soil, air, and biota.

Outcome of the workshop and significance for Al Reem

The workshop discussed possibilities on how to reduce the above mentioned inadequacies. Methods on environmentally improved design
Towards Environmentally Friendly Tourism in Arabian Biosphere Reserves. UNESCO Doha Office

Four main themes were discussed in the workshop: water, energy, waste, and architecture. A proposal was made to convince stakeholders that feasible technology exists and is being utilised. The proposal involves establishing environmentally friendly model houses in the Gulf, functioning as demonstration sites based on existing environmentally friendly technologies. The concept is to inspire people to build Better Buildings.

3.5 Innovative camel farms

By M. Breulmann

Concept of the project and how camel farms could play an important role in the Al Reem BR

Producing cow-milk-products in Arabia probably makes as much sense as to produce camel-milk-products in Europe. The UNESCO Doha Office developed a Proposal towards combating desertification via the establishment of Camel Farms based on fodder production from indigenous plants and halophytes. The outcome of these studies will be a more stable ecosystem and enhancement of the desert environments. The main expected results are:

- Reverse desertification and restore desert ecosystems.
- Viable production of commercial farm products.
- Improvement of water use efficiency for fodder production.

In the Arabian Peninsula, rangeland biodiversity and animal production exist in a delicate balance. Increases in the livestock population have meant that the native plant biodiversity of the Arabian Peninsula, which comprises over 3,500 species, is being rapidly depleted by grazing, particularly the palatable species. Over 90% of the total land area now suffers from some form of desertification, and 44% is severely or very severely degraded (Peacock et al. 2003; Gallacher & Hill 2006). Camel densities that exceed ecological carrying capacity have been shown by many researchers to be a major threat to desert ecosystems. Reduced camel numbers on open rangeland could redress desertification by allowing vegetation to recover from overgrazing. A prototype Camel Farm should encourage owners to move most camels from open range into intensive farming where camels are fed on native desert- or salt tolerant plants which will help further the restoration process of the ecosystem.

The advantages of a Camel Farm in BRs

One possibility is the establishment of such a Camel Farm in a BR. The idea of the Camel Farm Project perfectly fits into the concept of a BR in arid lands. Protecting the desert from overgrazing contributes to the conservation of the desert environment with its unique flora and fauna. The Camel Farm does not destroy nature’s resources and is adapted to the culture and tradition of the local communities. During traditional times of nomadic husbandry the Bedouins and their camels lived in a harmonious, symbiotic
relationship with their environment. Camels provided a wide range of useful products such as milk, meat, wool and leather and were basically used for transportation. They were regarded as a "Gift of God". The Camel Farm is a modern way of camel husbandry. It is linked to the traditions and seeks to encourage the economic and social development. The last condition, logistic support, is fulfilled by "open-air laboratories" in the open desert for scientific research on the rate of the restoration/rehabilitation process of desert rangelands to their natural condition and on fodder plant production adjacent to the farm.

A Camel Farm could also be used as a tourist attraction. Tourists could enjoy day trips to the desert or the coast by riding camels (camel safaris), enjoying the desert and possibly a sunset barbecue or spending a night in the desert before returning. This is an eco-friendly method to provide a link to nature. Rangelands can recover fast and provide habitat structure for endangered wildlife, such as oryx, gazelles, desert hare and houbara bustard. Wildlife can be re-introduced and wildlife safaris and sustainable hunting may be of interest for tourism.

Reserves based on tourism would provide salaries for local residents and reserve staff. Also the traditional falcon or salouki hunting might again become a popular event in particular restored region for locals and tourists.

The protected areas can demonstrate to school children for instance, the natural desert landscape if grazing is controlled, and demonstrates how to protect the desert environment. Educational facilities and the involvement of local as well as international universities in the research studies will then be encouraged.

As described, the Camel Farm can be linked to the three main objectives which need to be fulfilled in a BR. The Camel Farm should be built in the transition area or even in the buffer zone. This is the zone where the local population, local companies and the people in charge of natural conservation can work together. This farming option presents novel approaches to sustainable use of natural resources and should be introduced in the future BR in Qatar.

3.6 The traditional Hima system

By J. Grainger and O. Llewellyn

It is well recognized that established local traditions can provide a sound basis from which to elaborate a programme linking the conservation of renewable natural resources with sustainable national development. There are many examples of traditional, indigenous nature conservation systems that have been maintained, e.g. the Kaya coastal forests in Kenya, the sacred groves of Ghana, the Sasi system in the Kei Islands of Indonesia, and the Himas of Arabia.

The Middle East contains some of the most arid ecosystems to have been used continuously by human beings. Practices to regulate the use of scarce resources were socio-economic imperatives for sustained production in these regions of inherently low biomass where water, forage and wildlife are essentially fugitive resources. The Hima tradition is a response to such imperatives. It is an ancient system practiced in large parts of the Arabian Peninsula whereby "protected areas" are used mainly to conserve rangeland resources; it is the most widespread and longstanding traditional protected area institution in the Middle East. The Hima tradition represents both the values of local people and the wisdom they have accumulated through centuries of adaptation to their environment, and it has great pragmatic value for the conservation and equitable, sustainable use of natural resources.

Nearly 40 years ago, Draz (1969) suggested the importance of studying the Hima system and its role in the tradition of land management in Saudi Arabia and Syria. The system was used by tribal groups to set aside areas of open range as plant reserves for more or less restricted use by individuals, families or tribes, as part of their grazing management. Several workers have suggested the extension of the Hima principle to cover all recently-created protected areas, for rangeland, woodland, watershed and wildlife reserves. The arrangement predates Islam and probably goes back over 2000 years, but became rooted in Islamic law and tribal custom. In its present form it dates from the time of Prophet Muhammad, who abolished private Himas belonging to powerful individuals, and established the legal system that now governs these protected areas. The fundamental principle is they contribute to public good and result in more benefits than detriments. Special consideration is also given to the interests of the local population.

The Hima system was previously widely practiced in the Arabian Peninsula. In the 1960s it was estimated that there were about 3,000 Himas in Saudi Arabia with nearly every village in the southwestern mountains of the country being associated with one or more Himas. They varied in size from 1 to 10,000 hectares and some Himas still exist in Oman, Syria and Yemen, in addition to Saudi Arabia. They were essential components of subsistence production in these generally semi-arid to arid regions. The system employed many sound land-use principles predating their formal recognition by modern land-use planners.

The following social and economic attributes characterise the Hima system:

a) It allows for the controlled use of resources, but ensured their proper conservation and use for particular purposes and prevented their abuse. In short, it was ecologically sustainable.

b) It ensures that protected resource areas are recognized and respected, although they were managed by local communities which relied mainly on social sanctions in applying the rules relating to them. The benefits from the Himas were then allocated among the members of the community according to a system that the community perceived as being equitable. Thus, the system was socially acceptable and was desired by the people who carried the cost of implementing it.

c) It is economically viable because of the benefits it yields and the social security it provides.

Thus the Hima system incorporates many of the socio-economic and ecological ingredients essential to the sustainable use of renewable resources. In Syria the concept has been utilised by the FAO in a rangeland development project to increase range quality and animal production (Draz 1978). The Hawah, a similar traditional institution, is apparently used for the conservation of wildlife and its habitats in Oman and perhaps elsewhere in the Arabian Peninsula.

Besides zoning land use, preserving particular resources and allocating their use among members of a community, Himas seem to have provided an important insurance for sedentary agriculturalists against nomadic herds. This was especially important in preserving accessible grazing for draft animals. Allowing the rights to fodder and other resources to particular people,
who benefited directly from the conservation of a resource, provided the necessary incentive for community discipline and investment in the protection of the resources from abuse.

Few established systems of protected areas are known that have a history comparable in length with traditional Himas. As Himas were managed locally, management was subject to community consensus and individuals in the community were able to influence this consensus and thus had a meaningful voice in management decisions. The pragmatic flexibility of the system provides an important, long-standing, cultural precedent for setting aside areas of land for the protection of particular resources. It also allows for the allocation of the rights to the controlled use of these resources to particular people, where this is appropriate.

In Islamic law, the term Hima equates with protected area and they could be established provided the following four conditions were met:

- It should be constituted by the “Imam” – the legitimate Islamic governing authority;
- It should be established in the Way of God – that is, for purposes pertaining to public welfare;
- It should not cause undue hardship to the local people – it should not deprive them of resources that are indispensable to their subsistence; and
- It should realize greater actual benefits to society than detriments.

Even allowing that previous descriptions of the Hima system were somewhat idealistic, it is clear that the use of Himas in the Arabian Peninsula has undergone some change over the past 40 years since Draz promoted the concept, and there are clear indications that the whole concept has become less secure in recent years. Many Himas have been abandoned in recent years in Saudi Arabia, that now only a few dozen remain, and few of these are still being managed actively. But if the Hima is as flexible and progressive an institution as it has been claimed, so well adapted to the particularities of the land and the needs of its users, why has this conservation practice faded in modern times?

Enormous economic and social changes have taken place in recent decades and tribal ownership and management of the land has been replaced with national ownership and management. Many of the specific objectives for which these Himas were established no longer meet the needs of the local communities. With the mechanization of agriculture, for example, there is little need for draft animals; Himas are now often used to graze sheep and goats, rather than cattle, horses and camels. As human populations have increased, there have been mounting demands for land for housing and farms, and increasing demands for pasture for ever larger herds of livestock – all at the expense of the Himas.

However the Hima tradition still has local popular appeal and Himas have too many excellent attributes that are as applicable now as in the past, to have simply outlived their usefulness.

Furthermore the Hima concept introduces a normative cultural element that is absent from the value-neutral designation of the modern, but alien term, “protected area”.

The traditional conservation practices associated with the Hima must be adapted to socio-economic realities and new technologies to fulfill the changing needs of the local communities. In particular, the management of traditional Himas needs to be shifted away from tribal affiliations and towards productive partnerships with the local communities and other stakeholders.

The revival and extension of the Hima as the basis for protected area systems has far-reaching and exciting implications for the conservation of biological diversity and sustainable use of renewable natural resources, not only in the Middle East, but throughout the Islamic world (Grainger & Likewellyn 1994). Recently in Lebanon, the Society for the Protection of Nature in Lebanon (SPNL) has re-established two traditional Himas, both of them Important Bird Areas - Ebel es-Saqi and Kfar Zabad, and a marine Hima has been proclaimed at Qoleleh. Tanzania’s Micasi Island has been proclaimed as a marine Hima, and has been recognized in the WWF / ARC Sacred Gifts for a Living Planet program. Batang Gadis National Park in North Sumatra is being established as a Hima in cooperation with Conservation International, and in Saudi Arabia’s revised protected area system plan several traditional Himas are proposed for recognition as community conserved areas.

It is clear that the conservation opportunities that arise from reviving the Hima are becoming better recognized along with the application of lessons from the Hima to other forms of protected areas. But it is evident too that more research is needed to further explore the Himas tradition as a model or even an instrument for conservation. In particular work is needed on historical and current attitudes of local communities towards Himas, their management adaptation to new socio-economic realities and technologies and the legislative status of those exemplary Himas that remain viable. The Hima can then be restored to its proper place as an enduring, effective and locally relevant conservation practice in the Middle East.

3.7 Quranic Botanic Gardens (QBG)

By B. Böer

Introduction

The first comprehensive documentation on the plants of the Quran was produced in 1989 (Farooqi 1989). The same author produced much later a related volume on the medicinal plants in the traditions of Prophet Muhammad (Farooqi 1998).

Then, in 1996, the Arabian Plant Specialist Group (APSG) was formed in Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in conjunction between the National Commission for Wildlife Conservation and Development (NCWCD), and the World Conservation Union (IUCN). In the proceedings the recommendations were clearly stipulated, and one was to “Develop a regional botanical garden or a representative group of smaller local gardens...” (Abuzinada & Joubert 1996).

Since over 60 years, UNESCO, cognizant of the importance of protecting the shared environment of our planet, has initiated and supported many projects to preserve natural and cultural heritage and to hand down to future generations the biological and botanic diversity of nature.

It is with this in mind, that the UNESCO Doha Office intends to support a variety of important activities in the cluster, and one of them was to develop a proposal on The Quranic Botanic Gardens. The idea of the Quranic Botanic Garden...
UNESCO intends to plan, coordinate and achieve a comprehensive project called *Quranic Botanic Gardens*, with the main scope of improving the preservation of biological diversity and botanical capacity in the Arab region.

**Aims of the project**

The *Quranic Botanic Garden* project aims to:
- establish botanical gardens in the Arab region; and
- set up a scientific, educational, conservation, and cultural network between these gardens.

This project will facilitate enhancing linkages between the traditional Islamic culture on habitat respect, particularly the culture inspired by the Holy Quran, and the protection and preservation of biological diversity. The establishment of new gardens influenced by the scientific and cultural concepts of the Arab tradition, by the oral and written masterpieces of the Islamic culture, particularly by the Holy Quran, would be extremely useful to realise a physical embodiment of the Islamic tradition of gardens and to preserve the botanical diversity of the Arabian Peninsula. Furthermore, this project could make possible the development of shared strategies and programmes focused on the improvement of people’s education and environmental awareness within a framework of sustainable and peaceful development.

New botanical gardens in the Arab region should be influenced by the two major historical phases of the Arab gardening philosophy, made by a first phase based on typical natural desert environments (e.g., *wadis*, *baadiya*, *raudhas*, sand areas, etc.) and a second phase characterised by man-planned gardens (e.g., the Persian concepts of sunken beds, *chahar bagh*, *gulistan*, *bustan*, etc.). In addition, the modern science and cultural promulgation suggests taking into consideration other themes, such as coastal and mountainous plants of the Arabian Peninsula, desert plants, agricultural plants, amenity plants, medicinal plants, halophytes, etc.).

**Conclusion**

By M. Richtzenhain

Considering shrinking energy resources, as well as the lack of freshwater, especially in the Arabian Peninsula, it is tremendously important to change our ways of treating nature and our acquaintance with it. Consequently, a case study in the Al Reem BR was accomplished to identify possibilities and ways for the establishment of environmentally friendly tourism (EFT) and to serve as a good example for other BRs.

Generalised, it is to say, that there is no general definition for environmentally friendly tourism, or ecotourism – there are a number of types. In section 1, we tried to give the reader a common definition and idea about it (see textbox).

Thinking of EFT in BRs, it is important to include many aspects, like to ensure the conservation and protection of nature, participation of the local community, educational and training, reducing negative human impacts etc.

Education and training are fundamental to tourism’s long term sustainability and goes hand in hand with the participation of the host community. It is useful to recognise both the needs of communities as well as their potential to act as agents of education for the benefit of others. Typical activities for locals can be tour guiding, wardens, gate keeping, selling gifts in small shops, as well as establishing tourist accommodations and restaurants.
By giving responsibility and financial incentives to the host community, they will be encouraged to contribute to sound tourism. Simultaneously, tourists will be attracted by the authenticity of local cultures and traditions. Furthermore, residents will care more about the reserve, to keep it clean and intact, if it is of great value for them.

For the successful implementation of tourism, good marketing strategies and information about tourism offers and possibilities within the reserve are essential, which is currently lacking in the Al Reem BR. Also a very important step is to develop a professional and implementable management plan, as well as a high-quality baseline map.

EFT is one possible solution to generate benefits for the reserve, to protect and conserve it, as well as to get benefits for the local people. It is also important for a sound BR management and successful tourism concept to consider regional traditions. As outlined in section 3 this includes traditions like e.g. the Hima system, local habitats, the sensibility of the environment, regional characteristics, the establishment of “Better Buildings” as Visitor or Training Centres.

In this chapter concrete recommendations shall describe possible tourism activities, education and conservation measures. They show the whole variety of feasible actions within the different zones of the Al Reem BR.

Primarily, the author suggests a division into two implementation phases. The first phase identifies the basic requirements which lead to a secure foundation for further establishments and actions within the BR.

The second phase will help build tourism activities upon a sound base.

Phase I:
To assure nature conservation and protection we suggest science-based fencing of the area, at least for the core area and buffer zone, in order to provide a clear visual indicator of the difference in purpose between the zones, as well as to limit grazing impact. This should guarantee the prevention of disturbance and destruction of flora and fauna from humans and livestock. Therefore, we want to suggest the correct fence type, which should keep goats, sheep and camels out but allow for crossing by oryx, gazelle, hare, fox, wild cats and lizards etc. For example a fence type below 1,20 m with four or five strings of barbwire is advisable. Mesh wires with a 2,50 m height and with a 10 grid width are not recommendable. The reason for it is that small animals easily get stuck and die thirst or heat exhaustion and larger animals can not cross them. Whatever fence-type is finally being selected, it should keep livestock out, but allow for the free movement of wildlife.

In contrast to the more strictly controlled core area, the buffer zone could have a “cow grate” in the road which would help in keeping the undesired livestock out, but allow for free movement of traffic.

The management of the reserve is a prerequisite for a sustainable use and implementation of the aims and goals of MAB rules and regulations. Consequently the elaboration of a sound management plan is essential.

Therefore, it is important to consider the corresponding MAB rules,

1. the core zone is an area which should be mainly unaffected by humans. It is mainly to conserve biological diversity and to monitor unspoiled ecosystems. Also it gives room for scientific research. The core zone can be used for environmental education but there should be no or little environmental impact. The protection of this area is high priority.

2. The buffer zone should protect the core zone from any interference. This area preserves the sustainment and fostering of ecosystems. It is to conserve cultural landscapes which offer a wide range of differed habitats and for it typical animal and plant species. The buffer zone can be used for cooperative activities, like environmental education, recreation, eco-tourism and research activities. All activities should be in accordance with the environment and its protection.

3. The transition zone is the most flexible zone. It is the living, economic and recreation area for the population. The aim is a development of an economy, which takes into consideration the needs of man and nature. Several activities are possible, like e.g. agriculture, small-scale businesses, tourism or several others. The production of environmentally friendly products can contribute to a sustainable development. It can also give incentives for income generating activities for the local. At best, theses activities are run by local communities and in cooperation with other local stakeholders.

For giving rangeland the possibility to recover naturally, livestock numbers should immediately be assessed and limited. In combination with rainy seasons, this will allow for the habitat structure to recover and captive bred animals can be released later on. Special guided tours for wildlife observation could be an additional tourist attraction.

4.1 Concrete recommendations and project development for Al Reem

By M. Richtzenhain, M. Sutcliffe, and B. Böer

The suggestions made in section 3.2 “Recommendations for Tourism Activities” describe possible tourism activities, education and co-conservation measures. They show the whole variety of feasible actions within the different zones of the Al Reem BR.

In this chapter concrete recommendations shall be highlighted. These will be kept quite simple, in order to ensure a realistic implementation. Additional activities can be implemented step by step. As a supplement, a second proposal dealing with the project development shall be produced.
To avoid disturbance of nature and environment, the establishment of trekking trails and educational pathways is important for the buffer and transition zone. Each trail should be signed with different colours of symbols according to the environment highlights. For the buffer zone this could be e.g., different geological forms or animals, like lizards, birds or stones. For the marine transition zone this could be e.g., dugong or dolphin and for the terrestrial transition zone this could be gazelle and oryx. At certain locations, explanation boards and markers should explain the environment, nature and existing animals.

Previously introduced African Ostriches running freely in the reserve need special consideration. They should be kept in enclosures in order to guarantee human safety.

Professional training of guides comprising all aspects of the reserve nature and animal life are needed to develop qualified educational skills and to interpret the environment correctly. That way, information can be spread and professional managers, guides and rangers will be trained.

The training for guides and managers could take place in a “training centre” (see Phase II), which would need to be established.

Additionally, a monitoring system should be setup in order to calculate and observe the human carrying capacity of the reserve and to detect ecosystem change. This is important in order to study the anthropogenic impact and develop management-recommendations based on science.

Phase II:

After the successful completion of the first phase, concrete tourism activities can be implemented. Thereby, the focus is laid on education, training and awareness raising.

A common tourism form in BRs is ecotourism. The reason therefore is that the principles of ecotourism agree on the principles of BRs. Thus, to attract eco tourists, eco-lodges should be constructed. Those lodges should build considering the innovative implementation of water-, waste- and energy management (further read chapter 3.4 “Better buildings” and the UNESCO Better Buildings proposal). A good site for the assembly of eco-lodges would be in the buffer zone at the coast or near Zekreet. Another possibility would be in the northern boundary of the buffer zone, near the Al Zubarah fort. The size of the lodges must be measured on potential visitor numbers. Therefore, a representative questioning of Qatari, residents and visitors, would be advisable.

Further, the construction of a visitor and interpretation centre is essential to provide the tourist with general information about the reserve. It should include educational programmes about the local environment, geology, flora and fauna, renewable energy and future developments of the region. Additionally, the visitor centre may serve as a training centre for personnel working in the reserve (see above). Important to consider is that there should be a new environmentally friendly building constructed as the visitor centre, which should again demonstrate innovative techniques for better buildings. It should preferably be located in the buffer zone and can probably be combined with a Bedouin tent eco-lodge. A good place for it would be at the northern boundary of the buffer and transition zone, somewhere near the oryx breeding centre at the cost. Another possible site could be in the southern buffer zone, near the entrance to the Zekreet core zone (or in the Zekreet itself). Another possibility could be in one of the towns inside the buffer zone.

Not only the buildings should be eco friendly constructed but also the transport system. This should be highlighted and environmentally friendly options should be discussed and suggested in the management plan, considering reality, costs and inspiration.

Qatar is known for its bird variety. Also the Al Reem BR is the habitat of many wild animals, like lizards, gazelles, oryx and desert hares. Therefore, bird and wildlife watching hides should be established at the coast, as well as within the reserve. Furthermore, snorkeling and guided diving tours into the marine wildlife could be offered.

A questing of people at the Doha International Airport earlier this year has resulted that there is not enough information about the Al Reem BR in the country, as well as internationally. Marketing is an indispensable important tool to attract people and to inform about the activities within the BR. The production of a web-site, prospects, flyers and brochures could help to tell more about the Al Reem and therewith catch the attention of potential visitors. This material could be outlaid in hotels, Tourist Informations, airports or other locations.

Additional advertising, like short advertising spots and short films, shown in the national and international TV or in other public places, like supermarkets, airports, malls, etc. could enhance the publicity.

4.2 Benefits for the Al Reem BR and regional economy

By M. Richtzenhain and F. Darwish

Basically, potential benefits of tourism in protected areas are

1. the enhancement of economic opportunities,
2. the protection of natural and cultural heritage and
3. the enhancement of the quality of life (Eagles et al. 2002).

Enhancing economic opportunities

Tourism in the Al Reem BR can create additional jobs and income. With the attraction of tourists, it can be seen as a source of foreign exchange and through the implementation of new tourism activities, the local economy is being diversified. Diversification of the industry could be of high importance for the future development of Qatar. Examples to get revenue out of protected area activities can be the establishment of entrance fees or the establishment of small shops, where local handicraft and art is being sold. Other income generating activities can be guided excursions, home stays, the establishment of eco-lodges, camping and picnic sites or local cuisine

in restaurants. Thus, environmentally friendly tourism is a good chance for local people to gain financially from the protected area they live in.

Sometimes the development of tourist activities has high initial costs. But through well-managed tourism, the estimated costs could outweigh the estimated revenues for the first few years but, thereafter, benefits would exceed the costs (Eagles et al., 2002).

For gaining economic benefits:

- the number of visitors in Al Reem should be increased (only up to the maximum carrying capacity and in certain areas)
- the length of stay should be increased to 2 nights or more for personnel working in the reserve (see above). Important to consider is that there should be a new environmentally friendly building constructed as the visitor centre, which should again demonstrate innovative techniques for better buildings. It should preferably be located in the buffer zone and can probably be combined with a Bedouin tent eco-lodge. A good place for it would be at the northern boundary of the buffer and transition zone, somewhere near the oryx breeding centre at the cost. Another possible site could be in the southern buffer zone, near the entrance to the Zekreet core zone (or in the Zekreet itself). A third possibility could be in one of the towns inside the buffer zone.

A questing of people at the Doha International Airport earlier this year has resulted that there is not enough information about the Al Reem BR in the country, as well as internationally. Marketing is an indispensable important tool to attract people and to inform about the activities within the BR. The production of a web-site, prospects, flyers and brochures could help to tell more about the Al Reem and therewith catch the attention of potential visitors. This material could be outlaid in hotels, Tourist Informations, airports or other locations. Additional advertising, like short advertising spots and short films, shown in the national and international TV or in other public places, like supermarkets, airports, malls, etc. could enhance the publicity.

A considerable remark

The zoning of the Al Reem BR should probably be recalculated. The Ras Abu Abrouk peninsula, which is at the moment one of the core areas, has the biggest tourism potential because of its rocky outcrops, special rock formations and archaeological findings. Also already established is the town of Zekreet with its camel farms. Furthermore the cultural village in the centre of the peninsula could be rebuilt to a visitor and training centre.
• sport and adventure aspects could be offered in hotels and ecologies.

**Protecting natural and cultural heritage**

Environmentally friendly tourism can be a key factor in supporting nature conservation and the protection of cultural heritage. Through generating funds (like entrance and service fees) the costs of conservation and maintaining cultural traditions could be paid. Furthermore, through awareness raising campaigns about the natural and regional reserve’s value for the country, political and public attention can be gained. This can then lead to additional support for nature conservation measures.

Not only can the financial support be raised by attracting tourists, but also the physical support, e.g. through the involvement of volunteers in collecting data or analysis. In helping e.g. restoring historically significant buildings (e.g. the lost city near Zubarah), the natural and cultural heritage can be sustainably conserved, also for future generations.

**Enhancing quality of life in the host community**

Tourism development in the Al Reem BR should be designed to protect Qatari traditions and cultures and boost those aspects that need to be improved. This can be done e.g. through offering tourism facilities and services, run by local communities. Thus, tourism can not only sustain the protected area financially, but also be an essential contribution to generate jobs and raise income. Further it can support local needs like:

- improving the communication system through building roads and telecommunication facilities (e.g. in buffer and transition zone, according to the particular carrying capacity),
- educating people in other languages, literacy or ecological and nature science,
- training the people as park staff,
- the establishment of medical safety and emergency services, which could also be shared with the communities.

The protected area can not only enhance the quality of life for residents within Al Reem, but also for all Qatari residents. The reserve, with its fresh and unpolluted air, its beautiful surroundings and diversified animal life, can be a recreational getaway or leisure area for people who want to relax and take a rest from work and everyday life. School classes, e.g. could make excursions and learn more about Qatari culture and life.

Furthermore, through the involvement of local people and stakeholders, decisions will be made together, which will reduce the potential of conflicts. Residents can participate and take part on important decision-making processes. They can put in their own wishes and ideas, as well as precious experience with that area. They can also address reservations for certain plans that are not in their interests, for reasons only they may know.
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